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One day in Jal1. Two days in Jail. Thrae days 
in jail. Four days in Jail. Christ. Fi~e days in 
jaH. Sb: days in JaH, se~en. Today is my 
aighth day in jail. Nine days in jail. Ten days 

, in Jail. Ele~en days in Jail. Twel~e days in jail. 
The door opens and closes, opens and 
closes. Thlrtean days in JaU. Fourteen days In 
Jail. Fifteen, sl)(\een, se~enteen, eighteen. A 
Jail is a Jail is a Jail is a Jall, nineteen days in 
jail. Twonty days in jail. Twenty days already. 
Twenty-one, twenty-two days in Jail. Twenty
three days in jail. Twenty-four days In Jail. 
Twenty-five days In Jai!. Twenty-51;..; days In 
Jail. Twenty·seven days In Jail. Twenty.eight 
days in jail. Twenty·nlne days in Jail. One 
month. Another twenty-nine months in jail 
and then i'll be free. Thirty-one days in JaiL 
Thlrty·two days In jaiL Thirty-three days in 
Jail. Thirty-four days In Jal!. Thlrty·f!ve, six, 
seven, eight, nine, forty days in jaiL The 
walls of the Jail. The ceiling of the Jail, the 
Jail 01 the Jell. Forty-one days in Jail. Forty· 
two deys In Jail. Forty-three days in jail. 
Forty-four - how wilt people be when I get 
out? - days in jail. Forty·five days In jall. 
Forty-six days In Jail. Forty-seven days In Jail. 
Forly-elght days In Jal!. Forty·nlne daya In 
Jail. Oh fuck ... this entire Jail. Flfty days in 
this fucking shltty jeil. Flfty-one days in jall. 
Fifty-two days In Jail. Fifty.three, fifty-four 
days in Jei1. Fifty.five days in Jail. Fifty-six 
days in Jail. Flfty-seven days In Jall. Fifty
eight days in JaiL Fifty-nine days In Jail. Fifty_ 
nine days In JaiL Today there is no passage 
of time, Sixty days in JaiL Who knows II the 
others droam 01 me as much as I dream of 
them. Sixty-one days In Jail. Sixty-Iwo days In 
Jail. Sixty-three days In Jail. Sixty-four days in 
JaiL Sixty-five days In Jel!. Sixty-six days in 
Jail, Sixty-seven days In Jail. Sixty-eight days 
in JaiL Sixty-eighl ... slxty-alghl ... In 1968 . 
. . now I'm really out of date ... ty-nine days 
in Jail. Seventy days in Jail. Seventy-one days 
in Jail. Seventy-two dsys In Jail. Seventy-three 
days In Jail. Seventy-four days In Jail. 
Seventy-five days in Jail. Jail has Its own 
smell, I'U never be able to get it off me, all 
the soap and scent of a detergent factory 
wouldn't be enough to remOVe it, and 
everybody'li know I've been In jail. Seventy· 
six days in Jail. ! could explOde at any mo· 
ment. Seventy_nine. Eighty days In jail. In Jai! 
you slart to reel. Eighty.one days in Jail. In 
JaU you start to reeL Eighty-two days In Jail. 
In jail you start to reel. Eighty-three days In 
JaU. Eighty-four days in Jail. Eighty-five days 
In jail. Eighty_six days in Jail. Eighty-seven, 
elghly-eight, eighty.nine days in THIS ETER
NAL JAIL. Ninety days in Jail. Now I'm 
busting. Ninety_one days In Jail. Ninety·two 
days in Jail. Nlnety·three daye in Jail. Ninety
four days In Jail. Ninety-five days In Jail. I 
have diarrhea. Ninety-six days In Ja!!. Ninety
seven days in Jail. Ninety-eight days in jail. 
Ninety·nlne. One hundred days in Jail. Hurray, 
let's break out the champagne. Very funny. 
101 days In Jail. 102 days in JaU. 103 days in 
Jail. 104 days In Jail. 105 days in Jail. 106 days 
In Jail. 107 days in Jail. loa days In Jail. 109 

Introduction 
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THE IMPOSSIBLE 
CLASS 

AUTONOMy AT 
THE BASE 

The Return 
of Politics 

Sylvere Lotringerl 
Christian Marazzi 

The workers in Europe should declare that 
henceforth as a class thoy are a human im· 
possibility, and not only, as Is customary, a 
harsh and purposeless establishment. They 
should introduce an era of vast swarming out 
from the European beehive, the like of which 
has never been experienced, and with this 
act of emigration In the gra.nd manner pro· 
test against the machine, agelnst capital, 
and against the choice with Which they are 
now threatened, of becoming of necessity 
either slaves of the stefe or slaves of a 
revolutionary party. Let Europe relieve itself 
of the fourth pert of Its (nhabltantsl.. Whet 
at home beg/ln to degenerate Into dangerous 
discontent and criminal tendencies will, once 
outside, gain a wild and beautiful 
natura/ness and be called herolilm. 

Nietzsche, the Dawn [2061 

Sylvere Lotrlnger Autonomy Is the bOdy without organs of politics, anti· 
hierarchic, anti·dlalectlc, antl·representative. It is not only a political project, It is 
a project for existence. 

Individuals are never autonomous: they depend on external recognition. The 
autonomous body is not exclusive or Identifiable. It is beyond recognition. A body 
of workers, it breaks away from labor discipline; a body of mHltants, it ignores 
party organization; a body of doctrine, It refuses ready·made classifications. 

Autonomy has no fronUers. It is a way of eluding the Imperatives of production, 
the verticality of Institutions, the traps of political representation, the virus of 
power. In biology, an autonomous organism is an element that functions In· 
dependently of other parts. Political autonomy Is the desire to allow differences 
to deepen at the base without trying to synthesize them from above, to stress 
similar attitudes without Imposing a "general line," to allow parts to co·exist side 
by side, In their singularity. 

The bddy without organs of autonomy has no fronUers, but it does have a history, 
and this history is Italian. This history is given here withOut any intermediaries, in 
the language of its actors. Other experiences and other perspectives are simply 

set side by side. Through this Halian history, we can read our own history, our 
possible history, between the lines. 

Historically, Autonomy was born in the large factories of Northern Italy in the ear· 
Iy 50's. "Autonomy at the base" was originally devised by emlgranf workers from 
the South in defiance of the union bosses - backed by the Communist Party -
who pretended to represent them. Autonomy soon moved beyond claims for 
higher wages and questioned not only labor relatlonships, but labor itself, It 
devised original forms of colloctive action (auto reduction, sabotage of prOduction, 
etc.), which entailed numerous confrontations with the State. This whole theme 
crystallized in 1965 with the refusal of wage labor Which still remains directly tied 
to the struggles of the Italian Autonomy. 

Autonomy Is a way of acUng collectively. jt Is made up of a number of organs and 
fluid organizations' characterized by the refusal to separate economics from 
politics, and politiCS from existence. Autonomy never unWed. 

Diverse organizations assembled at the national level. They formed "Potere 
Operaio" (Worker's Power), both a group and a magazine gathering together a 
number of theoreticians such as Mario Tronti, Toni Negri, SergiO Bologna, Franco 
Piperno and Ores Ie Scalzone. Their reformulation of Marxism became seminal for 
the whole of the autonomous movement. In 1973 the militarization of the Move· 
ment raised a deep controversy between various currents within "Poiere Operaio". 
The confrontation eventually led to its self-dissolution. (The State today refuses 
to recognize this dlssolutlon.) Formed in 1970, the Red Brigades Were already 
organizing clandestine actions in order to carry the confrontation "to the heart of 
the State." One the other hand, various fragments from "Potere Operaio" extend· 
ed the struggle from the factory to the dty (occupation of houses, etc.) to ground 
it to the daily life of the "SOcialized worker." This majority constitutes the Italian 
Autonomy. 

The chasm continued to dEJepen between the clandestine ilne of the Red 
Brigades, entrenched In the classic worker position, and the "open" perspectives 
of Autonomy, eager to account for the profound transformations in the "class 
composition" of Italian society through forms of "mass" intervention. 

Over the last two years, and notably since the April 7 arrests, the Italian State has 
tried to erase by force the difference between the Red Brigades and Autonomy. It 
deSignated "potere Operaio" as their common source, as their "primal scene." 
These monstruous matings, these origlnary embraces are always retroactive fan· 
tasies, and convenient "reconstructions" of analysis. They jusUfy repression. To
day more than 1,500 intellectuals and militants of the class movement are in 
prison - Indefinitely, it seems - awaiting trial on highly evasive charges. Italy is 
the only "free society" that can claim to outdo the USSR in the number of 
politlcal prisoners. 

The State repression is deadly - but it is not serious. It is not serious because It 
misses Its avowed target (to eliminate the Red Brigades). [t eliminates instead 
what It refuses to acknowledge: the emergence of new forms of conflict linked to 
a new social stratum. This stratum is supposedly "marginal," but Its actual impor· 
tance, in Italy as elsewhere, can only grow. 

Numerous commIttees against Repression in Italy have formed In Western 
capitals. International appeals have come from well·known figures, such as Jean
Paul Sartre, Michel Foucault, Felix Guaitari, Gilles De!euze. Recently, Italian ar· 
tists and Intellectuals close to the Italian Communist Party, whose responsibility 
in the round-up appears overwhelming, have started to publicly question the 
State's procedures. 

Protests however can be misleadIng sInce they fall squarely within the framework 
set up by the Italian State. The State selected its battleground and carefully 
weighed Its weapons. The State's blitz on Autonomy violates Human Rights. It 
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should be condemned Internationally. But this Is only part of the story. Its com· 
plexlty, Its contradictions, e .... en its ambiguities remain to be told. To simplify the 
nature of the Movement, the questions It raises and the danger it now faces 

ultlmately plays Into the hands of power. 

The scant Information from Italy Is partly responsible. It is urgent to close the In
formation gap on ltaiy _ to unfold the overall context of these e .... ents. Every 
passing day adds to the list. (October 16: Franco Piperno was flnally extradIted 
from France). Our "intervention" Is not an "answer" to repression. Rather It un
covers a political e~perlence whIch took almost 20 years to accumulate. This \5 
what the Ital\an state wants to put behind bars - along with most of the con

tributors to the present Issue. 

A new "social subject" Is emergIng, conscious of Its own history and potential. 
Its existence incorporates the most advanced aspects of our technological 
societies. The outcome of the present confrontation Is uncertain. Reprasslon has 
taken Its toll, Indifference shouldn't take over. The actual reasons for which the 
Autonomists afe Imprisoned shouldn't disappear with them, or even with their 
eventual (and unlikely) release. We should preserve against the HaHan State what 

the State so unwHllngly contributed to publicize. 

Christ/an Marazzi This Issue Is purposely problematic, the choice of materials 
hardly unified. It Is in fact crucla! to understand that what Is called "autonomous 
movement" (movimento aufonomo) Is anything but homogeneous. It is comprised 
of many different and sometimes opposing experiences. It Includes organizational 
and theoretical paths Which may be traced back to a single "orIgIn" (the so-called 
Italian "workerism"), but this doesn't mean that they can be grouped today under 
the same definItion. Gathered here, then, are political contributions from people 
who have had nothing to do with one another for years; who have chosen dif
ferent political outlooks and activities. The Italian state, by herding together 
those It has errested (and those It still wants to arrest) into the same blind alley, 
tries to play down the differences and the speclflc attitudes within the Movement. 
There Is a reason for this: it is exactly these politIcal differences, the Internal 
variety ot the autonomous movement, that allowed it to grow. 

L In 1977 Autonomy was riding the crest of the wave. The growth of a move-
ment however cannot be linear. Moments of explosive richness and Inventiveness, 
as In Rome and Bologna In 1977, are often followed by dry periods, Umes of ex
haustion, the ebb and flow: rlflusso, as one now says in Italy. The experience ac· 
cumulated In action, the power extracted by the Intellect freed from production Is 
then recycled at molecular levels. It generates moblllty, nomadic work, social 
fluidIty which In turn prepare the ground for renewed political struggles. 

We have witnessed In the· US a comparable phenomenon since the end of the 
60's: tM Radical movement suddenly disappeared. Its Impact wasn't lost, but, In 
the absence of any political perspective, it rapidly dissipated at all levels of socie
ty. The knowledge derived from experimentations with drugs, with the body, with 
communal life, was rechanneled throughout the system. Consumer society 
benefited and profited from these "undisciplined" researches that It indIrectly 
financed. In Italy· drugs stili serve as a rallying poInt tor the Movement. In the US, 
far from encouraging social fluIdity, they make the serfdom of labor more 

tolerable. 

The rapidity and scope of molecular transformations, the American "softness" 
evoked by Felix Guattari, goes also hand in hand with the diffusion of infinitely 
complex forms of "soft control" throughout society, This virtual reversibility of 
signs of subversion Is characteristic of "post-political" societies. 

M Perhaps It Is true that we- afe living In a "post-political" society, where the 
definition of "pol1tlcal" has become a problem in Itself. But it Is also true that 
slda by side with the crisis of the political, we have an increased poHticizatlon of 
people, a different way of "making politics," this Is more concrete, specific, and 

tied to local needs (health ho I 
United states, the party s;ste~S l:g~bS~hOoIIS'1 education, etc.). In Italy, as In the 
succeed In channel1ng demands from"t~~Sb~t~o~ C;iS~S. s~ate, slnc~ It does not 
specific demands. Yet, alongside this crls n In ranscen ing these 
The great movements of the 60's are surell:,/~~P~ hdave been able to gain power. 
ideology of thai period Tod . a emus, but so Is the hyper-

. ay we are neanng molecul rtf 
less spectacularlty less "moveme t" lth a orms 0 power. There Is 
The electoral abse~teelsm for exa~PI: ~ies:ect to the 60's. But good for us! 
voters, constitutes in Italy 'a true" rt '"w c numbers almost 4 ml!1ion non
from the great pO!ltlcaHnstitutlon~~e~cil.belngl more a symptom of estrangement 
tions, etc.), than a symptom 'Of a a I.nes general and administrative elec_ 
end of polltlcs" but rath th p th~. ThIS estrangement does not indicate "the 

dresses spec!fi~ and con:rrete
e ~::doss~~~h::~~e~a:a~:~aklng politics that ad-

It is interesting to note the eno I t the Italian class movement Thr;ous n e~est In the United States on the part of 
time when the ltaHan move~ent tenewed 'Americanism" is exploding right at the 
Why is there In Italy an Interest i: ~o~n~ through a growth andlor definition crisis. 
sidered the very Ones that blo er am aspects of the US which here afe con
especially In the autonomous ~:::~I~~~O~~ry g.rowthl? Perhaps because in Italy, 

~~;;;~~~ ~:; ~~V~~'"~~~:r~d~O:;:;:e"~~h"~~~~:~~" f{~~~~I;d!~y e::~~!~~~~~ho~~r 
knows no chronology It Is so t g s une. The struggle 
ideology of the historical part~: h~:~zl;~~~r·uM~n~ Italians, asphyxiated by the 
history of the American worke ' ' e. n te ~tates In order to study the 
violent and concrete. r s struggle, a hIstory WIthout ideological mediation, 
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priety of concepts and the systematlclty of theory. Autonomists shamelessly bor· 
row what they can use. It is from this conceptual patchwork that the Movement 

derives Its theoretical soundness and pollUca\ efficacy. 

In Italy, contrary to the US, the Impact of '68 hes proceeded without Interruption. 
It has even gained momentum so that the "end of politics" today proclaimed by 
the "creative" wing of the Movement (Bologna), is sImultaneously the rebirth of 
politiCS. Politics returns, but \n the Nletzschean sense: it returns as other, 

Our decision to step In at once In an explosive, conflict· ridden situation - while 
everything connected with Autonomy \5 threatened from all sides - Is equally a 
response to preoccupations that are closer to home: In many respects, the reac
tion against the 60's In the course of the "me" decade (there Is nothing less 
autonomous than an ego) has meant an Impatient refusal of politics, This refusal 

has gone on long enough, Politics must return, 

M But what does "political", "the end of polltlcs", etC., mean11f by political 
we mean a social relationship, a struggle, then surely In Italy there has always 
been, until now, a formidable continuity of the "political", If "political" Is to mean 
the direction bf social transformation, In which autonomous decisions are made 
In order to channel Yarlous struggles \nto a movement capable of de-limiting the 
choices of both capital and the institutional system, then we are faced with a 

yariety 01 InterpretatIons. 

The ICP's chOIce of moving organically toward the government, or the Red 
Brigades' armed choice to strike at the "heart of the State" or the Internal debate 
of the autonomy seeking to create organizational forms different from bOth the 
party and the "anti-party", a\l exemplify the complexity of re-deflnlng "pOlitical". 

If "the end of polltics" means the search for neW dimensions of antagonism on 
levels other than the one defined by concrete needs (wage struggles, the "attack 
on income" as a refusal of poverty, etc.), then within the italian movement tne 
"end of politics" has a different meaning, not at all psychologistlc, Ilterary or 
philosophic. For there the "end of pol1t1cs" Involves a search for new political 
areas of struggle, new territories for the massiHcaUon of the struggle. In Italy, 
French theories, like those of Foucault, Deleuze, Guattarl, and BaudrllIard too, 
immediately translated into tne Movement's language, that \5, Into concrete 

gle, 

What can be considered as tne most original theoretical contribution to Italian 
workerlsm originated abroad, For some theoreticians of Working Class and the 
Red Notebooks (the first two workerist journals, which appeared at the I' 
of the 60's), the Soclalisme au Barbarie experIence 01 the 50's In France was a 
turning point. And, bizarre as \t may seem, other important sources of 
"workerism" are American; James Boggs' American Revolution, the writings of 

Martin GlabBrman and of G.P, Rawlck, to cite but a tew. 

rHE REFUSAL OF 
WORK 

In Italy, the American struggles have always been a' key point of reference, 
more so than certain aspects of the Amedcan New Left, which was too 
In criticizing American capitalism from the standpoint of Its external, imperla'li.ti 
contradictions. Stili, In the 70's, the books of Fox piven, Richard Cloward 
(Regulating the poor, poor People's Movement), James 0' Connor (The Fiscal 
Crisis of the State), and many others, were being read In Italy. These contribu
tions have been seminal In the political formulation Qf the struggles within the 

Welfare State. 

There is nothing "Italian" about the class warfare In Italy; there is nothing 
"original" In the italian theoretical contributions, If any, their specificity 
the fact that In Italy these theories have been able to bloom and 
to the class struggles and their formidable continuity. We must I ~~e~:~;i~~ 
Italy, thus neutraliZing Its Importance, To understand Italy, one must \J 

the United States; one must rediscover In th 
that political richness which today \ tt I e hIstory of American class warfare 
erect a monument to Italy Is to la St~ r buted to the Italian "intellectuals". To 
as specific ("the product of cert~lnYlnt:!I~~~e o~, the !ta\la~ State: to misrepresent 
worker's history, rooted aboye II I I, I uals ,) what Is rn fact rooted in the 

, a ,n s nternatlOnal dimension. 

Tho ICP's declsion to enter the HI t ' 
Democrats was more complex 'h • ~,ncal Compromise with the Christian 

I 
' an! now seems The . 

mmedlately after the Chllean cou an . ..' compromise was sought 
the official Worker's Movement toP ~ 011 CriSIS of 1973, two events which forced 
dIng the areas of social allIance T'h

ee 
_Ine"'.' ~o1!tical strategies capable of ex pan-

" 

. e 01 cns!s was us d b 'h " 
pora Ions to accelerate the accumulation of ' ,e y e multrnat!onal COf
Thus the political make.up of the class Whlc~a~ltal With labor-saving inyestments. 
could hayo been destroyed, and alon with t f rmed ~ro~nd the mass worker 
struggles and aims in the eyes of s g, t I I /he pOSSibility of generaliZing its 
witnessed the rise of the chemic! oc de y, n act, the period follOWing 1973 
(financially and institutionally) inath

an e~ergy sectors as the most important 
that the socialization of the m e sys ,em of world capitalism, with the result 

ass worker s struggle was fUrther blocked, 

On the other hand, the Chilean experience tau 
government were untenable Th y ght that old socialls\ modes of 
th . . e were economically b k 

e International capitalist initiative to h' h ac ward with respect to 
attempted response. It Is now com~on :n~c !~he Historic.al Compromise was an 
of Ine ICP, was opportunistic and as It t w dge that thiS response, on the part 
response In kind to the internatio~al c ~t'~~d, ~ut: ineffective. Nonetheless, some 

apl a IS mltlatlve was necessary. 

Within this framework we can probe th d ' 
ward Autonomy has been above all a s:ar~~af~ Within Autonomy. Fro~ :973 on-
capa~!e of acting outside the party system If r a.newly composed political class 
gle WIth mass layoffs Inflation hi' capItal aHacked the worker's strug
necessary to determi~e a new' cU;l

on t unemployment, etc" it was then 
strata could join their struggle. po nd

ca 
terrain where the most diverse social 

" ' a recompose a front ' 
! wasn t only against capital btl d agamst capita\. And surely 
and \t~ party system, since the ~a;ita~i:;' I~~r~aps above all, against the State 
complicity of the parties, ICP included. m la ve could only succeed with the 

L France achieved territorial and I'n ' , 
comparison, Italy remains a youn 1 gUIstlC um,ty nearly two centuries ago. By 
linguistic integration precarious. l~ ~SO~~!~. Its .p~lltlcal unification is fecent, Its 
phenomena exisl at all levels. urpnstng then that diversified 
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italian political parties are not as centralized or integrated as French parties 
There exists among the Christian Democrats and the Communist Party a degree 
of interpenetration that explains, for the most part, the possibility of an institu
Honal agreement. The "historic" strategy of the ICP tal,es into consideration the 
existence In its midst of a considereble number of Christian militants. 

One only has to travel through Italy to realize to what extent regional diversity re
mains powerfu1. There is a social, dialectal, political and economic specifiCity to 
oach city and region. The revolutionary movement itself, in Its extreme variety, 
has obviously adopted modes of existence and forms of indentificaHon which are 
characteristic of Italian society as a whole. The "tribal, communal, pre-capitalist 
structures" allegedly threatened by any conflict, are In no wayan appendage ex
clusive to the Movement. These structures are found as much in the Worker's 
Movement as in the "clientelism" practiced by the DC. 

Baudril\ard is right to assume that the actual effect of confrontation such as the 
one between the Red Brigades and the State is to eradicate any form of "transver· 
sality." But Autonomy is too diverse to be lumped together as mere "pre-capitalist 
structures." Far from lagging behind, Autonomy has assumed a revolutionary 
position at the vanguard of capitalism: "inside and against." 1t challenges 
capitalism on its own ground, "at the heart" of the system, and not s~mply as a 
"marginality" soon to be eradicated. The objective collusion between the Red 
Brigades and the State, therefore, cannot be taken as e strategy meant to an
nihilate obsolete structures that fal1 outside of the reversibility of signs of power 
and subversion_ What is most subversive about Autonomy is precisely that it 
refutes the inevitability of such a reversion and the ensuing implosion of the 
system_ 

Autonomy ought not to be conceived as completely divorced from and opposed to 
the rest of civll society. The fluidity of its organizational schemes corresponds 
also to an historical delay In relation to the modes of unification at work In the 
rost of Europe. The oppositions between North and South, between the under
development of Sicily and the technological advances In the Milan-Turin regIon, 
the heterogeneity of languages and cultures, aU contribute to ground political 
diversIty (a key-word) In a manner absolutely unknown in post-industrial countries. 
The persistance of earthly roots and of collective practices in the very heart of an 
edvanced society have kept alive po\]tical options which have largely been "pass· 
ed over" in more unitary countries. 

Autonomy is the only pOlitical movement today that simultaneously makes use of 
the most abstract machinery (the technlco-sc\entiflc Intelligence) and of the 
masses' most traditional, community ties. Left to themselves, territorial groups 
would eventually be eliminated by power as pockets of archaism; left to itself, 
abstract labor would conform to the demands of capital. What engenders the 
originality and force of Autonomy Is that economies which In theory exclude one 
another are allowed to exi~t sIde by side In a non-conflictual manner. The 
"creative" wing of the Movement has nothing to do anymore with the 'historic" 
Autonomy, hardened In Its Ideological bastion, and devoted to both concrete and 
symbOlic _ If not totemic - practices which promote Its osmosis with the 
masses. At all levels, however, provisional conjunctions are being implemented 
which allow a detachment from territory and a territorialization of the Intelligence. 
More than the spectacular operations of the Red Brigades, this mixture remains 
virtually the most explosive. The network of free radios, the most extensive in 
Europe, is a perfect example, Radio Onda Rossa, the organ In Rome of the Volsci 
(the hard core of organized Autonomy), on the one hand broadcast deterrltorlallz
ed signals, thus appropriating technlco-scientiflc knowledge, and on the other 
establishes roots in the population through a collectIve selt-management of oc
cupied buildings. The political crystallization of this techn\callnteHigence aHows 
it finally to go beyond the "mad hopes" of an autonomIst practice always menac
ed by revolutionary messianIsm. As a result, Autonomy does not remain content 
"waiting for something from outside," but Instead tries to live through today's 
capitaHsm In an alternative way by deflecting the latter's advances to the profit of 

~~~:ew ~ocial ~ubject. Th~s It I.ntands to wIn against capitalism not by force of 

POSsib~!~t1:: ~u~~~;~::po:c~n~~lhgenC~, by pushing capital to the utmost of Its 

generaliZati~n unknown to the ~::t~~l~;~:~!t~talian Autonomy has e capacity for 

M The thesis of the "two so 1 ti " the ICP Alberto Asor R I ~ e es propounded by a workerist Intellectual of 
s b' ' " os a, 8 qUIte dangerous. According to thIs vIew the "social 

u Jects who emerged pOlitically from the capltallst transformation of the 70' 
::- wo~en, ,~nem~,loyed youth, those who work off-the-books, etc. _ the so-cal~ed 
M~::~n~~s ,are sOm?~hlng else" with respect not only to the official Worker's 
that th e and Its tradItion, but also with respect to society. This thesis Implies 

ese new social vectors should be con sid d" d' 
social and cultural attitUdes subordlnant to thO:~e of ~~;~ct~~~v;o~~;~ser~~ their 
~~~sldered the only workers productive of wealth which wl!! eUbsequently beoC~r:. 

ed by others. In short, the struggles of the new "socIa! subjects" afe 
epiphenomena, Irrational manifestations which must be brought und r th Id 
of the factory worker Th t II fee gu e 1m Oss " e cen ra ty 0 the worker means preCisely this: the will to 

P, a worker s direction to the social transformation brought about by th 
cap tallst development. e 

::~ sir:t~g!c tosltl!onj o~ the Red Brigades may also be characterized In a similar 
. elr ca egor ca c olce of the factory worker as the decisive political 

~efe:tn\ IS
b 
st~:c~y In line with orthodox Marxist tradltlon. This definition of "pro-

uc ve a or, ow ever, derives more from Adam Smith than from Marx Fo 
Marx, ~roductive labor Is the labor which produces surplus value and st;u rles 
i~UtSt~IS category Is no~ just economic, but also political. MoreOVer, It Is :~act' 
tel~gen~;,e=h~~~I;~;I~~:ehc~::o~~~ense:~T~u:p~~~;r~~~~.e, Innovation and in-

Asor Rosa's thesIs, as the materials Included In the present Issue repeatedl 
~em~~stra~e, Is wrong not only on the empirical level (tOday In Italy well o;er 
bnr I rdfo an actlv? population of 21 million work part.tlm~ off-the:books etc) 

u a ~~ rom a political standpoint. What the Bolognesl caU'''marg!nalit ~t th~' 
center Is precisely a critique of all attempts to subordinate this InVentl:n-force 
that Is, the creativity and productivity of the struggle and of the life-styles ' 
develoPded ~y the so·called "marglnals". These recently formed "social SUbJects" 
are pro uctlVe workers In a double sense: they produce wealth and the rod 
struggles. Thus they afe at the center, or at any rate rlghtfu'Uy belong t~:'e. uce 

This brings us back to the central theme of Autonomy: the struggle against work 
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the refusal of work. Ever sInce its early formulations, whlch date back to Marlo 
Tror:Jtl's writings of 1964, the Italian revolutionary movement has been movIng 
toward the refusal of work as a positive productive force of capItalist develop
ment. Refusal of work, demand for more money and less work, struggle against 
harmful work (which, after all, characterizes work in all its capitalist forms), has 
always meant forcIng capital to develope to the maximum its productive forces. 
Only when the worker's labor Is reduced to the minImum Is It possible to go 
beyond, In the literal sense, the capitalist mode of production. Only when "non
worker's labor" becomes a generalized reaHty and enjoying life a prOductive fact 
In itself, does freedom from exploitation become not only possible but meterlally 

achievable. 

The "dIffused factory" (what in theUS Is called the "underground economy"), Is 
seen by Autonomy not only as super·exPloltat!ve but also as a subjective chOice 
on the part of the young proletarians. The growth of the underground economy Is 
also a consequence of this refusal of factory discIpline, and the will to organize 
working time on the basis of free time. It is precisely this struggle agaInst work 
that produces the Inventiveness and "technical knowledge" typIcal of the 
"marglnals". "Marginality at the center" means, In this sense, the centrality of the 
struggle against work, a struggle which goes beyond the factory gates. 

The fact still remains that between the new subjects and the factory workers 
there Is a political distance not yet organized (medIated) by the extra
parliamentary organizations, Though It may seem paradoxical, capital Uself Is 
noW closing the gap between the "two societies" by Investing high technology in 
the decentrallzed prOduction units, and by employing an unskilled work-force 
(especially women) In the targe factorIes. ThIs restructuration Is evident at FlAT's 
factory in TurIn, Yet the recent lay-off of sixty-one FIAT workers, considered 
"para-terrorists" by the management, clearly shows how this restructuratlon also 
necessitates repression, 

Since restructuration requires a more flexible labor market, certain behavioral dIf
ferences among socIal strata are blurred by capital. \n fact, capital cannot act 
otherwise. Because "marginal" work has potentially the highest rate of productivI
ty, capital must invest technology In the perIphery, rather than in the large fac

tories. 

L "Marginality" is a massive phenomenon, a true mutation in the Held of pro-
duction, and not a simple malfunction of the system. The absence of a Welfare 
State in Italy no doubt contributed to a burgeoning awareness of this centrality, 
\n the "dIffused socIal factory" of the post-Industrial era, marginality has virtually 
ceased to be marginal. It has become the very texture of society, At thIs point the 
experience of Autonomy transcends Italian frontiers. The marginalization of work 
is not a phenomenon unknown in the US, as you mentioned, but its actualization 
through the autonomous movement allow us to rediscover Its poll tical dimension, 

The events of 1966 fell squarely withIn traditional poHtical oppositions. Students 
were rebelling against ImperIalism, or Authority. The aftermath of May '68, 
therefore, was marked by defeat and gloom: the system had prevailed. 

The Italian movement avoIded, for the most part, these post.May blues, It dIdn't 
experience any of the dramatic IIquldatlons of revolutionary hopes and illusions 
that ensued in most western countries, It went on, unperturbed, on Its own traJec
tory. How can we account for this fact? 

Years before May '66, the "strategy of refusal" had opened an entirely new front: 
the front of wage labor. The refusal of factory dIscIpline advocated by the Move
ment was bound to set It from the start against the work ethic of the ICP and Its 
hegemony In the Worker's Movement. The present strength of the !tallan move
ment, Its steady reinforcement throughout the 70's stem from the fact that its mao 
Jor theme largely anticipated the criticism of bureaucratic socIalism, of which the 
most recent-and largely belated-symptom In France has been the marketing by 

the media of the brand New Philosophers. 

The position of Tronti, "inside and against" the development of capitalism offered 
early on a posltlve alternative to the opposition of the ICP and the GO whose in. 
creaSing obsolescence eventually led to the Historical Compromise It will t k 
the fallure of the Common Program In France before the cleavage b'etween :h: 
RIght and the Left begins to crumble and politIcal representation starts to 1m 
plode In the general disarray. At this moment the obsessive, seductive and -
gloomy theme of the end of politics begins to take credence. 

What remaIns paradoxical, If not mysterious, Is why Italy, wIth Its pockets of 
u,nder-development and, rather tardy "economic miracle," should be amon the 
frrst to propose \n political terms, through the bias of Autonomy the Inve~tlo f 
new forms of Hfe relatively or completely detached from the stav'ery of work, n 0 

M, It Is very doubtful that Italy Is stlll one of Europe's least developed coun
tries. The existence of Its underdeveloped regions has aiways been a funcUon of 
the rapId g:owth of other areas of the country, Typical in this regard is the North
South relationship, where we find immigrants from the South working on the FIAT 
assembly !lne. Yet the growth of highly advanced struggles in a country that has 
known periOds of economic backwardness remains to be explained, 

yve mu~t first recall that in the sixties the worker's struggles exploded within an 
II1stltutlonal s,ch,eme caUed "center-left" (centro Binlsfra). During the recession In 
1964, the Soc!allst Party joIned the Christian Democrats in order to f ment b d arm a govern-

ase on a ~rogram of economic development. This coatltlon attempted to 
make the economIc system more dynamic by nationaliZing certain corporations in 
the electrical and chemical sectors, and by Improving public services Even 
though only a small part of thj~ economic program was actually carri~d out, no 
doubt it rendered the Communist OPPOSition, already weakened by Its decision to 
engage only in parliamentary struggle, completely Ineffective. In fact, from 
Togllattl ,onWard, the \CP had been l,osing strength as It slowly moved away from 
the workIng class, leaving to the unions the purely economic regulation of wages 
For the Worker's Movement, In short, the center-left meant pOlitical weakness, . 

It was in this context that Quaderni Rossi ("Red Notebooks") and Cia a I 
("Workl CI ") sse pera a ng ass were born. Quaderni Rossi tackled the problem of analyzing the 
neW class composItion as it emerged from the most recent capitalist transforma. 
tlons at the beginnIng of the sixties: the mass-worker the new means of rna 
production which, by reducing the strategic lmportan~e of skHled workers, ss 
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weakened the unions In which they figured promInently. Class Opera/a on the 
other hand, attempted to formulate a new political strategy, which Trontl called 
"inside and against": to act on the inside of capitallst development, promoting It 
through the refusal of work (thus bringing about the Introduction of new machines 
and new technology), but at the same time to remain against capitalism wanting 
everything from It, all the wealth produced through Its reformism. 

From their inception, these new poHUcal hypotheses aimed at redeflnl'ng the rela
tionship between workers and organiZation. Because the lep had lost Its contact 
with workers, the situation called for a reformulation of the "party" and 
necessitated a scrutiny of the class composition. Both from the standpoint of 
capitalist development and from that of the anti-capltaHst struggle, a new 
strategic role for the mass-worker had emerged. Its struggles now created a new 
terrain to the left of the lep, thus posing In new terms the question of organiza

tion. 

L The American system Is Ilke a self-regulating machine, not Inhibited by \1-
legality _ indeed capitalist profit feeds on the Invention of HlegaliUes not yet 
codified as such - but once an iHegaHty Is Identified (Watergate, Lockheed, etc.), 
the system rapidly corrects itself. Italy lacks this self-correctIng f1exlblHty. In 
order to expunge illegality, the State must itself adopt Illegal measures. 

The state Initiative required more than public consent: a new reality had to be 
created to accomodate these institutIonal Illegalities. The co-production with the 
media of a new reality went also beyond the scope of a classical "!deological" 
manipulation. Any other realIty had simply disappeared. 

As one of Its celebrated falsifications of the Italian press, fI Male, a satiric 
magazine close to the Movement, reported with photographic evidence the arrest 
of the well-known actor Ugo Tognazzl as chief of the Red Brigades. The 1/ Male 
staff then experienced the vertiginous "loss of reality" which has come to con
stitute Italien life, when the pubHc took this simulation for the literal truth. It must 
haVe fulfilled the public's secret desire to see, at long last, a "conspIracy" unveil
ed and a supreme Leader denounced. But the simulation also meant that they 
were ready to believe In anythlngl II Male had Incidently put Its finger on the 
nerve-center of repression. Reality had become weightless, a gigantic simulacrum_ 

M The fact that the state Itself assumes subversive forms to maintain control 
over subversive forces is, whether we like It or not, the consequence of an entire 
cycle of struggles. Today, the delay on the part of those who want to revolt (a 
theoretical rather than a practical-political delay), forces a complete dislocation of 
the terrain of social suDverslon. If It Is true, like Blto claims, that Autonomy has 
shown itself to be, at times, of a reversible nature, that is easily Inverted by the 
State (the mHltary aspect, for example, Is exactly what the State has chosen to 
fight, wIth alarmIngly positive resutts), this dOes not alter the fact that to 
dislocate the terrain of the rebellion Implies finding new forms of violence. The 
violence of the Red Brigades is to be radically criticized not because It Is 
"vIolent", but because it Isn't violent enough! And It Isn't violent enoGgh for the 
simple reason that It corresponds to the State's violence. The Red Brigades, In 
their actions, produce State-Power. But what we want today \s liberation from the 
State. It appears that the limitation of the materials here presented (Ultimately an 
objective limIt) concerns precisely this blocking of the search for newer forms of 
destruction of all that is State. Perhaps Autonomy ran ahead of Itself: It is not by 
accident that at the very moment of greatest desire to explore different ways of 
social subversion, the State steps in massively. 

L The lucidity of the State goes way beyond rationality. The "mutating" posi
tion adopted by the italian State to face the challenge of the Autonomists Is one 
of the most astonishing aspects of the current repression. The "Defense 
Memorandum" of the prisoners clearly shows how far the "legal procedure" defin
ed by the prosecution has departed from democratic legality. It is Impossible to 
confront "speculations" presented as specific accusations, If not as proof, If we 

don't understand the rationale of the highly acrobatic maneuvers by which the 
prosecution is building a case against Autonomy. The evasiveness of the initial 
accusations, the heterogeneity of matf;!rlals Isolated from their contexts and 
subsequently pieced together through osmosis, suggest the imposition of an 
unusual logiC. Gilles Deleuza defined such logic as a violation of the prtnciple of 
identlty {A is always A, never B), and of the prInciple of the excluded middle 
(Either A is A or non-A). In other words, the State has deliberately jumped out of 
the magic circle of Aristotelian logic. 

Is it not exactly In these terms that Anti-Oedipus defined the poslUve "syntheses" 
of the "schizo" flux - non-contradictory, non-exclusive, unlimited and mu!tifoca!? 
The logic of the prosecution racognlzes Identity not on the basis of identical sub
Jects, as Is usually the case, but on the basis of identical predicates. The number 
of subjects (Red Brigades, Autonomy) Is limited, but the number of predicates 
caBed upon to juatlfy the identity of the two subjects (Red Brigades = Autonomy) 
is unlimited. ThIs hypertrophy of the sense of Identity Is enough to provoke what 
pathologists call an "orgy of identifications." Has there ever been, In the course 
of history, an openly SChizophrenic state? 

The ltaHan State has moved onto its adversary's territory; It has simulated the 
fluidity characteristic of Autonomy. A "pUot" decision rendered September 21, 
1979, In the tria! of Luigi Rosati, ex-husband of the Brigadist Adriana Ferranda 
and ideologue of Autonomla Opera/a, described Autonomy as "an indefinable mix
ture of groups and varied tendencies, a veritable mosaic made of different 
fragments, a gallery of overlapping Images, of circles and coltecUves without any 
central organiZation." This definition echoes In evary respect the logic deployad 
by the prosecution against Autonomy ... 

That this may be another dizzying example of the reversal of sIgns and of the im
plosion of power is too hasty a conclusIon. To be sure, the Italian State has taken 
a leap at the heart of capital's flux - but only In order to master it. Here ceases 
the abstract reverslb!l!ty of signs on which the "end of po1ltlcs" Is founded. The 
orgy of the accusation's Identifications constitutes only the first phase of a 
strategy which has little to do with schizophrenia, It consIsts of using Arlstotellan 
thought to support conclusions' reached through non-AristoteUan cognitive opera· 
tlons. The Identification of "coincidences" established between the Red Brigades 
and the Autonomists on the basis of Identical predicates ("any Left revolutionary 
Uterature Inevitably has some points of slmllarlty," the Memorandum remarks) 
and the boundless number of charges be coma the ground upon which the pro
secution builds up "paranOid" systems of regularity centered upon a unique poInt 
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of interpretation. The simulation of the State thus becomes the hallucination of a 
truth which is artificially resuscitated as reality. It suffices that the State 
substitute Its simulacrum for the autonomous (non·unifled) reality of the Move· 
ment in order to Justify its campaIgn of repression. 

The distinction Is of some Importance. It leads us to supplement the Inevitable 
short-comings of a defensive position, It must be recognized that the looseness of 
Autonomy constitutes a considerable Innovation In the history of the revolu
tionary movement. It confers a flexibility heretofore never attained In the struggle 
to destabilize power. It Is no wonder that the state, confronted with this elusive 
network whose fluidity permits a virtually total transfer of responslbHlty, has also 
proved its inventiveness and forged a mode of accusation just as polymorphously 
perverse, It Is Inadmissible, however, that these loose charges were cast In ad· 
vance from a perspective contradicting absolutely everythIng Autonomy stands 
for. The logical delirium of the State projects the mosaic of Autonomy upon the 
rigid screen of the Red Brigades. And 50 the game goes. 

The President of the Court who judged Luigi Rosati went 50 far as to recognize 
what separates the Red Brigades from Autonomy; "The Autonomy groups refute 
In prinCiple every rigid, vertlcailzing, hierarchical structure"; he distinguished the 
attack "at the heart of the state" advocated by the Red Brigades from the 
"caplHary penetration" of AutonomiaQrganizzata; he readily admitted that these 
mlcropolitlcai actions are the -fruit "not of a coordination among diverse, 
associated organs but of a spontaneity which has very little in common with the 
character of professional crimes"; yet he condemned no less severely the Intellec· 
tuals who, like LUigi Rosati, withOut personally participating in any criminal ac· 
tivities, "accepted, exalted and adVOCated them," 

The "pllot" sentencing of Rosati to four years' Imprisonment confirms the will of 
power to integrate the wave of criticisms directed against 1t without departing In 
the least from its accusations. It is now clear to everyone that the prosecution of 
Autonomy Is a truly political trial less Interested In condemning Its ideas than In 
annihilating "an entire secUon of the political movement In italY." (Memorandum). 
The real danger to the State comes not from the Red Brigades, who speak the 
same language and who develop structures which "mirror" and thus reinforce its 
own. The profound menace to the state comes from the fact that Autonomy 
speaks a language and develops forms of organization and of SUbjectivity against 
which there exists no "classic" response. It is In this Innovation - this positivity 
- with which the present Issue is concerned, and not with the defense, in "reac· 
tive" or reductive terms, of Innocents unjustly accused, 

As Franco Piperno here recognizes, the new spontaneity requires the practice of 
lIIegaUty as a necessary condition for its existence. But then so does the State. 
The whole problem is in knowing whether this iHegaHty Is active, Inventive, 
creaUve of life and values, or, like the somber, embracing couple formed by the 
Red Brigades and the State apparatus, a bringer of terror and death. 

Translated by Peter Caravetta and John Johnston 

11/1 Icarus Empire State Building, New York, 1930 
Lewis W, Hlne (1874.1",-40) Courtesy: The Brooklyn Museum 
1112 NXP1690 38 SPEAKING WITH THE SOUATTERS SANTIAGO, CHILE: President Sa!~ador 
Allende (left) speaks to squatters who ha~e unlawfully taken over a housing estate In a poor 
section of Sentlago, They are part of a movement which Is protesting the bad hOUsing condi
tions by seizing other people's homos and refusing to mo~e, Allende Is eJ<pected to decree Iha 
establlshment of a National Council of Peesants, Dec. 21st. According to the Agriculture 
Ministry, the councH will speed the peasant's participation In the government's land reform 
program, (UPI) 12121/70 
\\/3 19885 FLINT, MICH.···iHERE'S PRIVACY, TOO, FOR THE MORE FASTIDIOUS "SITTER". 
THESE HAVE ESTABLISHED INDIVIDUAL ROOMS IN INCOMPLETED AUTO BODIES. THEY 
HAVE EVEN INSCRIBED THEIR NAMES AND NUMBERS, ALSO BITS OF HUMOR ON THE 
DOORS OF THEIR OUARTERS. 2-10:37 
ilI4' Funeral for Ille victims of the Everett Massacre, 1916. A scene from the American 
documentary The Wobblles, directed by Stewart Bird and Deborah Shaffer, 1979, 

}U5 DAP070507·715/74-HOUSTON,TEX: A Jam of o~er 30,000 new imported automobiles with no 
place to go becaUSe of a declino In foreign sales has turned tha port of Houston Into an over. 
crowd7d parkln,g lo\.With 10,000 more expected this month, Importers ere scrambling to grab 
what Irt~le parking acreage there Is left, (UPI) 
U/6 XP012705-1I27f75'Fenton, MO,: Changing of shifts of employees as Chrysler Corp, reopen. 
ed truck end automobile assembly linas in Fenlon 1127 after a three·week layoff.About 5600 
persons on two truck·assembly shifts and one auto·assembly shift went back to work,A se. 
cond auto·assembly shift was not called back, leaving about 2100 workers iaid off. (UPI) 



million days In jail. 110 mimon days in jail. 
Millions and trillions and fantastllUons of 
days in dark jails .. 111 days In Jail, 12, 13, 
14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 days in Jail. 120 days In 
jail. For a week now I've been jerking off 
three times a day, I want to soe if I lose my 
passion. 121 days in jail. Uh. 122 days in jail. 
Uh. 123 days In, 123 days In. Uh. Jail. 124 
days, 5. 6 in Jail days. Oh. Uh. 127 days in 
jail. 128 days In Jail. 129 days In' jail. 130 days 
in jail. And 130 days less to live. Goddammlt. 
131 days In jail. And a barrel of rum and a 
barrel of rum. 132 days In Jail. 133 days in 
Jail. And then, 134 days In jail and 135 days 
in jail and my bellyaches I feel sick as a dog 
and It must be this shitty water or this lethal 
wine _ the filthy pigs. Uh. 136 days in jaH, 6, 
7,6,9,140 days In jail. Prison rhymes with 
coW!ion. Even dancing makes me sick. I 
can't think of anything thet makes me sicker. 
Than dancing. But let's not talk nonsense. 
Jail Is worse. Worse. . Uh. 141 days in Jail. 
142 days In jail. 143 days In jail. 144 days In 
jail. 145 days in jail. 146 dayS In JaiL 147 days 
In jail. 148 days In jail. 149 days in jaiL 150 
days _ !I only I could sleep like Rip Van 
Winkle and wake up beneath a tree In two 
and a halt years - 150 days in Jail, I was 
saying. 151, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, days In Jail (this 
week really flaw). 156 days In jail. 159 days in 
Jail. 150 days for doing something wrong for 
doing something wrong In Jail. 161 days In 
Jail. 162 days in JaiL 163 days in ja\!. 164 days 
in JAlUHIAll. Ah. 165 days in Jail. 16 ... 1 .. 
Uh. Uh. Uh. 160 DAYS IN JAIUHIAiL. 161 
days, 2, 3, 4 in, days, in, Jail. This is jail, un· 
doubtedly. 165 days In Jail. People get stabb· 
ed In jail. 166 days In Jail and 167 days in jail. 
16B days In Jail. 169 days in jail. So, lei's say 
thallwenty monlhs equal 600 days. 600 days 
plus 120 from four more months equal 720. 
let's round It off to 750, and there it Is .. 
750 minus the 170 days I've already done In 
jal! equals. .580 
days sUilieH to do In this Wthy jail. Unless 
they pardon me for good behavior. Ah. I've 
gotten a hard·on again. Cool out, cock, 
there's no point In gettlng excited ... 171 
days In jail. 172 days in jail. Walt a minute, I 
made e mistake Ihe other day. Thirty 
months _ two and a half years in JaiL Not 
twenly-four months! ! ! ... Thirty months; 
900 days minus the 172 days in jail I've 
already done equal. .728 days in jail. Uh. 
Still \0 do. 173 days In jail. 174 days In jail. 
175 days In JaiL 176 days in jail. 177 days In 
jaiL 176 days in jal1. 179 days In jail. 180 days 
In jaiL 181 days In jail. JaJl plus jail only 
equals Jail. 182, 3, 4 days In Jail. Yesterday, 
today, yesterday, today, yesterday yesterday. 
Today. 185 days In jail. 186, 7 days In jail. We 
play soccer in the courtyard. I kick the ball 
as violently as I can. As If the ball were that 
pig, the shilly judge who gave me two and a 
half years, two and a half years of JAIl. 168, 
9,90 days In jail. 191 days In Jail. 192 days In 
JaiL 193 days In JaiL 194 days In Jail. 195 days 
In jail. I'm ltchy all over. I can't sleep. My 
eyes are red. Even though I don't read. 

The Impossible Class 
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Fiat Has 
Branded Me 

Giampaolo Pansa 

Giampaola Pansa, well·known for his Inter
views wftll ltaUsn workers, talks. Ilere to a 
Fiat worker from tho Mlraflorl plant In TorIno 
who was among the group of 61 workers 
tired on Tuesday October 9, 1979. ThIs Inter
vIew appeared in La Repubb/lca 3 days later. 

You have heard a foreman from Miraflori vent himself. Now listen to me. I too 
come from Mirafiori and I am among the sixty-ohe workers fired by Flat. Until 
Tuesday I worked In the painting department. I was a general worker 8t the third 
level. According to Fiat, I was also a violent worker, a quasi-terrorist, one who 
assists the Red Brigades: this Is the mark that AgneHl is trying to brand on my 
forehead. 

I must start at the beginning so you can understand the situation. I shall be 29!n 
November. I am from the province of Catanzaro, from a small vHlage that offers 
no opportunities. We emigrate from there In droves. Before leaving, I attended 
secondary school and then took a technical course. But school was not for me. 
subsequently decided to go and look for work !n the north, at Turin. 

I left my vIHage In January of '69, having Just turned 18. I had never been outside 
it. TUrin frightened me - its huge size, Its ugliness, the clouds and the snoW. I 
asked myself: where have you come? I found a Job in a real hole, a small factory, 
but I lasted only 10 days there, I couldn't take It much longer. Then I found 
another jab. Things were going better there, yet I thought only of Flat. I said to 
myself: Flat Is a big company, you'll be secure there; If you get Into Fiat, you'll 
never wind up out on your ass. 

I entered Fiat on 28 May 1969 as an apprentice in the painting department. The 
apprenticeship was supposed to last 6 months, but It ended much sooner. The 
troublo In July of '69 had already erupted; Fiat needed people who could start 
working at once, in order to fill the gaps left by those who were on strike or who 
sympathized with them. And so I Went right on the assembly line Immediately 
after the vacations. 

At the beginning the painting department was horrible. I worked as If In the mid· 
die of a cloud, amid strange Odors and terrible smeHs of every kind. It was an in
fernal scenario. Yet after a little While, even with these noxious fumas I started to 
like the job. Painting cars In not a monotonous task. What I was learning could 
help later on. And then I always tried to work with my head too: I tried to do my 
job well. But also preserve my health. In short, I was rather saUsfied. 

It was autumn and still hot outside. I didn't pay attention to it. I didn't know 
anything about what was happening around me and then there was my mother's 
adv.ice: think about work and keep to yourself. Only in 1970 did I start to get a Ht· 
tie lnvo~ved. No, It wasn't political activity at all, and it didn't even have anything 
to do With the union. 1 concerned myself with the problem of the working condl· 
Hons In the painting department. The situation was disastrous and I even felt the 
effects of n. I lost eight teeth. And then thore was the nausea, the duodenal ulcer 
the Impaired hearing. ' 

l!l a word, I was provoked when 1 saw that 1 was paying for my job at Fiat wIth my 
~kin. But it was not an individual rebelHon, nor was I interested in raising hell for 
Its own sake. 11 was a collective rebel!ion by nearly the entire shop. We asked Flat 
to alter the sItuation and Fiat answered no. 

Anyhow, in that year 1 joined the union and then I had an important encounter
with Lotta Continua. I had been fined sinCe I had not completed the aSSigned 
work precisely because of the working conditions. 1 went out through the gates 
and showed these conditions to some of the people who were always there with 
newspapers and flyers. They told me: Come with us and we'!! talk about It. 

Now Lotts Continua no longer exists as a group. And I am nostalgic for It, even if 
I do not feel that I am a former member. For me It was a great experience 
polltical and human. 1 learned about things, I met exceptional people who~ I 
would have never met otherwise. Lotta Continua had one great merit: It made you 
Intellectually open to other people, it let them speak, it let them discuss ... 

I am not a popular leader. I'm a qUiet man. You know what they call me in the 
painting department? "The priest," "the good guy." But from the first moment of 
my Involvement with that political group, Fiat must have classified me as "a lot· 
tacontinus" and that was It. In my opinion, they have put me out because of that 
label, because of my political activity when the group existed. But this is a 
chapter to which we shall return later. 

Now I want to say that In those first eight to nine months I was a Flat worker like 
the others, and I was occasionally better than the others. My absences were few. 
In short, I have always done my ehare, as an electrical technician untll1977 and 
then In preventive overhaul, where the car Is prepared for painting. 1 considered 
myself good on the job and my foremen have always consIdered me so. 

, 
In the meantime, the working conditions had improved and my duties became less 
oppressive and repetitive. Nonetheless, I had also grown bored. Lotta Continua 
was no longer there and Turin haunted me. The huge city never pleased me, but 
now I was really aching and I wanted to leave It. My dream was to go and work 
for Flat abroad. And for two months they did send me away, to a branch office In 
Germany. When I returned, I renewed my request. In fact, I had recently done so 
with Varetto, the manager shot by the Red Brigades. And when the foreman 
brought me to the front office on Tuesday, I beHeved that they had heard my reo 
qu~est. Instead they dealt me the letter of dismIssal. 



That letter brands me as 'Ilolent. But! deny It! Of course, my strlkes for a change 
in working conditions made them do It. And I ha'le gl'len some trouble to Flat, but 
so ha'le many others. Between '74 and '75, I was a union delegate and I did what 
was within my power. And e'len if I am not at all an orator, I ha'le ne'ler laid back 
when there wes some working method to be discussed with the foramen. 

Take note of this: I said working methOd, not work. I do not refuse work. I am a 
born worker, and I must work, but not as a sla'le. And 1 am also con'l\nced that it 
\5 necessary to work weH; If you don't do your job wen, you make more work for 
the people who come after you on the chain. I ha'le ne'ler swerved from this posl· 
tlon with those of my co-workers whO act badly. I say: If you do only a Httle work, 
at least do it well. And do a little work so It'l\ al\ get done. This Is one of the Fiat 
workers' slogans. 

What does a Bttle worK mean? Today we 'work for se'len and a half hours a day. 
It's too much. It must be se'len hours a day, H'Ie days a week, or thlrty·fi'le hours. 
No more, If the working hOurs are not changed, the unemployed will stay that 
way. I ha .... e alway maintained thIs pOint of 'Ilew. I ha'le always tried to put It into 
practice. I ha .... e e'len discussed \t with my foremen, but without e'ler being 
reprimanded or quarreling or resorting to .... Iolence. 

Yes, there Is much talk about 'Ilolence against the foremen, I would like for the 
newspapers also to speaK of the 'Ilolence of the assembly line, which mO'les 
much too quickly. And isn't It 'Ilo\ence when certeln foremen put their hands on 
the asses of the newly hired boys? Where, at any rate, are these acts of 'Ilolence 
against the foremen? Of course, there ha'le been moments of tension during con· 
tract negotiations. And many workers see the foreman as their Immediate oppo
nent. SomeUmes the men afe short· tempered: to be In a factory is hard on 
e'leryone. 

SUI\, I ha .... e ne .... er done any .... iolence. I ha'le always been In the same work group. 
My foreman thinks highly of me. He ga'le me a pen as a gift. He has e .... en In .... ited 
me to his home. Do you In'lite to your home a 'Ilolent man who threatens you'? 
Tuesday, he was the first one to be struck with amazement. E'ler since Lotta Con· 
tlnua dlssol'led, I ha'le become completely peaceful. Moreo'ler, someone who tries 
to raise hell for Its own sake Of who acts as the terrorist's assistant doesn't ask 
to go abroad; he stays here to threaten and to play the 'I\o\ent man. 

Why then ha'le they fired me? This is my answer. Fiat knows e'lerythlng about Its 
workers - their lI .... es, deaths, miracles. I am a politicized worker. I ha'le always 
tried to in .... ol'le my co·workers In labor prOblems, with working conditions and 
rhythms. I used to go to contract negotiations, to talk, discuss. In a word, I used 
to make trouble. So theY''Ie pulled out their old lists: there I was on the Hst for 
Lotta Cont/nua and so theY''Ie thrown me out. 

I am e'lldence that Flat Is a terrorist organization. By eliminating people like me, 
Flat wants to elimInate those who can speak on behalf of the others, those who 
do not bow their heads. And then there must be a grander design: once the 
"ball breakers" are eliminated, It will be easier to return to the past, to Increase 
production more end more, to make people understand that only Flat controls 
Mirafiorl and that the workers must gl'le up the Idea of getting their rights. 

But since the bosses at Fiat cannot say this, they make us pass for para
terrorIsts. It's a lie. I do not agree with the Red Brigades, They are not the kind of 
people who can protect our interests. I ha'le ne'ler considered delegating my 
representation to those Who uee weapons. And I do not beHe'le that in Italy thIngs 
can be changed by shooting people. 

Yet I am also con'llnced that there is much too Httle discussion of terrorism 
among the workers. There is great indifference at Flat. When they killed 
GhigHeno, there was hardly any reaction In the shops. The other Incidents ha'le 
been recel'led In the same way. The workers consider them material for the 

newspapers at this point. On the contrar . . 
oneself why the Red Brigades h t rtY' IUS necessary to diSCUSS and ask 

s 00 ce aln people and not others. 

Of course, the Rad Brigades don't shoot onl f 
workar like myself. What do I think of him? y orem en; You rem!nd me of Rossa, a 
dtsco'lered that one of my co W Well, I don t know ... What If I 
Hon! It's a big prOblem No ,'w o~~~r~tas a brlgatlsta?That's a difficult ques. 
anyone's account ... .!~ an~ ca~e t~e say anything, I don't want to play spy on 
know them and I'm not one of th~m ... Red Brigades afe Inside Flat, but I don't 

You say that my answers show it's a Httla h 
will be 50, but there's a reason for It I ha'l ard for me to talk about terrorism. It 
been fired by Fiat I'm e'len mor . Y e always been distrustful. Now that l''Ie 
denunciations and 50 forth s e s~. our questions about terrorism, about 

, , eem 0 me a little pro'locatory .... 

Howe'ler, I'm not the only one h t I 
problem, too thorny. E'ler one ~aso a ks abo~t terrorism In this way. It's a thorny 

the streets of Turin, ask ~eoPle theb;~~::;I~ dlstru~tful. Take a short walk through 
whether you get different answer A d ns you 'Ie asked me, and you'll see 
disbanded, I no longer want to ta~~ p:rttine~~y~~ see" BIIer since Lotta Continua 
ass. I hoped to go abroad to dec'd h th Y lng. I m only concerned about my 
this thing happened to m~ .. " lew e er I would marry or not, and Instead 

I'm disheartened and I feel persecuted And th 
,say to you. Just as I am nostalgic for Lott C e~1 there's one last thing I want to 
I'm an emigrant; Flat was my hOme f t B on nUB, so am ! nostalgic for Flat. 
should chase me from my home I h or en years. It seems unjust to me that they 
those who call themsel .... es dem~cratalvedon\ytone h.ope: that the unions, that aU 

c, on g I'le In. 

I don't hope this only to sa'le my job There ! 
unions weaken, the Red Brigades and Front ~\ also a political reason for it. If the 
Do you see? No one protects the workin I ne (Prima linea) will be able to say: 
we and our guns. g c ass any more. The only ones left are 

Trans/ated by Lawrence Venuti 
1II1 Photo: Seth TlIet 
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The Strategy 
of Refusal 

Mario Tronti 

This artlcle, written In 1965, is part of the "In
Itial Theses" in Trontl's Operai e Capita/a 
("Workers and Capital"). Tronti's first COil" 
tributions were the result of a collective 
P9liticai reformulation of revoluHonary 
strategy doveloped by Quaderni Rossi and 
Ciasse Operafa, together with Toni Negri, 
Sergio Bologna, etc, Tront! never left tho ICP, 
but his worK is widely recognized as seminal 
to the lluto[1omous movement In Italy. 

Adam Smith says - and Marx comments on the accuracy of his obs~rvat\on -
that the effective development of the prOductive power of labour beginS when 
labour Is transformed Into wage labour, that is, when the conditions of labour 
confront it In the form of capitaL One could go further and say that the effective 
development of the political power of labour really begins from the moment that 
labourers are transformed Into workers, that Is, when the whole of the conditions 
of society confront them as capitaL We can see, then, that tl1e political po,,":er. o~ 
work.ers Is intimately connected to the productive power of wage labour. ThIS IS In 
contrast to the power of capital, which Is primarily a social power. The power of 
work.ers resides in their potential command over production, that Is, over a par
ticular aspect of society. Capitalist power, on the other hand, rests on a real 
domination over society In general. But the nature of capital Is such that It ra
quires a society based on production. Consequently production, this particular 
aspect of society, becomes the aim at society in general. Whoever controls and 
dominates it controls and dominates everything. 

Even If factory and society were to become perfectly integrated at the economic 
level tl1ey would nevertheless forever continue to be in contradIction at a political 
level: One of the highest and most developed pOints of the class struggle will be 
precisely the frontal clash between the factory, as working class a~d society, as 
capita/' When the development of capital's interests In the factory IS block.ed: 
then the functioning of society seizes up: the way Is then open for overthrowll1g 

and destroying the very basis of capital's power. Those, however, who have the 
contrary perspective, of taking over tha running of the "general interests of socie
ty", are committing the error of reducing the factory to capital by means of reduc
ing the working class, that is, a part of society, to society as a whole. Now we 
know that the productiVo power of labour mak.es a leap forward when it is put to 
use by the individual capitalist. By the same token, It makes a pOlitical leap for
ward when it Is organised by social capita\. It is possible that this political leap 
forward does not express itself In terms of organisation, whereupon an outsider 
may conclude that it has not happened. Yet it stHl exists as a material reality, and 
the fact of its spontaneous existence is sufficient for the work.ers to refuse to 
fight for aid Ideals - though It may not yet be sufficient for them to take upon 
~themselves the task. of initiating a new plan of struggle, based on new objectives. 

So, can We say that we are still living through the long historical period in which 
Marx saw the work.ers as a "class against capital", but not yet as a "class for 
itself"? Or shouldn't we perhaps say the opposite, eVen If It means confounding a 
bifthe terms of Hegel's dialectic? Namely, that the work.ers become, from the 
first, "a class for themselves" - that Is, from the first moments of direct confron
tation with the individual employer - and that they are recognised as such by the 
first capitailsts. And only afterwardS, after a long, terrible, historical travail which 
Is, perhaps, not yet, completed, do the workers arrive at the paint of being active
ly, subjectively, "a class against capital". A prerequisite of this process of transi
tion is political organisation, the party, with Its demand for total power. In the in
tervenIng period there is the refusal - collective, mass, expressed in passive 
forms - of the work.ers to expose themselves as "a class against capital" 
without that organisation of their own, without that total demand for power. The 
working class does what it is. But it IS, at one and the Same time, the articulation 
of capital, and Its dissolution. Capitalist power seeks to use the work.ers' an
tagonistic wi!Ho·struggle as a motor of its own development. The work.ers' party 
must tak.e this same real mediation by the work.ers of capital's interests and 
organise It In an antagonistic form, as the tactical terrain of struggle and as a 
strategic potential for destruction. Here there is only one reference point - only 
one orientation - for the opposed world views of the two classes - namely the 
class of work.ers. Whether one's aim is to stabilise the development of the system 
or to destroy it forever, it is the work.ing class that Is decisive. Thus the society of 
capital and the workers' party find themselves existing as two opposIte forms 
wIth one and the same content. And in the struggle for that content, the one form 
excludes the other. They can only exIst together for the brief period of the revolu
tionary crisis. The working class cannot constltute itself as a party within 
capita\1st society without preventing capitalist socIety from functioning, As long 
as capitalist society does continue to function the work.ing class party cannot be 
said to exist. 

Remember: "the existence of a class of capitalists Is based on the productive 
power of labour". Productive labour, then, exists not only in relation to capital, 
but also in relation to the capitalists as a class. It Is In this latter relationship that 
it exists as the work.ing class. The transition is probably a historical one: it Is pro
ductive labour Which produces capital; it Is the fact of industrial workers being 
qrganised into a class that provok.es the capitallsts In general to constitute 
themselves as a class. Thus we see that at an average level of development -
work.ers are already a social class of producers: Industrial producers of capital. At 
this same level of development the capitalists, themselves, constitute a social 
class not of entrepreneurs so much as organisers: the organIsers of workers 
through the medium of industry. A history of Industry cannot be conceived as 
anythIng other than a history of the capitalist organisation of productive labour, 
hence as a working class history of capita\. The "Industrial revolution" necessari
ly springs to mind: thIs must be the starting point of our research if we are to 
trace the development of the contemporary form of capital's domination over 
work.ers, as it increasingly comes to be exercised through the objective 
mechanisms of industry, and also the development of capital's capacity to pre
vent these mechanisms being used by work.ers. This would lead us to see that the 
d~velopment of the relationship between Hvlng labour and the constant part of 
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capital is not a neutral process. Rather, It Is determined and often violently so, by 
the emerging class relationship between the collective worker and th~ whole of 
capital, qua social relations of production. We would then ,see that It IS the 
specHlc moments of the class struggle which have determmed every . 
technological change in the mechanisms of Industry. Thus we would achieve two 
things: one, we would break free of the apparent neutrality of the man-machine 
relationship; and two, we would locate this rolatlonship In the interaction, through 
history, of working class struggles and capitalist initiative. 

It Is wrong to define present day society as "industrial civilisation". The" in-. 
dustry" of that definition is, in fact, merely a means. The truth of modern society 
is that it is the ciVIlisation of labour. Furthermore, a capitalist society can never 
be anything but this. And, in the course of its historical development, it can even 
take on the form of "sociaf{sm ". So .... not industrial society (that Is, the society 
of capital), but the society of Industrial labour, and thus the society of workers' 
labour. It is capitalist society seen from this point of view that we must find the 
courage to fight. What are workers doing when they struggle against t~eir 
employers? Aren't they, above all else, saying "No" to the transformation of 
labour power Into labour? Are they not, more than anything, refusing to receive 
work from the capitalist? 

Couldn't we say, In fact, that stopping work does not signify a refusal to give 
capital the use of one's labour power, sInce it has already ~een given ~o .capltal 
once the contract for this partlcular commodity has been SIgned. Nor IS It a 
refusal to allow capital the product of labour, since this is legally already 
capital's property, and, in any case, the worker does not know what to do with it. 
Rather, stopping work - the strike, as the classic form of workers' struggie.-:
implies a refusal of the command of capital as the organiser of production: It \s a 
way of saying "No" at a partlcular point In the process and a refusal of the con
crete labour which is being offered; it is a momentary blockage of the work
process and it appears as a recurring threat which derives Its contents from the 
process of value creation. The anarcho-syndicalist "general strike", which Was 
supposed to provoke the collapse of capital1st society, Is a romantic naivete from 
the word go. It already contaIns within It a demand which It appears to oppose -
that is the Lassallian demand for a "fair share of the fruits of labour" - in other 
wordS: fairer "participation" in the profit of capital. In fact, these two perspec
tives combine in that incorrect "correction" which was imposed on Marx, and 
which has subsequently enjoyed such success within the practice of the official 
working class movement - the Idea that it Is "working people" who are the true 
"givers of labour', and that It Is the concern of workpeople to defend the dignity 
of this thing which they provide, against all those whO would seek to debase It. 
Untrue. . .. The truth of the matter Is that the person who provides labour Is the 
capitalist. The worker Is the provider of capital. In reality, he Is the possessor .Of 
thai unique, particular commodity Which Is the condition of all the ot~er condI
tions of production. Because, as we have seen, all these other conditIOns of pro· 
duction afe, from the start, capital in themselves - a dead cepltal which, in order 
to come to life and Into play in the social relations 01 production, needs to sub
sume under itself labour power, as the subject and activity of capital. But, as we 
have also seen, this transition into social relations of production cannot occur 
unless the class relation is introduced into It as its content. And the class rela· 
tlonship Is imposed from the very first moment and by the very fact that the pro
letariat is constituted as a class In the face of the capitalist. 

Thus, the worker provides capital, not only insofar as he se1!s labour power, but 
also insofar as he embodies the class relation. This, like the inherent social 
nature of labour power, Is another of those things acquired by the capitalist 
without payment, or rather, it is paid for, but at the cost (which is never subject to 
negotiatlon) of the workers' struggles which periodically sh~ke the proces.s of pro
duction. It's no accident that this terrain is the terrain that IS chosen tactIcally by 
the workers as the ground on Which to attack the employers, and is therefore the 
terrain on which the employer is forced to respond with continual technological 
"revolutions" in the organisation of work. In this whole process, the only thing 

T Which does not come from the workers is, precisely, labour. From the outset, the 
conditions of labour are in the hands of the capitalist. And again, from the outset, 
the only thing in the hands of the worker Is the conditions of capital. This is the 
historical paradox which marks the birth of capitalist society, and the abiding 
condition which wi!! always be attendant upon the "eternal rebirth" of capitalist 
development. The worker c~nnot be labour other than in relation to the capitallst. 
The capltallst cannot be capital other than In relation to the worker. The question 
Is often asked: "What is a social class?" The answer Is: "There are these two 
classes". The fact that one is dominant does not imply that the other should be 
subordinate. Rather, it implles struggle, conducted on equal terms, to smash that 
domination, and to take that domination and turn It, in new forms, against the 
one that has dominated up til! now. As a matter of urgency we must get hold of, 
and start circulating, a photograph of the worker-proletariat that shows him as he 
really Is - "proud and menacing". It's time to set in motion the contestation _ 
the battle, to be fought out in a new period of history - directly between the 
working class and capital, the confrontation between what Marx referred to in an 
analogy as "the huge children's shoes of the proletariat and the dwarfish size of 
the worn-out political shoes of the bourgeoisie". 

If the conditions of capital are in the hands of the workers, if there is no active 
life In capital without the living activity of labour power, If capital is already, at its 
birth, a consequence of productive labour, If there Is no capitalist society without 
the workers' articulation, in other words if there is no social relationship without a 
class relationship, and there Is no class relationship withOut the working 
class .... then one can conclude that the capitalist Class, from its birth, is in fact 
subordinate to the working class. Hence the necessity of exploitation. Working 
class struggles against the iron laws of capitalist exploitation cannot be reduced 
to the eternal revolt of the oppressed against their oppressors. Similarly, the con
cept of exploitation cannot be reducod to the desire of the individual employer to 
enrich himself by extracting the maximum possible amount of surplus labour from 
the bodies of his workers. As always, the economistlc explanation has no other 
weapon against capitalism than moral condemnation of the system. But we are 
not here to Invent some alternative way of seeing this problem. The problem is 
already the other way round, and has been right from the start. ExplOitation Is 
born, historically, from the necessity for capital to escape from its de facto subor
dination to tho class or worker·producers. It Is in this very specific sense that 
capitalistic exploitation, In turn, provokes workers' insubordination. The Increas
ing organisation of exploitation, Its continual reorganisation at the very highest 
levels of industry and society are then, again, responses by capital to workers' 
fefusa! to submit to this process. It Is the directly political thrust of the working 
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class that necessitates economic development on the part of capital, which, star
ting from the point of production, reaches out to the whole of social :e!ations. But 
this political vitality on the part of its adversary, on the one hand Indispensable to 
capital, at the same time is the most fearful threat to capital's power. We hav~ 
already seen the pOlitical history of capital as a sequence of attempts by ?aPltal 
to withdraw from the class relationship; at a higher level we can now see It as the 
hfstory of the successive attempts of the capitalist class to emancfpa te itself 
from the working class, through the medium of the various forms of ca~it~\,s 
political domination over the working class, This is the reason w~y ~aPltallst ex· 
ploitation, a continuous form of the extraction of surplu~ value wlthl~ the process 
of production, has been accompanied, throughout the history of capital, by the 
development of ever more organic forms of political dictatorship at the level of 

the State, 

In capitalist society the basis of pOlitical power is, in truth, economic necessit~: 
the necessity of using force to make the working class abandon Its propor SOCial 
role as the dominant class, Looked at from this point of view, the present forms 
of economic planning are nothing more than an attempt to institute this organic 
form of political dictatorship withIn democracy as the modern pol\tical form of 
class dictatorship, Tho Intellectual consensus as to the future State·of-well-belng 
_ of which G. Myrdal speaks - that society which J.S. MHI, K. Marx and T. Jef
ferson alike would probably approve, might even be realisable. We would find 
ourselves with a synthesis of llberalism, socialism and democracy, Liberalism and 
democracy would finally be reconcHed, fInding an Ideal mediator in the shape of 
the socia! State _ a system commonly known as, quote, "socialism", Yet here 
too we would find the Inexorable necessity of working class mediation, even at 
the level of political theory. As for the workers, they would find In this "soc,ialism" 
the ultimate form of automatic _ i.e, objective - control; political control In 
economic guise; control of their movement of insubordination. The surpassing of 
State capitalism by a capitalist State Is not something that belongs to th~ fU,ture: 
it has already happened, We no longer have a bourgeOis State over a capltallst 
society, but, rather, the State of capitalist society. 

At what point does the political State come to manage at ieast some part of the 
economic mechanism? Whon this economic mechanism can begin to use the 
political State Itself as an instrument of production - the state as we have cO,me 
to understand it, that is, as a moment of the political reproduction of the working 
class. The "end of lalssez·faire" means, fundamentally, that working class ar· 
tlculation of capitalist development can no longer function on the basis of spon
taneous objective mechanisms: it must be subjectively imposed by political In
Itiatives taken by the capitalists themselves, as a class. Leaving aside all the 
post. and neo-Keynesian ideologies, only Keynes has provided the capi~allst point 
of view with a formidable subjective leap forward, perhaps comparable In 

historical importance with the leap which Lenin made possible from the working 
class poInt of view. However, this is not to concede that this was a."revolution" 
In capital's mode of thinking, If we look closely, we can see that thiS ~as already 
embodied if! the preceding development. The capitalists have not yet Invented -
and In fact wHl Obviously never be able to invent - a non-fnstitutlona\1sed 
political power. That type of pOlitical power Is specifically working class power. 
The d1fference between the two classes at the level of political power is precisely 
this, The capitalist class does not exist independently of the formal political in.
stitut\ons, through which, at different times but in permanent ways, they exercise 
their political domination: for this very reason, smashing the bourgeoIS State does 
mean destroying the power of the capitalists, and by the same token, one could 
only hope to destroy that power by smashing the State machine. On the other 
hand, quite the OPPOSite Is true of the working class: It exists ind~pendentlY of , 
the institutionalised levels of its organisation. This is why destrOYing the workers 
political party does not mean - and has not meant - dissolvIng, dlsmombering, 
or destroying the class organism of the workers. 

The very possibility of workers abolishing the State In society Is loca~ed ,Within 
the specific nature of this problem. In order to exist, the class of capitalists needs 

the mediation of a formal pol\ticalleveL Precisely because capltalls a social 
power WhICh, as such, claims for itself domInation over everything it needs to ar. 
ticulate this domination In political "forms" which can brlng to I1f~ its dead 
esse,nce a8 an Objective mechanism, and provide It with subjective force, In im
mediate terms, the nature of capital is merely that of an economic interest and 
at the beginning of Its history, it was nothing more that the egotistical Int~rest ~f 
the indIvidual capitalist: in order to defend Itself from the threat posed by the 
workin,g class, it Is forced to turn itself into a political force, and to subsume 
under Itself the whole of society, It becomes the class of capitalists, or _ which 
?mounts to the same thIng - it turns itself Into a repressive State apparatus. If it 
IS true that the concept of class is a political reality, then no capitalist class ex. 
ists without a capitalist State, And the So-called bourgeois "revolution" _ the 
conquest of political power by the "bourgeoisie" - amounts to nothing more 
than the long historical transition through which capital constitutes itself as a 
class of capitalists In relation to the workers. Once again, the development of the 
wor~ing clas,s displays totally the opposite features: when the working class 
begms to eXIst formally at an organised political level, It initiates the revo!u
lio,nary process directly, and poses nothing but the demand for power: bul it has 
eXisted as a class from the start, from a long time before, and precisely as such, 

threatens bourgeoi,s orde.r. Precisely because thEl collective worker Is that totally 
parlicular commOdity which counterposes itself 10 the whole of the conditions of 
~ocieIY, Including the social conditions of Its labour, so It manifests, as already 
Incor~orated within IIself, ,that direct political subjectivity, that partiality which 
constitutes class antagonism. From the very beginning the proletariat is nothing 
m~re. than an immediate political interest In the abolition of every aspect of the 
ex!stlng order. As far as its internal development Is concerned, It has no need of 
"Instltutions" in order to bring to life what it Is, since what It Is is nothing other 
than the life-force of that immediato destruction, It doesn't need Institutions but 
it does need organisation. Why? In order to render the political instance of the an
tagonism Objective in the face of capita!; in order to articulate this instance 
within the present reality of the class relationShip, at any given moment· in order 
to sha~e it In:o a rich and aggressive force, In the ShOrt term, through the weapon 
of tactics. ThiS, whIch is necessary for the seizure of power, is also necessary 
before the need to seize power has arIsen, Marx discovered the exIstence of the 
working class long before there were forms to express It politically: thus, for 
Marx, there is a class even in the absence of a party. On the other hand the 
Leninist party, by virtue of having taken shape, gave the real illusion Ih~t there 
'!las already under way a specific process of working class revolution: for Lenin, 
In fact, when the class constitutes itself as a party, it becomes revolution in ac
tion, Here, then, are two complementary theses, just as the figures of Marx and 
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Lenin are complementary. Basically, what are these two people if not admirable 
anticipations of the future of the class Itself? 

If we accept that the class is not Identical with the party, nevertheless one can 
only talk of class on a political leve!. While It is true that there is class struggle 
even without party, nevertheless we alsO have to point out that every class strug
gle is a political struggle. If, through the party, the class puts into action what it 
Is, if it does 50 by dissolVing In practice everything that it must destroy in theory, 
by leaping from strategy to tactics, and if only In this way does It seize power 
from the hands of those who hold it, and organise that power in its own hands, In 
naw forms ... .!! all this Is true, then one must conclude that the relationship Class
Party· Revolution is far tighter, far more determinate and much more historically 
specific than the way It is currently being presented, even by Marxists. One can· 
not spilt the concept of revolution from the class relationship. But a class rela· 
tionship is posed for the first time by the working class. Thus, the concept of 
revolution and the reality of the working class are one and the same. Just as 
there can be nO classeS before the workers begin to exist as a class, so there can 
be no revolution before the destructlve will that the working class bears within 
Itself, by the very nature of its existence, takes solid form."The classic model of 
the bourgeois "revolution" - invented by historical materialism - conceives of a 
sudden seizing of political power only after the completion of a long, slow, 
gradual taking·over of economic power. Thus the class, having already dominated 
society as a whole, then leys claim to the running of the State. Now, if these In· 
fantile schemes had only been used to illustrate a history book or two, weI! and 
good: after all, one might expect that of a "history book". But in the Marxist 
camp, errors of theory are paid for in yery practical terms: this Is a law whose 
consequences the workers have had to suffer all too often. When the attempt was 
made to apply the model oi the bourgeois revolution to the course of working 
class revolution, it was at that point (and we have ,got to understand this), It was 
at that point that we saw the strategiC collapse of the movement. The workers 
were supposed to copy this model: they were supposed to demonstrate, In prac· 
tice, that they were capable of managing the economy of the society (far more 
capable, of course, than the capItalists), and on this basis they were to demand 
the running of the State. Hence, workers' management of capital as the prime 
way, the "classic" road to socialism. For historical materialism, social democracy 
is theoretically the most orthodox workers' movement. BaSically, all the com· 
munist movement has done has been to break and overturn, in some aspects of 
its practice, the social democratic logic of what has been Its OWn theory. 

And yet, at the beginning the dividing line between social democracy and the 
communist movement was clearly fixed. And If an internal history of the working 
class Is to be reconstructed - alongside that of capital - It will certainly Include 
both of these organisational experiences - although not under the same 
heading, and,not with the same significance accorded to each. There Is in fact a 
difference of quality between different moments of the working class struggle 
Itself. August 9, 1842, when 10,000 workers marc'hed on Manchester, with the 
Chartist Richard Pilling at t'heir head, to negotiate with the manufacturers at the 
Manchester Exchange, and also to see how the market was going, Is not the 
same as Sunday May 28,1971 in Paris, when Gallifet called out of the ranks of 
prisoners those with grey hair and ordered them to bo shot immediately, because 
as weI! as being present at March 1871, they had also lived the ~xperjence of 
June 1848. And we should not summarise the first case as an offensive action by 
the workers and the second as an act of repression by the capitallsts, because 
perhaps it is quite the opposite. 

It is true that here we see the working class articulation of capitalist develOp. 
ment: at first as an Inltlative that is positive for the functioning of the system, an 
initiative that only needs to be organised via In,stituUons; In the second instance, 
as a "No", a refusal to manage the mechanism of the society as It stands, merelY 
to Improve it - a "No" which Is repressed by pure violence. This is the difference 
of content which can eXlst- - even within one and the same set of working class 
demands - between trade union dema nds and political refusal.-

r Translated by Red Notes 

1111 CRO 1700981 ROME: Farmers with their tractors, and placard·carrying demonstrators 
gather at Colosseum here April 7th as they stage demonstration caHing for bolter benefits 
from the government. Italy held Its first general strike of 1971 April 7th In what turned out to 
be almost a holiday atmosphere. Some 11 million workers are reported taking pari in the 
strike, protesting alleged Inadequacies In a new housing bill. UPI CABLEPHOTO 417/71 
Hl2 DUCE INSPECTS HIS POUCE ROME, ITALY: Standing at attention before their shiny 
motorcycles, row upon row of Rome pOlicemen Were Inspected by Benito Mussolln! Oct 18 as 
he rode down the lines wah hand relsed In the Fascist salute. It Was the tenth anniversary of 
the founding of the force. (AP) 10/30/35 
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The Tribe of 
Moles 

Sergio Bologna 

This article was written immediately after the 
9Kpiosion of the "Movement of '77" in Rome 
and Bologna. 11 is one of the most lucid at
tempts to analyzo the class composition of 
the "new social subject." 

Sergio Bologna's note on terminology: "The 
categories of class analysis used by the 
sociology (pelty bourgeoisie, middle 01aS9, 
lumpen· or sub·proletariat, lumpen. 
bourgeoisie, etc.) are used here only in their 
conventional historical usage, We consider 
the scientit\c value of these classifications 
to be doubtful to say the least. The concepts 
of capital and class composition are far bel· 
ter suited to dellne the dynamic oj class rela
tions today as relations of power . .. These 
contradictions of language are an e)(presslon 
o! the contemporary crisis oj the tradltional 
Mar)(ist conceptual apparatus, They under· 
line the need for a cfeativo and political fe· 
evaluation of analytical categories. a "fe· 
discovery" of Mar)(ism in the light of the con· 
temporary class struggle." 

This article is a provisional attempt to trace the internal development of the 
autonomous class movement in Italy, which led to the explosive confrontation 
around the University occupations in Spring 1977. Such analysis is only ~ean
ingfullf it allows us to uncover the new composition of the class underlymg these 
struggles, and to Indicate the first elements of a programme to advance and fur
ther generalise the movement 

Here we analyse the movement primarHy In 11s relation to the italian political 
system and the changes It hes undergone throug~ the period ?f crisis since 1968. 
With the Historic Compromise strategy of the Itahan Communist Party (PCI) since 
1974 the form of the State has taken a new leap forwards - towards the 
orga~isation of a "party system" which no longer aims to mediate or repres~nt 
conflicts In civil society, but Is increasingly compact and counterposed against 
movements In civil society, and against the p,0HUcal programme of the new com
position of the class. 

The wartime antl"Fascist reSistance in Italy laid the basis for a form of the State 
based on the "party system". The new regime Inherited from Fascism fairly 
powerful instruments for an 'IndeDendent Doliticai "Intederencewin the proc~ss of 
rep'roducUon of cfass~s (normally teft to the development of productlve relations 

THE FORM OF THE 
STATE - OPEN OR 
LATENT 

and the real subsumption of labour to capita!). These instruments were: credit; the 
stato-,?ontrolled Industries; and pUblic expenilure. 

The Darty system thus came to control the bask sectors of the economv and the 
imporfant servfce sectors. ihrqugh this control, and wfthin it that of the Christian 
Democrats (the hegemonic party from the crisis of the Parr! Government In 
November 1945 to the Centre-Left coalitions of the 'si)(ties) it was able to 
negotiate with US imperialism and the multinationals, both domestic and foreign, 
regarding the International division of labour, the rate of Increase of the working 
class, the type of working class to be promoted, in other words, to organise the 
dynamic of class relations in a way that corresponded to the plans for political 
stability. In certain regions of the northern "industrial triangle" the reproduction 
of social classes was left to the classic mechanisms of concentratlon
massification of labour power in large-scale Industry. In this sector it was left to 
productive capital, private and public, to bring about that "rational demographic 
composition", the lack of which (for Italy, in contrast to the USA) Gramscl had so 
lamented In hIs Prison Notebooks (see Americanism and Ford/sm). Here, in other 
words, a society was to be developed made up entirely of producers, consisting 
solely of wage labour and capital. 

It should be added that this mechanism of advanced capitalist development pro. 
duced not only factory workers, but also a large proportion of tertiary workers, so 
that regions liKe Liguria, Lombardy or Veneto have a higher percentage of 
employees working in tertiary activities than some regions in the South. In these 
latter regions, however, the intervention of the "party system" in the mechanism 
of reshaping and reproducing the classes seemed to taKe place with greater 
autonomy from the movements of capitaL 

The political agreements establ!shed with large-scale European industry mean· 
while permitted a large number of agricultural proletarians to be transferred 
abroad; the production of a factory working class was piloted wIth great care, ac
cording to the prlnclple that the command of fjxed capital should always bEl over
powering. At the same time, support was given to all forms of agricultural produc
tion that maintained irrational demographic relations; there was a flow of sub
sidising finance aimed to "congeal" non-prOductIve relations and social strata, 
and a flow of revenue - "money as money" - acquired through employment in 
the public administration_ All these had the effect of reproducing a dispropor
tionately large small-Io-middle bourgeOisie, based on income as revenue, which 
represented the social base necessary for the stablHty of the Christian Democrat 
regime. 

In the long term, the effects of this policy for the reproduction of the classes 
blunted the revolutionary effects of the real subjection of labour to capital, off
setting the growth of the working class with a disproportionate growth of a small
to-middle bourgeOisie, in receipt of revenue; not hostile to the working class, but 
passive, not anti-Union but "autonomous", not productlve but saving, and hence 
allowing a social recycling of the income receIved by it. But this class dynamic 
was shattered and thrown off course, first by the working class offensive at the 
end of the 1960s, and then, a few years later, by the violent effects of the crisis _ 
which we shall examine later. 

The form of the State under the post-war "party system" is a fa tent form: what 
normally appears on the surface is a method of mediating and representing con
fIlcts. On the one side are the governing parties that dominate the bureaucratlc
repressive apparatus of the State, and on the other the opposition parties, which 
are the receptacles for mediating the drives and contradictions of civil society_The 
form of the State comes out Into the open In certain historical moments, when 
the crisis of the preceding regime and the development of a new class composI
tion risk escaping from the contra! of the dialectic between Government and op" 
position. This happened In 1945-46, after the armed struggle against Fascism. The 
parties 6hose to replace their relations wffh the classes, with the masses, by 
mutual relations among themselves; and the Communist Party chose to prioritise 
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its relations with the other parties that backed the constltutlon of the Republic, 
rather than its relations with the class and the armed movement. In a simHar way, 
in this latest period, and playing on a similar "state of emergency" in order to 
overcome the present crisis (as with the post-War "Reconstruction"), Elver since it 
chose the path of the HistorIc Compromise (and more vigorously since the Elec
tlons of June 1976), the Communist Party has privileged the strengthening of its 
links with the other parties - and in particular with the ChrIstian Democrats. This 
was In order to "resolve the crisis of the state", to redefine the "party system" in 
terms of concord rather than conflict. By now, the unity of the parties at a 
political and programmatic level Is being concluded like a steel dome erected over 
the needs of the working class. The "party system" no longer alms to represent 
conflicts, nor to mediate or organise them: It delegates them to "economic in
terests" and poses itself as the specifjc form of the State, separate from and 
hostile to movements in socIety. The political system becomes more rigid, more 
frontally counterposed to civil socIety. The party system no longer "receives" the 
thrusts from the base; It controls' and represses them. 

This race among the parties (above all the PCI) to arrive at ever-tighter links, this 
new edition of the constitutlona! pact signed during the Resistance and then 
violated by the Christian Democrats, is happening today under the banner of the 
ideology of the crisis and the imposition of Busterity_ The connective chain which 
simultaneously binds the parties wIthin the new constitutional pact, and counter
poses them as a machine hostile to clvil society, to the society which expresses 
new needs, to th-e composition of the class, Is represented by the ideology of the 
crisis. The form of the state is now becoming open and explicit through the con
solldaUon of the pact within the "party system". It does not, in other words, de
pend on the strengthening of the mlHtaty-repressive apparatus: the latter Is subor
dinate to the level of homo"geneity of the "party system". 

This process is a complex one, and has met with a thousand obstacles: but by 
now it is clearly the only way if the present power equilibria are to be maintained. 
Since the student uprisings in 1977, the movement towards an all-party coalition 
to confront the crisis has accelerated. 

But if the form of the State, which Is becoming explicit, cannot be reduced simply 
to the strengthan!ng of the repressive apparatus, how then is it concretised? So 
far, at least, it has been concreUsed through a system of values, of political 
norms, unwritten rules governing all parties In the democratic arena, which de fac
to decide what is legItimate, what is legal or Blegal, what is productive or un
productive, etc. Since the framework for this consensus Is provided by a precise 
ideology of crisis, a certain type of intellectual has assumed major social impor
tance as propagator or exponent of the "collective consciousness" \n this period. 

The fron,t-\ine responsitiillty for providing the basic arguments behind the ideology 
of crisis clearly Iles with the profession of economists. This applies not only to 
the high priests of the regime. It includes young economists who have taken 
up university posts, backed by Cambridge Of Harvard promotion, and very often 
open to links with the trade unions. Faced with the alternatives of working class 
commitment or bourgeois-academic economic science, they have invariably, more 
or less explicitly, opted for the latter. In certain cases, precisely through a differ
ing interpretation of the dominant ideology of the crisis, they have contrIbuted to , 
it, and have helped to "close the circle". Such can be said, to give just one exam
ple, of the "New Left" economists of the Modena faculty: this could have become 
a centre for rigorous and well-documented counter·lnformatlon tO,dismantle the 
false arguments behind the ideology of the crisis. Instead they preferred to keep 
quiet, or provided more lessons to the working class on prudence ... how to be 
reasonable ... how to surrender. This is oniy one example of the more general 
"treason of the intellectuals" of the 1968 generation, which has been one of the 
main factors allowing the task of Restoration to take place in the Universities in 
recent years, and has contributed to creating the radical cuitural gap between the 
movement of '68 and that of '77. 

If the Italian political system has been able to- interfere autonomously in the pro-

cess of reproduction of classes via various sorts of State proVision, one of the 
most important of these has clearly been the Hberalisation 01 access to Univer
sities since 1969. Some Interpret this move as a means of erOding the working 
class hegemony that matured in the wave of struggles in the late 'sixties 
isolating it by promoting upward social mobility. If a project of this sort ~as ever 
formulated explicitly, we are not aware of it. Let us examine the me(Jhanism. The 
Hberalisation of access to Universities, at least on paper, favours social promo
tion. A working class youth can escape the path of the previOUS generation, can 
avoln the necessity of factory or manual work. This operation Is financed by 
dlstributlon in the form of presa/ari (grants) - the University of Padua alone ac. 
counts for over $2,000,000 a year: and by an Increase of teaching staff and sup
plementary part-time stafl. 

At this point the high priests of our economy begin to complain that the criteria 
for finantingthis social mobility determine in advance the class that will emerge 
from the Hberalised university system: a lower-middle bourgeoisie which Is sub
sidised and "living off welfare" rather than productive or disposed to work. They 
compialn, in other words, that the prospect of jabs that dIffer from factory work is 
not a sufficient incentive to productive labour, but rather acts as a signpost 
towards receipt of income in the sphere of circulation, towards the world of 
revenue (money as money, removed from the cIrcuit of productive capital). At this 
point the Whole "party system" joins in the great debate on the reproduction of 
classes in Italy, its distortions, imbalances etc., the general conclusion being that 
it is not sufficient to reprodUce a lower-to-middle bourgeoIsie in an anti-working 
class rOie, if this then becomes an unproductive class in receipt of revenue! 

Andso the scapegoat mythOlogy of "Hunt the Parasite" - the Iynchpin of the 
c:isis ideology - comes to the fore. Backed by the "scientific" revelations of 
Sylos Labini, GOfferi, etc, this game now starts In earnast. A sort of vague 
eg,alitarlanlsm emerges, which scrutinises the income of the clerical worker the 
student and the tertiary worker, and says nothing, for example, about the tr~nsfor. 
.matlon of capltal-which.ls-product!ve to capltal-which-is-productlve_of_lnterest: in 
Its most shameful form, this egalitarianism assumes tones of workerist 
chauvinism. It appears that it is no longer capital that exploits the worker but the 
postman, the mllkman and the student These are the first shots in that "~lass 
analysis" which will become the official ideology and the preferred argument of 

:_ the super·pald editorial-writers of the Regime's press. It is a crude and effective 
. ideology. The llberalisaUon of University access is made to coincide with the 
Crisis, with youth unemployment, with the reduction of the productive base, with 
the enlargement of the area of State subsidy. But most of all, to it Is traced the 
radical new phase of the political behaviour of the masses. The circle closes; 
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what was previously defined as a lower-la-middle bourgeoisie in receipt of 
revenue (ie a privileged class), is now stamped as a frustrated "lumpen
bourgeoisie", as "youth desperation", as "marginality" - in other words, as a 
perverse effect, created by the crisis, of a mechanism which had been ori9inally 
croated and conceived as a means of stabilising the system and acting (though 
this is now quietly forgotten) in an anti-worker functionJ 

It is not easy to untangle the mass of lies and half·truths which are contained In 
this distorted version of the class dynamic. The best answer is to return to the 
roots of where it all began - the cycle of working class struggles of 1968-69. The 
problem for the "party systerr." at that stage was not only that of blocking and 
marginalising a working class social hegemony which had shown Itself In Italy for 
the first time since the Second World War. It was the problem, rather, of 
uprooting the political forms In Which this hegemony had manifested itself - the 
pO//tical form of autonomy. 

One answer lay in the technological-type provisions that were Introduced in order 
to break up the central nucleus of the class (the change In organic composition, 
etc). But less obvious was the process by which the "party system" began the 
conquest of the terrain of working class autonomy, presenting itself for the first 
time in the form 01 explicit State power. 

This occured in the factory itself, with the gradual removal of effective power 
from the delegates (shop stewards) in the factory Councils, and above all with the 
manipulation of tha Workers' Assemblies, their gradual destruction as organs of 
Independent working class Initiative and choice. The factories, which had been 
free from traditional party politics for more than a decade, and In which the 
organisation of class autonomy form "politics" In the established sense was won 
in the cycle of mass struggles from the late 'sbdies, now once again became a 
political terrain of manipulatlon by tho "party system". All the forms and In
stances of class autonomy, through which a real space for independent class 
pOlitics had been conquered, (even those related to trade union mediation, such 
as shop steward organisation), were taken over and allowed to atrophy - and 
meanwhile restructuration rooted out and scattered the most homogeneous and 
militant groups in the plants. The "party system" took control of the organlsa. 
tlonal forms that remained, such as the Works Councils, turning them into 
parliamentary talking-shops. 

At the same time, the extra-parliamentary groups began their suicidal retreat from 
the factory, and In general ceased to give much attention to problems of the com
position of the class. This·has led to a situation where, tOday, the factory and the 
working class are almost unknown entitles. 

The larger the polltlcal space conquered by the extra-Institutional movements, 
and the wider the cultural territory and the system of values and behaviour that 
these impose on decisive sections of the class, the more the form of the State as 
"party system" become increasingly open and aggressive. 

But the form of the State cannot live only as a power that Is hostile to extra
Institutional movements: it needs a basic legitimation - namely the legitimation 
of Its coincidence with the laws of capitalist accumulation. By making itself the 
interpreter of the ideology of the CriSiS, by org'anlsing the new constraJnt-to-work 
and the pollc·y of austerity and sacrifice, the State-form of the "party system" ar· 
rives at the highest pOint of \ntegration within the system of capital, by a 
of gradual abandonment of its autonomy. But what then are we to make of the 
claim by certain heirs of Togllatti that there exists an "autonomy of the 
political"? Where is this autonomy? Even where this autonomy had the greatest 
substance - in the process of reproduction of classes - the violence of the 
crisis has brought everything under the iron rule of the laws of capital. 

Despite all the talk about the effects of public Intervention via the growth of 
pUblic expenditure, a1l the most recent surveys (for example, the Bank of Italy's 
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Bulletin for Oct-Dec 1976) show that in Italy there has been no change in the 
distribution of income, nor any SUbstantial alteration In its composition. 

Levels of income have not diminished, despite the crisis, Even the levol of can. 
s~mer durab!es has not falle·n (in fact HP forms of paym!;lnt have fa!\en). To 
discover how the proletariat, and in particular the working class, have not aflowed 
themselves to be pushed to the brink of poverty by the crisis but have succeeded 
in increasing their needs and the means of satisfying them, would already tel! us 
a great deal about the new composition of the class. 

If consumption has not fallen, neither has the level of savings: and this point is 
significant for analysis of the "petty bourgeOisie" and (as We are led to believe) 
the hypertrophy of the "tertiary sector". Italian famllies have one of the highest 
rates of savings in the world; this would seem to confirm the hypothesis that the 
propensity to saving in the form of banking HqukHty is a symptom of the 
"tertiary" disproportion of Italian society and its Insufficient productive base. 

And yet not only does the Bulletin show that savings of lower to middle income 
groups have increased (1973 - ie in a period of savage inflation and devaluations 
of the lira) in the form of bank deposits, current accounts and post office savings; 
but also that this is a factor of equilibrium, recycling income through credit In. 
stltutions, invested In the form of money capital in enterprises, public and private, 
and in Treasury Bonds financing public expenditure, services, etc. The myth of the 
hypertrophy of the tertiary sector - the common theme of the ideology of the 
crIsis, from the Right to the "New" Left - has no foundation. The DECO figures 
show thai employment in the tertiary sector in Italy Is among the lowest among 
advanced industrial countries: Italy 45%: USA 64%; Canada 62%; UK 54% _ only 
Federal Germany has a lower percentage. Moreover, the ISTAT statistics show ter. 
tlary employment to be concentrated mainly in the Industrial North. 

According to the schema presented by the prevalent propaganda of the crisis, we 
would expect a flow of credit to promote an unproductive, revenue-based layer of 
society - the lower-to-middle bourgeoiSie, as the prop of political stability _ and 
a disproportionate flow of "resources to tha tertiary sector. Not so! The special 
credit Institutions (promoted by the State), according to the Bulletin, direct more 
financing towards industry (a three times higher proportion), or to transport and 
communications (one and a half Umes higher) than to commerce, services and 
public adminlstation. Housing alone - a remarkable fact _ takes up dOUble the 
Investment of the whole tertiary sector put together! 
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There is a specific relation between the property market and the monetary crisis. 
property is the first refuge for tho security of the savings of the "petty 
bourgeoisie" - but also for the investment of petro·dollars, the basis of the em· 
pire of real·estate investment trusts, insurance companies, pension funds, etc., in
cluding the most adventurous kinds of speculative activity. According to the US 
Federal Reserve, at the end of 1975, about a quarter of the credits of US ~anks 
were in housing. While between 1971-74 "land and land development loans" 
(above all for suburban development) tripled, commercial bank credits to real 
estate trusts and mortgage companies more that doubled 1. 

In this way the prices of suburban areas have increased, making it more produc
tive for capital to develop suburban housing, and distancing social strata with 
higher incomes away from city centres, while at the same time depriving those ci· 
ty centres of rates, taxes, etc.; and setting in motion the mechanism of "fiscal 
crisis" of public spending, which is now a well-noted fact. However, we are only 
at the start of this process, because the acquisition of suburban areas has not 
been followed by an equally large movement of construction; while the race was 
on to capture land, the actual construction of housing saw a dramatic decline: if 
we add single-family and multi-family housing, we see a big increase in the period 
1971·72, and then a sudden drop in January 1973 to December 1974. When con
struction began to lift off again, it was in the single-family sector, and was very 
weak indeed in the multi-family sector2. 

Hence vast tracts of suburban landscape are waiting to be built on, in order to 
make productive the capltal thai has been "fixed" there. In the metropolitan cen· 
tres, which have become the privileged zones for the petrification of capital, the 
mechanism differs: in order to get this capital moving, to give it once again the 
form of commodity and exchange value, a specific financial structure has been 
created - a series of special speculatlve institutions, invented through the crisis, 
which have increased the rhythm of transfers of property deeds and have given a 
considerable impulse to the velocity of circulation of money, without it paSSing 
through a process of production. In the United States too - and probably more 
so than in Italy - the "construction interest" has used the crisis in order to sub
tract resources from productive capital. Thus, there has not been a "shortage of 
capital" as some people have maintained; companies' risk capital has been fur
nished in large measure by private pension funds, which, according to Peter 
Drucker, today hold one third of all share capital in the USA3. Thus it would ap
pear that productive capital has been financed by the contributions of workers, 
while the insiltutional investors - and particularly the banks which control them 
_ have preferred to take the path of speculation In property or in exchange rates. 

The huge drain of financial resources on the part of real estate and properly 
capilal brings us back to the question of the "party system". The pOWers confer
red.on local administrations are as yet uncertain, but there is no doubt that in 
Italy the "party system" represents the most important conditioning factor in the 
property market. Large controllers of territory (the DC and the PCl) can, through 
planning controls, force a bargaining process onto the "construction interest", 
can force it to make payoffs (which, however, are insignificant compared with the 
powers that the "construction interest" confers onto the "party system", as 
regards the directing and control of class dynamics). As some more intelligent 
analyses have shown, the construction cycle In Italy has functioned as a pump to 
drain away Income from workers and redistribute it to the middle class on the one 
hand, and to the "construction interest" on the other4. 

The attack on incomes via the cost of housing has a direct effect on class 
stratifications, and is a factor of violent proletarianisalion; the enforced shift 
towards badly served peripheral urban areas is a powerful factor of marginalisa
tion. The classes, redrawn through this process, take on the typical mixed 
characteristics of a period of crisis. The waged worker who, through the 
guarantees of trade unionism, manages to maintain his income level, but who, for 
reasons of housing problems, lives in a marginalised area, produces economic, 
social and political patterns of behaviour that stand halfway between the 
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"guaranteed" working class and the SUb-prOletariat even if the actual status of 
his job might otherwise place him in the lower-Io-middle bourgeoisie. 

A considerable part of the political behaviour of the young proletariat during the 
recent struggles shOuld be understood starting from city planning as a space of 
intervention in class dynamics. The mythical "reconquest of the city centres" is a 
reaction to the marginal\sing thrust which the unhOly alliance of the "construc
tion lobby" and the "party system" is bringing about. Within this "reconquest of 
the city centres" there is the deSire to count as a political subject, to break the in
stitutional balances, to interfere once again in the internal relations of the "party 
system", a refusal to be classified as an "area of culture" and that's all. 

To conclude: Inflation and the mechanisms of the crisis have considerably eroded 
the power of the "party system"·lo intervene autonomously in the process of 
reproduction of classes in Italy. The relative autonomy of the pOlitical distribution 
of income has been greatly narrowed. The possibility of creating status dif
ferences via income differentials, dispensing cash through transfers of income, 
supplementing Incomes in the public services, etc., has been diminished. The 
question of "rational demographic composition" to which Gramscl referred in the 
thirties) is now coming to depend primarily on capitalist development alone, on 
the organic composition of aggregate capital. Even the process of tertiary growth 
or creation of unproductive sectors now depends more on the development of fix· 
ed capital than on any autonomous intervention on the part of the political ellles. 

Nobody would deny that the "party system" had the power In past years to in· 
terfere with some independence in this process - via economic controls over 
credit and distribution of cash as revenue, or through export of the proletariat. 
But at the same time, the "distorting effect" of these choices is deliberately exag· 
gerated by the PCI and the official labour movement. Their result overall does not 
seem especially different (for example in the case of the growth of tertiary activi· 
ty) from the developments in other industrial countries. Nor have they resulted, at 
least until recently, in any Significant change in the distribution of income. 

If anything, they have created a social and industrial structure acutely sensitive to 
the problem of savings - permitting a centralisation of unproductive incomes 
and their recycling In the form of money capital and public expenditure. The 
pOwers that the "party system" does still deploy, no longer over the reproduction 
of classes, but over the new class aggregation that has been formed through the 
crisis, are located at a different level, (ie in externalised forms of control at the 
social-territorial level to disaggregate and diSintegrate the unity of the class, and 
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It is from within these narrow limits that the new form of the State Is derived. This 
is not to be seen as the ooncludlng phase of the mucn-vaunted "autonomy of'the 
political" vis-a-vis "economic" development, but rather as an entirely op~?slte 
process: that of the total subordination of the "party system" to the politiCS of 
the crisis. 

The reproduction of classes has become a problem of political legItimation rather 
than material Intervention: a question of social and cultural identity, of accep
tance or refusal to accept the norms of social behaviour required and laid down 
by the form of the State, Classes have tended to lose their "obj~ctjve" , 
characteristics and become defined· In terms of poi!tlcal subjectIVity. But In this 
process the major force of redefinition has come from below: In the continuous 
reproduction and Invention of systems of counter-culture and struggle in tho 
sphere of everyday living, which has become ever more "illegal", The liberation of 
this area of autonomy outside and against official social Institutions, Is stronger 
than the system of values the "party system" seeks to impose. 

Hence the new form of the State, or rather Its unmasking, already finds itself In a 
critically weak condition. To turn to the bureaucratic-repressive apparatus, to a 
"power-State" pure and simple, would mean the end of the "party system" itself, 
as established for more than thirty years. 

What we have witnessed in the crisis Is the subjection of the political system on 
the part of capItal, the destruction of its "autonomy". This cannot be properly 
understood unless we see It In relation to the centralisation of capitalist com
mand which defines the politics of the crisis for all parties (Ie the area of 
"poliUcs" ItseU). This centralisation Is formally represented In monetary institu· 
tlons, from central banks to the IMF. 

For the past three years, we in Primo Maggio have been pointing out a fact which 
is now g()nera1!y accepted: economic pollcy choices - and hence also the criterIa 
upon which class relations in nation states are being conditioned - are no longer 
the result of negotiation or bargaining between parties, unions and so on, (In 
other words mediated relations of force between classes and Interests), but are 
laid down by external constraints determined by (In the last Instance) the Interna
tional Monetary Fund. 

It Is this new Institutional reality of power on an international scale that provides 
the basic guidelines for the logic of the current Ideology of the crlsls end scarcity, 
and hence also the propaganda for austerity measures. The Carter Administration 
has developed this particular aspect of money as capitalist command as the 
basis of US global poBcy. This relaunching of US hegemony depends in addition 
on results already acquired, which allow the USA control over scarclty, especially 
in the key sectors of energy and food Internationally. ("The US have emerged as 
the key source of global nutritional stability" - Secretary BrzezinskI, in Foreign 
Policy No. 23). Every "national" choice in the area of basic energy and food must 
come up against an international division of labour that the USA Intends to have 
respected. The technology 01 food processing will be as jealously defended as 
petroleum or uranium. Today it is command over wage commodities above all that 
regulates the relatlons between the USA and the rest of the world. Since the PCI 
victory in the 1976 electlons and its acceptance of Italy's membership of NATO, ' 
followed by the recent DC electoral revival, the Carter Administration, while 
cautious has come round to the realistic recognition that the only solution for 
political ~anagement of the crisis in ltaly is the reinforcement of the pact binding 
together the "party system" and a "government of majority parties", including the 
PCI: as the sole condition, in other words, for the implementation of austerity by 

consent. 

So far we have concentrated on the recompostion of capitalist com~and in the 
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crisis and the unfolding of the State form through rigidiflcatlon of the "party 
system". We must now turn to the other side - the recomposl/ion of the class. 
To take the factory or the University as a starting point is not a problem in that 
both are enclaves of resistance and recovery of an alternative class politiCS _ 
either starting point would serve us just as welL 

If we take the subjective development of the movement through the period si~ce 
the cycle of class offensive in the late 'Sixties, we can dIstingUish two main 
phases of struggle. In the first, from 1969 to the oil crisis of 1973·74, the attack on 
the central militant core of the working class by means of restructuration, produc
tive reorganisation, etc., was combined with the "strategy of tension" (terrOristiC 
use of secret services, clandestine proto-FaScist actiVity backed by the State with 
considerable use of Fascist personnel). The most recent generation of milita~ts 
formed around the movement of 1968·69 was consumed in the response to this at. 
tack: following the "parenthesis" of the workers' offensive, they returned to the 
classic schemas of the Party - the strict relation between programme and 
organisation, and a perspective on the struggle for power articulated according to 
the tactics of a militant anti-Fascist movement, combined with the conquest of 
the formal, electoral level of politics. During the first phase the "party system" 
was 1101 yet "congealed" Into the form of the State: it was divided in a sharp op· 
position between an executive, which moblHsed the clandestine leVels of the 
State (from the secret services to the magistracy), and an oppOsition which reviv
ed the democratic values and traditions of the anti· Fascist Resistance. This was, 
in other words, a phase of partial re·absorption of the preceding forms of class 
autonomy by the "party system", a recovery of the ideological and organisational 
traditions of the Official working class movement: a certain "IntroJection" of the 
"party system" within the revolutionary movement itself. 

As regards the relation between subjectivity and models of organisation on the 
revolutionary Left, this first period, from the State-fascist bombing provocation 01 
Piazza Fontana (Milan, December 1969) to the eventual defeat of the "strategy of 
tension" (even if Its ramifications contlnued up to the June 1976 Election), was 
marked by a general rejection 01 the creative hypotheses of the movement of 
1968-69. This was accompanied by the rebirth in the movement of ultra-Bolshevik 
models of organisation, or - In the case of groups like the MLS (Workers' 
S~ciaHst ~ovement, based on the Milan student movement), Manifesto, Avanguar
dla Operala and PDUP - of traditional historical Togliattian models, embellished 
at most, with Maoism. There was, in other words, a certain revival of the historic' 
organisational epoch of the Italian Communist Party and movement, from 
Gramsci to the Resistance. 
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This revival drastically marglnalised the classic "workerlst" area of autonomy in
herited from the worker-student movement of 1968.69, as well as the anarchist, 
situationist, and more intransigent Marxist-leninist groups. 

The central nucleus of the "workers's autonomy" tendency, represented by Potere 
OperBiO (Workers' Power) and Collett/vo Politico Metropolitano, having come up 
against the institutional-political limits of a strategy based on the polltlcal poten
tial of factory wage struggles, made a dramatic choice in favour of fighting for 
the ml/itarisation of the movement. This similarly involved slogans Ilke "overcom
ing the spontaneity of the autonomous mass movement" and "buHding the armed 
party". It involved staking everything on levels of organised militancy, profes. 
sional cadres, etc. This was to be a losing battle. But the main prOblem now is to 
grasp how and why the margins of the Movement were so drastically curtailed, 
deprived of pOlitical space, while only hypotheses of party organisation survived 
In this period. 

In general we can say that historical models were taken up uncritically and 
assumed as a priori normative validity and Importance. Following the wave of new 
political hypothesos that went well beyond tl'le communist historical tradition, in 
1968-69, we then saw a wholesale recovery and revival of Third Internationalist 
models and perspectives. The central problem was State terrorism; the problem of 
power, seen as the smashing of the State machine, further accentuated the 
classic Leninist featUres of organisation. This Is true especially of the struggle to 
overthrow the Right-wing Andreotil-Maiagodl Government up to 1972., which led to 
the maximum degree of convergence between the organisational strategy of the 
revolutionary Left groups and the institutional forces of anti-Fascism. The groups 
were. in the process absorbed into the "party system", to the extent of "crossing 
the parliamentary-electoral threshold"; leading to the creation of organisations 
like PD (Pro/etarian DemocracY'}, or tactics of electoral support for the PCI, like 
Lotta Continua. But this alreadY takes us into the second, post-1973 phase, which 
we shall be examining later. 

A sort of Imperfect Togliattian system was in operation in this first periOd: on the 
one hand a strong presence In the streets, militant anti-Fascism, mass campaigns 
and demonstrations promoted by the groups; on the other, parliamentary pressure, 
but above all through Institutions and the Press, by the PCI and PSI, to overthrow 
the terrorist blackmail of the DC Government and its allies. Even the initiatives of 
the Red Brigades (BR) in this period maintain an objective ambivalence between 
extreme forms of militant anU-Fascism (viewed wIth considerable tolerance by 
certain sectors of ex-partisans, veterans of the armed Resistance of the 1940's) 
and the building of an armed party, derived from within the "post-workerist" and 
insurrectionist perspectives of the "workers' autonomy" current we have already 
referred to. 

We can therefore distinguish the characteristics of the average type of militant 
formed in this phase of the struggle: a party cadre, with considerable organIsa
tional ability, activism and presence at all necessary levels, who developed cer· 
tainly from his or her own situation of struggle, but who received an overall 
pOlitical framework from the "party school" and the myths of the organIsation. It 
would be unfaIr to say simply that this implies the formation of alienated 
militants, expro~iated of their own subjectivity_ The positive characteristics of 
this period, the unceasing rhythm of campaigns and mobilisations, sometimes 
blind, but no less effective in the long run; the new, calculated, organised use of 
"direct action" in the street demonstrations and confrontations; the prompt 
response to provocations of the Right - all these activltles established and im
posed a terrain of mass political practice, which became a social structure, a 
cl.ass composition, even if its signs 01 fragility became apparent in the second 
period. 

The transition to this second period 01 the struggle must be first understood in 
terms of the changed relation between the re~qlutionary Left and the factory. This 
was not only due to the increased emphasiS on terrltoria\.communlty activism 
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{see Take Over the City and similar slogans and projects of this phase). It was 
r~ther tha.t the restoration of Third Internationalist models meant that the scien
tific .Marxlst concepts Of. the factory and the working class were lost sight of. The 
relattOn between revolutIOnary politics and the reality of the working class was 
mediated by one over-tiding theme - that of restructuration. In other word 
defenSive terrain, which not only accepted as given the fragmentation of th~ a 
"mass worker".- the drivln~ force of the class In the previous workers' offensive 
- but made ~h!s fra~mentatjon the key point of departure for organisation. This 
was a confUSing penod. The Left groups had no factory strategy; their militants 
we~e purged from the plants, either sacked (often for absenteeism), by leavIng of 
thetr own accord: or taking shelter within the Unions. In some of the large working 
class concentratIons of the North, only a clandestine fraction was left to maintain 
a slender organisational network. 

Not that the period 19~9-73 was one of standstill as far as workers' demands were 
concerned - far from. It. It was. marked by Intensive collectfve bargaining activity 
- p,;Obab!y the m,~~t Intense s!~ce the War. Few were aWare of the reconquest by 
the party system In the fact ones precisely because this process was covered 
up by the pressure of Union bargaining. In some sectors labour costs rose by 
25% a year, not to mention the Union pressure for the /nquadramento unfco 
(unlfi?ation of grad.ing systems for workers and white collar stall) and on working 
cond!tlons and ~nvlfonment. But this continuous bargaining activity tended to 
have a fragment~ng .effect politically: it tended to dissolve the political identity of 
the class, re~uc!ng It to Its lowest common denominator as mere labour-power. It 
would be qUIte wrong to say that the presence of workers' political prOblems 
"diminished" In this poriod at all levels. The reality of the situation was rather 
that all the properties of the ciass which unify and define it as a political subject 
were now transferred to the organisations. The ciass remained as a subaltern ele-
ment, 8S "mate.rial" for the party, in other words as labour power. The spectre of 
the old s~parat!on between "economic" and "political" struggle returned to the 
scene. Th!s m~ant a severe setback lor the autonomy of the working class: a 
defeat of working class SCience, of reVOlutionary theory_ 

~ut if the identity of the mass worker as politlca! subject was now dead _ long 
lIVe the mass worker! A political cycle of struggles as deeply rooted and powerful 
as that which led from. the mass confrontation of Piazza Statuto (Turin, 1961) to 
the generalised offenSIVe of the Hot Autumn (1969) - throughout which the mass 
worker of large-scale Industry had acted as the centra! driving force _ could 
hardly be .expected to disappear without a trace_ It was bound to set in motion a 
whole .senes of secondary effects and Irreversible mechanisms, imposing Its 
specifiC hegemony on the composition of the entire class. 
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In fact there were plenty of signs of this. Besides the network of smaller factorles 
which began to explode one after another, the rest of the labour force at all levels 
took the cue and began to organise and struggle along the same lines as the 
workers of the big factories. Apart from the affirmation of a similar model of 
pOliticaHrade union activity, we find parallel forms of collective bellaviour and 
practices of struggle. Tlle llegemony of the workers over salaried employees can 
be seen in the mass picketing by bank employees, including violent confronta· 
tions with police and scabs (Ihe police wero by now being used regularly against 
pickets); or in the "internal marches" (cllaracteristic form of mobHisation at FIAT) 
by Government employees at the Ministries. Not to mention certain more specific 
effects, such as tlle workers' use of labour tribunals. This began to provide cer
tain levelS of the magistracy with a platform to break away form tlle impasse of a 
purely juridical-formal battle for respect of labour codes and guaranteos against 
tlle iHegal practices of tlle judiciary - hence the emergence of a new working 
class practice In jurisprudence. 

Further, tlle struggle over health and safety at work provided a platform for doc· 
tors to break away from the corporate interests of tlle medical profession: llence 
the beginning of mass criticism of medicine and tlle medical-pllarmaceutical 
power bloc, which llas been one of the major conquests of working class 
llegemony at the institutional level. Class resistance to restructuration and 
tecllnological innovation in Ille plants led engineers and technicians also to a 
critique of tlle organisation of macllinery and plants from a working class view
point. Finally, Illere was the unification of grading systems for staff and workers 
(staff status) togetlleT witll tlle conquest of tlle "150 Hours" (workers' paid study 
leave) conceded In tlle engineering contract of 1972 and subsequently genera
lised_ Autonomous and distinct from both profeSSional work·retraining schemes 
and trade union training courses, this latter victory reimposed a working class, 
factory presence in the State sclloo\s and Universities. 

Tlle arrival of tlle "150 Hours" workers on study-leave in Universities meant a 
radical cllange. Tlle effects of freeing entry to the Universities became 
macroscopic. Two new elements threw tlle old elite and academic forms into 
crisis: students of proletarian background/students wllo llad been proletaria
nised, and tlle worker-students. There was also the generational factor - the 
youth enrolling in Universities llave bellind tllem a Higll School movement, botll 
compact. and tested in mass activism in tlle streets. Those arriving from technical 
and commercial or accountancy scllools come from a background of struggles 
around the relation between education and employment. The mass meeting 
(assemblea) remains tlle basis of political formation, but tlle political structura of 
tlle militants comes from tlle servizlo d'ordine (tlle organisation of stewards, the 
'shock troops' at demonstrations), and from political organiSing in tlle community. 

This new generation of entrants to tlle University found nothing new or superior in 
terms of culture and means of political expression, tllan wllat had already been 
conquered in the High Scllools, or through activity in political groups. In com· 
parison, the University appeared as a lifeless, squalid, bureaucratic structure, 
wllich offered little. Tlle old academic elite, despite tlle student revolt of 1968, has' 
succeeded in coopting a new generation of young opportunist teacllers. The pic· 
turesque arrogance of tlle older academics was being replaced by a new genera
tion of mercurial and spent individuals. Tlle "New Left" intellectuals of tlle 1968 
vintage, and tllose tormed in the so-called minority groups of tha 'sixties, if not 
openly "sold out", were eitller at the service of the Trade Union Left, or practising 
a dual role of organisational mllitancy combined witll "scientific" academicism. 
Any po~sibi1lty of a new culture, a re·evaluation and relaunching of reVOlutionary 
theory and creation of new theoretical weapons tllat the UniverSity could offer, 
were openly discouraged botll by the groups and by Left journalism and 
publishing. Hence the University was taken for wllat it was: a bureaucratic filter 
social mobility and nothing more. The contents of academic culture were not 
challenged; instead there was a wllolesaie desertion of lectures and seminars. 
The struggle against selection of intake, as \n 1968, no longer made sense, since 
the State itself had imposed massification and free entry. Selection now took 
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place at. other 17vels.- at tlle level of income and needs; no longer by the vote of 
academl? .functlonan~s, ~ut by the structural inadequacy of services, The impact 
of the criSIS and the fise In the cost of living played the decisive role here. 

This account takes us to the end of 1973, and the Oil Crisis, whicll we take as the 
conventional date for the opening of the second phase. But before we go on, we 
must turn to the decisive event which began to transform the conditions 01 ,the 
movement from 1970·71, still in the earlier pllase: the birth of the feminist move. 
ment. This immediately posed a question 01 hegemony over the whole social 
fabric, hence was analogo~~ in its dimensions and its claims to the hegemony of 
the mass worker. ~he speCIfic, autonomous interests of women, organised by 
wo~en, not only directly challenge family relations of produc\iol; they also, by 
laking an autonomous political form as an independent feminist movement, in
volved a radical separation from the mediations of the "party system", and from 
Trade Union representation, but also above all from the revolutionary Left groups 
themselves. With women's self-rediscovery and claim to control Illeir bodies, their 
own .needs and. ?esireS, tlleir subjectivity, we see the beginnings of a new critJque 
of alIenated mIlitancy - one of the key themes of the movement In the second 
phase - but also, and more fundamentally, the starting paint for the general 
thematic of needs within Ille movement. 

AI! this remained a latent tendency, however, until the beginning of the acute 
phase of the crisis in 1974-75. At the inslituiionallevel this coincided witll the 
defeat of the "strategy of tension". Just at the point when the violence of the 
crisis against the composltion of the class reached its apex, the Italian Left _ in
Cluding a large part of the extra-parliamentary groups - were celebrating their 
Victory at the fnstituOonallevel, considering their mission practically accomp. 
lished! 

Here we see in striking form the precipitation of all the contradictions, above all 
the gap between "politics" and the reality of Ille class, which marked the "im. 
perfect Togliattian" situation we described above. The attention 01 the Left was 
focused on the form of tlle State: but not at the State fOrm as measured or levell
ed against the autonomy of the working class. Rather, the State form was seen in 
itself, in its own autonomy, at the formal-political level only. The crisis of the 
Right-wing strategy of tenSion was mistaken Iy seen by the Left as the criSis of 
the State form. The forced abandonment by the DC Government of its underhand 
use of Fascist personnel and provocation was mistaken for the crisis of the 
regime. The temporary virulence of internal battles within the DC and the 
"separate bodies" of the State (secret services, security, etc.) was mistaken for 
the crisis of Staie command. Tllis was to mistake the appearance for the 
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substance of State power. Meanwhile, the reafreconstruction of the "party 
system" proceeded from below: the form of the State had already pe.n~trated the 
terrain of the factory, and by now only needed the ideology of the cnsls to come 
out into the open, as a machine directly polarised against the Interests of the 

working class. 

Hence there was a temporary crisis at government level, but combined with 
gradual "stabilisation" in the factories. The application of tough measures in high 
places; revelation of scandals, and intimidating Mafia-style behaviour at the 
highest level, exhibited in public; the corruption of the elite and bureaucracry 
crudely exposed for the first time - but all in such a way as to demonstrate pro
vocatively the privilege of impunity of the "party system". Ministers, attorney 
generals, bankers, police Chiefs, whose Illegal and underhand practices were amp
ly proved and discussed, never suffered any penalty !n terms of loss of personal 
freedom or income. Thus the scandals of the regime only served In tact as an ele
ment of intimidation and hence reinforcement 01 the State form based on the par
ty system. 

Meanwhile "tough measures," were being adopted In the factory! From 1974 the 
tempo of factory closures, sackings and layoffS gathered pace, eased by 
systematic recourse to the cassa integrazione (the State-employer fund to com
pensate for periods laid off from work, In crlsis-hit industries and sectors). The 
system of labour-contract legal guarantees, established thanks to the workers' of
fensive of 1969, was not broken and remained intact. In other words, it was alloW
ed to survive as a juridical-contractual framework. But the reality of 
"guaranteeism", which does not depend On written statutes or labour contracts, 
but on the homogeneity and compactness of class organisation and the political 
network of class autonomy built in the factories in the preceding years - this 
was attacked by all means available. 

As regards the subjectivity of the class, which is our main focus in this article,.a 
period ot silence noW sets in (apart from the well-known worsening of the condl-. 
tlons ot work) _ a silence in which We still find ourselves today. This occurred, In 

the absence of alternative political structures, with the decline of democratic 
trade union institutions. In the factory mass meetings, which become more and 
more infrequent, the workers no longer speak. They suffer in silence the con
tinuous hammering-home of the official trade union line ("Things could get 
worse"; "We have to accept the reality of the situation"; "We must tighten our 
belts accept certain sacrifices" etc.). They close themselves off Into an attitude 
of no'n-expression of their own needs, and stand by while vanguard militants are 
intimidated, purged or expelled from the factory with the open complicity - in
deed active connivance - of union and party officials. While the purging of 
militants had previously been a creeping, silent process, the transition to the se
cond phase becomes open and demonstrative: the polltlcal confrontation with the 
workers becomes a frontal attack, a determined effort by the "party system" to 
normalise the behaviour of the workers and their forms of struggle. Seen from this 
context the advances made in the sphere of "clv]! rights" in this new phase must 
be see~ as a diversion _ although we should not underestimate their effects, in 
legitimating the women's movement (and hence allowing it to advance on a 
broader political front) and in precipitating the crisis of the military institutions. 
Despite these positive aspects, however, there Is no doubt that the macroscopic 
element of the period 1974-76 remains the Inability of the workers' struggle to 
break the equilibrium of the "party system" and destablllse its internal relations. 
In this temporary blunting of the political Impact at working class strug~le, a con
siderable role has been played by the decentralised political-administratIVe struc
ture of regional governments and local authorities. IncreaSingly they have in
tervened as mediators and arbitrators in factory confrontations. 

The smaller firms and plants have a speCial importance, for the class subjectivIty 
and type of struggle that they engender. At this level, of piecemeal blow against 
counterblow, closures and occupations, It Is preoisely this war of position that 
gives rise to the recomposftfonal processes of the working class. It Is still difficult 
to establish, but probably the small factory has provided the best terrain, the "en-
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try hole" through which the mole has started to dig once again. Of cour5e, small 
factories are not homogeneous among themselves, and in fact exhibit sharp dif
ferences and contrasts. For example: differences between low technological 
levels, antiquated levels of organisation, and big innovative tendencies; between 
sHuations of total market paralysis and situation5 offering possibilities of fresh 
market penetration; locally-oriented factories, and factories serving only an Inter
national market; firms that are totally dependent on the strangle-hold of creCilt 
and firms Irke the cooperatives Which are free from bankers' usury; from unionis
ed firms to others (far greater in number) with no trade union organis~?ltion; from 
firms with a labour force which is marginal and underpaid, to th05e where it is 
highly paid and skilled; and finally, varying sized factories where all these 
elements are combined under one roof. Precisely this level of dis-homogeneity 
means that the small-to-medlum factory worker does not express a majorltarian 
social reference point for the class, whose demands and forms of struggle can be 
taken up at the general level of political oblectives: furthermore, we cannot expect 
to see the kind of relationship (as with the large-scale factory) of mass vanguards 
capable of pulling behind them the whole of the movement. 

In other Words, in this case there is a lack of those political mechanisms thnt had 
marked the cycle of struggles of the mass worker. But this does not mean that a 
general political potential does not exist: here we find instead a set of recomposi· 
tional mechanisms that start, precisely, from B base of dishomogeneity. 

Let's begin with age: precisely because the small factory tends to use marginal 
labour-power, the presence of minors and very young people, 11 not typical, is 
nevertheless very frequent, and it is from the smaH factories that perhaps the 
most solid wing of the movement of proletarian youth has been recruited. At the 
same time, since the small factories employ a considerable number of women 
workers, they have also provided a recruiting ground for a sizeable wing of the 
women's movement, with a particular awareness of the problems of material 
needs. Jn addition there is the question of the workforce inVOlved in precarious 
work (/avoro precar/o), work in the home, iffegal work (lavoro nero), etc: the crisis 
has swept away the dividing partitions between the various "industrlal forma
tions" and has created the phenomenon of the "disseminated worker" (which can 
also be found in other specific epochs in the history of the Italian proletariat). In 
other words, the conscious dispersion of the labour force within a territorial 
dimenSion, in an intermediate condition between formal and real subjection to 
capitaL This is a precise plan, put Into operation against the political aggregation 
of tho class. But, leaving aside these structural aspects, the big changes are to 
be seen in the sub;ectivity of the workers in the small factory, Inasmuch as it Is 
hard for them to apply organisational models and forms of struggle which really 
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only apply in large-scale industry. Here we see a crisis in the trade unionist style 
of operating that characterised the struggle of workers in the large factories. The 
transition whereby labour power becomes working class (a process wnich is 
guaranteed in the large factory by the very fact of massification) is a transition 
that the small·factory worker must win via political processes that are by no 
means "given". The pracUe£) of violence must make up for the lack of numbers 
and the low level of massification. If the roots of direct action armed workers' 
groups are to be found, historically, in the old "Stalingrads" of the working class, 
in political terms they are based on the standard of the small factory. 

To sum up: the small factory has played a crucial role. It has provided a material 
terrain of recomposition for proletarian youth, for the women's movement, for the 
struggle against overtime and illegal labour - and it has prOVided a channel of 
mediation between the behaviour of the disseminated worker and the behaviour of 
the workers based in the large industrial concentrations. 

However, these positions regarding the small factory must not be taken in an "in· 
stitutional" sense. In other words, the new class composition that emerges from 
the second phase has neither an institution to symbolise it, nor is it represented 
by a majority social figure. This becomes ali the more evident if we examine the 
other large sector of recruitment - the service industries. Here we see familiar 
patterns repeating themselves. In all capitalist societies in the past 30 years, 
employment has uniformly stagnated in manufacturing and has increased in the 
services. However, what is not uniform is the level of "li'Jages within the respective 
services sectors, and the huge differences in levels of organisation and efficiency. 
Here, however, the problem is one of a particular political conjuncture. Namely: 
the unclear demarcation between the area of receivers of revenue and the area of 
services; the launching of the trade unions' reform programme after the Hot 
Autumn with the intention of diverting workers' pressure on the factory wage onto 
the indirect wage; the decentralisation of the functions of state administration: al\ 
these contribute to making the service sector a focal point for a particular set of 
political tenSions. This becomes explosive when the idea of a right to an income 
becomes widespread, alongside the emerging political reality 01 the "new needs" 

The dominant fact in this situation is the increasing political pressure on the ser
vice sector, on the firms and agencies within that sector, and on the pOlitical and 
administrative institutions. This has built up through a whole range of subjective 
and structural pressures, all of which require a microscopic analysis. The fact 01 
this pressure is the only element of homogeneity in the Situation, because when 
we look at the levols of organisation, or the levels of organic composition of 
capital, we find radical differences. On the one hand there are the examples of 
firms like SIP and ENEL (petrochemicals and electricity). Here we find ourselves in 
an area of large-scale technological innovation, involving huge expenditure, back· 
ed by the banks and finance institutions (SIP is far and away the most indebted 
of all Italian firms), accompanied by phenomena of violent restructuration. We 
also lind ourselves in one of the heartlands of the working class (Sit·Siemens, 
Face Standard, Ansaldo Meccanico, Breda, ex-Pellizzari), and at the same time in 
an area whore sub-contracting has created a large pool of casual labour (forza
lavoro precario) (for example, SIP's travelling worHorce). The workers' struggles 
and forms of organisation in these areas have followed the cycles of the wider 
class struggle, but the fact that these firms are at the centre of fundamental deci
sions regarding the so·called "model of development" (eg the question of energy 
policy) means that the workers' demands tend.to slip out of the traditional chan
nels of collective bargaining and into political debate toul court. 

The situation is similar as regards the credit institutions. The fact that we are 
dealing here with workers who are otten regarded as a privileged sector of the 
workforce because of their relatively high wages, has not prevented their struggle 
from spreading to the point where it has found precise points of contact with the 
political form of the autonomy of the mass worker. In these areas the interlock 
with overall class composition has also been facilitated by the large number of 
workers from the credit institutions and from the service sector in general who 
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have e~rolled in the Universities. The fact that they are employed by interest
producing capital has allowed bank workers to grasp the way in which capital is 
managing the criSis, and the function of money within the crisis. However, here 
we stili find ourselves within a framework of trade union control of the workforce. 

The situation alters radically when we look at hospital workers, local authority 
workers and social service workers. Here control of the work-force is exercised 
directly by the "party system". Here the "party system" is not able to delegate 
the basically political choices to "economic interests". It has to take initiatives 
directly at the level of the organisation of hierarchies and the organisation of 
w?rk, at the level of cutting jobs and cutting labour costs, but above all in dealing 
with the growing demand for income and demand for services _ ie dealing with 
the new composition of the class and the emerging system of "needs". This is 
the first test that the Communist Party has had to face in its new role as the rul
ing party within local authorities. Certain institutions _ the hospitals in particular 
- are explOding for the first time, uncovering conditions of work and wages that 
disappeared from industry years ago, as well as hierarchical structures that are 
inconceivable in this "age of egalitarianism". For the hospital workers in par. 
ticular CGIL leader Lama has reserved words even harsher than those he used on 
the students. The "party system" brought in the army to break their struggle. The 
logical sequence of clientelism - tertiary - subversion has been evoked to pro
vide a basis whereby the institutional bloc can oppose the new types of struggles 
by the workers in the social services. 

The situation is similar in the case of the transport workers, the third big sector 
feeding into this new class composition. OnCe again the "party system" and the 
trade unions function as command over the labour force. The struggles of the 
railway workers were treated in the same harsh manner as those of the hospital 
workers, but the fact that the Union in question has had a long (and SOme would 
say glorious) historical tradition made it all the more striking _ the way this 
Union was rejected when it tried to take control of the workforce and impose the 
policies of austerity. Whether for good or ill, in the hospitals the autonomous 
struggle has also sparked a process of unionisation. On the railways, on the other 
hand, there has been a mass, conscious rejeCtion of CGll union membership. But 
here we are dealing with things that are well-known .. 

Less well-known, but infinitely more explosive, is the situation in road transport. 
Here we are faced with a mass of waged workers and independent operators 
equal to twenty Mirafioris rOiled into one. The "objective" weight of this workforce 
is frightening, and it is perhaps the only section of the class today whOse move-
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ment could paralyse the whole capitalist cycle. The strike of tanker drivers in the 
North-West gave a taste of this: the Communist Party, through the structure of 
the cooperatives, controls a fair sHce of this sector. The tanker drivers' strike gave 
an indication of the possible levels of violence: 7-8,000 tires slashed, according to 

trade union sources, within a very few days, 

Here the "party system" (which, by the way, hurried to conclude the contract 
negotiations, despite the obvious desire of FIAT and the 01\ companies to provoke 
deadlock) made widespread use of the spectre of ChUe, and once again repeated 
their operation of polltlcal marglna\1saUon of the drivers' demands, etc, in the 
same way as they had done for the raHway workers, the hospital workers, and the 
social service and local authority workers. 

Our account so far has left out the large numbers of workers in each of the above 
sectors who are emPloyed by contractors and sub·contractors. Their numbers 
considerably increase the size of the workforca that is commanded, either directly 
or Indirectly, by the "party system" (or, more precisely, by the Christian 
Democrats or the Communist Party). This network of contract labour brings us 
right to the heartlands of lavora nero - In other words, that very wide area of 
waged labour where the system of trade union guarantees \s either fragile or non. 
existent. But is this network only characteristic of the State, local authority and 
service sectors? Far from it. ff is the structure of the firm Itself (lmpresa) that is 
being dissolved, as a means of producing commodities; the flrm remains merely 
as chief clerk, as mere administration of decentrallsed labour; in fact, the firm 
dissolves Itself as a subject or protagonist of conflict, as an institution of the 
class struggle. The firm Is the fulcrum of the processes of tertiarisation. How can 
we speak of rigidity of the labour market outside of this institutional break·up? 
The chain of Infinite decentralisetion of production breaks the rigidities of age 
and sex, of geographical location, of social background, etc, end all this is a 
weighty factor In fusing the new compOSition of the class. 

This chain of Infinite decentralisation is one of the more "progressive" elements 
of capItalism today; it is a far more powerful weapon of massificatlon than the 
assembly line. The factory, as an Institution that Is increasingly "guaranteed" and 
"protected", was becoming socially and politically isolated. It did not allow entry 
to young people, to women, to students; it imposed Its hierarchies and Its com· 
partmentalisat\ons on the whole of society; it played a normative role as a com· 
plete, perfect socia! form. \t has become necessary to encircle and envelop the 
factory, and thIs chain of infinite decentralisation has created large numbers of 
openings Into which the women, the young people, the students, the laid-off 
workers and the redundant workers have inserted themselves, taking on the 
aspect of waged workers. And in the meantIme thousands of waged workers have 
been flowing out of the factories and into the Universities, takIng on the status of 
students. These are both movements in the area of political demographY, because 
the status of the waged worker and the status of the student have a precise 
legitimation withIn the institutional conflict-system In our country. The whole 
mechanism of the reproduction of classes had the institution of the factory as Its 
bedrock (with the development of a system of trade union guarantees, a "working 
class aristocracy" was supposed to be reproduced in the factory) and the Univer· 
sity as an institution of social promotion (where an anti·worker mIddle class was 
supposed to be created) _ but this mechanism has exploded. 

So far we have shown that the system of decentralisation has allowed a "mixed" 
labour force to be absorbed within the wage relation, and that the processes of 
tertiarisation of the firm have, In turn, driven thousands of waged workers to 
become students. Having shown that these drives have conferred a new political 
legitimation on all those Involved, we need not list the thousand-and·one posl· 
tlons that the students have taken up or can take up within the opportunities of 
waged labour that the system of decentraHsation offers. These thousands of 
student-workers have brought a new political dimension to the condItion of waged 
labour in which they flnd themselves, and It has proved possible to create a 
mutual strengthening of isolated struggles, even in situations where trade 
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~nlo~lsm Is weakand where there are few traditions of struggle The Universlt 
has een ~sed as a focal point. Even this "squalid bureaucratic 'antechamber} 

as prove capable of becoming something different _ a meetln Int an 
g~eg~tion point for a system of struggles that is Itself also infinlt~I~~ec~ntr:I~~. 
e

l
· eanwhH~, after yea~s of waiting, the old mole of the stUdent struggle has 

a so started digging agam, on Issues like canteens, housIng, transport and fina!! 
on course contents, exams, and voUng rights. The proletarian (and roietaria'nl. y 
ed) stUdent sectors were able to fuse themselves with the wh I p f t s 
that the crisis was setting In motion. 0 e arc 0 s ruggles 

But our analysis of these structural factors wi\! be ineffe"'·,"e I b' ·t ·th ... • un ess we can com· 
"me I WI . a~, ana.lysls ~f the huge transformation taking place in the s here of 
personal hfe . ThlS.Obvlously starts from the breakdown of sexual rela~ons 

bro~9ht on by feminism. It then widens to Involve all the problems of controHln 
one.s own body and the structures of perceptions, emotions and desires. Thl I

g 

not Just a problem of "youth culture". It has working class antecedents in th! C
S 

~I~ of s~rugg!es of 196~-69. The defense of one's own physical Integrity against y
e~ ~g s aughtered by Ime-speeds and machinery, against being poisoned by the 

v~onment, etc., on the one hand is one way of resisting the depreciation of the 
exc ange val~e of one's labour-power and the deterioration of its use value but 
~ tht ~abm~ time It is a way of re-appropriating one's own body for the free 'enjoy. 

th:nbeohav~o~~y o~~~~s;:ue:; ~~~~~e~r~h~s ;oh~:'O~~~~i~~ ;~:k:~S~paratlon, between 

~~~h~~:~~~t~t~~:;~~St~:;o~~;~c:~' ~~~;~~:~~~~~ru~:~: i~~:ing e~al~p~opr~ated 
of soft drugs, giving them a flrst·hand taste of how muchYthls gs~cie~y ha:drobt~:~e 
th~~ of their perceptive potential, than the heroin multinationals decide to step In 
an Impose hard drugs. A space of polltica! confrontatIon opens up between 
value (self·managed, within certain limits) and exchange value of dr~gs nd th~se 
~~vo~ves organisation and Instances of armed self-defence. Nor is the ~:chani~~ 

t e prodUction of new needs the exclusive prerogative of the "I!bera'·,on 
movements" It h ., .' .. . . as ~ s roots In the "We Want Everything" of the Mirafiori 
workers In. the Summer of 69. The "ltaBan Utopia" has a solid working class 
stamp, ~hlCh no theorists of an Amerlcan'styla "movement" _ ghetto!sed and 
self·sufflcient - w1ll be able to erase. 

As we have s~en, the reconquest of "persona! life" has also dealt a death blow to 
~~e ~~anlsatJons of the re~o!utionary Left. But the roots of their organisational 

ea own do not !Ie only In questions of sexual relations, of allenat!ng hierar. 
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chies, the denial of subjectivity, etc.: they lie in precise, documentable errors of 
political choice, mistaken theories of organisation. For example, the current con
cept of power, has been based on the old political cycle (strugglelpartyltransi
tion/clvil war/state power). In other words, a projection into the futuro, rather than 
a Ilved experlence within the \lberated spaces of the present. This error turns into 
parody when the groups all troop dOWn into the electoral arena. The rotten institu
tiona! forms of po\ltics, eaten away from the inside and abandoned by the more 

aware elements, become a form of oppression. 

However, it would be wrong to theorise on the one hand an irrational society 
made up of pure behaviours, opposing, on the other, a society structured by 
logical schemas. What we have are hidden circuits Involving particular groups, 
which then evolve into particular sets of results; there is in fact a conscious prac· 
tice of the Irrational, as a destruction of the bridging elements of language, com· 
munlcation and mediation. In short, any separation between the "post.political" 
(the area of instinct, of the irrational, the personal and the private) and the 
political cycle is unacceptable. It Is not possible to confine the new subjectivity 
within the terms of youth counterculture, or to consider it an exclusive prerogative 
of the women, Current attempts to create an opposition between the liberation 
movement and the political cycle are false - as false as the theory that defines 
the new class composition as being made up of the unemployed and the 
marginalised sectors. The reality Is that politics as a form has undergone a criti
que, on the basis of a battle between politica/lines, and this in turn has aHowed 
the emerge nco of new organisations, Which have been politically legitimated by 

their pres once within those class nuclei outlined above, 

The explosion of 1977, with the occupation of University faculties, was a violent 
confrontatlon between the State-form and the neW political composition of the 
class. For a whHe this new class composition met and based itself (n the Universi
ty, taking it as a material base where different needs, different class segments, 
social groups, political groups and disseminated groups could come together. The 
University as an institution became a struggle-base, capable of representing all 
the various partial programmes of the new class compositIon. 

The new emergence of the women's movement and the youth movement deepens 
the split with the organisations making up Democrazla Pro/etaris (Proletarian 
Democracy), but the real origins of this split are to be found in the political 
disagreements voiced by the emerging forces of the organised area of Autonomy 
(l'Autonomia Organluata), In particular the groups representing Rome, the Po 
Valley and the Milan-SestO-Bergamo axis. NoW, if anything legitimated them as a 
"leading minority" In the first phase of the occupation of the faculties, it was 
their relationship with the new class composition, with the service-sector pro. 
letariat jn a big tertiary city like Rome, with the network of factory vanguards In 
the Industrial zone between MUan and BergamO, and with the needs of proletarian 
students and geographically disseminated workers In the Po Valley. The' fact that 
they understood and had subjectively anticipated mass behavIours that were not 
locatable in the schemas of the wave of contestation in 1968, nor in those of the 
Hot Autumn _ that fact allowed the people of the Organized Autonomy - albeit 
for a brief period _ to carry forward a programme that matched the developing 
class composition. The relation between these autonomist factions and the wider 
Movement was on a par with the relation between the anarchist groupS and the 
masses In the Sorbonne In May '68. The ability to match class composition with 
the political programme means the ability to practice the art of po!ltics (or, more 
often, plain good sense), in order to pull together the vanguard and the average, 

the organisation and the Movement. 

But Instead, with incredible speed, the hoary old questions started coming out: 
should the organisation, with its programme and its plans, march over the corpse 
of the Movement; should the programme be external to and counterposed to the 
composition of the class? The echoes of the clashes in Bologna had hardly died 
away when everyone whipped out their Lenin masks from behind their backs - In 
particular the Workers' Autonomy (Autonomia Operaia) tendency in the North. 
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Meanwhile, in the actual struggle important thin s were ha . 
interpretations of them {both tho~e of the DP te ~ d pthPenmg. The current 
Aut t d n ency an ose of the 
the ~~tOe~:al e~e~~~y~ are letithher wrong, or only half right. Particularly as regards 

nIcs 0 e events of Bologna. 

The main problem bringing about this split between class com osition an 
programm~ Is the qUestion of the "combat party" (partito comb tt t I vJh

the 

some frachons of the Org I d t a en e . en 
(with ~onsiderable Internal ~~f:~en:eus ~~~::e~~~~~: ~::~C:s!ht~~~~:I~;S ~~st~ront 
n.eed or self-defence, and those who argue for a qualitative advance in or n? 
tlon), not only does the DP front rebuild Itself (Milan provides on I ga f Isa· 

:'~il~~r~u~ al~o ~e find widespread and increasing resistance on t~:xpaa~i o~ ~hose 
tices. arlan e ements who do not accept a re·introduction of voluntarist prac-

I: was no accident that it fell to factions of the Organised Autonom to lea 
first pha~e of :he struggles. Their initial hegemony over the Movem:nt deri:e~he 
from their havl?g understood and anticipated the forms of pOlitical behaviour that 
were characteristic of the new class composition' from tne b'l't t d the p , . ,a !! Y 0 rea parts of 

rogramme wlthm the masses themselves; In other words knowing how to 
present themselves not as a "private" thing but as a "SOCial'; . 
tendency 01 a gr wi ' expreSSion, a 

. 0 ng movement, rather than a choice whol! confined wit . 
logiC of the self-reproductlon of a political group The develo

Y
' 't' hln the 

tradl:i?~~1 forms of pollUcs (In partlcular of the ';party form"r~:s c;~~~~:nOefdt~~e 
~~~~!b!htle~ of ~omrades i.nto an almost neurotic ability to Intuit when particular 

Ices an ac lOns function "for all" and when they are only private and er
:~nt~1. ForcIng th? pace on the question of the "combat party" has set in ~otion 

I ese mechan~sms, and has opened up more contradictions within the Move
~~nt th~n j~ has In the state apparatus! But then this is precisely the point' with 

IS cyc e 0 struggles, the State·form has undergone an evolution It· ' 
clear th,?t it has been proceeding full-tilt along the road of unifyin~ th~s'~pe;:~ctIY 
system , a.n~ that law and order has been the main track along which this Yo
cesS o~ unification has passed. However, within the "party system" there h~~e 
b:tehn different ap~roaches (or perhaps a divIsion of roles?) on how to proceed 
WI a strengthening of the State-form. 

Th.e,Christian Democrats have taken the crude line of polishing u existin 
priVileges of the forces of law and order (police laws of arrest etc~ as wel~ . 
~OdUc~ng new rules and regulations. The effect of this Is to confe~ the WhO~: In-

ln~e~:t~~tn ~~hd~~:r~:nu~~~~~~st~~, r~~~yes!:~et~~~abratub" Wtlth the intention that, hav-
, e a e a move against the wider 
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movement of opposition. Certainly the DC has still done this after due consulta
tion with the othm parties (Le., respecting the rules of their jOint project, and ac· 
cepting the Inevitable delays and discussions arising), but nevertheless, the DC 
still bases itself on the State as an apparatus: a separate machine, a "special 
body", to be used as a means of repression In given emergency circumstances, 
and In the meantime It leaves the "dally repression" to the capitalist form of com
mand over the factory and over disseminated labour. 

The Communist Party in Bologna, on the other hand, has developed and ex
perimented practically with a more mature State-form, a form which Is more In 
line with mass social-democracy in a period of transition. A state-form in which It 
Is the masses themselves who act as judge and jury, judging who is deviant and 
who is not, who is productive and who Is not, who Is socially dangerous and who 
is not. Now It Is to be the factory mass meeting that expels the extremist: the 
mass tenants' meeting that decides to expel the young hooligan; and the college 
assembly to expel the 'undesirable' student with his pistol and iron bar. Of 
course, the instances I em thinking of have been extreme cases - but the fact 
that this state-form is being tried out on the "autonomists" as guinea pigs does 
not lessen the marginalising potential of such a State-form within a framework of 
developing austerity, of the "politics of sacrifice" and of money being given hand 
over fist to capitalist enterprises. Once you have the collective acUng as judge 
and jury, then-the Institutional forces of the law (wigs and robes, etc) have only a 
ratifying function: they take deHvery of the hostage, the tumor that has been 
drIven out of the otherwise healthy body. The State-form appears as a kind of Im
munising process of cIvil soclety. This is a huge step forward it is a moment of 
"socIalisation of the state," which would be innovative were It not happening 
within a framework of a freezing of the class power balance, with a restoration of 
capitalist contra! et all leve-ls, and a general amnesty for all the criminals, past 
and present, belonging to the apparatus of cHentism, corruption and repression. 
At the level of power-institutions it is undoubtedly a further element contributing 
to the stickiness of the sltuaUon, but at the same time we must understand its 
"progressive" charecter. It transcends two aspects of the present State-form: its 
aspect as a "party system", and its aspect as a bureaucratic-repressive ap
paratus, both of which are separate from and hostile to civil society. It is an in
finitely more advanced form, a form which, among other things, has no need to 
break up the present institutional apparatus or purge It by substituting more 
democratic personnel. ... This State-form does more than that. It overturns the 
relationship between cMI socIety and the apparatus. It appropriates the 
qualitative function of the judiciary, and leaves the apparatus with the quan
titatiVe translation, In terms of the penalties to be imposed. Henceforth it Is civil 
society, the collectivity, which fixes the norm and formulates the sentence, while 
the apparatus Is left with the technical task of punishment. 

All this presents enormous problems for the legitimation of politics/actions, in
asmuch as organisation is obliged to measure itself day by day against the new 
composition of the class; and must find Its political programme only In the 
behaviour of the class and not in some set of,statutes; and thus must practfce, 
not political clandestinIty, but its opposite. Those who practice technical 
clandestinity generally do not even see this Stale-form. They continue to relate to 
the State apparatuses, and by focussing all theIr attention on them, they then find 
themselVes separated from the mass movement. On the other hand, those who 
choose political clandestinity - Ie refusal to seek or create a base for critic/sm 
and /egitimatlon of actions - not only undergo that same segregation from the 
mass movement, but are also smashed by the apparatus, because they do not 
have the defences and the weapons possessed by those In technical clandestini
ty. 

Now while It Is true that the PCI has proposed (and in some instances put into ef· 
fect) this new, more advanced form of the State, as an experiment, in actual fact 
It has oscillated between this type of "political prevention" of subversive 
behaviour and a compete delegation of repression to the Stale apparatus. In my 
own opinion, the first option hes carried far more weight, and !n this sense I find 

TOWARDS A 
MOBILISATION OF 
THE ENTIRE MASS 
OF DISSEMINATED 
LABOUR 

tiresome and also incorrect the references that are presently being made to "a 
new prague" or "a new Chile". But what we must clarify Is the extent to which 
this proposition of a "social" State-form has met and will meet resistance and 
refusal at the various levels of the present class composition. 

Leaving aside the resistance that it has met even among particular sectors of the 
judiCiary itself (ie In a fraction of the apparatus Itself), it has been allowed to pass 
at the average level of class composition (I underline average). Not only because 
it aims to transfer to civil society only some (InCidentally, the most Odious) 
prerogatives of the State and not other more attractive ones (like control of 
resources, for example). But also because it deludes Itself into ImaginIng that it 
can inject people with an abstract sense of the state, whereas in fact the State 
that people understand is this State - ie a State of given power relations and 
value systems that the working class started to unhinge in 1969, and which the 
"party systam", with the crisiS, has not only succeeded In setting back On its feet, 
but has also taken over as its own. The State-form is not a juridical prinCiple, nor 
an abstract norm, but a formation that Is historically determinate. 

The theory that the University has functioned as a point of aggregation for the 
Movement rUns alongside a theory regarding the ffgure of the unemployed in
tellectual (or rather the Intellectual unemployed), who has been taken, uncritically, 
as the most representative figure of the movement. The theory Is that the exclUsion 
of the intellectual unemployed from the labour market puts them on a par with 
other marglnalised sectors, for whom the intellectual unemployed then act as a 
voice. I have already stated my complete disagreement with this kind of inter
pretation: The University was taken by the current class composition as a point of 
aggregatIon, more for reasons of the politlca! forms of the struggle (Ie for certain 
levels of violence and power) than for the fact that It is a factory producing 
employed intellectuals; it was taken up because it put an end to this process of 
the marginalisatlon of demands, sUbjectlve behaviours and organisation. But once 
again we must go beyond the UniVersity, both as a base for the Movement and as 
a point of aggregation, in order to identlfy the channels that can bring about a 
moblHsation of the entire mass of disseminated labour _ Ie in order to provide a 
way Into the factory that prodUces relative surplus value. For this reason I have 
taken pains to emphaSise the question of precarious labor, together wUh"the 
system of decentralisation of productlon, and that social area where the pro-
tected system of trade union "guarantees" and conditions has entered Into crisis. 
In order to make this transition It is vital that we first reject the "rhetoric of pover
ty" - mora! protests on behalf of the poor. Instead, we should once again ask 
ourselVes whether it is possible to think In terms of "mass Objectives" of the type 
whlch characterized the anti-authoritarianism of 1968 (the FIAT workers' demand 
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lor "Grade 2 lor all", which led into the egalitarianism of the demands put lor
ward in the Hot Autumn of 1969). 

Such a proposal cannot be simply written of! as a step backwards in collective 
bargaining, that would prepare the ground for a new social contract between the 
Government and the unions. It would be absurd to reject it out of hand, for the 
simple reason that such new objectives would carry within them the represen. 
tative weight of the inlinite political creativity that has emerged in these past few 
years. Rather, the bigger problem ;s how we are going to find the pOint where 
such a project can be applied - in short, to choose the "new Mirafioris" out of 
all the various "driving sectors" of the so-called tertiary sector. More specifically, 
out 01 those sectors which function as a connecting link between Ihe production 
of absolute surplus value and the production 01 relative surplus value - like, for 
example, the cycle of transportation. Moreover, even the simple extension of the 
rigidity of labour (even in its form as a system of Irade union guarantism) to 
/avoro nero, subcontracted work, etc, would have the effect of forcing the factory 
struggle to take a leap forward. In short, we are lOOking for the social channels 
whereby we could break the encirclement that is currently under way, and prevent 
the Movement dispersing itself into a thousand decentralised moments of strug
gle - a new, long Purgatory of endemic struggles. We have to find something 
which can function in the same way as the strikes over pensions and the strikes 
over wage-zones did, in relation to the workers' cycle of struggles in 1968-69. 

This approach will be branded as "economic" and "collective bargainingism" by 
all and sundry. It will be accused of lack of imagination, in putting forward 
mechanisms that are dead and buried. But let's move gently. The State-form 
which presents itself today has its origins in the ideology of the crisis and in the 
austerity programme that this has brought about. The ideology has provided the 
grounds for establishing the new, tighter relatiOns between the parties. It is the 
historical basis of the Historic Compromise. It is the justification of the parties' 
powers of marginalisation. To succeed In overthrowing all this would be no small 
matter. II would mean, not a return to the old conflictual form of the mediations 
of the party system, but restoring the conflict betWeen the "grass roots" and the 
new relationShip between a SOcialised State·form and the productlon of capital. 
All the more so, since Jimmy Carter's imperialism - unlike the obtuse accoun
tants of the IMF - has understOOd that in Italy the system of value and 
behaviours to which the combination of austerity measures and law and order has 
to be applied, Is stronger than it appears. And therefore It's a good investment to 
release huge amounts of money (this is Carter's current inclination), and inject 
huge amounts of "command-money" through the big, private, international bank
ing system. Let uS start to turn this command into money-as-money - to 
transform this measure of power-over·others'-Iabour into power-over-our-own
needs, power over our own spaces of organisation and Culture, a driving-spring for 
the new development of a new class composition. It is time that we take baCk 
from the "party system" their residual power over the reproduction of the classes, 
so that we can start to determine this reproduction from the base, in such a way 
as to guarantee the value-systems and the political behaviours that the new class 
composition has legitimated in the struggles of these past months. 

Translated by Red Notes 

1, See H. Brand, "The Myth of the Capital Shortage", in Dissent, summer 1976 
2, Federal Reserve Bank 01 New York Monthly Review, October 1976 
3. Peter Drucker, The Unseen Revolution: How Pension Fund Socialism Came to America, Lon
dOn, 1976 
4. See B, Secchi, /I Problema delle Abifalioni, dalla Casa al Territorio, Polytechnic Faculty of 
Architecture, Milan 1976-77. 
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Domination and 
Sabotage 

Toni Negri 

Toni Negri, arrested on April 7, 1979, wrote 
Domlnio e Sabotaggio shortly after the 
emergence of the "Movement of '77", This 
pamphlet was written in Switzerland where 
Negri, already ecousod of being the 
ideologist of the Movement, had taken 
refuge, We present here ohapters 2 & :1 which 
synthesize his methodological approach ~o 
the dynamics of the new class composition. 

When I theorlse an independence of the process of proletarla.n self~valorlsation, 
and when I examine the posslblHty of its having an internal dla.lect;c ofucon- I am 
tinuous recompostlon between structural funct.lons a~d attackmg un':n:~~~_ 
bound to draw certain methodological conclUSIons. F\fS~ It. seeml~ to,orlsation as 
damental to consider the totailty of the process of prole anan se ·va f 't list 
alternative to and radically different from, tha. totality of the process <~. caPln~ 
production a~d reproduction. I realise that I am exagg~r~~"lng th~ POS\ ~~,n't~is 
oversimplifying its complexity. But I also know that thIS Intens ve roa , 
radical break with the totality of capitalist development, Is a fundamental ex

perience of the movement as it stands today. 

Today the process of constituting class independence is first and foremost a pro

cess of separation, 

I am emphasising this forced separation in order to clarify ~Jle o~~trat" dm.ea~~n ~ 

:~~~;:~~:~t~~~~,~~I~~I!S~07~r~~ :!~~t~t~~cn~: !~nuds ~:f~~I! ~~:~~eup: ~1:~:~:~:~5 
position a! dialectics of capital; I affirm In sectarla.n n:'an~er my ~wJn ~ Phi 1 

mown lndependenc"e, the differentness of my consht~t1on. As .' ra h' h 
u:derstood {in his book Constitution and Class ConscIOusness - a book w !c, , 

with the passing of the years, becomes increasingly important), the totality 01 
class consciousness Is first and foremost an Intensive condition, a process of in
tensification of class self·ldentity as a productive being, Which destroys the rela· 
tionshlp with the totaHty of the capitalist system. 

Working class s£llf-va!orlsaUon is first and foremost de-structuration of the enemy 
totality, taken to a point of exclusivity In the self-recognition of the class's collec
tive independence. For my own part, I do not see the history of class con
sciousness In a Lukacslan sense, as some future all·embracing recomposition; on 
the contrary, I see It as a moment of intensive rooting wIthIn my own 
separateness. I am other - as also Is the movement of that collective praxis 
within which I move. I belong to the other movement of the working class. Of 
course, i am aware of all the criticisms that could be levelled at this position from 
a traditional Marxist viewpoint. For my own part, I have the sense of having plac· 
ed myself at the extreme limits of meaning In a political class debate. But anyone 
who comes with accusations, pressing me with criticism and telling me that I am 
wrong, must, In turn, accept the responsibility of being a participant In the 
monstrositites we have seen in the development of "soclaHsm" - with Its illicit 
dealings with the most disgusting results of the capItalist mode of production. It 
is only by recogniSing myself as other, only by Insisting on the fact of my 
different-ness as a radical totality that I have the possibility and the hope of a 
renewal. 

Furthermore, In my Insistence on this radical methodological rupture I am In good 
company. The continuity of the history 01 tha working class revolutionary move· 
ment is the history 01 the discontinuity of that movement, the history of the 
radical ruptures that heve characterised It. The revolutionary working class move· 
ment Is continually being reborn from e virgin mother, The hacks of continuity are 
stili alive and well in the History Institutes of the labour movement. But luckily 
militant historiography Is undergoing a renaissance too, spurred by the ex· 
perience of the ruptures In our present movement - and In our hlstory·wrfting we 
are now confident enough to present the notion of the "other workers' 
movement". Thus the methodological precondition of an Initial radical rupture 
(which We consider fundamental for any renewal of the social practice of the pro· 
letariat) Is em_plrlcaHy corroborated by an extensive documentation (limited, 
perhaps, !n scale, but remarkable In Its Intensity). When Karl·Heinz Roth (Die 
Andere Arbelterbewegung. "The Other Workers' Movement", shortly to be 
publlshed by CSE Books), or Gisela Bock (La Formaz/one defl'Operaio Massa negli 
USA - "The Formation of the Mass Worker In the USA" - FeltrlnelH, Milano, 1976) 
tel! the formidable story of how the working class in struggle has continually 
destroyed its own traditional organisations, they are certainly not animated by a 
spirIt of iconoclasm: rather, they are highlighting the radical, Irreducible different
ness of the revolutionary movement. This is a perspective which could also pro
vide us with a feel for other historica! revolutionary experiences of the proletariat 
- experiences that have proved victorious and have (therefore) been betrayad and 
destroyed. 

So, I must assume this radical "otherness" as a methodological precondition of 
the subversive case we are arguing - namely the project of proletarian self
vaiorisatlon. But what about the reiationshlp wlth the totality of history, the rela
tionship with the totality of the system? Here 1 must now face up to the second 
methodological consequence of my assumption: my relationship with the totality 
of capitalist development, with the totality of historical development, is 
guaranteed solelY-by the force of destructuration that the movement determines, 
by the global sabotage of the history of capital that the movement enacts. There 
is only one way that J can read the history of capital - as the history of a con· 
tlnulty of operations of self-re-establishment that capital and Its State have to set 
in motion In order to counter the continuous breakdown process, the permanent 
provocation·towards-separaUon that the real movement brlngs about. The present 
stata of things is built upon a continuity of destrUction, of abolition, of 
transcendence that the reaf movement brings about. I defIne myself by separating 
myself from the totality; I define the totality as other than me as a net which is 
cast over the continuity of the historical sabotage that the class operates. 
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And thus (here is the third methodologicallmpHcatlon) - there is no homology, 
no possible immediate translatability of languages, of logics, of signs, between 
the reality of the movement as I e)(perience it and the oYerall framewori<. of 
capltal}st development, with its contents and Its objactlves. 

Let us now pause and consider the question from another angie. The fundamental 
point, how aver you look at the question, Is obviously stil! the ne)(us between the 
process of self-valorisation and its effects In destructuraHon. I have taken this 
nexus to extremes, and 1 have deflned it as separation. Basing myself on the ex
perience of the movement, I have stressed first and foremost the subjective ele
ment. If I now approach the question from the objective point of view - the view
point of the Crisis-State (Stato·crisf), the position is no different. When the State, 
faced with the crisis in the functioning of the law of value, attempts to reimpose 
that law by force, mediating its own relation to capital in relation to the commodi
ty form, It registers upon itself, in effect, the crisis of all homologous functions. 
Force does not substitute for value, but provides a surrogate for its form. 

The taw of value may be forcibly reintroduced, in spite of the crisis of that law, 
and its operations may be imposed in modified form - but this does not remove 
the void of significations that Power Is forced to register. The Crisis-State is a 
power which lives in a vacuum of significations, a VOid, a logiC of forcellogic 
which is itself destructured. This logic, this critical form, is a "dark. night in which 
all cows are white": in other words, the meaning of the whole is not in any way 
provided by the perfect connection of the parts. The state's investment in the 
totality Is purely negative, in terms of meaning. The rule of total alienation is the 
only possible content of this project, The totaHty is a VOid, is structured as 
destructuration, as a radical lack of value. Thus It becomes clear what we mean 
in this case by a lack. of homology. All the elements of the whOle are unified in a 
technical sense; they only hang together in their mutual untranslatability; only in 
the form of a forced relationship, So, from an objective Viewpoint too, the system 
Can be seen - must be seen - as destructured. 

However, while our consideration of tha objective aspect of the situation confirms 
our analysis of the subjective aspect, the objective aspect has neither the same 
logica! extension nor the capacity to substitute for the subjective. One cannot 
move from the understanding of destructuratlon as an effect, to the Identlficatlon 
of the process of self·valorlsation as the cause. This is particularly clear in the 
analytic principles of Michel Foucault (and in particular his methodological treat
ment in La Volonte de Sa voir), which have caught my attention because of the 
way they strain after a notion of productivity, a creativity of an unk.nown quantity 
located beyond the cognitive horizon. 

This Is also clear _ and, furthermore, scandalous - in the various surreptitious 
attempts that are being made to reimpose a sense of conclusiveness on this 
destructured horizon. (These attempts, be they humanistic in inspiration, or con
ceived In terms of Wl/Ie zur Macht, do nonetheless start from a correct perception 
of the blind objectivity of the development of capital's system. Regarding Cac
clad's Krisis - FeltrlnelH, Milan 1977 - see my review in Nos. 155·156 of 
Aut-Aut). But this surreptltlouslv·related homology this "revolution from above" In 
the absence of radical slgniflcance - can be seen clearly, in the light of what we 
have said, for what it is - a fraud. 

The above considerations lead me now to confirm my original hypothesis of the 
prevalence of the subjective In the explanation of the present-day dialectic of 
capital. Tak.ing the subjective viewpoint to extremes does not negate Its 
methodological validity. Rather, It confirms and extends It. It permits me, In the 
articulation between self·valorisation and destructuration, to avoid both 
premature reductlvist foreclosures of the problem (because In fact it is the pro· 
ductivity of the proletarian subject thai structures the destructuraUon, Ie negative· 
ly determines Its own opposite); and, on the other hand, totaHslng dialectical ex· 
tensions of the disclosure, because, In this case, there arB no longer any 
homologous functions. 

We are not suggesting that methodology in any sense resolves the problems that 
face us (although a correct framing of the solution is greatly facilitated). We know 
that the methodological hypothesis requires confirmation from class ana lysis. 1t 
Is only the theoretical-political determination of the composition of the working 
class that can offer a sound basis for a methOdological hypothesis such as ours. 
And in fact the following methodological approximations, without pretending to 
be exhaustive, confirm our initial methodological assumption that, today, the 
establishment of working class Independence takes place first and foremost in Its 
separation. But separation in this instance means breaking the capital relation. 
Saparation also means that, having reached the highest point of socialisation the 
work.ing class break.s the laws of the social mediation of capital. Marx in Capital 
VoLlI, 1, calls for "another mode of inquiry" In the analysis of the metamorphoses 
of overall social capita!. Is this to be a logic of separation? Is it to be a 
Darstellung built on carrying to extremity this independent proletarian subjectivity 
built on the movements of proletarian seU-valorisatlon as such? 

I think that these questions are important for the further development of this 
essay. However, before going further, they can be further articulated at a formal 
and methodological level, In order to constitute a framework for the ensuing 
debate. Let us look. more closely. As I have said, the separateness of the pro
letarian subjact is organIsed in the dlalectlc between self-valarising productivity 
and functions of deslructuration. I k.now, however, that this dialectic does not pro
duce effects of homology and of totalisatlon, because it is a dialectic of separa
tion. But, equally necessarily, It is inherent in the complexity of the events that 
are being determined. How? In particular, how does this articulation of a separate 
subject relate to the constitution of capitalist domination? SecondlY and con
versely, how precisely dOBs the constitutive process of the collective subjectivity 
proceed, in al! its radlcality and Intensity? 

In short, what are the laws that govern (albeit in a situation of separateness, of 
lack. of any homology) the parallel and opposed processes of the State·form and 
of proletarian se/f-valorisat/on? 

But In defining the problems we can now add a couple of further notes _ first in 
relation 10 the self-valorisatlonldestructuration nexus, In the history of socialist 
thought and practice, the sense of proletarian self-valorisation has often been ex. 
pressed with original intensity. (If Gramsci's teachings can be retained In any 
useful sense today, it is certalnly!n this regard). But is never expressed In terms 
of separateness-rather it is always expressed In a dialectical sense in relation to 
the totality. Reciprocation tak.es the place of opposition. In the social-anarchist 
tradltlon this reCiprocity, this correspondence, has been Played out In terms of 
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the dialectic between centralisation and decentra!isation.' Thus it Is not difficult, 
in a critique that starts with Marx and stretches through to Foucault's edition of 
the panopticon, to demonstrate the perfect compatibility of proudhon and Ben· 
tham. But this compatibUlly also exists in the tradition of "scientific socialism" 
- this time not extensive ,(between central!sation and decentralisation), but Inten· 
sll,'e (between the genera! working class Interest and the general interests of 
society, botween socialism and democracy). This compatibility, of the process of 
self·valorlsation with the productive structuration of society, is a myth. It is not 
proudhon and Bentham, but Rousseau and Stalin who are the fathers of this 
much-loved synthesis. Personally, I have' no tIme for the so-called "nouveauX 
philosophes", but I must say I am rather disconcerted when I see representatives 
of the historical parties 01 the working class, who have always been enamoured 
of the link between rationalism and productive Stalinism, insulting these young 
phHosophers for having drawn attention to this "mystifying connection." 

In short, they are addressing themselves to a problem which no longer has any 
real basis. Class self·valorisation has nothing to do wIth the structuraUon of 
capital. But it has a lot to do with its de-structuraUon. The whole capitalist 
development, ever since the working class reached its present high level of com
position, has been nothing other than the obverse, a reaction to, a foHowing·in. 
the-footsteps-of proletarian self-valorlsation - a repeated operation of self
protection, of recuperation, of adjustment In relation to the effects of self· 
valorisation, which are effects of sabotage of the capital machine. Tronti Is cor
rect In his latest utterance that the modern State is the pOlitical form of the 
autonomy of the working class. But correct In what sense? In the sense - for 
him too, with his revamped "socialism" - of compatibility and convergence? Not 
at all, comrade: here the methodology of the critique of political economy has to 
be modified, taking as Its starting point proletarian sejf-valorisation, Its 
separateness, and the effects of sabotage that It determines. In particular it is 
within this perspective that we must frame our analysis of the State·form. 

1f our analysis of the nexus between self-valorlsalion and State structure leads us 
along a path of causality that is negative and destructurlng, the situation is dif· 
ferent when we come to consider our methodological approach to the nexus of 
self·vaforisation with itself, In its separateness. Here we shaH have to stress and 
adequately analyse the synchronous dimensions of the process. But here, too, 
there can be no recourse to models of "continuity", to functional determlnatlons: 
What can be said straight away - because it constitutes the heart and 
substance of the methodological proposition itself - is that the separateness 01 
proleterlan self-valorlsatlon itself appears as discontinuity, as a conjoining of 
leaps and innovations. The method of social transformatlon that derives'from the 
self-valorising separateness of the proletariat has nothing In common with the 
homologies of rationalist or historicist progressivism. Proletarian self-valorisation 
is the power to withdraW from exchange value and the abHity to reappropriate the 
world of use values. The homologies of progressivism relate to exchange value. 
The rupture and recognition of the class's own independent productive force, 
removes any possibillty of a resolutive dialectic. The dialectical positivity of 
method in the separateness of proletarian self·valorisation is wholly and solely in· 
novative. 

HavIng outl1ned our polemical methodological premises, we can now start on the 
substance of the matter. Facing us stands the State; among us - and sometimes 
within us - stands the form of the domination. To struggle means that we 'must 
recognise the monstrous nature of the power that stands facIng us, recognise It 
with the same immediate clarity and on the same level as we have seen the rela
tlonship between self-vaiorisatlon and destructuration. Now, this monstrouS 
nature of power Is the effect of our sabotage; It 15 the negative result of our ac· 
tions; "Crime," says Marx, "through Its constantly new methods of attack on pro· 
perty, constantly calls into being new methods of defence, and thus is as produc· 
tive as strikes are in relation to the invention of machinery". (K. Marx, Theories of 
Surplus Value) 

This Is no paradox - Marx does not like the paradox label, not even in the case 

of Mandevll\e's Fable of the Bees; this pleasure he leav8s to the "philistine 
apologIsts of the bourgeois school". It is, rather, a key to understanding. In point 
of fact, the more we sabotage the State and the more we give expression to the 
self·valorlsationldestructuratlon nexus, the more the rules governing the develop
ment of capital's Slate·system become ferociOUS, monstrous and irratiOnaL So 
now let us look at how the State and the system of social domination respond to 
the social sabotage which results from self'l,'alorisation, and let us look at the 
logic that they express - a logic which Is internally coherent, but which is 
nonetheless negatll,'e; a logic of destructuration which can nel,'er be sublimated, 
but only precipitated further. 

Capital's continual restructuratlon is Its response to working class sabotage. 
Restructuration is the empty, but efficacious, content of the State-form. Empty, 
because it lacks any ratlonality save that accredited by workIng class sabotage; 
efficacious, because the form of the restructuratlon is command. But bourgeois 
economy's critical consciousness is obHged to fill the vacuum of Its own process 
by spreading a wafer-thin (recuperated and mystified) formal rationality, over the 
timings set by working class and proletarian struggles. Let us look at how it pro
ceeds. 

Within the crlUcal consciousness of bourgeOis political economy, the evolution of 
the logic of command has taken place in at least three distinct phases, following 
on the great CrIsis of the 1930s, Each one of these phases Is matched by a par
ticular Quality and intensity of working class and proletarian struggles. Elsewhere 
(!n the article pUbllshed In Operai e Stato ("Workers and the State", Feltrinelll, 
Milan 1972) I have indicated the fu ndamental characteristics of the Keynesian 
epoch. In that epoch, control of the working class struggle was to be achieved in 
global terms. Keynes replied to the formation and the struggles of the mass 
worker with an overall balancing - in progressive terms - of supply and de
mand. But Keynes based himself on a political proposition that was pure and 
general - he had stressed the overall trend. But when the trend comes into con
tradiction with the actual progress of the cycle (because working class conflic
tuaHty does not respect finalised equl1lbrla), the Keynesian State goes into crIsis. 
Who commands the crisis? The Keynesian·bred politicians try to invent a 
"political trade cycle", try to form "intermediate regimes" etc: In practice, control 
is little by little slipping out of their hands - the control-dimension no longer 
matches the dimenSions of proletarian and working class confllctuality. A second 
phase opens. Alongside the theoretical "progresses" that lead Sraffa and his ilk 
to a dissolution of the aggregate categories of Capital, more concretely we can 
observe that the working class struggle has a continuity that Is discontinuous, 
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and that the apparent continuity of the struggle Is the outcome of an infinite 
series of Individual crlsis·polnts. The economic and political sciences of restruc
turation must take account of this. It is no longer possible to invent indeterminate 
macro-economic equilibria which are independent of short-run variations and in· 
dependent of the micro-economic components which are variable within the un· 
foreseeable tlming determined by the struggles of the collective worker. Based on 
thIs necessity, we now see the formation of the State-as.Crisls, tho Crisis-State 
(Slato-crlsl), on the following lines: to divide up the overall thrust of the working 
class; to control it from withIn the mechanIsms of Its own accumUlation; and to 
forestall it, by attacking It in jts class composition. Keynes' broad equilibria are 
replaced by an internal operation of decomposition, within the class, In an attack 
that is pracisely orientated towards dealing with single and particular class crisis 
points - a microphysics of political economy. "The long-term trend is nothing 
other than a component _ which alters slowly - of a chain of short·term situa
tlons". . ."it Is not an Independent entity". (Michael Kalecki, In Trend and 
Business Cycles Reconsidered, In Economic Journal, July 1968, pp 263 seq.). Thus 
it becomes impossible to produce a model of development unless it takes expliCit 
account of the interruptions that occur in the process of production and reproduc· 
tion, and thus a fresh foundation is laid for a theory of development based on the 
theory of cyclical fluctuations, incorporating the dynamics that occur at a 
microeconomic level. 

A long phase of bourgeois economic theory now develops around these premises. 
Michael Kalecki is the leading light In this movement (see Joan Robinson in New 
York Review of Books, March 4, 1976 - and in particular George R. Felweel, The 
Intel/ectual Capital of M. Kaiecki, Knoxville, Tennessee, 1915). But this theory also 
falls short. Crisis-State theory Is, after all, a reformist theory. It faces up to the 
emerging productivity of the mass worker, and tries to construct an "economy of 
oligopolies" - on two fronts: on the One hand the capitalist entrepreneur oHgopo. 
Iy, and on the other hand the working class-trade union oligopoly in the factory 
{M. Kaleckl, "Class Struggle and the Distribution of National !ncome", in Kyklos 
XXIV. 1971. pp 1 seq.} But in the meantime, the struggle has advanced; the action 
of the mass worker has gradually laid siege to the whole ot society: We now see 
the worker developing as a "socIal" worker - even (and particularly) if sUI! re
maining a "workplace worker". The worker responds to the Crisis·State even more 
violently than prevIously to the Stale-as-Planner (Stato-plano). If thIs latter went 
into crisis because of its inability to control the quantities of working class de 
mand, the Crisis-State Is forced into an internal self-criticism of what Is now a 
socially inescapable {and immediately efficacious} extension of working class ac· 
t1on. The Crisis-Slate is not only a State-form that Is reformist to its roots - it is 
also, and above aU, a State-form that is stili llnked in to the dimensions of direct 
production, to factory command over Ilving labour. But when working class 
sabotage extends to Invest the whole of society, the entire mechanism of circula· 
tion, forcing aggregate social capital into a confrontation over the rules Qovel'nillg 
the reproduction of the system, at that same moment the consciousness of 
bourgeois political economy - which had actually been conSOlidating Itself up 
that pOint - goes into a further stage of crisis and disintegration. 

It Is interesting to note the formation of a third phase of theoretical deve!loP'ml>n, 
in the politicai economy of the Keynesian epoch. It is In the process of tOI'm"tilm 
today, and draws on the elements of crisis in the previOUS schemas. In oalti"ul" 
it tries to opera.te in a more generalised way on the sociel movements 
working class. Its central arena of Interest is the question of circulation. 
pie transition from global control of production (Keynes), to dynamIc control of 
production (Kalecki) is insufficient. The problem is that of the functional control 
of circulation, of the dynamic nexus linking production and reproduction. And 
here the problem of time becomes fundamental. Keynes never concerned 
with the temporal determination of equHlbria and secondary equilibria. Kaleckl, 
the other hand, stressed the necessity of determining Keynesianism via the 
redefinition of phenomena within Individual "time units". And now, today, the 
temporal dimens10n Is being extended to the whole of the process. In analytic 
terms, the new approach is a. sort of EinsteinIan theory of relativity: it involves 

insertion of another dimension of analysis, in order to relatlvise the contents of 
that anaylsis. But this Is Indeed a strange kind of relativity: it is above aU a 
relativity of time, the reduction of time to an indifference of command. In prac
tlcal political terms we have an analytic mechanism which assumes clrculation· 
time as a terrain of both theory and control. The totality of circulation·time is 
drawn Into the economic analysis; the totality of circulation-tIme is to be controll
ed by economic policy: the hypothesis of the simultaneity of functions and opera. 
tions within the cycle is not assumed in advance and abstract (a la neo-classics), 
but operational and pOlitical (a la Milton Friedman and his monetarist bedfellows). 
The Kaleckian interruptions of the short cycle are stili mediations between the 
trend and the overall cycle: here science does not become separated in its ap
plication, does not waste its efforts in forecasting, but Intensifies its analysis on 
every moment, every transition. It is a physics of elementary particles and 
science stands watchful, like a policeman, over everything. 

It is not the Marxists' job to observe that the temporal dimension is declsive in 
the relation between circulation and reproduction, and in general within the rela
Hon as it impinges on the class struggle in the sphere of reproduction (although 
Geoff Kay draws attention to the problem In his very useful Development and 
Underdevelopment, Macmillan, London, 1915). It is not surprising that the problem 
is arising again. Rather, what is surprising is the fact that the proposltlon arouses 
so much passion. The philosophers are well aware of the problems associated 
with the dimension of time: Infinitely SUb-divisible and infinitely extendable. So 
how should we grasp the analytic proposition in operational terms; how are We to 
concrelise the political project? It is not our job to anSWer this: suttlce it to draw 
attention to the Indeterminateness of the project. Rather, our task is to note how 
the process of destructuration within the logic of political economy is taking a 
further step forward. (See, apropos, the fine essay by A. Graziani, introducing R. 
Convenevole's book La Dlnamica del Salario Relativo ("The Dynamic of the 
Relative Wage"), republished in Quaderni Piacentini, No.64, pp 113 seq.). In its 
anxiety to keep up with the prOCess of working class attack against the general 
dimensions of exploitatlon, bourgeOis political economy strips even the ap
pearance of coherence from its logic, and forces Itself Into the role of a technical 
instrument against the emergence of the destructuring power of the working 
class; it extends itself over the Indefinite discontinuity of the movement of self
valorlsation. State restructuration becomes increasingly an indiscriminate succes
sion of actions of control, a technical apparatus that Is effective, but which has 
lost all measure, atl internal reference-points, all internal coherent logle. 

Good working class theory rejoices at this. But, being responsible people, we 
must recognise the enormous weight of suffering, of inhumanity, of barbarities 
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that all this brings with it. This revelation of the Internal void of capitalist restruc
turaHon, this successive self-destruction of the moments of capitalist control, and 
this dissolution 0{ theory Into 8 technique of pOWer, bring closer the final out· 
come of the revolutionary struggle. But at the same time it makes it hard to en· 
dure the harshness of the dally struggle and the cruelty of capital's continued ex
Istence. (Note that certain theoret!cal positions that exist within the official labor 
movement, and which have nothing to do with Marxism - such as the famous 
theory of the "autonomy of the political" - ape these bourgeois affirmations). 
And yet it is stiU the action of the working class that brings about these effects 
_ to the extent that the destructuring tendency of these struggles has 8 direct 
effect on the very rationality of capitalist restructuring, and removes this rat(onall~ 
ty, even In Its formal aspect, and leaves us with a whot,e that is destructured, 
technical and repressive. The varied and combined modality of working class ae
tion is respected in every moment of the restructuraUon of capital: from the ac
tions of the mass worker, and from those of the "social" worker, arIse effects that 
are then matched, in the sense of a subsequent radical destructuring of the 

enemy power. 

Thus it is no accident that today the big forces of capitalist reformism have 
adopted _ at a world-wide level - B terroristic strategy of s8vage deflation (or 
"dis.inflatlon", if you prefer). On the basis of the experience of the fiscal crisis of 
the AriJercan cities this political line has been correctly described as a 
"regressive distribution of Income, of wealth and of power" (see the articles by 
Robert Zevin, and Roger A. Alcaly and Elen Bodlan in The Fiscal Crisis of 
American Cities, New York, 1977). 

The destructured logic of the economic compatib\1iUes must in fact be extended 
downwards, to reach single Individual social groups, in such a way as to destroy 
any consolidation of proletarian self·valorizatlon. At every level. Generalized con· 
trol must be deepened and Intensified, to act on every point of Hnkage In the pro· 
cess of reproduction; it must allow the destruction of every rigidity; It must 
fluidify, In a new manner, the cycle of capltallst reproduction. But - you say -
this has always happened! This is one of the laws of capita!! Certainly. But what 
makes the present situation specific is the depth, the intensity, the extensiveness 
of the controL Capital has been SUbjected to a class pressure at the social level, 
which has definitively destructured its terms of reference. Right down to the level 
of factory"command (comando-fmpresa), command Is in crisis. Restructurat\on, 
at this point, is pure form of domlnaHon.-lt alms to be effective even at the leVel 
of the individual unit of production, the single social group, the single IndividuaL 
Thus It is no accident that, acting at such a depth and within such micro· 
economic dimensions, State power is once again, for the first time in several 
decades, resurrecting the Ideology of Freedom! 

At this stage, the capitalist determination (whose articulations attempt to follow 
the social emergence of the processes of proletarian self·valorization, and 
has to face up to the destructuration effects that these engender), reaches a 
point of its logical vacuity; here the reimposition of the law of value within 
restructuratlon is v/o/ence, and Is logically founded on criteria of indifference. 
However, this in no sense diminishes the eff!caclty of the project of 
lion. The specification of the Indifference starts from command. If the social 
struggle of the working class has driven the capitalist brain into a position of 
mal indifference, then capitalist command tries to specify Itself materially on 
possibility. It is important to emphasize this transition. It is Important because 
with it comes a fundamental shift In the development of the contemporary form 
the state. That very socia/·democratlc project, which since the time of Keynes 
been at the centre of capital's interests wIthin the restructuring process, is now 
subsumed to the indifference of the possiblHties of capital. This Is perhaps a 
splendid example of how working class and proletarian self-valorization has 
destroyed an Instance of the enemy. The social·democratic project is beginning 
diSintegrate, and from this point of view, the euphoria that Is accompanying 
present development of the various Eurocommunisms Is slightly macabre. 

So, concretely speaking, what is the center of the capitalist restructuraUon pro· 
Ject today? How Is the form of domination being realized? The fact of command 
over Ilving labor taking the upper hand over the law of value Is not something 
new: but what Is specific to today's restructuration is the conjuncture of com
mand together with the 1'ndffference of the contents of command of its artlcule
tions. This capitalist conclusion derlves from the powerful soclallzation of the 
revolutionary movement of the proletarian class; It Is the obverse of this. In this 
situation, capital's initiative becomes regressive - In other words it has to base 
itse!' on a logic that i~ as empty as it is separate. Once again a p;emise which, to 
us, IS fundamental - Ie the separateness of the cycles of capital and Its State· 
form from the cycle of working class self-valorization - is verified. But at this 
point a whole series of problems fe-emerge. In particular, if we want to identify 
not ,so much the center, as the specific content of capitalist restructuration. This 
temble void and Indifference, this terribly weak and the same time ferocious 
freedom of capital - how is it determined today? 

For th~ mom~nt I kno"'." only one thing, that from the working class point of view 
-: havmg arnved at thIS level of awareness - the effects of the destructuring ac· 
tlon that! have set In motion force me to confront - In a destructive manner -
capital's powers of stablllzation. And this means, above all, confronting that 
power ~hiC.h provides the breeding ground for the multiple indifferent possibHlties 
of dommatlon. Destructuration of the enemy system Involves the immediate 
necessity of attacking and destabilizing its political regime. 

Translated by Red Notes 

i1f2-3 Photo: D. Cortez 
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Autoreduction 
Movements 
in Turin 

Eddy CherkiJ 
Michel Wieviorka 

To consider the new developments In social struggle within Western Europe i 
1968, one must turn to Italy_ The organiz.ation of tM Worker's Movement, ofte~ 
a mass scale, has assumed original forms. Urban stru~gles have led to.orgamzed 
union and political neighborhood actions with stakes tIed to consumptlOn. 

From this point of view, the autoreduction movement, which began In Turin In the 
f \1 of 1974 constitutes a development of the utmost Importance. Autoreductlan 
1: the act b'Y which consumers, In the area of consumption, and workers, in the 
area of production, take It upon themselves to reduce, at a collectively I 
level, the price of pubHc servIces, housIng, electrIcity; or in the factory, the rate 

productivity. 

. Above and beyond the "classical" forms of economic crisis ~nd the bankruptcy 
(or rather absence) of the Italian government's economIc policy, the most . 
enlightened sectors of the technocracy and certain leaders of the large Itahan . 
monopolies (such as AgnelH, FIAT), center,ed around Carli, president of the ltaha

n 

bank, propose and, In June 1974, compel the government to a:cept a plan. of 
reform, the Carli Plan. Founded on the fundamental hypothesIs of the tacIt 
port of the I.C.P., or at least Its neutrality, this plan proposes two essentlal 

THE RiSE 
OF sOCIAL 
STRUGGLE 

THE 
AUTOREDUCTION 
MOVEMENT AND 
THE PRICE OF 
TRANSPORTATION 

lives. On the one hand, restructuring the production (diversification of some in
dustrIal sectors, notably the automobile industry, formulation of a nuclear energy 
program) and, on the other hand, reducing, in the area of consumption, public ex
penditures-In partlcular, curbing the prOduction of collectiVe ·tools and ar
rangements (equlpements collectifs). On a more general leveL the Carli Plan seeks 
to place the burden of the Italian economic reform on the working classes by 
reducing internal demand, thus household consumption. Concretely, the govern
ment's prlnciple of "fair pricing" of pubHc services entails a massive price In· 
crease In transportation, electricity, telephone, health care and housing. In July, 
besides a few amendments proposed by the I.C.P., the Assembly approved this 
program with Increases exceeding 50 per cent. 

The application of the Carli Plan presupposes a climate of social peace and the 
absence of workers' struggles. However, in the past few years, social struggles 
are on the rise. Classical forms of action have been signIficantly supple-mented by 
less conventional forms: sabotaging production, sequestering ieaders, lowering 
prod.uctlvity, controlling the rate of production, and massi ... e absenteeism_ This 
movement expresses at one and the same time the rebellion of the Italian working 
class and its pugnaciousness. 

The metallurgical unions (the F.L.M.) and various groups of the e)(treme left ("Lot
ta Continua", "Avanguardia Operaia", and later "II Manifesto") take an active role 
in this movement. Between 1968 and 1975 forms of direct actIon reappear on the 
battleground of urban struggles, they are essentially centered around the problem 
of housing. The homeless take over empty houses. public housing tenants 
autoreduce rents or resisl eviction. These struggles are illegal, massive and often 
violent. 

MassIve struggles; in Italy between 1969 and 1975, twenty-thousand habitations 
are "squaUerized". Rent autoreduction was the first form of action; the political 
objective was to limit rents to 10% of one's salary. 

These violent struggles cannot be Isolated from the climate of socia! and police 
violence which reigns Tn Italy. The most dramatic epiSOde occured in' the San 
Basllio neighborhood,(in the suburbs of Rome). In September of 1974, a militant of 
the e)(treme left was killed during a clash between police and squatters. 

It is difficult to establish a direct connection between urban struggles and 
workers' struggles. It is not easy to grasp that the capitallst system in general is 
under attack in both the areas of prOduction and consumption. The autoreductlon 
mOVement in Turin strives in to unite through a collective action the forces of pro
duction and those of consumption. 

Each day, In Turin, tens of thousands of workers commute (pendo/arl). This can
fltitutes a forced e)(tension of the work day and an important financial burden. 

Some businesses allow their employees travel expenses; others provide for the 
transportation for their work force; but often, as is the case of FIAT, transporta
tion costs are directly born by the workers. 

In the summer and fall of 1974, the decision of two private transportation com
panies to increase their fares by 20% to 50% caused an immediate reaction on 
the part of the workers. 

The first reactions are spontaneous, unorganized: buses are blocked at Pinerolio, 
an important gathering point of Rivalta and Mlrafiorl workers, some delegatIons 
head towards municipalities and the regional government, some tracts are 
distributed. All of this Changes little to the increase. The Rivalta FLM decides to 
take in hand the organization of the struggle on the basis of autoreduction: the 
weekly transportation pass must be purchased at the old prIce. This decISion 
follows a brief political debate. RefUsing all payment Is practically not considered 
and, for a very good reason: the transportatIon companies would simply stop run· 
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ning their buses. In each bus, delegates, ere designated to gather subscriptlons 
at the old price In exchange for a receipt prepared by the unions. The money col
lected is then turned over to the companles. 1 

The smallest companies refuse the money, then quickly reverse this decision. 
They threaten to curtail certain lines in retaliation. Worker's demonstrations and 
pressure from FIAT leads the regional government to demand that the concerned 
companies accept suspension of theIr curtailments and operate buses at the old 
price untH an agreement wIth the unions is reached. 

The fact that a direct action resulted In such rapid success Is of utmost impor· 
tance, if only on the level of the debate within the unions and leftist organiza
tions. 

We are no longer In the factory, in the production area itself, but rather at the 
junction of the factory and the neighborhood or town. This foreshadows the 
development of popular struggles at the level of consumption, without yet presen
ting the most characteristic traits (plur!·classism, dltficulty in relating to factory 
struggles). Last and above all, this form of struggle constitutes a break from tradi· 
tional practice. 

Autoreduction was not practiced by isolated m\l\tants: It was organized, and this 
Is a fundamental pOint, by unions which brought their active support and 
simultaneously imposed a coherent nne of acHon_ Such a position would have 
been unthinkable a few years earHer: it strongly suggests a breakthrough, of cer
tain themes of the extreme left. We ShOUld, however, assess the scope of this 
breakthrough: the autoreducUon of regional transportation has always been a 
10caHzed phenomenon involving merely the machinery of local metallurgical 
unions, for a set objectl~e. At no time was it a question of generalizing the move· 
ment on a national scale. The mo~ement on electricity, instlgated by the pro~in
clal leadership of the FLM will gi~e a new dimension to autoreduction, Its truly 
mass character. 

Taking ad~antage of the summer and in the context of thEj, Carli Plan, the govern
ment, at the beginning of July, decides to increase the electriclty rates. This in
crease antlclpates an entIre series of comparable measures and, as a result, con
stitutes a political test for the authoritIes. They will be able to Impose the follow
ing increases itelephone, public transportation, etc.) all the more Quickly and easi· 
ly if the reaction to theIr first decision Is weak and indecisive. Tt>..: unions must 
act, and act fast. 

In an economic criSis, the struggle in the factory cannot serve as a basis of 
mobll/zation for meeting demands related to consumption. The unions of the 
C.I.S.L.-electrlcity, usIng the example of the regional transportation movement, 
then propose to initiate an auto reduction. Will the bills that the customers receive 
be reduced by 50% or, more radically, will a refusal to pay the bills be organized? 

In fact, this last solution risks being turned against those who use it: various past 
experiences have faHed. In addition, this form of struggle does not oblige the 
workers to organize themselves. Simply asked to not settle their bills, the workers 
remain paSSive. 

Autoreducing the electricity rates slgnlfies the customers' disagreement with the 
unilateral decIsIon taken by the government in July. Direct action should force the 
government to negotiate and thereby determine, the level of demands around 
which negoclatlons can take place. The Union members set this level at 50% of 
the new electricitY rates .. 

The union memb~rs thus instl\l an illegal dimension of "civil disobedience" to the 
action. In InItiating this struggle, the unions playa determining role. From the ear
ly days, the electricity unions declared that they would refusa to turn off the elec
tricity In the apartment buildIngs practicIng autoreductlon no matter what. 

More~v~r, they were ready to warn the tenants so that a mobilIzation to prevent 
electnclty from being turned off be unleashed. The Important fact to note is th 
role of a worker's union in initiating struggles outsIde of the factory. The work:rs' 
Unions have come to somewhet rep/ace parties or politica/ organ/lations. 

Union initiative can o~ly be understood if one considers the relations of power 
between the local/regIonal level and the national \e~el of the confederatIons In
deed, there is a speclfic context of unionism in Turin. The unions of Turin CG1L 
CISL, UIL, and the union of FLM u nlons are relatively autonomous in relat'ion to' 
their national leadership. 

The C~jL in Turin, dIrectly tied to the I.C.P. on the natlonalle~el, Is situated to the 
left of Its natIonal leadership; CISL Is an "open" unIon in which mllitants of the 
extrem~ left defend their pOlitical ideas and obtain positions of responsibility on 
the regIOnal level. 

This wou.ld not be the case elseWhere, notably in Milan where the unions' regional 
leadershl~, has curbed the auto reduction movement on electricity Initiated by ex
treme leftIst groups, or also at Naples where the autoreduction movement is more 
spontaneous and unconnected with any union Initiative. 

T~e active ~upport of the union initiative by the entire extreme left in Turin con
stItutes an Important pOint; the movement would never have been able to organize 
th~ neighborhoods in the C.P. and the extreme left, with the different grass root 
neIghborhood organizations, had not supported the union's initiative. 

The a:tual struggle will ~nfold in two stages. In the fIrst stage, a campaign to col. 
lect sIgnatures of commitment to the autoreduction pOsition is Initiated In the 
factories, then very Quickly, in the neighborhOOds. Why this campaIgn? Because it 
Is necessary to move fast an.d give.a mass dimensIon to the struggle. The petltion 
allows t~e unleashln~ of an Immediate end collective action: the signer has com
mltte,d himself to paYing only half price and to sending to the administration 
together with his. pay~ent, a letter In which he explains that he Is acting In ~ccor. 
dance with the directions of the unions in Turin; CISL, CGIL and UIL. 

Th~ second phase deals with the actual settling of bUls. At this stage, the elec
triCity unions Inte.rvene, as expected, by furnishing a complete aCCQunt of the 
dates when :he bills were mailed, neighborhood by neighborhood. As a result of 
this accounting, the grass root organizations set up pickets in front of certaIn 
post offices and distrlbute to the workers a leaflet which explains the methods of 
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autoreduction. The workers settle the auto reduced bills by using drafts prepared 
by the unions or the struggle committees. 

In Turin, and in Piedmont, within a few weeks, about 150,000 famHies thus 
autoreduced their electricity bill. For the most part, these are working class 
famBles and also families of the petty bourgeoisie-the famous middle 
classes-and they confer on this mass struggle a real pluri-c\asslc dimension. 
However, the movement under this massive form remains very distinctly limited to 

Piedmont. 

In the rest of Italy, there will be several tens of thousands 01 autoreduced bills, In 
Tarento, Varese, Milan and Rome. For Milan and Rome, the non-extension of the 
movement Is directly Ilnked to the "curb" imposed by the leadership of the na
tional unions (and indirectly by the pOlitical parties, In partIcular the I.C.P.). In 
Milan, the Isolated extreme left, nonetheless, succeds in reducing around 10,000 

bUls. 

The conjunction of a leftist unionism relatively autonomous in relationship to the 
confederations, of an extreme left capable of putting pressure on the unions and 
on the grass root organizations functioning at the neighborhood level, and the 
local support of the I.C.P.: the situation in Turin favored the development of this 

movement. 

But the specific character of the union's political situation In Turin is also at the 
root of Its isolation: if the movement In Turin has Instigated movements of a 
similar type In Italy, as weH as an Important debate, it has nevor been able to 
amalgamate Ideological and political forces capable of imposing the autoreduc· 
tion lnitiatlve as a form of action that the leaders of the national unions and the 

parties could ratify. 

Rapidly polarized by the hostility of the LC.P. and the reservations of the unions' 
leaders, the debate, on the national level, opposes supporters and opponents of 

autoreductlon. 

When the I.C.P. takes a position on the autoreduction movement, it dOes so in 
order to crlUcize the bold character of thIs form of struggle, which In no way con
stitutes a form of working class action (central thesiS, and Its variant worKers 
don't break the law). The only adequate form of worker struggle Is the strike. 
Other types of struggle can only be led and exploited by the extreme left, either 
explicitly or under its union "cover" (the CSL in Turin or MHan). 

The hOstility of the I.C.P. in relation to the autoreduction m!=lvement is supported 
by a Une of o(l.rgument based on the notion of the State and of "public service"; 
autoreductfon and the ideology of civil disobedience that It can generate on a 
mass scale contribute to accentuating the State's disintegration and the crisis of 
its instItutions. In a political context where any action of the right tends to 
weaken the State (the strategy of "tension" advocated by the Italian extreme 
right), such a movement, on the Ideological level, can only contribute further to its 

Weakening. 

There Is no doubt that autoreduction contains the seads of a serious criticism of 
a public service (or of a State) allegedly neutral, technical, serving everyone, 
without political or Ideological connotations. 

In fact, the LC.P.'s willingness to manage the economic crisis articulates, on the 
poHt\callevel, the strategy of the Historical Compromise. 

The co-management of the crisis and the participation In power together wIth the 
Christian Democrats cannot be organized by the I.C.P. In a context of increased 
social struggles. The growing movement of civll disobedience is undoubtedly I 
ed to the negligence of the economic policy of the Italian State, and to Its 

decompositIon. 

CONCLUSION 

By signing the agreement th . 
autoreduced part which e~ce:du:~~n ~on, federations accept the repayment of the 

e a ance agreed upon. 

Each component 6f the movement th d 

;:~~:g~~~~~;:~~:b~!~::ft~~ePolitic;l~pe~:;:c~~:eosw;p~~~~!~~i~~St~~~~y~hee o~trug: 
tion and Its oppon:nts (the I C ~p) pos~~on between t.he supporters of autoreduc

... , or ose more rehcent (the unions' leaders). 

~~~ec~~n~~~v~u~~n~eral political and theoretical lessons from the eutoreduction 

The Butoreduction movement op n th Id 

r~:s;;~::~~~':r ~;~~~' s~~:;;1:~~~~~e~~;~~f:K f;~~~~::'~:::i/ii:{p::ms::~f~o, 
emo~slrates the possibility. of a coordinated struggle, the first c~ncrete ac-

gC~:UPp!~Sh,t~entthof the the~ret.lcaj and practical intuitions of extra-parliamentary 
. IS e workers unions who decisIve! t . 

because they took the initiative and contribute~ ~~::~::~i~~::sS~opOp~~jt'nt'oHtohn, 
movement. e 

Without the union intervention th t d . 
isolated. What are the conditf~ns ~~~c~r~ ~~tl~n m~vem:nt wOUI~ have remained 
essential elements: v e suc an interventIon? Three 

;iu~hnec:~e~;f~Zr of :~~i~, a torking cla.ss city whose life style is profoundly in-
, a e s ruggles whIch are conducted therein. 

2) the strong tradition of Intervention on the national level in social struggles by 



the ltaHan unions. It is expressed, for example, in the national workers' strikes on 
the problem of housing (In 1969) or in the support of the FLM for numerous oc· 
cupations of empty houses. 

The unions are no longer retrenched In a political-symbolic support of the 
Workers' Movement in urban struggles. They organize them directly on a precise 
objectlve. Indirect union intervention gives way in TUrin to a direct Involvement in 
soelal struggles which permits a considerable enlargement of tne urban move
ment. 

Finally, the context of the economic crisis assumes a fundamental Importance: 
during a period of overproduction, unemployment or threatened unemployment, 
the usual defenses of the working class lose their sting; it becomes harder to en
force strikes, a refusal of regulated work pace, the struggle against an increase in 
productivity. To keep one's job and to defend salaries become the main thrust of 
factory struggles. Attacked by both strong Inflation and massive Increases In 
public services, worker's salaries cannot be successfully defended by actions 
within the factories. Fighting for salary increases is no longer sufficient, to de
fend one's threatened purcnasing power requires struggHng In the ar'ea of con
sumption. 

The struggle to defend one's purchasing power can be developed on a mass 
scale. Employees, elvil servants (breaking with the ideology of pubHc service as 
"neutral" and external to conflicts), teachers, etc. have participated In the auto
reduction movement on electricity. A pluric\assism constftuted by the Initiative 
of workers' unions and on the basIs of direct action (autoreducHon) was only 
previously practiced by active minorities. It has now become one of the most im
portant characteristics of this struggle. 

Autoreduction almost always directly puts into question the State and public In
stitutions. Popular control of so-called co\lectlve consumption, a "political" pric
ing for public services, goes against the policy of "fair pricing" put forth by the 
Carli Plan. 

Autoreduction is much more difficult to apply In the private sector. The repressive 
machinery moves at once to defend private property. Two examples: Marxist
Leninist militants initiated autoreductions on products sold in supermarkets in 
Milan. Result the police intervened without delay jailing the mll1tants. The second 
example is the occupations of empty houses; the repression Is rarely immediate 
or brutal when it involves public apartments. The occupation of privately owned 
housing prompted on the contrary immediate repression. 

Autoreductions developped for the most part in sectors controlled by the State -
a Siate in criSiS, Incapable of managing its own contradictions. The development 
of this movement could only accelerate the disintegration of the State. Its rein
forcement required the intervention of an ensemble of forces concerned with the 
re-establisnmen! of economic order. 

Translated by Elizabeth A. Bowman, 

" We are far removed from what happened al Palermo, Where transportation "autoreductlon" 
(city buses) was pullnto motion by students USing far less legal forms of struggle (blocking 
the automatic ticket-punchers). 

11/1<J Photo; D. Cortez 
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From 
Guaranteeism 
to Armed 
Politics 

Oreste Seal zone 

Or8ste Scalzone, arrested on April 7, was one 
01 the leaders of the student's movement In 
Rome in 1968, Together with Toni Negri and 
Franco Piperno, he animated Potere Opera{o 
("WorKers power") until lis dissolution in 

1973. 

A name can be given to the well·knlt web, to the system of struggles which has 
given life to the strongest and ma,st extensive fabric of so~ial counterp~wer whIch 
can be recalled in recent years in the capitalistic metropolis: guarantee/sm. 

By the term "guaranteeism" is meant a sanction-formalization (synonymous with 
"fait accompli") of the whole of the victories realized by proletarian struggles (on 
the level of wage, working conditions, social services). 

The "soul," the bloodline of guaranteeism has been a total ri~idity of the ~ab~r 
factor (either In the man·power marketplace or in the fact~ry, In the organizatIons 
of production). The justiflcation and continuation of this ngldlfy, which Is founded 
on a network of guarantees (job security, limits placed on the "freedom to 
exploit," exercising of union rights, protection from dismissal, protection from 
transferral of the worker) have constituted the "Ieit motif" of the struggle of re

cent years. 

What Is involved is a collection of social facts of great slgnlf!cance: the obsessive 
insistence with Which even today - after years of planned crisis, of patlent union 
efforts at redimensioning and partially dlsmantHng this state ~f affairs - the men. 
of the entrepreneurial class insist upon their goal of reassuming full power of 
management over a work force rendered "malleable" once again, causes us to 

GUARANTEEISM 
IMPLIES THE 
DEFENSE OF 
THE GIVEN 
CLASS MAKE·UP 

see how profound have been the modifications which guaranteeism has brought 
to the economic-social picture. 

We could perhaps describe the state of the power relationships Which was 
established during the heyday of guaranteeism as a dualism (informal) of social 
powers: on the one hand, the general movament of social transformation _ which 
has been manifest as a network of daily micro·behavlor-unlts, as a disaffection for 
the rules of the prevailing social form and as insubordination to management; on 
the other hand, the poliCies - monetary, Inflationary and fiscal, designed to 
restructure the productive and social systems which together have constituted 
the capitalistic manipulation of the crisis. 

It Is easy to see that such a dualism cannot last forever; at a certain point, the 
stagnating balance of power collapses. At a certain point in the development of 
the clash between classes, guaranteeism ends up constituting a restraint, a limit 
to the development of the general level of social antagonism. It IS necessary, 
then, to lake the initiative in breaking the "stalemate," In order to go beyond a 
mere struggle of resistance. Escape from the realm of guaranteeism means 
resumption of the offensive. That will require, inevitably, a phase of political con
flict with the majority of the "traditional" worklng·class sectors. For, if it is true 
that guarantee/sm has expanded beyond the frontier of the factory, it Is likewise 
true that there - in the "classical" area of salary negotiations - it has repeated. 
ly shown its strength and its continuity. 

The basic limitation in the strategy of this movement for social redress and 
guaranteeism lies in the fact that while it calls into question the "fixed propor· 
tions" of salaries, it does not call into question wage scales as such. In the strug
gle for social redress and in contract negotiations the work-force is not denied as 
such; rather, it is represented as such: this clarification must be made - for ex· 
ample - in order to understand that basic issue of Italian operaismo ("worker
ism") in the Sixties, which was the struggle o~er wage1. 

Everyone can ultimately see that struggles of the "guarantlstlc" kind (the struggle 
to defend and/or acquire a jab Is the perfect example) always become mora 
minima/- even regressive, and for that very reason, ineffective. The conservative 
and conserving content of these struggles catches our eye. 

Let us consider the rigidity of the worker, his or her protectlon from transferral. It 
is certainly an example of a significant worker accomplishment, and objective 
sabotage of management, of the capitalistic freedom to take adVantage of the 
"use value" of the work-force; but its validity lies In its provisional, immediate 
nature, In its function as a negating factor, as a block to the initiative of the class 
enemy. It has meaning and revolutionary strength only if it is the instantaneous 
tactical decision of a strategiC plan, which is that manifest in the rifiuto del 
lavoro ("refusal of work') and the concrete realization of the separation between 
the concept of work and the concept of production, realized In a way radically 
different from the working form of productive human activity. 

In the middle·of·the-road ideology of the movement, on the other hand, the rigidity 
comes to be understood not as a "preface," as a pure and simple tactical pro· 
logue, but as a "thing of value in itself," On the contrary, the demand for an im-
mutable organization of production is in Itself - a regressive utopia: the 
modification of the organization of production, in fact, always has an ambivalent 
content: and therefore also a content which includes liberation from work, reduc
tion of work time by means of reduction of necessary work. In the social syn
thesis which capital constantly realizes, this capacity to incorporate - partially 
- the result of struggles is made manifest (think of the relationship between the 
rifiuto del/avora and technological Innovation). 

So then, how can one adopt as a worker-proletarian program of action the stagna
tion of all changes, the stoppage of that "incessant reVOlutionizing of itself" 
Which makes of capitalism "the most revolutionary system to have appeared yet 
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on the stage of history?" How can one think that in place of a strategically 
revolutionary line of action one c'an substltute the whimsical notion of "preven
tlng capital from extracting relative surplus-value (wasn't that, after all, the condi_ 
tion for determining the drop in the rate of profit?), How can one say no to "labor. 
saving" devices and not first bring up the question of transformation of 
technological innovation into a reduction of total labor - that is to say, into an 
acquisition of part of the time saved from labor by each person? 

It becomes clear that guaranteeism (the defense of rigidity, taken as the "status 
quo" of the technical class make-up, of the company work-dey, of the "geography 
of the work. force") is a double-edged sword when It is not UnderstOOd, to a 
limited degree, as a means of struggle (a transitory form of worker influence in 
and on production, In and on society) but is Understood, exclusively, as a program 
of action, as a "positive" plan, 

This Is no new assertion; a revolutionary point of view can not call for an im
mObility of the organization of prOduction and of class make-up - rather, it must 
keep close watch on the aggressive energy of capital, hunt it down, in order to 
force capital t6 transform itself, and then be one step ahead of it, wait for it at 
the newly attained level of development and there make the attack. 

The problem \s how to assure the continual decay of surplus-labor and how to get 
stuck at the level of a resistance struggle against the reduction of necessary 
labor. The answer comes from the autonomous fight of recent years: "in the clash 
between the capitalistic attempt to limit necessary labor in order to increase 
surplus·labor 8S surplus-value, and the workers' practice of assuring themselves 
more free time (be it time 'free for "leisure" or time in which to get riCher) the 
behavior of the worker has prevailed over the prOduction and re-production of the 
companies." (Piperno: "On Non-Worker Labor")_ 

There are other residual trends which are part of the guarantistic universe, Above 
all, they take place within the social realm; consider the following examples: 

_ the "art of making-do" (either in the marginal-pauperistic version, or in the "ap
propriating" fashion, which, in the long run, is made known in the form of the 
take·it·1f·you-need-it activities of the "small fighting group" motivated by its own 
particular system of needs): 
- that brand of permisssive "reduction," the welfare and democratic/legailtarian 
type, based on the "right (0 Hfe," which, more and more, we see being 1m· 
plemented these days in the rise in government employment, 

It is a question of an "art of making-do" which is socialized by means of its own 
progressive institutionalization: the no-fail exams from the democratic professors 
(b u t -fa r· h eave n' s-s a ke-I et' s-not -talk· ab out· th e·g u a ranteed'pass i n g -g fad e-\ s s ue); the 
concession -'somowhere between welfarlsm and payoffs from a new type of 
political patronage - of forms of "socially useless work" in several areas of 
social services, etc_ There would be nothing to object to here, If the issue were in· 
terpreted as a proletarian exploitation of ali the loopholes in the social fabric, and 
if it were to function as a practical critiCism of salary, as a form of "socialized 
techniques of reappropriation" (even If not quite reinterpreted and translated 
a "new production intelligence"); there would be nothing to object to, however, 
only on the condition that the disguised motivations of this camouflaged welfare 
not be taken as sincere, only on the condition that we not really beHeve In the 
"soc/ally useful" character of the specific content of one or another activity. It all 
has to do, in fact, with bringing to light the fact that these activities - when 

take place - constitute minimal, molecular pivot-points within the f~::~;i~<~~::~'i'n> 
system of the state; \n this sense, they arrive at the point of being the 
through Which maximum "participation" (of apparent reappropriation, on socl,,',',· 
part, of the functioning elements of the State-Machine) coincides in reality with 
maximum "sociallzation," or breaking down ("capillarization") 01 management, or 
sUb-sumption within the diffuse State of the institutions of "social ,e'If",o,'eo,me, 

On the other side of the argument Hes the strength of an unprejudiced consldera- , 
tion of welfare, of pubHc assistance Hed to the emerging needs of society, and 

not concentrated on the infinite splitting of the social proletarian body not tied to 
the simultaneous strengthening of the system of parties. ' 

It iS,a question of introducing guaranteed wage as a device that will halt the fluc
tuation - between neo-parasitism and "proletarianization" _ which prevails 
among so many, and in so many strata of SOCiety? 

Translated by James Cascaito 

:; The struggle over salary - the plvot.pelnt of that which we from Potere Operaio called 
reVolutionery strategy of objectives" - has certainly been a formidable vahicle of unity end 

of self-Ident!tlcatlon of class, has certainly ,ha,d a func,tlon of destablJ/zation of the "develop_ 
ment model and, more generally, of the eXlstlllg pOUllcal-social regime' but it has not had _ 
nor could It have had - a resoluHve capacity for destructurlng the syst~m. 
The strength and - at tha same Ume - the limits of the autonomous struggle for redress of 
;,he last decade In"ltaly (and, in pa:lic,ular, the richness and the poverty of the unforgettable 
tfQuble~ autumn) lie In this ambigUity, In this relative "compatibillty" _ compatibilty with 

the per,slstence ?f the capitallstic social form as such _ of a dynamics of struggle Which Is 
rather incompatlbla with any particular form, with any level of development determined by it' 
This the aource of the ambiguous desllny of a complete historical arc of struggles' their . 
capacity to promote and to polarize class autonomy and their simultaneous Inability to bring 
It to power, 
1~ I~e Sixties, oparaismo ("worker-ism") was what led 10 a theoretlcal-pracHcai "break" con
slstm~ of the affirmation that - on the level of the post-Keynesian planned State and of the 
operaJO-,!!~ssa ,("mass worker") - the distinction between "economic struggle" and "political 
struggle IS being reduced to the point of vanishing, and that there Is a direct conflict bet
ween worker, struggles and the Stats-Piano ("State-as-Planner"). This llno of interpretation is 
~orrect O~I¥, m as much as It Is a parllal affirmation, Today we musl complete it the 
economic stru,ggle Is, to the very core, politica/ (the vehiCle, that is, of concrete anti-State 

consequenCes); It /s not, however, revolutionary (the vehicle thai is of resolutive steps toward 
destruct~rln~ the system), Its limitation, in fact, is that It re~eals It;elf, 'In every case, under 
the dommallon of money flow; that is, It does not bring up the question of the fundamental 
categories of poHllcal economics, 
2,There is, also -:- In addllion to the soc/al residuallty _ a pollticsl residuallty, 
R~s!dua: IS the Ideology and the Une of action of the "opposition," with its squalid, 
mlnlmal!s\!c, paraSitic and SUbaltern dialectic. 
Eve,n the millf~nt Ii~e of action can become residual _ If it does not exert Itself toward a 
r.adleal re-~uali.flcahon of things_ Here we could define the generaillmitation of the mlHtant 
Ime of actlOn: /u81 a.s wage has de-stabilIzed the economic "model," but not broken down the 
struclu~e of the socl6l form of capitalism _ so too, the armed struggle, in itself, de-stabilizes 
the refl!me, but does not break down the structure of the system. The risks for deterloretlon of 
the mll~tant line of aellon are, howe>ler, two: on the one hand, ~ becoming "routine" and 
endemiC, it may be reduced to a "deviant social" phenomenon; on the other hand, it may be 
set ~orth as war, as if a elvll war were actually going on, 
[n either case, that "middle point" is missing - where the specific phases of the problem are 
understood - thet point which we can call armed politics, 

1111 Video/photo: Seth Tilet 



I. THE ITALIAN 
STATE 

In the Beginning 
was Gramsci 

Henri Weber 

The 1011owlog text represents a "classical" 
critique of the Italian Communlsl Party, l.e. a 
critique addressed to the lCP from within the 
tradition of the Worker's MOVement. 

According to a running joke in the italian left, Italy is the world's first country to 
realize Marx's prediction: the State has perished and civil society is none the 
worst for its demise. 

This is, of course, merely a Joke. The State in Italy continues to be fine, fit and 
even further fortified. But contrary to the French State, which has long been 
unified and centralized, the Italian State has for but a century encompassed the 
many.thousand-headed populations, so rich in traditions and history. As 
Longanesi explained, "Italy is a collecHon of famiHes, not a State." And Didier 
Motchane properly underllnes this ponderously important fact: "It is not the State 
which fashioned the Italian conscience but rather the Church, or better sti1\, that 
social, mental, and political institution which is Italian Catholicism ... The State, 
that Ideological axis of French conscience ... was never, neither as Institution nor 
as concept, the foundation and the guarantee of social order in ltaly."1 

The historical debility of the Italian State vividly explains the considerable impor
tance of certain survivors and archaisms, espeCially that of the patronage or 
clientage system; as did the masters and patriarchs of Old, the new notaries (the 
functionary, the entrepreneur, the priest, the secretary of the Italian Communist 

Party), al! those who in any way partake of an iota of power, establish lines from 
the obUger to the obliged with their "base," a relation of persona! protection
subordination, doubling and transcending administrative-legal relations. From this 
propensity towards patronage, the Christian Democratic Party forged a system of 
government: the Civil Service is glwtted with its proteges, having obtained their 
positions in payment for services rendered and in token of political fidelity_ Even 
in the rare case in which these posts correspond to a real service, the promised 
cHents regard their jOb as an annuity more than as an apostoiate ... Thus occurs 
the paradox of an under·administered county with a behemoth bureaucracy, and a 
degree of unparalleled interpenetration between the ruling party and the State 
machinery. The inefficacy, the formalism, the parasitism, the corruption of this 
bureaucracy of the Italian State are the object of constant denunciation. A frac
tion of the upper middle class view the contrast between the progress of Italian 
economy and the archaic state of the State structures as the principal contradic. 
tion of modern Haly, the basis of ma/governo. 

In control for thirty years, the Christian Democratic Party is frayed to the wire, 
lacking in both imagination and resources, paralyzed by clan warfare, and above 
all concerned with survival and thus directing towards that end a pOlitics that dai
ly sinks the country further into crisis. 

Afflicted with an inefficient and expanding bureaucracy, filled with a demoralized 
and oft diSeased political personnel, the Italian State is also ruled by one of the 
most parliamentary Constitutions of Europe -proportional representation, 
preeminence of legisl,alive power over executlve power, and provincial and 
regional decentralization. 

Even more than with France's Third and Fourth Republics, these institutions carry 
a political impact of great importance to the petty bourgeois and the working 
class. As long as the Christian Democrats easily imposed their Ideology on the 
masses, as long as the economic expansion permitted the financing of a "consen
sus"; as long as the Cold War and the division of the labor movement kept the 
workers in line, the strong par1imentary representation of petty bourgeOis and 
working class interests counted for !lltle. But with the emerging crisis in the 
clerical ideology (for example the referendum on divorce or the abortion legisla
tion), the end of the long periOd of economic expansion, the radicalization of the 
popular masses, the parlimentary naturo of the regime constitutes an additional 
critiCal factor for the ruling class. 

The existent institUtions, whose democratic content was restored and extended 
in the whirlwinds of "rampant May," in no way favor a capitalist solution to the 
crisis: such a solution would severely injure the interests of the middle classes as 
well as those of the working class. The felt presence of these factions at the 
center of the elected assemblies effectively precludes this perspective. 

The Italian political crisis is developing in the context of an ideological crisis so 
profound that the ruling clerical-liberal Ideology is further alienated from the con
ditions and modes of existence created by the wave of industrialization from the 
years 1950-1970. 

The combination of all of these elements in the context of an economic crisis so 
severe that Italy could not even count on its exports for help, ignites a crisis in 
the Italian State that verges on paralysis: power declares itself unable to master 
the situation: the rate of inflation reaches 3% per month (26% per year); the Ure 
experiences free fall; Ihe imbalance in the balance of payments continues to dive; 
unemployment attacks two miH\on workers, not yet counting the "under
employed." Capital interests take flight in all directions, the postal and public ser
vices function poorly if at all, the trains are not on time, a mysterious disease 
strikes at all sma!! change ... The clUzens feel each day that they are entering 
deeper into an inextricable chaos. The ruling class appears involved in an irrever
sible collapse_ The labor movement, under the aristocratic mien of BerHnguer, ap
pears as the last recourse. 
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II. THE 
STRATEGY OF 
"EURO· 
COMMUNISM" 

NATIONAL· 
COMMUNISM 

Thus, a perlod of social destabilization inaugurated in 1968 by the 50_eaBed "rup· 
ture of all balances of system" present all the fundamental characteristics of a 
pre_revolutionary situation, On at least two occasions, in 1968·9 and 1975·6, this 
pre.revolutionary set-up coalesced into an acute crisiS, capable of deepening lnlo 
an irrevocable division of power if a significant fraction of the labor movement 
had acted appropriately. Unfortunately, in both cases, the Hallan Communist Par· 
ty (the I.e.p.) placed all of its political clout behind the stabilization of the system. 
As with the pre.1914 Social.Democratic party In Germany, it had simultaneously 
offered a platform for expression and national centralization to the resurgent 
working-class, partially adapting itself to their aspirations, as it channeled this 
surge into the goals of rationalization of the established order. its reformist 
politics appeared as the surest support for the declining power of the bourgeoisie. 

In the light of the Italian example, the I.C.P.'s own proposal can be reversed to 
read: it is not true that the bourgeois democracies of western Europe are in
vulnerable to revolutionary crises. It is precisely the strategy of the \.C.P., the line 
of "historical compromise," which impedes the development of pre-revolutionary 
situations into characteristic revolutionary ones (situations of split power). 

Of all the Communist parties of western Europe, the LC.P. pushed first and fur· 
thest the movement for autonomy as regards the State Party of the U.S.S.R. Not a 
week passes without Unita denouncing the repressive or arbitrary acts of the 
Eastern countries, and the Party itself is involved in a tremendous public debate 
concerning the bases for the "authoritarIan degeneration" of the socialist coun· 
tries and the means to avoid its repetiHon in the West 

Unlike the French Communist Party, this autonomization does not stop at the 
repudiation of the lapses of "socialist legality," for it is beginning to assert itself 
as well in international affairs, as seen by the I.C.P.'s stance towards Europe. For 
example, in Berlinguer's astonishing interview with Corrlere della Serra, during the 
electoral campaign of June 1976, Italy's membership in NATO is presented not as 
irreversible misfortune but as a guarantee against the onslaught of Russian tanks 

in the event of a "Roman spring." 

If Stalinist parties are national Communist parties absolutely subordinated to the 
ideological, political, material and organizational purpose and practica of the 
Soviet bureaucracy; parties which because of their subordination value foremost 
the defense of the interests of the Soviet State, as conceived by the secretariat of 
the Communist Party of the Soviet Union; then clearly the LC.P., for all the 
Stalinist elements held over from its past, is not Stalinist. 

As regards the Soviet Union, autonomlzation is adaptation to both Ihe national 
bourgeoisie and to its State: at the heart of Italian society, the LC.P. assumes a 
function analogous to that of the German SOCial-Democrats prior to 1914. As a 
bureaucratic labor party it tries to rationalize instead of revolutionize the existing 
society. According to Rossana Rossanda, its ambition is "to transform all of Italy 
into Emilia.Romagna," that is, into a society jointly directed by the labor move
ment and the bourgeOisie, within the confines of the present framework. 

The I.C.P.'s destalinization thus resembles the process of social-democratization: 
If the Communist bureaucracy has long assumed prinCipally a fUnction of media
tion between the interests of the Italian working class and those of the Soviet 
bureaucracy (to the benefit of the latter), it hereafter assumes a function of 
mediation between the interests of the working class and those of the bourgeois 

State. 

No longer Stalinist and not yet (if ever) Social·Democratic, the I.C.P. appears as a ~ 
workers.reformist party with Stalinist origins: a national Communist party. 

lis strategy reflects the specificity of its relations to the ruling class, the 

bourgeois State and the masses. 

THE 
$EGINNING 
WAS GRAMSCI 

HISTORICAL 
I 

To establish its concept of the "Italian road to socialism" tho I C P ap I t 
th th·t f G . ' . .. pea s 0 

e au on. y o. ramSCI, for In the Prison Diaries he underlines the specificity of 
the revolution m the West as differentiated from the Russian October revolution. 

This difference Is besed on the difference among social structures and political 
supe:~tructures. In the West, capitalist development engenders a complex social 
stratlltcatlon and organization particular to power: the ruling class reigns primari
ly throu~h cOrlsent rather than coercion. Its power does not materialize in an 
autocratic State that overhangs and mixes a barely structurad SOCiety but rather 
in a democratic State that rests on a dense network of social institutions Th 
We~tern S~ate is not the singular locus of all power but "an advance tren~h e 
behlrl.d which stand~ an active line of fortresses and casemates." While in the 
~ast It may be. pOSSible to conquer and destroy the State by means of a revolu
Ilonary explOSion of the masses, in the West, this conquest first Involves the con
quest of the "casemates" and "fortresses" on which the State resls and which 
represent the real defenses at the heart of bourgeois society. 

The soci?list revolution is envisioned as a slow process of the working class's 
,~~sumptlon ,~f he~:mony after a protracted "war of positions" in Which the 
ase~ates and fortresses" are besieged and overthrown one by one' the in· 

terv8.ntlon o~ the workers' movement at the heart of institutions recognized by 
ever increasmg doses of "socialist elements" in the economy a~d society. 

As th.e HaH~n .communi~ts madily admit, this entails a ma'nHest revision of the 
Marxlst·Lenmlst analYSIS of the democratic bourgeois State: the representative 
bourgeois democracy, no longer simply the political regime most favorable to the 
developm.ent of class :~nscience and workers' organIzations, is also the regime 
und~r.wh!.ch the transition to socialism can come about by means of a series of 
mOdifications. 

At that point, the threshold is crossed and the social realities change: political 
democracy ceas~s t~ be formal and becomes real. The ruling mode of production 
ceases t~, be caplta~lst a~d. bec0r:'es socialist. The quantity of "socialist 
elements progreSSively Injected Into society is transformed In quality. 

According to Enrico Berlinguer, "The strategy of reform can advance only if it is 
~upport~d by a strategy of alliances, which constitute the decisive condition' for 
If the alliances of the working class are restricted and If the social base of the rul· 
Ing g.roups expands, the ve:~ reali.zation of reforms, before or after, will be im· 
pOSSIble and the whole politIcal situation will rebound into a total reversal." 



1\1 GRANDEUR AND 
POVERTY OF 
GRADUALISM 

CONCERNING THE 
MiSUSE OF 
GRAMSCI 

THE 
DISCONTINUOUS 
CHARACTER OF 
THE 

The accord with the Social-Democratic leadership [s indispensable if the coHec
tive action is to attain its widest scope. The dynamics of the struggle which the 
united proletarian front continuaUy invokes forces the reformist masses to the left 
and allows for the ultimate obviation of the earlier agreements. 

Just as simple denunciation cannot destroy the SOcial-Democrats' grip on its 
organized masses, diatribe and confrontation do not affect the Social-Democrats' 
hold over the Catholic masses. Once again one must follow in the footsteps of 
the United Front and promote the unified action of socialist, communist and 
CatholiC workers. This assumes an accord among the organizations, the conclu
sion to which-the Historical Compromise-firmly anchors the CathoHc workers 
in the left, favors the development of their class conscience, and enhances their 
receptivity to the LC.P's logic. Finally, it exacerbates the contradictions of Chris· 
tian Democrats, dispersing them into all directions, isolating their right, paralyz
ing the whole party in the face of the workers' initlative. 

The I.C.P.'s strategy does have the benefit of coherence. Does It embody a 
"creative application of Marxist theory to the conditions of western Europe," as 
its partisans claim? Does it define a "realistic revolutionary \lne" for the worker~' 
movement? Or is it Instead the most recent and sophisticated avatar of gradualist 
reformism, as the e~treme left claims? 

On four essential points, the revolutionary Marxist critique strikes home. 

Gramscl's view of the specificity of the revolutionary process in the West is part 
of a general theoretical movement, borne of the speCUlation of members of the 
Communist International concerning the failure of the revolutionary wave of 

1917-1923 in Europe. 

The endorsement by the 3rd and 4th International of the "United Front," in many 
ways constitutes a first step towards the elaboration of a specific str~tegy for the 
traditionally democratic, advanced capitalist countries. A progress WhIch Was 
soon interrupted by the Sta\1nist degeneration and then followed by massive 
regression. 

GramsCi's contribution takes place in stride with this effort of strategic re
orientation prior to the great ice age. 

This contribution properly clarifies the emphasis on the decisive importance of 
preparatory work for the revolutionary seizure of power: disorganization of the 
bourgeois hegemony; endangering of the ruling ideology; dislocation of the con· 
servative block; penetration and, where possible, neutralization of the State 
machinery; affirmation ot the working class and its allies as the country's poten
tial leadership, etc. He does not examine the revolutionary conquest of power 
itself. 

Tho proletariat's struggle for hegemony constitutes a preparation for the revolu
tionary rupture rether than the actual accomplishment of the revolution; it 
represents the condition for a victorious revolution but does not stand in for one. 
H opens directly onto the poliUcal·military struggle with the bourgeois State and 
does not avoid it. It forces the communist party to prepare itself and the masses 
for this confrontation and does not absolve them. 

Only through some fraudulElflt alchemy can Gramsci appear as a theoretician of 
gradualism, the strategist of the peaceful road to socialism, the cha~pion of the 
snai\'s-pace accumulation of reforms creating an economy of revolutIon. 

As with all gradualist strategIes, the I.C.P. strategy presents only the weak pOints 
of rendering the class struggle abstract. Confronted with a full-blown popular 
rovolt, the capitalist bourgeoisie releases its ballast, puts on airs, and avoids the 
waves: as the late Chairman Mao explained, they relinquish space to gain 

Faced w.it~ the State's Inability to clean up the mess in the factOries, the Italian 
bourgeOIsIe reacts as do all other bourgeoisies: by the withdrawal of investments 
the flight of capital, and speculation against the I/ra. Which for the workers ' 
means ~t leas~ ~asslve unemployment, galloping inflation, serial bankruptcy and 
general Iflstablhty. 

One does not need a financial Machiavelli to orchestrate this economic chaos. 
the ?a<pit~Hsts, forced to respect the "laws of the market," do not invest When' 
profIt IS risky and place their capital where at least a moderate profit is assured, 

This "spontaneous behavior of economic factors" creates the conditions for the 
bourgeoisie's pOlltical counter-attack: for this it can count on the manifold 
cooperation of the State machinery: The I.C.P. is correct in emphasiZing the im
portance of the. Democratic thrust in Italy: the organization of the popular masses 
~as never,so WIdespread nor the presence of the workers' parties so palpably felt 
In the ParlIament and the local assemblies. But the elected assemblies are not at 
the core of the modern State. 

In I:aly.as elsew~ere (though in fact a little less than anyWhere else) the cen
trah~at\On of capItal has occured in tandem with the shift of real power from 
Parliament to the administration and in general towards centers of decision
making that are safe from the democracy's scrutiny, 

We now turn to the second erroneous presupposition of gradualism: no more than 
the bour,geoisie c~n tolerate indefinitely an alliance of strength impeding the ac. 
cumulation of caplt~l, t~e working class, in its mass, cannot mobilize itself per
manently around objectIVes as advanced as the organization of control, etc. 

The "mol~cular process" of the constitution of the proletariat as a potential 
heg,emon!~ class never represents a dlfinitive attainment: if a periOd of extreme 
~oc!al C~ISIS should ~r:~e, .or the proletariat shoulddail to formulate and impose 
ItS solutl,ons, or the inItiatIVe should revert to the ruling class, Trotsky's molecular 
process IS reversed. Discouragement, demoralization, and scepticism seize the 
least adVanced among the masses. Beneath the veneer of a socia\!st education 
:h~, "old man" sleeps, with his drives, his anxieties, his ancient values. The "M~rx. 
1St work.ers are not immunized against an overwhelming return of the irrational: 
the mystique of the State or race can subsume the socialist conscience as Oc
cured in Germany in 1933, Italy in 1921, and, to a lesser extent, France i~ 1940 
and 1958. 

There is no reason this involution could not occur today. 



SOCIALISM AND 
DEMOCRACY 

A COMPROMISING 
COMPROMISE 

The Marxist critique of the formal character of bourgeois democracy does not 
stop at consideratIons of the Inequality of social classes before the law-ine· 
quality that could be corrected by compensatory measures. Above all It 15 a 
demonstration and critique of the process by which the bourgeois 
state_representative democracy Included-atomizes, tranquilizes, vamplrizes the 
social body, stripping it even of the capacities for self· administration which it 
conceals, to concentrate all Its power in its diverse mechanisms. 

The realization of the prinCiples of the proletarian democracy-effective control of 
elected offlcials sanctioned by their permanent re ... ocability, rotation of elecU ... e 
functions, etc.-Implies the grounding of politIcal power In the actual collec
tivities: the business and the neighborhood community; enforced functional units 
in which people recognize each other, act and live together, and thus can really 
define common posItions and make thom stick. 

For this reason between the proletarian democracy and the bourgeoIs democracy 
lies not continuity but institutional rupture. The institutions, the procedures, and 
the personnel who for centuries served to depoHtlcize society are now inadequate 
to the redlffusion of power throughout the social domain, for the demise of the 
State, the self·organization of "associated producers." 

To forego this rupture in favor of the integration of parliamentary councils is to 
choose bourgeoIs parliamentarism instead of soctalist democracy. 

The utopianism of this strategy !s reinforced by tts pol\tics of alliances. One can 
admit various things concernIng the specificity of the Christian Democrats, Its 
ties to the Catholic world and thus to the workers, but only with great difficulty 
could one claim that the Christian Democratic Party represents a "multi-class 
bloc," at the heart of which diverse soctal classes appear on the same plane. 

In reality, the Christian Democrats form the political instrument par excellence of 
the upper bourgeoisie. As in all parlimentary democracies, this bourgeoisie strove 
to endow itself wIth a party of popular support. It did this by adapting to the tradi
tions and prejudices of the Italian petty bourgeoisie and proletarlat, that is, to 
CathOlic traditions and preiud[ces. It grafted itself onto the Catholic movement 
through agreement and symbiosIs with the clerIcal hIerarchy. The success of this 
operation dId not create a multi-class party, regardless of its bask heterogeneitY, 
but a bourgeois party with a mass base. The interests which the Christian 
Democrats have always represented and defended are those of the major Italian 
capital interests. The interests of the petty bourgeois and Catholic workers are 
not equally represented and defended but systematically subordinated to the 
former, even ]f the Christian Democratic Party assures its popular "clients" the 
scraps necessary to maintain the conservative block. 

Today, the aggravation of the crisis of Italian capitalism strips the Christian 
Democrat of his means of sedating the petty bourgeois and populist base. 
Patronage reached its limits and then begins to produce contradictory effects. 
The Christian Democratic Party has entered the age of decline; progressIvely, 
large sectors of its base are breaking and falling away. 

Rather than seizing the times and actively striving to detach the CathOlic masses 
from the Christian Democrat politicians who place them in bondage to the 
bourgeoiSie, the I.C.P. encloses itself in a static analysis, treats its di,rectors as 
the legitimate spokespeople of Catholic workers, and sees an alliance with these 
workers as merely a union with the party that served them until today for 
parliamentary representation but from which they have begun to turn. 

The I.C.P.'s line of Historical Compromise, especially, is offset by a support 
without serious counterpart in the Christian Democratic government, at the 
precise moment that, under cover of an "austerity plan," that government [s laun
ching an unprecedented assault on the workers' gains. 

From there to say, wIth the Hallan extreme left, that the Historical CompromIse 

acts like a reju ... enating spring on the Christian Democ t 
ed to play the ignominious usurer of Italian capital th;~e~~ wh~le U!~ ! ........ r'. IS IU,,,, 

pOSSible, which many party militants are making at this mo:;n~. one response 

The Christian Democratic Party is the political instrument of th 't " 
bourgeOisie U' 'th It e a Ian upper . mon WI can occur only on the lines of dele d' I' 
capita/ism . t lh lb" n Ing Ita Ian 

agal~s . ego al Crls/s. It Implies the subOrdination of workers' in-
~~~es.t~ ~n~ .asptrah?ns to the imperatives of valuation of capital in an already 

I apt a e lflternatlonal context. This means the workers sacrifice witho t 
recompense other than that of remaining the working class of a ca' . u 
well ranked in the international division of labor. pllaltst country 

{he ~trategic dem.an~s crea.ted by the coJlapse of the Stalinist monolith the ex
remlty .of the capltahst crISIS, th"e striking inequivalence between neo.r~'formist 

graduahsm and the revolutionary potentialities of the period require am' 
work ~fd elaboration. It Is at this level, perhaps, that the European extrem:s~~;te has 

~i~le~i~ec;;~:~~;~~tr~: Its own shortcomings. It is on this point, apparently, that it 

Translated by Daniel Moshenberg 

1. Didier Motchane Preface 10 Work ' Sf I 
2. Enrico BerUngue'r Reflections on ~~~y :tug~hes In Italy by D. Grisoni and H. PortellI. 
3 This is preclsel the a SiB er e events In Chile. R/nasclta, Ocl 9 1973 
figure of the rlght~in :rte~fl~~eof GiorgIo Ame~dola, the secretery of the LC.P.· a~d a ~ajor 
the suggestl ... e rubric gof"coheren~:rtY~/~.a ra,~IYtn.~ piece, pub!!shed in September 1976 under 
Oclober 1976, Amendola attacks the ~nhl ~~orl tn :resented to the Central Committee In 
and especially the unionists ho m ce n?o erence of the Communists leaderShip, 
white warring against it in theWfact~~I~~or~ thel Ch~ls~an Democratic government In ParUament 
class who balk at the mention of sacrifice:' ~,~ohe~~w~s tO~: a: ~hertaln sectors of the working 
the workers must agree to In order to emerge from th ~ 10 1 e necessery sacrifices that 
pens, to view those sacrifices as 'co c \ ,. e cr s s, t would be wrong, as it hap" 
as the 'price' of some pretended co~m~~~s~n~ gIVen 10 ihe capitalists and the government or 
menl On the contrary the sacrif!ces af anoeuvre 0 enter at all costs Into the govern
the working class by pulling the countr; ~~tC~~~~~y 1~ ~r~er to serve primarIly the Interests of 
ment, for the betterment of the living condilions of ~h: s. so thai the young might find em~loy
correct to demand some e ul ... elent f' people, etc .... For this reason tt Is tn· 
effort at transformation, T~ counte~::r~ll~e~;n exc~~~ge for the sacrifices necessary to the 
the capitalist bourgeoisie) could c n n some ng thai the others (the go ... emment or 
first of all the workors: the we\fareoof~~: b~~ rtather d'h"hreallzat~on of objecli ... es that concern 

c n ryan e pursuIt of lis progress." 

11/1 ltaHan CommunIst leader Enrico Berllnguer takes office 
U/2 Berllnguer attends funeral services for slain Aldo Moro 1978 
11/3 6113/79 ROME' Enrico Berllnguer 0 !tI d ' 
directorate meeting 6113. Communist c nsu b"'" Ocuments shortly before the start 01 party 

s were g osers In the !tallan general elections June 314. 



What the 
Communists 
Really Are 

Censor 

Who wrote this? Who is Censor? What Is he 
trying to suggest? 15 he the worst of fascists 
or the most extreme of communists? What 
are we to make of this? All we are willing to 
admit is that the same questions plagued the 
italian press when the book from which tills 
i:lrlicle is taken appeared in 1975 under the ti
tle True Report on tile Lest ChanGe to Save 
Capitalism in Italy. (Oh, we do know that 
Censor was found In a Situatlonist group 
where he said he wus Gianfranco Sanguinet· 

Ii.l 

From now on, they are over, those seasons of games of verba! prestige by which 
our political trapeze artlsts measured themselves in ::parallel convergence':, with 
the communists, offering them what was called the strategy of at,tentlon, a. 
wailing room of indefinite duration before the Historical CompromISe; an~ which 
the President of the Council, the honorable Moro, defined, with s~ch cauhou~ness 
that he was obliged to walk on eggs, as "a sort of half·way meeting, somethl,ng 

new which at the same time Is and Is not a relaxation of the roles of the majority 
~nd 'the opposition, taking advantage of a diversity ,which ~~es not consist in a, 
change of the forces of direction, but in the modifYing addition of the communist 
element to others," MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING, 

Among all those political leaders who for months have been reve!!ing in high., 
flown words to convoke the Historical Compromise" no ~ne has state~ th~ pnn
clpal and simplest truth On the question: that the Historical Compromise IS a 
compromise, in the true sense of the term, solely for the corr:munlsts, and ab· 
solutely not for us; for us, this accord with the communlst~ IS not ,even , 
"historical" _ unless you want to call historical every tactical actlOn which m,ay 
be found necessary to make those people work who do not want to work, But In 

that case', and for want of this accord, how many "historical duties" must the 

police perform In front of the factories? Even the ex-Minister of Labor, the 
socialist Bertoldi, considered by a man from the right, Domenico Bartoli, as "a 
subtle interpreter of Hegelian dialectics," said it better than anyone else and once 
and for all: "We must decide whether we wish to govern with the unions or with 
the gunmen." 

For that is the crux of the problem, which is political as well as economic, since, 
throughout the last few years, we would have gained a lot In the currency ex
change If we had boon able to use three times fewer gunmen, but three times 
more union men, Alberto Ronchey, who is by far the best Italian editorialist, 
recently wrote that henceforth the greatest economic problem is to convince peo· 
pie to work, and that is true, At present it is no longer possible to let things go 
while always hoping that the workers will delay their smoldering revolt "a little 
while longer," or that our industl)' will get a new breath of life and regain its vigor 
although clamoring anarchy reigns In our factories, and ail this while !ta!y throws 
out, one after the other, its governments which last only a few months; govern· 
ments which, moreover, are constantly and solely engaged In the titanic effort to 
stay in place a little bit longer than what seems possible to them, dismissing all 
questlons, even the smallest ones, because they would be enough to make the 
government fall! 

And who better than the communists can today Institute a period of con· 
valescence In the country, during which the workers will have to stop fighting and 
resume working? Who, better than a Minister of the Interior Ilke Giorgio Amen
dola, could weed out the deliquency Which has spread to every level, and make 
the agitators shut up, by good methods, or not so gOOd ones? We must undertake 
long·term governmental action, and to do so we must have a so!1d and resolute 
government: no! accepting a "compromise" like that in question today in reality 
signifies fatally compromiSing, for ours'e'!ves, the very existence of tomorrows. Let 
us remember that neutrality, In such an affair, is the daughter of irresolution, and 
that "Irresolute princes, in order to flee present perils, most often follow this 
neutral path, and most often col/apse!' (Macchiavelli) In order not to see the real 
peril, we pretend to see an accord with the P,C.I. as a peril, and we flee them 
both. 

Fearful minds may perhaps find in our proposals, even If they have to admit they 
are otherwise correct and useful, the slight defect that they appear precisely to 
undorplay the perilous character whiCh could afterward arise from the facl of hav
ing placed a communist party in the heart 01 political power, at a certain stage of 
crisis where our powers prove incapable of making the workers work, Ouis 
custodiat custodes ipsos? ("Who will guard the guards themselves?"). 

We would answer that the objection is unfounded and that fear Is a poor 
counselor. First of all, we should never fear future and hypothetical perils at the 
instant we are dying from a present and certain danger; and furthermore, we 
should never risk all our fortune without having risked all our forces. Since the 
present force of the Communist Party and the unions Is already serving us and in
deed proves to have been our principal support since Autumn, 1969, and since its 
effect has, however, remained until now quite insufficient to reverse the process, 
our interest is doubtless to galvanize that force with all urgency, by offering it the 
most central of all application points in society, that is, by intrOducing it into the 
center of State power, 

Moreover, the supposed future perils of this communist participation In the 
government, these perils, we insist, do not exist anywhere but in the very sphere 
of these illusions about the revolutionary tendency constituted in our society by 
the Communist Party; artificially wide-spread illusions in an era, henceforth can· 
eluded, when they were useful for the defense of a world which today, times hav· 
ing changed, needs to be defended with the assistance of those same com
munists. Only our present government people, aspiring, despite their unfortunate 
bankruptcy, to the autonomization of their own existence as simple delegates of 
Hallan SOCiety to fts State admlnlstratron, sUlI pretend to consider as a real given 
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of strategic reasoning what - that supposed revolutionary tendancy of the PCI 
- has never been anything other than an ideological "article of export" destined 
for the peopie, Which makes these worn·Out leaders fall under this severe con
demnation: what they in fact want, when they cling to their old speCialization, 
while a necessary modernization imposes their "recycling," is not even to pro
long, for their own limited interests, the apparent existence of the profession they 
stil! k.now how to operatn, but indeed the existence of a profession they did not 
know how to operate, 

The Trojan Horse is not to be feared except when there are Greeks inside It. The 
Communist Party has assumed, and must even assume again, a certain costume 
to disguise ltse1l as an enemy of our City, but it is not an enemy of our City; just 
as it is not directed by Ulysses. The Italian communist instead resembles that 
carpenter in a lion's mask in A Midsummer Night's Dream, who must let "half his 
face be seen through the Han's neCk," and who must say to the spectators: "1 
would entreat you, not to fear, not to tremble: my life for yours. If you think I 
come hither as a Han, It were pity of my life: no, \ am no such thing .. 

And precisely bee-ause we dare to admit that Halian workers, who have sworn to 
the offensive of social war, are our enemies, we know that the Communist Party 
Is our support. We can no longer continue to reassure the country while preten. 
ding the opposite, because we have reached the hour of truth, when Hes are no 
longer any use to us, only force is. 

Whatever the case may be, let us not go so far as to forget that our parliamentary 
majority has for a long time already been based on the communist opposition, 
and that the communist opposition opposes the same things the majority op
poses; and, however, the entire political Hfe of the country is as though paralyzed 
before the nightmare that tne idea, for the Christian-Democrats, of ceding a few 
ministries to the communists seems to be. Up until a recent period, this Cnristlan
Democratic attitude found its semi-rational justification in the necessity of main
taining the monopoly of power so as to continue \0 hide the way that power had 
been administered, and some particular facts so scandalous that, if they had 
been k.nown, would have brought about the immediate collapse of the party; but 
now that those facts have little by little come to be known throughout the coun
try, even this last justification is void. And it is the collapse of Italy that we must 
try to avoid, if we can. 

And furthermore, let us ask the questlon, what Is the alternative of which the 
Historical Compromise is one of the terms? The other term can be presented 
thusly: sooner or later we will reach a situation in which neither the communists, 
nor the unions, nor the forces of order, nor the secret services will be able to 
manage to hold back the workers from the brInk of a general insurrection, all of 
whose consequences cannot easily be foreseen, If, in the best hypothesis - and 
we can only see two -, tnls insurrection does not become a elvil war pure and 
simple, that is, if the communists succeed, in a second attempt, in taking the 
reins, by Ilrst seeming to partlcipate in it so as later to assume command, it is 
evident thai in sue-h a situation it will be up to Berl!nguer to impose his condi· 
tions, and he will not be disposed to share the government with us; but, rather, on 
the Impetus of the insurrectional movement, the communists will take over the 
State, In the name of the workers, to whom they will then appeal to defend it. And 
if, on the contrary, as seems more likely to us, the credibility of the Communist 
Party with the workers Is found to be completely exhausted at the time of this In
surrection, which Is only all too foreseeable, in such a way that the communist 
action of "recovery" of the insurgents into the very ranks of the party proves 
useless or impossible, then civil war will no longer be avoidable, and the Com
munist Party, amputated from its base, which wi!! inevltably unite with the revolu
tionaries, will no longer be of any use to us. Those are the two variants that form 
an alternative with the Historical Compromise; tertium non datur. ("the third is ex· 
cluded")_ 

Finally let us conclude. With the help of the Communist Party in the government, 
either we wi!! succeed in saving our domination, or we will not succeed. If we suc, 

ceed, we will th.r~w out the communists, at the same time as a large portion of 
the present pOlltlca! personnel, !ike servants, with the greatest of ease. The com
munists :hemselve,s already openly admit this as an article of theIr contract of 
cooperation; and since Hereclitus, we know that "all that crawls On the earth i 
governed by blows." And if we do not succeed, nothing else matters anymore'S 
b,ecause ever~one would admit that it would be the worst of Byzantine discus~ 
SI?nS, at the ttme whe.n the Turk is on the ramparts, to guess which trophies 
might have been won In the Green and Blue circus, in a world which will have 
crumbled. 

Translated by Richard Gardner 

UI1 Photo: O. Cortez 
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The State of 
Spectacle 

Guy Debord 

This text, written by one of the leaders of the 
International Situalionists, was published as 
an Introduction to the 4th Italian edition of 
his book, The Society of Spectacle. 

Iy change into foxes to take prey from traps, into lions who fear no one for as 
long as t'hey keep their prey, and into sheep so as not to cause the slightest 
harmful effect to the regime which they pretend to defy, They tel! us that they are 
lucky to be dealing with the most incompetent of police forces, and that, besides, 
they have been able to infiltrate the highest ranks without a problem. But this ex
planation is hardly dialectical. A seditious organization that would put some of Its 
members in contact with the stete security forces, unless It had Infiltrated agents 
years before In order to make sure of their loyalty when the occasion for their use 
arose, should expect that sometimes its manipulators be themselves manipulated. 
Thus they would be depri .... ed of that olympic assurance of impunity which 
characterizes the Red Brigade's chief of staff. But the Italian State goes further, 
with the unanimous approval of those who uphold it. Like any other State, it 
thought of infiltrating agents of its special forces into clandestine terrorist net· 
works, where they could then be assured of a swift and easy passage up to the 
leadership, first by getting rid of their superiors in the manner of Malinovski, who 
fooled even the shrewd Lenin for the sake of the tzarist Okrana, or like Azev, who, 
once at the head of the "combat organization" of the revolutionary socialist party, 
pushed his mastery, to the point of having the prime minister Stoly Pine himself 
assassineted. A single unfortunate coincidence came to hinder the good will of 
the State: lis special forces were just then dissolved. But a secret ser .... lce until 
now has ne .... er been dissol .... ed in the manner of, say, a petroleum tanker's cargo in 
coastal waters, or a portion of modern industrial production In Saveso. By main· 
taining its records, Its'slool pigeons, Its working operatives, it simply changed its 
name. Thus in Italy the S.I.M., or Service of Mliltary Information from the fascist 
regime, famous for its sabotages and its foreign assassinations, became the 
S.LD., or Service of Defense Information under the Christian·Democratic regime. 
Moreover, when a kind of robot doctrine of the Red Brigade was programmed on a 
computer, d,ismai caricature of what one might have thought and done if one had 
wanted to ad .... ocate the disappearance oUoe State, a slip of the computer - so 
true is 11 that these machines depend on the unconscious of those who feed in in· 
formation - caused the same acronym S.LM., this time designating the "Interna· 
tional Society of Multi,nationals," to be attributed to the single pseudo·concept 
repeated automatically by the Red Brigade. This S.LD., "bathed in italian blood," 
must have been dissol .... ed recently because, as the State a .... ows post festum, it 
was tho one which since 1969 committed, most often but not always by bombing, 
that long series of massacres which were attributed, according to the season, to 
anarchist, neo·fascist, or situation 1st. Now that the Red Brigade does exactly the 
same work and for once at least with an operational efficiency which is quite 
superior, obviously S.LD. can not combat it, since it Is dissolved. In a secret ser· 
vice worthy of its name, Its very dissolution is secret. One cannot tell therefore 
what proportion of the total force was allowed an honorabie retirement, what was 
allotted to the Red Brigade, or perhaps loaned to the Shah of Iran to burn a mo .... ie 
theater In Abadan, and what was discreetly exterminated by a State probably in· 
dignant to learn that its instructions were sometimes surpassed. In point of fact 
we know that the State witl never hesitate to kill Brutus' sons to have its own 
laws respected, since Its intransigent refusal to envisage even the most minimal 
concession to save Mora finally proved that he had all the firm virtues of 
republican Rome. 

Italian capitalism and the government bureaucracy are quite divided on the use of 
the Stalinists, a vilal but highly uncertain question. Certain modern sectors of 
large private capital are or were resolutely in favor of them; others, supported by 
many who manage the capital of State supported businesses, are more hostile. 
Highly ranked State personnel ha .... e a wide manoeuvering autonomy, since the 
decisions of the captain surpass those of the owner when the ship is sinking, but 
they themselves are divided in opinion. The future of each clique depends on the 
manner in which it will be able to impose its reasons, by proving them in practice. 
Mora believed in the Historical Compromise, that is to say, In the capacity of the 
Stalinists to finaJly break up the movement of revolutionary workers. Another 
tendency, the one that Is at this moment in a position to command the attention 
of the commanders of the Red Brigade did not believe in it; or at least deemed 
that the Stalinists, for the few services that they could render, and that they will 
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render in any case, should not be spared, that it is necessary to beat them harder 
so that they do not become too insolent We saw that this analysis was not ' 
without value since, with Moro kidnapped as an inaugural affront to the HistOrical 
Compromise finally made authentic by an act of parliament, the Stalinist party 
continued to pretend to believe in the independence of the Red Brigade. They kept 
the prisoner alive as long as they thought they could prolong the humiliation and 
discomfort of the friends, who had to submit to blackmail while pretending nobly 
not to understand what these unknown barbarians expected of them. The affair 
ended anyway as soon as the Stalinists showed their teeth, publicly alluding to 
obscure manoeuvres and Moro died deceived. But actually, the Red Brigade has 
another function, of more general Interest, which is to disconcert or discredit pro. 
letarians who really rise against the State, and perhaps to one day eliminate 
some of the more dangerous. This function the Stalinists approve, since it helps. 
them in their difflcult task. The side Injurious to them Is restrained by insinua_ 
tions cryptically made in public at crucial moments, and by precise throats vOiceel 
in their constant negotiations in private with the Stale power. Their arm of dissua. 
sion is that they could suddenly tell all that they know about the Red Brigade 
from Its inception. But no one is Ignorant of the fact that they could not use this. 
weapon without breaking the Historical Compromise, and therefore they hope 
slncere!y that they can remain as discreet on this subject as they were about the 
doings of the S.I.D. in its time. What would become of the Stalinists in a revolu. 
tlon? We continue to upset them, but not too much. When, ten months after the 
kidnapping of Moro, the same invincible Red Brigade knocks down a trade·unlon 
Stalinist for the first time, the so called Communist Party reacts soon after, but 
only in the realm of protocol, by threatening its allies to force them thereafter to 
designate it as a party, always loyal and constructive certainly, but which will be 
beside the majority and no longer on the side of the majority. 

The keg always smells of herring and a Stallnls! will always be in his element 
wherever one smells an odor of secret crime In the State. Why should they be of· 
fended by the atmosphere of discussion at the top of the Italian State, with a 
knife up their sleeves and a bomb under the table? Was it not in the same style 
that they took care of differences among themselves, for example, in the cases of 
Kruschev and Beria, Kadar and Nagy, Mao and Un Piao? And besides, the direc· 
tors of the ltal1an StalinIst movement became butchers in their youth at the time 
of tholr first H1storical Compromise, when they were charged with the other 
employees of "Komintern" with counter·revolution at the service of the 
Democratic Spanish Republic in 1937. It was then that their own Red Brigade kid· 
napped Andres Nin and killed him in another secret prison. 

A number of Italians afe very familiar with this sad evidence, and many more 
found out about it right away. But it has not been published anywhere; the former 
have no reason to, while the laiter lack the means. At this stage in the analysis 
there are grounds for evoking a "spectacular" politics of terrorism, and not, as 
repeated by so many journalists and professors with the finesse of the i 
because terrorists are sometimes moved by the desire to make us speak of 
Italy epitomizes the social contradictions of the whole world, and tries, in a 
neT we are familiar with, to amalgamate in a single country the repressive Holy 
Alliance of class power, bureaucratic·totalitarian and bourgeoiS, which already 
functions openly across the face of the earth in an economic and police State 
solidarity; although, of course, not without some discussion and settling of ac· 
counts in the Italian manner. As the most advanced country at the momenlln its 
slide toward a proletarian revolution, Italy is also the most modern sort of 
laboratory for international counter·revolution. Other governments out 
the old bourgeois democracy, "pre·spectacular" in nature, look on with adm'ml', 
a\ the Italian government for the impassiveness which it can maintain at the 
tumultuous center of its degradation, and for the calm dignity with Which it sits 
the mud. !t is a lesson which they wi!! have to apply in their own countries for a 
long time to come. 

Translated by Wendy Greenberg & John 

~1 ROP.041900.4119/78·0UCHESS LAKE, Haly: An army skier prObes _8 hole In the Ice covering 
uchess Lake with his ski pole 4/19 after detonation squads blasted the frozen liake-Frogmen 

A""d d'Magglng,the I.ake where the Red Brigades gang Say they dumped the body of eX~Premler 
o oro a ter hiS "execution". (UPI) (IT AL y) 

Itt' 
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Lama 
Sabachthani 

On February 17, 1977, Luciano Lama, the 
Communis! union leeder entered the oc" 
cupied Rome University to "lecture" the 
students. He was_none too gloriously 
_driven oil the campus. This is an eye
witness account of the event which broke 
open the deep.rooted conflict between the 
"new left" and the Italian Communist Party. 

17 1971 The University campus had 
It was the morning of Thursday FebrUa~ts 'the u~employed, the comrades. The 

been occup:ed :.or o~~;I;I~:e~~:h ~~ue~r Fa~clst architecture, had been transform· 

:~\she:~~it~Of~:~de of the F~c~lty ~f Le~~~Sa~:s h~~~e:~r~~~h t~~~:~~t:I~:ts 
writings. One, which was vert c~, an ma burst of la'ughter". It was signed 
revisionists that they would ~~ b,~rle~d ~tG:dlmento Studentesco" {Students' En
"Godere operato" {"WOrked'S tOY oa eralo ('Workers' Power") and Mov!mento 
J ent)-a pun on the 01 Po ere P k f th 
oym t M nt") These writings were the wor 0 e 
Studentesco {"Studen oveme - ment of young comrades, 
Metropolitan Indians, a non_organised ~~It~~~:~~ent the Communist Party, 
turned their biting wit and sar~.asm o,~ Wh~ tried to ass~rt their dominance over 
even on revolutionary "leader· Igures I t' movement was in fact that the 

thesrns~::~;ehde t~U~!ltl~~~~~~e nt~:d~~~~~1 ~~~:: from above. It ~as, to ~ great ex' 
rna I' 
tent, selt·dlrectlng and self-organ sing. 

During the days and ,night~ of t~e o~~~::;I~;~~~;~~:~:~r~vce~~~~~~i~~maendd to be 
a continuous people spar .y an pe ounter.informaUon I 
endless debates In the v~nous co~~lsSI~;: t~:~h~ng.methods commIssion, the 
the factory-and-communlty commiSSion, 

women's commission). There were also the (often stormy) general assemblies, 
where the Movement decided its policies. 

All the gates to the Campus were guarded by comrades, who took it in turns, and 
everyone who entared was frisked and scrutinised, to guard against provocateurs. 

The Government and the ICP decided to send Luciano Lama in. 

The day before, the Movement's General Assembly had voted to allow Lama to 
come in, and to avoid physical violence, but to defeat him "politically" (Ie drown 
him out by booing, whisHing, etc). 

Lama came In at about 9 am, on a truck which was to be his platform; it was 
equipped with a pOWerful loudspeaker system. He was accompanied by his 200 
ICP heavies (with Trade Union "stewards" cards pinned to their Jackets) and 
about 2,000 reps. and workers, hastily called to the University by the Unions, to 
"liberate it from the Fascists". 

In the large open erea of the Campus where he was to speak, Lama found another 
platform already rigged up, with a dummy of himself on it (complete with his 
famous pipe). There was a big red cut-out of a Valentine's heart, with a slogan 
punning his name-"Nessuno L'Ama" (Lama Nobody ... or Nobody Loves Him). 
Around this platform there was a band of Metropolitan Indians. As Lama started 
to speak, they began chanting: "Sacrlf!ces, Sacrifices, We Want Sacrifices!" (a 
parody of the State's economic pollcy upheld by the Communist Party). "Build us 
More Churches and Fewer Housesl" (Italy has more churches than any other 
European country, and a chronic housing shortage). "We demand to work harder 
and earn less1" 

This Irony aggravated the humourless ICP heavies. About 10,000 comrades and 
students gathered. The Autonomists started to put on their masks. 

It would be hard to say which side threw the first stone. Certainly there was 
pushing and shoving and exchanges of insults which led up to it, Violence soon 
broke out. Bricks, stones and bottles flew through the air. Some Communist Party 
members received treatment (the non·!CP wounded could not go to hospital for 
fear of arrest). 

The vast majority of those present, both workers and students, did not take part 
In the fighting. They stood around in groups. I met some reps. from an engineer
ing factory. One said that Lama was 'asking for It' .... He had come to the 
University to 'pour water on the fire'. Another rep. corrected him; 'Not 
water-gasl' other workers were compiaining that the Unions had been very high. 
handed in ringing them up and telling them to come to the University, without any 
explanation or discussion. A cleaning lady, who worked at the University Teaching 
Hospital (a badly paid and overworked category; also an Autonomist stronghold) 
was heard to say: "They ought to shoot him in the mouth!" 

A woman,"a member of the Communist Party, told me; "These Autonomists really 
are Fascists-they hava beaten up workers (Ie lCP heavies), and that I can't ac· 
cept." 

After an hour or so, Lama and the heavies retreated outside the University, and all 
the windows of his truck were smashed. Insults were exchanged over the ra!l!ngs, 
with each side calling the other: "Fascists! Fascists!" (This Is a deadly Insult on 
the UaHan Left, and will usually start a fight). 

During the afternoon, the riot· police moved Into the Campus, and cleared out all 
the occupiers-who left by a secondary entrance. About 1,000 Communist Party 
militants stood outside and clapped and cheered. The following day, a young ICP 
lecturer In sociology at the University remarked: The police were right to clear the 
University. There weren't any real students in there, only hippies, Queers and peo
ple from the slum-districts". 

T~~ operation was dubbed "Uttle Prague" by the students. 
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Painted 
Politics 

Maurizio 
Torealta 

In the Spring of '77, in the midst ~f violent 
demonstrations, nihilistic happenings were 
staged in various cities, especially Bologna 
and Rome. Their existonce was short·hved 
but the inventiveness of the Metropollt~n In· 
dians, tneir diffidence of radical rhetoriC, 
tneir use of simulation and parody as 
political weapons wore not forGotten by tne 

Movement. 

> " • 'nvented one The press describes them as 
The term "Metropolitan Indians IS an I th d a"traditional Marxist father. The 
the illegitimate child of a clandestine ~~ er ~~h marks painted on their faces as 
detailed physical descriptIon presents e~ W\h (more than once they have 
a group whose decisions are not v~:y trUt~ ~o~ev~r occurred) and which is unable 
made arrangements f,or demons~ra ~i~~ se~sible speeches. The press conceals 
to participate In pubhe assemblies. h and approprIate useless goods 
the fact that they habitually brea\lnto ;h ops Iso frequently appear at the most 
{record albur,ns, Ilquor, ~ports c1~to::)bout{h~rtY people, naturally after visiting the 
elegant movie theaters In group . 1 did not pay. 
most expensive restaurants where they obVIOUS Y 

If 'th the marks on the group's faces, with 
The press often prefers to occupy Itse d

WI
. I ,'ogans relegating the "expropria-

d ith their para OXlca, . 
thair songs and ances, w " d t" who are on the verge of acqU1r1ng 
tions" to the "semi-clandestine lndepen en s 
the clandestine character of the Bunker. 

t differences and to be concerned. Whoever 
The press has good reason to Inven n rbitrary characterization of a future peo-
paints his face taking the marks as a~, all possible terms and treats 
pie; whoever appropriates in an eXhau~ Ite ~s~ywhoever refuses to explain himself 
language as a science of Imaginary so u \0 , 

and, despite this omission, doesn't stop robbing, nor in fact engages in any col
lective practice - such a person is the agent of subversions which have great 
significance. Every element in the subVersion of a system must be of a superior 
logical order. 

Let us try to get an overview of the scene. The industry involved in the transmis· 
sian and elaboration of signs is ranked third in the world on the basis of sales. 
Consider a hypothesis: the diffusion of the sign as the general equivalent of all 
things and the transfer of the productive Intelligence to machines may Involve 
some radlcallnnovatlons In the social forms of language and thought and in the 
forms of legal and juridical control. Consider this further hypothesis: the creation 
of a social intelligence which has been rendered useless and polyvalent may have 
given rise to the SOcial possibility of simulation or, better, to the production of 
signs beyond the laws governing property and the forms of contra! incarnated In 
signs. 

We are convinced that this entire situation is connected with the development of 
the unforeseen, absurd and paradoxical behavior that Is improperly ca!1ed "the 
phenomenon of the Metropolltan Indians." 

Since all the "rea! contents" (the referents of production, affect, signification) 
that ballasted the sign with a kind of useful force of gravity are no longer effec
tively communicated, the signs are now exchanged among themselves without 
any commerce with some object!n reality. For a social subject, on the other hand, 
a subject that Is diffuse and forced into a relation with fluctuating and indeter· 
minate wages (and the question of wages, by definition, is the general referenl of 
all signs), the "pangs of conscience" and discourses on "political economy" are 
completely useless; one can not struggle against transience and dispersion with 
the blows of purpose and conscience. 

Thus the social conditions of simulation and of the arbitrary come Into being: 
there arises a social subject that Is not reducible to one preCise Identity, that ar
bitrarily invents one for Itself and at the same time hangs on the thin thread of its 
own precarious language, suspended between absolute power and total absurdity, 
waiting without fear for some other determination of identity at its ineluctable 
opening: that of derision. 

If we investigate this development, moving from the March, 1977 demonstrations 
to an interpretive model which succeeds in comprehending them, it will not be dif
ficult for us to trace this semantic openmindedness, these mechanisms of simula
tion, to the highest levels of formal languages, The nonsense argument is the 
basis of logical, mathematical reasoning and the constitutive model of music and 
the game as well. The analysis and introduction of transgressive and uncon· 
tr'ollable variables Into collective systems (which are fictional and sympathetiC) 
form part of every good project in the Industry of the spectacle. 

We hypothesize, then, the coming of an era which replaces the bearers of truth dl· 
vided unions, political groups with their Identifying signs and their banners} with 
inte!l!gence and shrewdness. This era will be based on the soda I possibilities of 
falsehood, on the technological possibilities resulting from the destruction of 
rules, on the free exchange of products, simulation, the game, the nonsense argu
ment, the- dream, music. 

If we now want to retrace the steps that legitimize this hyopthesis in the events 
which have already occurred, we must relate a few scenes, as in a film, even if we 
all know that the best gags can not be ralated. Let us begin with a title: 
"COSSfNO ASSASfGA." This slogan was written in Campo del Flori, and it at
tributes the epithet "murderer" (assassino) to Coss!ga, the Minister of the Interior. 
Yet what is anathema here is not the insult, but the anagram. Saussure was right: 
political economy has its own discourse, and the very mutation that strikes 
linguistic signs when they lose thelr referential status also strIkes the categories 
of polltical economy; the same process occurs' in both directions. In writing, an 
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anagrammaHc sign has dispensed with order: the poetlc pleasure comes directly 
from vlolaUng the fundamental laws of human language, from subvertIng the 
discipline of their valorlz.atlon. The anagram in this case is the mark of an an
tagonIstic form, a language without expression, noW beyond lawS and Ihe pur-

poses Illat linguistics assigns it. 

But let us leave the explanation of this anagrammatic title to describe a few 
scenes which, in tllelr balanced dimensionaHty and Inexplicable silence, allude to 
feelings 50 violent that they brush against certainty (as happens in every well-

made film). 

Imagine the University of Rome, always seen from above, with a periphery waH 
that detaches it ffom the neighborhOod of San LorenzO and emphatically 
characterizes it as a place delegated for institutional functions. Imagine the en
trance to the patlls that consolidate the power of a huge truck, a portable place 
delegated for whoever has pretensions to speak, even in unknown languages; in 
tact, the truck Is equipped with powerful loud·speakers, and it is followed by Ilun· 
dreds of union members enlisted to maintain law and order: it Is tile day for the 

meeting of tile CGL's secretary generai1 at tile University of Rome. 

War is always anticlpated by the visual function of the parade; in fact, war is the 
coherent development of the parade. In our case, the action was the introduction 
of "the union \ine at the university" - terms that are perhaps careless, but un· 

doubtedly consistent 

It is again at the semantic level that the group's provocation organlz.es the en
counter: the dancing Metropolitan Indians actually carry a hanged puppet of the 
union secretary dangling before them like a destroyed image, and this action 
unleashes the anger of the union's law>and-order guard. The escalation of 
weapons is rather singular: the Metropolitan Indians throw bags filled with water; 
tile unIonists respond with the sprays of fire extinguishers. The Indians charge, 
dispersing and terrorizing the union apparatus, literally destroying everything; but 
they do not take ovef the platform on the truck, and they do not seiz.e the 

microphone. 

This day-will long be remembered In Italian political history; from that day will 
gush rivers of speeches on the new needs of the youtllful strata of the populatlorl; 
on that day hundreds of self.critlcal and remorseful discourses will be made, yet 

only the Metropolitan Indians will remaIn silent. 

Many other things happened, the most important of which were the attacks on 
the armories in March (to steal not merely guns, but tennis racquets and fishing 
rods as well), the very violent clashes with the crowd, the arrests, and the armed 
interventions. But the second Important scene is not the battie. \t lies precIsely 

the place of discourse. 

Every place delegated for political discourse has a structure that is quite similar 
to the Panopticon described by Michel Foucault in Discipline and Punish. Such 
places are designed with a central point sItuated to maintain the least distance 
from the other points and, at all events, to preserve the power of controlilng 
one's gaze every other point of the place in which one Is positioned. It is 
a question of high platforms (such as the truck mentioned earlier), 
cular places (squares or halls with sloping tiers of seats), 

In September, the Movement of 77' or, if you prefer, the Metropolitan IndIans 
launched a mass meeting In the city of Bologna. More than a hundred th,,",,and 
people responded to the call. The second part of our screenplay on tile 
Metropolitan Indians is concerned with analyzing the structure of this scene 

the hundred thousand extras. 

The disposItion of men and things Is alwayS the result of strategies for war and, 
control. Most European c1ties maIntain the architectoniC structure of military 

camps and medieval fortresses, 

At the meeting in September ,against (8 ress'o 
two groups of p.eople and two different ~itiesl O~'lthere was a superimposition of 
ment chose as Its own territory a circular t . ang.uage. One part of the Move-
rounded a centra! platform 1t was t oca1l0n with sloping seats that sur-
(agon" t' h ) . a spor s arena a pIa d . IS Ie e events (agonlsm etymologicall ' ce eSlgnated for athletic 
Greek combatants sang dedicating th IY derives from egan, the war song that 
me~t, about 8000 people, was divided ea~~ec~:s to death.) This part of the MOlle· 
chal~s over one another's heads and fall' t she~ among themselves, smashing 
poliltcal solution Is represented by I~~g 0 arflVe at any solution (generally a 
Another part of the Movement th a ~r . en motion approved by a majority) , 
the streets, under porticoes c~ea~n~aJonty, entered the city, sleeping anywhere in 
upright sculptures In a smail squ r an enormous curtain, exploiting a few 
conducting discussions and s la e, c?nveylng furniture and chairs outdoors 
th !lttl 'II em nars In thousands of II ' eel egalities that had be d sma groups passing out 
drugs, keys to open telephone ce~~~~x~ced fdor the.oc~asion (fake t~ain tickets 

s an traffiC lights, etc.). ' 

Thus a very interesting situation was cre 
the establishment _ in the order of sl n:

ted
. One part of the Movement sought 

sports arena), the "new" bastion of th g f and discourse - of a city fortress (the 
passion for collecting imported Dractl~esuture pe0'p!~' in reality the mark of an old 
~art of the Movement chose not to est bil T~e m.aJonty or, rather, the remaining 
mg nomads, but at the same time ent a th s a city; they decided to continue be· 
t~at is always strengthening Its fortifi~~t10e city of the. enemy's language - a city 
tlng around, smoking, sleeping. We have t ns - even If only to remain silent, sit
more correct to call them sophists In a p erl~ed them nomads, but perhaps It is 
the walis, to master diverse langu~ as IOn to simulate, to enter and leave 
pl8:y.act, falsifY, create parado)(es ;:~o~s the situa~ion demands, in a position to 
of sophist Is a figure who can int' .age, and disappear once again This typ' 
actl 'th ervene III languages 'th . on, WI out taking them as d WI an exact and distinct 
cou:se not Innate; it Is a conse;ue~:O~~t~nd unyielding totality. This gift is of 
eqUivalence with the rest of thO ~ relation to wages (wages' general 

II1gs, exactly like language). 

The Metropolitan Indians have sto e . 
their enterprise is no longer prod p~ d uSing the metaphor of wages because 
ting the metamorphosis of them uTc~ng metaphors for Institutions, but rather effec" 

with wages, but also to force th~m :,i t:ant~~ to compel Italian youth to reckon 
reckoning merely with money And th' b

fea 
Ize that the Movement is tired of 

once b k . . IS reak in the sco f th a rea m language and the form t th pe a e struggle is at so e encounter. 
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For a brief time, the IrreaHty, the displacement, the revolution of existing relations 
is no longer the prerogative of capital and Its accumulated Intelligence. An un
foreseen variable has been created In the Hallan political scene: a social sector 
which Is illegal more In its behavior than in Its relation to wages, and which is at 
the same time not clandestine, even though clandestine groups can float around 
within it. This sector In not reduced and not reducible to the productive order; it is 
intersected and made labyrinthine so as to be rendered indefinable, but even 
before this, It Is subjectively not obligated to any determination 01 Identity. 

We can foresee that the forms of the organization, corresponding to whoever 
leaves his own distinctive marks, w!ll not be precisely symbolic. Rather, they will 
be and are formations which can be constructed as the need arises and dissolved 
immediately after, not bound to the criteria of professionalism, notwithstanding 
all the Leninism of those who bide their time. The immediate steps to be taken by 
those the press has dubbed the Metropolitan Indians is the production of projects 
In the field of simulation, falsification, and paradox. The program which guides 
and will guide the Movement alms at giving their projects the same precision as a 
knitted work, the same collective particlpatfon as a common home, the same 
rhythmic breathing as that we find In our own lives and in the phases of our col
lective study, the same range as our journeys, the same organization as our emo
tional relations, as always illegal but never clandestine. 

What Is left for us to do before concluding is finally to forget about the 
Metropolitan IndIans and once again prevent a Movement from becoming a fetish, 
a hypostasis, shortclrculted by the media's diffusion. There will always be animal 
reserves and Indian reservatIons to conceal the fact that the animals are dead, 
and that we are at! Indians. There will always be factories to conceal the fact that 
production is dead, and that it is everywhere and nowhere. We follow the momen
tum of our projects with our song and occupy ourselves with other things. 

Translated by Lawrence Venuti 

Luciano Lama is the secretary of the General Confederation of Workers, ctose to the tCP 
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The Proliferation 
of Margins 

Felix Guattari 

Felix Guattarl, the author, together with 
Gilles Deleuze, of Anti-Oed/pus ~Richard 
Seaver Books, 1977), has taken an active. part 
In the defense of the imprisoned Italian In· 

tellectuals. 

radically into question. What characterizes the "molecular" here is the fact thai 
the lines of flight merge with the objective lines of deterritoriafization of the 
system and create an irreversible aspiration for new spaces of liberty. (An exam" 
pie of one of these lines of flight: the Free Radios. The technological evolution, in 
particular the miniaturization of transmitters and the fact that they can be 
"tinkered with" by amateurs, meets a collective aspiration for a new means of ex
pression,) 

- Numerous factors must be considered both "objectively" and on the level of 
new social practices, in order to appreCiate the possibilities for revolutionary 
transformations during the perlod to come: 

- Will Integrated wor!d capltaHsm succeed In founding a social order accepted 
by the greatest number of people and implying a-n accentuation of social segrega
tion? Capital, in the West as in the East, is nothing more than the capital of 
power, that is, a mode of semiotization, of homogenization, and of transmission 
of various forms of power. (Power over goods, Over territories, power over work, 
over subordinates, the "inferiors," power over relatives, over the family, etc ... ) 
Only the appearance of new ways of relating to the world and to society w!l! alter 
the individual's "libidinal fixation" to capital and to its various crystallizations of 
power. This power can prevail only to the extent that an overwhelming majority of 
individuals not only participate in !t, but also unconsciously adhere to it. The 
reversal of modern capitalism involves not only the struggle against material bon
dage and visible forms of repreSSion, but also, from the outset, the creation of 
many alternative set-ups. 

- For the last decade "battle lines" widely different from those which previously 
characterized the traditional workers' movement have not ceased to multiply: (im
migrant workers, skilled workers unhappy with the kind of work imposed on them, 
the unemployed, over-exploited women, ecologists, nationalists, mental patients, 
homosexuals, the elderly, the young etc.). But will their objectives become just 
another "demand" acceptable to the system? Or will vectors of molecular revolu
tion begin to proliferate behind them? (Un locatable on the dominant coordinates, 
they produce theif Own axes of reference, establish underground, transversal con
nections among themselves, and thus undermine older relationships to produc
tion, SOCiety, the family, the body, sex, the cosmos. .J 

_ Will these micro-revolutions, these profound examinations of the relationships 
within society only remain divided into limited spheres of the social arena? Or will 
a new "social segmentation" manage to connect them without imposing hierar
chy and segregation? In short, will all thase micro-revolutions finally initiate a real 
revolution? Will they be able to take charge of not only local problems, but also 
administrative larger economic configuratlons? 

_ All this amounts to asking whether we will be able to go beyond the various 
utopias of "relurn to". Return to the sources, to nature, to transcendence ... The 
"objective" Ilnes of deierritorializalion are irreversible. We must make the besl of 
"progress" in science and technology, or nothing will be possible, and world 
capitalism will always regain the upper hand. For instance, it is clear that, in the 
next few years, the struggle for self-determination in Corsica, Brltanny, etc., will 
not cease to gain momentum. Isn't this a case of "return to"? But what is at 
issue here is the promotion of a new Corsica, a new Brilanny, as well as a new 
Sarcelles, a new Yvelines ... Shamelessly rewriting the past on the plot of an 
open future. The demands of the minorities, for example, as well as those of the 
nationalists, can be carriers of a certain type of State Power, a power of subjuga
tion, that is, a capitalist virus. 

_ What will be the form of resistance of the more traditional sectors which find 
themselves squeezed by the present evolution of integrated world capitalism? Will 
the union and the traditional leftist parties allow themselves to be manipulated 
and cQ·opted indefinitely by modern capitalism, or will they undergo profound 
transformations? 
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_ It is impossible to predict what forms of struggle and organization the revolu
tion just beginning will assume in the future. All answers remain equally open 

now" ' 

_ They will not be focused on quantitative objectives; they will again put into 
question the goals of work and therefore of leisure time and of culture. They will 
again put into question the environment, daily life, domestic IIle, male·female and 
child-adult relationships, the conception of time, the meaning of Hfe .. 

_ They will not be focused solely on the working_jndustrial-qualified.white-male. 
adult classes. (End of the myth of the Poulilof factory revolutionaries, 1917.) Pro
duction today can in no way be identified with heavy industry. 11 makes use of 
tool-machines as well as computers, social set ups as well as technico-scientific 
know.how. It is inseparable from the moulding of the work-force, beginning with 
child "labor" from its earliest years. It likewise implies the maintenance, 
reproduction, and formation capsule constituted by the fam\ly and its administra
tion, which is in the present oppressive conditions, essentlaJ!y the burden of 

women. 

_ They will not be focused only on an avant-garde party conceived of as the 
thinking-subject of the struggle and the means by which the whole "of mass 
movoments" will be arlen ted. They will be mulH·centered. Their different com
ponents will in no way be required to agree on everything, or to speak the same 
stereotypical language. Contradictions, even irreducible antagonisms, will be 
allowed to co-exist. (For example, the specific point of view 01 women with regard 
to the male_dominated movements.),Here contradiction does not paralyze action, 
but proves that a singular position, a specifiC desire, is put in question. 

_ They will not be focused on national frameworks. Close to the most quoti-
dien reality, they will involve social groups which overflow all natlonal boundaries. 
Today every perspective of struggle formulated only within a national framwork 
annuls its efficacy in advance. The most reformist as well as the most revolu· 
Honary parties and splinter groups (groupuscule) who specify their objective unl· 
quely as the "seizure of state political power" condemn themselves to 
powerlessness. For instance, the solution to the Italian problem does not belong 
to the. socialists, communists, or autonomists! It implies a movement of struggle 
developing in a minimum of four or five European countries. 

_ They will not be focused on a single theoretical body. Its different components 
will each elaborate, on their own level, in their own rhythm, their own modes of 
semiotization in order to define and orient their action. Here again we find the 
withering away of oppositions between productive, scientific, and cultural labor, 

between manual and intellectual labor. 

_ They wi!! refuse to separate exchange value, use value and desire value. These 
separations constitute an essential support for power formations closed in upon 
themselves and forming hierarchies upon which capitalism and social segregation 

are based. 

_ Social production, under the control of capitalist and technocratic "elites," is 
more and more cut off from the interests and desires of Individuals, and leads: 

_ to a systematic over_valorization of industries which compromise the very 
future of the human species (armarnents race, nuclear reactions ... ), 

_ to an under.estimation of the essential use-values (hunger in the world, saving 

the environment. .. ), 

_ to the flattening out and repression at desires in their singularity, that is, to 

the loss of the meaning of life. 

~ , 
~n~.er these cond.ili~ns, the perspective of revolutionary transformations the col· 
lec I"e rfe.ap~ropnal!On of daily life, and a full acknowledgement of desir~s on all 
eve s a society have become inseparable. 

Translated by Richard Gardner & SybH Walker 
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Dreamers of a 
Successful Life 

Paolo Virno 

Paolo Virna, a member of Metropoli, was ar
rested In June, 1979. 

The pratices and the languages adopted by the Movement seem to suggest an 
alternate type of socialization, different than that based on the exchange of 
equivalent values. The "technical-scientific intellect", "off·the·books" labor, the 
feminist movement, young proletarians, etc. may be seen as parts-not reducible 
to any whole-of a composite praxis In which production and emancipation are 
intertwined. This praxis cannot be understood through an identity principle found
ed on categories of commodity, As far as social change Is concerned, what 
counts more and more is not the commonly accepted definition of labor force, but 
rather all the aspects of the activity of these Individuals who find themselves !n 
opposition to that definition. What counts is the qualitative consistency, pro
foundly varied, of their "doing". To understand this prollferation of the concrete 
and the different within soc,laHzed labor requires a constellation of materialistic 
concepts which aTe totally detached from that universality characterist!c of the 
"general equivalent" and which are not used as the bases or syntheslzmg 
elements for the actual processes of liberation. Thus it is the empirical
perceptible determinateness of human labor, the specifiC qualitative richness of 
labor's use value, which constitutes an autonomous and powerful means for 
understanding the totality of the productton process. The directly social dimen
sion of labor-within which dimension there is no further distinction between 
"complex" and "simple" lebar, though the concept of Immediate production is 

"OUT OF DELICACY 
I HAVE FORFEITED 
MY LIFE" OR: THE 
PAINFUL MYTH OF 
A "PURE 
SOCIALIZATION" 
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~odifjed-makes of use value, of physicality, a criterion for understanding which 
IS not at all retrograde, but rather, in the end, "post-GalHean", that is to say, more 
significant than the quantification and the equivalent-assigning which prevail in 
exchange systems. 

Men and women, factory workers and marginal workers of every species, the part
ly employed and the partly unemployed, all derive from their articulated presence 
within the system of production a welter of insights, techniques, and tastes that 
are antagonistic to the assigning of value. Dreamers of a successful life perceive 
In the process of labor the means to escape from their dreamland· In the 
tangible-yet blocked and Incomplete-separation between produ'ction and the 
assigning of value, they perceive the principal route for a dialectic of liberation. 
However, it happens-and here one may think of the parabola traced by the 
"great disorder" of 1977-that the new level attained by the socialization of labor 
may not. come to be manifested In the mHieu from which it sprang, that Is, In the 
production of material goods and in the scientific apparatus needed for such pro
duction; labor agitation has not affected the forms of the production process, and 
has not been able to attack in a wide-ranging and significant way the link bet
ween the functioning of capitalist management and the functioning of coordina
tion as exercised by the "generalized intellect". One finds-and one will 
doubtless find for a long time to come-a striking gap between a movement 
which re-produces itself daily in the process of labor and the self-expression of 
that movement, which quite often Is situated "elsewhere". 

The consequence of this "Impasse" Is that the rethinking for purposes of eman
cipation of the relationship between labor and socialization, Instead of arriving at 
a transformed and enriched conception of production, gives rise 10 an extraor
dinary burgeoning of Ideology, the prinCipal characteristic of which Is a pining for 
a "pure" SOCialization, detached from the sphere of material activity and by 
design not related to the historlcal forms by which nature is appropriated. If 
bodies continue to be measured, their equivalents determined, If they continue to 
be mortified by the capltal.labor exchange, then the possibility of reaching a non
mutilated socialization seems to lie in an indefinite expansion of Interpersonal 
relationships, brought about through interaction: agitation, behavior, needs, 
languages. 

Work and Interaction, or "instrumental action" and "communicative action" are 
seen-in thIs confused pot of ldology-as two totally separated poles, with~ut 
any reCiprocal connection: on the one hand the praxis of labor, divided down the 
middle but conceived under a singie heading as the Imparting of value (and 
thus-as far as the activity of the individual Is concerned-totally devoid of rela
tionships, operating as monoiog); on the other hand, free relationships based on 
dialog between people who grant each other "recIprocal recognition" as bearers 
of petltions for emancipation. In shorl: In the realm of. production, a sanctioning 
of the uncontestad hegemony of exchange value; in the realm of distribution only, 
a rediscovery of use value. 

In fact, the distinctive aspect of this fantasy-land socialization is a sort of "strug
gle for recognition" on the part of unhappy minds: unrepressed individuality must 
be embraced with atl needs and desires by other individualities, If only on the 
leUers-to-lhe-edi\or page of the newspaper. Antagonism is de-materialized and 
constantly reduced to the pastime of critical reflection on the inauthenticity of 
dally life; In the background looms the all-powerful category of commodity-form 
(the crisis of which is not perceived in the realm of production), which constrains 
and inhibits reciprocal recognlUon in relationships based on domination. What is 
required for interaction between Individuals to flow freely Is, In reality, the 
maintenance of that universality and equivalence of values promised by the 
system of equivalent exchange-but these promises are always betrayed by the 
essential inequity of the se!1ing and buying relationship which prevails between 
capital and the labor force. In short, "pure" SOCialization, which Is irrelevant or In
adequate in defining the praxis of labor, boils down to the demands for a "fair ex
change", or one which will not make the warm-blooded interior space of in-
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dlv/dua/s seem worthless. 

The point is this: If one cannot detect in the fabric of agitation the ready possiblll
ty for a socialization which Is no longer regulated by the marketplace, but instead 
based directly on labor, taken as the possession of the power and the skill to pro
duce, or labor "as subject!vlty"-then It is inevitable that the relationship bet· 
ween labor and socialization should continue to be mediated by the distribution 
aspect A "just" exchange thus represents a final, twisted Uluslon that the 
abstract form In which wealth is produced Is being reconcHed to the disparate 
natures of individuals, who aspire to a communication·circulation freed from 
domination relatlonsllips, So there is no reason to be astonished that this version 
of socialization does not contemplate the use of violence: gillen that such 
socialization comes Into being already "separate"-wlth agitation and liberation 
campaigns constituting an autonomous universe-It does not even conceive the 
need to define-prec/sely by means of violence-the separation between an
tinomlcal elements present in production, 

The ideology of liberation, frozen in the purity of those guarantees which have 
been given to workers, Is not capable of envisaging the degree of liberty which 
can result from the use of violence as 8 function speCific to the further soclaliza· 

tion of labor, 

Also entwined in the distribution perspective appear to be "theories of needs", 
variously construed witllin the movement. What is almost always ignored Is the 
more or less complete lack of autonomy of the "system of needs", that Is the 
dependence of the system on the historical form of labor. This oversight is found 

even in the most penetrating authors. 

Ms. Heller, for ex.ample-and the ex.ample Is slgniflcant because of the weight 
which her theses have carded with our comrades-has detected, In the various 
connotatlons with which Marx employs the term "need", 'the Clear presence of a 
"judgemental" approach In economic critiques: according to Helier, actual "deter· 
minations of value" are at the bottom of the ptinclpal Marxian categories, "In his 
works," Heller writes, "the principal tendency is to consider concepts of need as 
extra.economic, historical·philosophical categories, that Is, as anthropological 
categories of value, and as such, not susceptible to deflnltion within the 
economic system," These needs, then, precIsely because they burst out of and 
transcend the narrow boundaries of those concepts found in political economics, 
constitute the foundations necessary for a superior organization of production, 

But this transcendental conception of needs, which become the true privileged 
seat of subjectivity regained, cannot help but pay the price of its ethical and an
thropological origins, The system of basic needs, precisely because It Is situated 
In a spece structurally different than that occupied by the "real abstractions" of 
capitalist society, becomes rather Ineffective as a means of critiquing from within 
the full weight of economic catagorles, and Instead is limited to coexistence with 
these categories, bringing no substantial changes to them. 

Heiler, unlike many of her read~rs, carefully refraIns from confining the new needs 
to some unspecified expansion of consumerism and Instead strives to read them 
in relation to a reconsiderad appreciation of the goal- and planning-oriented 
nature of labOr. Nevertheless, she cannot help feeling that the 
"counter-economy", to which her writings Implicltly refer, in no way undermines 
the universally prevailing systam of wage-earning labor; rather, she limits herself 
to defining margina! spaces within which a renewed "system of ethical conduct" 
can be cultured_ Ethical Marxism, even in the most up·to·date versions, cannot 
avoid papering over tile relationship which exists between critiques of capitalistic 
economic forms and the composition of subjectivity, preferring to consign the lat
ter to a "theory of values". More generally, the pretense of deducing the 
transformed form of labor In a "society of confederated producers" through stu
dying the artIculation and the quality of social needs amounts to repeating the 
point of vIew found in the great bourgeois ideologies and applying It to the 

LABOR AND NEEDS: 
JOWARD A CRITI· 
QUE OF THE MOVE· 
MENT 

sp~clfic theme of ,the transition to communism. Quite early Hegel and Smith 
pOlnt?d ,unheSitatingly to the infinite multlp!lcation and sP~ciflcation of needs as 
the dlstl,nct!ve tra,lt of post·feudal society_ Thus they turned from the market lace 
to labor. the omnipresent exchange of products is such that the IndIvIdual n~ 
longer works for hIs own concrete need but for the b' ,. need' tl ,a s rac Ion of a generalized 

,consequen y labor too becomes abstract and generalized The' ual· 
~~~~ee~ CtOnd~t!onB the quality of the labor; the abstraction of n·eed I; prel~~r~~r 
d t e ~ s rac Ion of labor; the modern form taken by the distribution of wealth 

e ermines, for Hegel end Smith, the form of the production of wealth. 

From the beginning, the anthropology of need has celebrated Its rites In th d 
main ,Of distr,ibUtlon: this fate has befallen Heller as well, for she limits her:elfo~o 
cr~atlng a mlrro~ Image of the classical figure of "homo oeconomlcus" re ' 
thl~ character With the equally anthropological model of an individual rich p,lacln

g 

radical needs, n 

Marx, in fixing the relationship between needs and labor, reverses the order of the 
~~nquse~ce hand jtobcat?s the genesIs of needs within the structure of abstract labor' 

a tUC as ~ or IS labor to earn wages and Its Immediate goal Is money a ' 
genera wealth IS set as Its Object and aim .,. Money as goa! here becomes t'he 
means for the generallaborloslty. People produce general wealth sa that th 
gain posse~sjons of Its token." If the immediate goa! of abstract labor is no~Yt~i~n 
or that particular product but rather "the general form of wealth" (money) th It 
is ?!ear that social needs no longer represent either the point of departur~ oret~e 
POIfl~, of arrival for the process of production; Instead they constitute a "middle 
term In the route traveied by "money as capital" Needs them I 
needs for I I I ,se ves are seen as 

.fj a genera e~u va ent. And, given that this general equivalent is the 
spec! c product of pa1d labor, the "system of needs" necessarily tends to 
reprod,uce that particular !ink between Individuals and general wealth which is 
established pr,ec!sely by the capitalist form of labor. Therefore: the needs of aid 
labor consist In the reproduction of paid labor. p 

When the a?cent is placed emphatically on the antagonistiC Immediacy of needs 
o~e ~oses Sight precisely of that "expanded reproduction" of the prevailing sOCla;j 
re at ons~jps, of tha labor force taken as goods, which Is Implicit in the "system 
~f nee~s that has evolved from the abstractlon of value, Thus one neglects the 
coercion to repeat" which Is Inherent in the general equivalent Then the sm g 

and, unanalytlcal adoption of one's own existential radicalness~sllent or u 
VOCiferous, ~t hardly matters-as a pole of inevitable conflict comes near to be in 
a lebor of SIsyphus, a flight which "always amounts to a forced repetition of the g 

-~ ~ ... 
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state. from which one fled." 

In the same way, as far as collective processes are concerned, the "Americaniza
tion" of the behavior of non-working class labor and the extremist struggles op
posing industrial reform and defending the old class organization can be seen as 
two from among the many possible examples of a "radical needing" In which Is 
inscribed a priori the reproduction of domination. Other examples: the forms of 
agitation by which needs are manifested come under discussion as a matter of 
course. Is it necessary to repeat that Carnitl's hard-nosed brand of labor unionism 
is a hand-me-down from the ruling class? And that even the mOst extreme forms 
of agitation cannot redeem a content that is subaltern? That one can prepare 
oneself for full employment, while still being less advanced than the young pro
letarian who has many jobs, all precarious, all Interchangeable, and who wants 
nothing to do with a permanent position? 

To represent the COllection of needs which the movement exhibits as a pluralistic, 
evenly-weighted set of elements without hierarchy Is an illusion that has no 
sense: there is always hierarchy, and one must flnd what the principle Is that 
regulates and classifies. To this end, Marxian arguments show clearly the 
necessity of discussing the theme of needs in terms of the all-important form 
Which labor activity assumes. This necessity prevails whether the perpetuation of 
capitalistic relationships of prOduction or the exact opposite is being considered. 
Either one or the other: either needs are ordered by money and abstract labor, or 
they are filtered and arranged in a hierarchy In accordance with aU the ramifica
tions of the social aspect of the labor process, which is no longer measurable In 
terms of the law of value. Obviously, to take the productivity of the "social In
dividual" as a critical parameter for needs does not mean resorting to any very 
Idealistic "regulatory idea"; on the contrary, what organizes the chain of needs 
here, elevating some and pushing others Into the margin, Is not the future of the 
utopian society, but the present reality of a divided production in which there ex
ists, on the materia! level, a dlfferent and highly efflcacious coalition of the forces 
of prOduction, amounting to a new principle of synthesis. In short: from the reality 
of a broadened concept of labor stems a hierarchy of needs oriented toward 
emancipation, a hierarchy Which is antithetical to the one mandated by the 
general equillalent. 

In the composite structure of the social work-day, In its Inhomogeneous and 
fragmented articulation, time does not pass evenly. Time Is not always the empty 
and abstract index for assignIng value, a unit of measure in itself. The 
simultaneous presence-and the rather haphazard combination-of work as 
"coordination" and "supervision", together with embryonic elements of counter
economy, submission to the machine or nomadism among many and various 
precarious activities, establishes a pluraHstic perception of time, a diversified 
perception deeply marked by the "space" of the experience. Unremunerated 
social cooperation, or what little of It is found today-and that seeming 
something of a fetish-as a potent aspect of human labor, restores to production 
time body and quality, feeling and relationships, the pleasure of understanding 
and the desire to organize with the greatest possible tactlca! intelligence one's 
own hatred. Within this "diachronic zone" of the work-day Is also situated the 
problem of hedonism, of realized happiness, of the restored power of the category 
of the Individual, beyond any Ideological parady of the self. 

In the experience of production-as rich as it is conflict-rid den-of a yOung 
worker or a young engineer, In that externa!ness of the particular assigned task, 
In that internal ness where the consciousness of cooperation lies, the potential 
"full significance" of the Individual no longer appears as an effect of the poverty 
of social relationships-as in precapitallstic economic organIzations-but rather 
the result of the acknowledged universality of these relationships. Hatred and 
scorn at "working under the boss" express the potential for an Immediate cor
respondence between the productIon activity of the individual and that of the 
species; thus the possibility for an automatiZed approprIation In the external 
realm and a ful! appreciation of "internal nature", that is, precisely of the in-

dividual and his or her body. If capitalistic SOCiety conceals the connection bet. 
Ween labor a~d nature ("The ~~urgeoisie has good reason to attribute a Super
natural creatlve force to labor, as Marx said)-subsumlng the connection 
beneath the rubric of productive labor, in which prodUctivity Is something purely 
socla!~~n the other hand the connectIon Is rehabilitated jn "qualitative" time, 
which mflltrates the work-day, poInting to the contradictions In It. 

The natural corporeal reality of individual, his or her socially en( h d ' , 
,t d f t't t' th t I IC e senses, m 

ea 0 cons I u mg . e ed ous and superfluous empin'cal zone in which value Is 
produced, suggest a dIfferent criterion of productivity, no longer based on the 
~lInd necessity of self-p~eservat!on or "time-saving", but rather on the varie aled 
time of conscious planmng activities. g 

Which, after all, is what Marx alluded to when he spoke of the composer of music 
and ~he :work of art as anticipations In terms of form of production without 
dommatlon. 

Translated by Jared Becker 

W1-2 "Fibonacci 1202" Marlo Merz, 1970. Sperone edi\ore, Turin 
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Hegel 
and the 
Wobblies 

Eric Alliez 

The experience of the HaHan Movement has 
thrown a new light on one of the most 
original forms of organization developed 
within the American proletarian movement at 
the beginning of this century. The Wobblies 
(International Workors of the World) were 
moblle militants who tried to organize im
migrant workers throughout the country. 

I h' e that nevertheless works; a 
The State has been reduced to a sense ess mac m k th abstract language of 
center-less machine that absorbs value-time and spea s ~ d 'I n The 
mobility of labor, of work spread through space and t,hrou~ I~~y alt ~he center of 
margins are at the center; at the center of the assignmg a va 'f th fragmented 
socialized production. The Wobbly figure r.e.e~er~es il~ t~e ~~~~e~ moveements ap-
worker An experience long-removed from Instltutlona lze I t 

. f f . tion The hobo Hege, a one 
pears to us as the present-day orm a organlza . h t th la'ck of territoriality 
pOint, can no longer explain or understand the fact ~ a

l 
tto the territoriality of 

(of Power and of the insubordinate class) is n.o~ equl va en hat oint perhaps, 
the Individual, the State, pOlitics, and the political Party. A\t k ~ithl~ the urban 
one may begin to grasp what route freedom and autonomy a e 

society. 

f th f ctory expands everywhere: in 
The process of assigning value comes out,o e ~sten~e of millions of workers 
the city, In urban space, in the home, and In the ~Xlmarginals, drug-addicts, in the 
and non-working workers suc~, as the unem~,loye , and in the infinite forms by 
proliferation of part-time and ol,t.the-books work: dividual lik.e? Labor force 
which time assigns value, What IS t~e ~r~letarian ~n < erience at the Wob-

~ mobility, the lack. of proletarian terntonallty, the histOrical exp 

r , 
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blies in the '20's amount to thousands upon thousands of mobile workers who 
move from one part of the contlnent to the other. An experience which totally 
escapes the traditional ideological and organizational schemes of the Marxists, 
Leninists, Linkskommunists, and In-factory unions. The Hegelian categories of 
dialectics cannot deal with the reality of a social organization of labor, the disap
pearance of the laboring individual, nor the practices of a movement which 
refuses to be reduced to the territorialization of a party or program. It is true that 
the American rebellions have never produced a form of consciousness of sodal 
reality as all-encompassing as the Hegelian-Marxist dialectics, nor a form of 
pOlitical planning as a!!·encompassing as the insurrection to conqum Power, A 
weakness of the American movement, as is explained by traditional MarXism, 
which In fact disregards the history of this unorthodox movement; or is it rather 
that a real society in movement cannot be reduced to the formal schemes of an 
all-encompassing design? 

It is not by chance if today we pose this question, The end of the factory as a 
central place of exploitation; breaking up of leisure time, reassembled only in the 
abstract continuum of Value: in Italy the CENS1S 1 discovers that the economically 
sound sectors are those where the irregulars and the marginals are employed, 
The factory becomes a sort of social welfare for unproductive workers. It Is evi
dent thai the form of organization of America's working class can only function 
as a driving belt between the State and ranks of unproductive workers who are 
always aided, insured, and become, paradoxically, parasites. The parasites, such 
as extremists, drug addicts, marginals, and degenerates are the motor of a pro
ductive up-swing. We declare this without the haughty attitude of an employer, 
but recognize it simply as a political defeat. We were not able to organize the 
movement of the non·guaranteed workers into a movement of freedom, that is, 
making intelligence autonomous as a productive force. We were not able to make 
an autonomous force of the mobility of labor and, espeCially, of lntelligence, the 
inventive power of the young proletariat and of the educated young, who are the 
carriers of technical-scientific know-how, Here ties the problem, and we should 
begin anew, 

Translated by William Pagnotta 

1. CENS1S: Center for Socio·economic Studies (Rome), 
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Let's do 
Justice to our 
Comrade P .38 

In April of 1977, a new element surfaced onto 
the political ::leens: comrade P.38. It ap
peared at the time of the violent clashes with 
the police In Bologna and Rome. Its introduc
tion was Intended to challenge the 
clandestine nature of the Red Brigade's 
operations and encourage Illegal, but collec
tive, 'forms of action. 

There was a great need for this, considering the confusion reining among the 
zealous directors of the disinformation newspapers. Lately, on several occasions, 
we have heard talk of a phantom "38 special". Well, this weapon no longer exists. 
It Is the product of the p'erverse l.magination of jQurnalists who confuse the 
trademark of a particular weapon (the Walther 38, the number 38 referring to the 
year of manufacture) with the 38 special, which is not a particular weapon or 
model, but a caliber, and, moreover, not a caliber used in semiautomatic pistols 
(like the Walther), but In revolvers. 

Let us clarify the difference between reVOlvers, semiautomatic pistols, and 
automatic weapons: 

The revolver is comprised of a fixed barrel, mounted on a mechanism, and a 
revolving cyllnder which has different breeches for the cartridges. 

Automatic weapons (machine guns) are those whose firing, when one keeps one's 
finger pressed on the lock, is only interrupted when there are no more cartridges. 

For semi-automatic weapons, the cartridges, In an automatic loader, fire one after 
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the other. 

We should clarify one paint: While, in semiautomatic pistols, the ejection of the 
shell occurs at the moment one fires, in revolvers, the shell remains in the 
cylinder. 

This is the reason that the discovery of shells from 38-speclai cartridges fired by 
assassin extremists, as we have often the opportunity to read about, seems to us 
completely impossible. 

It must be added that if revolvers that can be loaded with 38-special cartridges 
are on sale in gun stores, and thus offered for the use of the Movement, as in 
Rome or Bologna, the same is not true of pistols like the Walther P_ 38, Which is 
loaded only with 7.65 and 9 caliber automatic cartridges, since the sale of these 
weapons is prohibited in Italy; they are only found on the international markets. It 
is enough to say that pistols are certainly unobtainable for the modern proletariat 
bands, which, unfortunately, have not yet achieved enough mobility to permit 
them to cross the borders and roam through the capitals of Europe. 

If, in autonomous demonstrations, the "comrade P.38" is mentioned, It Is certain
ly not because we are hiding P.38's under our coats; but we must observe that 
there Is a symbolic aspect to this, the admission that today It is necessary and 
just to carry arms. What is obvious Is that those who consider arming themselves 
in view of relatively close prospects do not envision eqUipping themselves with a 
6.35 8ernardell!. 

During the last war, the P.38 was the best perfected and most modern handgun 
(the introduction of the double-aCtion mechanism was Significant in this regard). 
That's where it gets Its prestige. It performed satisfactorily on all fronts and the 
Afrika Korps was the only one to complain of some jamming because of the sand: 
with this in mind, they slightly increased the space between the stock, the ham
mer, and the barrel. The safety mechanism proved exceptionally solld_ 

The German Army adopted the P.38, perfected Waffenfabrik Carl Walther, as the 
standard Issue pistol beginning In 1938 (whence the pistol's name, 1938 = P.38). 
They decided to use the Walther at the same time as the P.08 (better known as 
the Luger), then to replace the Luger with the P.38, because the latter was a 
weapon better adapted to mass production and less likely to break down in com
bat 

The manufacture of the P.38 began again after the war, and today this weapon 
still represents the best mechanical system among double-action pistols, with a 
cylinder which can even take high-power cartridges. 

Thanks to the double-action firing mechanism, when the lock is deactivated, the 
gun is cocked while it is still in a rest position; which enables the cartridge to be 
brought into the barre! with precision as soon as the hammer is pulled back; the 
first shot can thus be fired with the greatest speed, exactly as in a revolver. For 
further explanations, we advise journalists and all interested parties to address 
themselves to the Chief of Security Services' Emilio Santillo, who has a reputa
tion as an expert in the field and as an infallible marksman: beyond clarification 
of a general nature, he can explain the operation of the Colt python 357 caliber 
Magnum, Which he always carries on him_ 

Tra.nslated by Richard Gardner 

1.The 50S, ex-reserve affairs, ex-anti.terrorism, Is a kind of Italian political antl·gang brigade; 
a ~ociaHst Italian deputy accused It, In August 1977, of having participated in the "strategy of 
tension": assassination attempts, attempted government overthrows. 
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Nonviolence in 
Bologna 

Judith Malina 

Now based in Rome, the "Uving Theater", 
animated by JuHan Beck and Judith Malina, 
has been touring Italy for the last few yeaTs. 
These are fragments from MaUna's UIl

published journal. 

Early in the morning, we go to the offices of the Bo\ogna Comune - to the 
cultural wing of the communist municipal government. 

~:.r~~, ;eh~e~~I~:St~:t \~:~g:e:~~r~~;e~~~~~i:~Ei~:!~e~~!~S!~~~::~;:::~~~Uh~~ 
of War in fr~nbtlofmtahen ~;:bb~~~e;ci ~:n~s~me in that natty Italian manner, In for· 
He"s an arnla e , , I 
mal suit and tie, and altogether in the old-faShioned sty s. 

, s the corner under the partie; where 
As We cross the piazza to th~ offices, wei pa ~ thaT _ in support of those ar
the hunger-strikers have chained themse ves oge

had 
been made very welcome 

rested at ~he closing of Radio Ali~et~ ~\~:~ef::nd arrests: they reported the re
and promised return. The cause a . reporting where and when the ac
cent street events, with minute to mmute nev.:

s 
d from the sites of pollce confron-

~~~~;n:~:r~a~:;~s~~t~:d T;i~:~~n~n~~I'~~~~~~'!~i\Sh ~:~~ ~t~~~s~~~ :~; ~~~_ 
demonstrators to be in close communlcat~h s e harged h~wever with inciting 
pathizers to aid them, or to rally support. ey aT c , ' 

to the actions. 

JUNE 12, 1977 
BOLOGNA 

'" 

The pOlice received all the information along with the compagni - that Is, it was 
always public information - if anything was inciting, it was the actions of the 
police which were being reported; of course, there's a deeper problem, of which 
we're all a part - and there's no sense for the people in jail to be the scapegoats 
for our collective failure to provide peaceful revolutionary tactics that work. In a 
corner under the portici at the doorway of the Municipal Building, they are lying 
on the sidewalk on blankets and sleeping bags. Posters around them, their chains 
visible around their ankles ... We greet each other. I promise we'll return. But· for 
now, we must go with the Functionaries and the Officials, the Police, the Church. 

The offices of the Comune are in a palazzo of sumptuous murals, works of art, 
vases, statuary; the great hall, with splendid walls, ceiling, marble floor has a 
stairway leading to it that is made so that the horses, too, can enter, for in the 
old days, even the horses were Nobfli and the pompous beasts entered the halls 
of their masters' houses. The assessore is friendly, bearded, young ... willing, but 
worried. We must go the Questura . . , 

Across from the belfo palazzo is the white marble fascist·style building of the 
Questura. The captain receives us amidst his trophies. He's a sleek man. It's not 
for him to decide what can happen on the grounds of the property of the 
Carabinieri . .. or the Church ... We must go and ask them. Julian says, "My Aunt 
Miriam would say, 'They're giving you the run-around.' " 

Mario remains in the outer office - his political relationship - that is to say, the 
political relationship of the Comune with the police, is too delicate to disturb. 

On the way to the Carabinieri's Offices we talk, he and I, of the practical aspects 
of the Historic Compromise. Such as we now confront. Marlo explains how dif
ficult It is - to keep the balance with a police force that's politically hostile .. 
"UntiL .. for now ... " The young people are too anxious to move too quickly. 

The Carabinieri are in a palazzo. The colonel in his army khaki officer's outfit, is 
not hiding behind any modern art. He's got the framed photo of the President of 
the Republic and the capo of the Carabinieri. .. He knows we'll never get an ok 
from Rome as well as we do - and we don't want/need to stir up the problems 
that will ensue if our dossier IS reexamined - our two expulsions from Italy, our 
many denuncie. 

We go then with Mario to the quartiere San Ruffjello and walk around the caser
mao We find a parking lot behind it, but choose rather a spot in front of some 
stores down the street. We settle for it, though the 'funzionario', as he calls 
himself still has trepidations. 

In the evening we rehearse in the writing salon of our hotel - a dark room with 
desks and an air shaft. There's a nole from the com pagni on the hunger stike 
delivered to the hotel to me and Julian, 

"We are the comrades of Radio Allce and the Student Movement. We are on a 
hunger strike and are chained in Piazza Maggiore for the liberation of our com
rades imprisoned for the March events. We would Ilke to see you and speak with 
you. Come and see us tonight, or better we wIll come to your hoteL When? 
Where? Kisses. (The Chained) 

The fasters are asleep. We walk among their sleeping bags \0 read the posters 
they have written: 

3rd Day of Fasting. 
Those in jall are on their 12th! 

At noon in the Piazza Maggiore we meet with the hungerers. One of their placards 
reads, 
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Who is hungry is good. 
Who is well-fed is bad. 
It's better to be hungry 
than to be rich. 

.jrish saying 

standing in their chains, they gather round uS and tell us of the complex en
counters they have had in their defiance of the police. 

We go into a nervous rehearsal. 

Maria Rosa and Billy fear that the police here may follow the recent awful prece· 
dent of attacking without warning and using tear gas at minimum, or worse, clob
bering and breaking heads _ or worst, at the extreme, using guns without warn

ing. The dead in several cities attest to this custom. 

Tne latest news arrives nour by hour: the strikers are moving to the Due Torri to 
avoid a conflict with the Church, Which doesn't want them in the path of today's 
Corpus Domini procession. They don't want to rouse hostility of "the community" 
and they rather reluctantly make the concession. Julian's praise of their will
ingness to use such "strategy" relieves their sense of compromise. 

It's strange that they haven't won the support of "the community," but as one 
looks at the vast Piazza Maggiore at night, and sees the hundreds (maybe 
1500.2000 tonight!) or thousands of young people sitting on the steps, gattlering 
round guitars, discussion groupS, idlers, talkers - and all more or less Freaks. 
These aren't "The Community;" in fact, what we mean by community is just that: 
All the people who aren't these people - who aren't students, pollticals, freakS, 

f!owerkids, idlers, tea heads, new worlders. 

And the prejudice isn't, I think, against the incatenati and their cause, but against 
the whole spirit of the New World, which seems to endanger their dearest can· 

cepts of how and what we are and should be. 

The latest news: the incatenati returned to the piazza, they were taken in by the 
police, Who took away their chains. Tomorrow there will be a demonstration in 
Piazza Maggiore. The police have given permission for it to go on from six o'clock 
till nine o'clock. And they have decided definitely to clear the piazza at midnight 

The demonstration is, of course, at the same hour as our public Acts. I suggest 
that at the end of the Love House the Time Shaman announce that it is noW time 
to proceed to Piazza Maggiore to participate in the demonstration in solidarity 
with the people of Radio Alice who are in jail, and that we then proceed in proces-

sion, perhaps singing, 

Cos'e Radio Alice? 
Cos'e la liberta d'espressione? 
Cos'e la prigione? 
Cos'e la liberta? 

This brings up a terrifiC wave of fear. ' . We'!! be shot in the streets, without even 
being told to stop. ,they fear. . , Leroy and Annie and I say we won't be in the 

piazza at midnight under threat of a police attack, 

In Memory of Francesco LoRussO, 

Late at night we hear: the police agree to allow the demonstration to continue till 
just before midnight _ then they may take action, The Living Theatre, however, is 
not to perform in the piazza - if we attempt to, they will make arrests. I'm per· 
sonally prepared to do the House of the State with new blood lines for some of 

us. 

I 
JUNE 13, 1977 
BOLOGNA 

Much ado this morning for the preparation of the play, 

We enter the police car and drive the who! . . 
we'll perform. Only the Church p'es t eb'"l ute, pOinting out each spot where 

k
' en s pro ems They want .. 

par lng space' we want the Church b' us away In a hidden 
trance, where 'a working class hi h ~s a . ackdrop. We settle for the side en-
adds to the utility. g ·flse With perfect balconies for a new audience 

We return to the hotel When 
Roosevelt, where we n'orma!!y ~:~m::;::rom the car on Piazza Franklin 
portions. The men are not onl a' e an armed force of extraordinary pro-
alert, carrying helmets and Is ~med, b?ut holding ~achine guns and rifles at 
I think there are 5000 men; ~nnje ~~~~!:s a1nod o~ee:l~g to be mu~t~red for action. 
Isha whispers, "I want to go home" nd 1" a In any case It s formidable, 

the army, We walk In a grbup, talk;n9atOg~tl~;r~!~ ~~u~~ew:a~ohn~~see~St~h:~~9h 
It's eleven thirty as we e t th' , men Into a scene of lnnOnC:~t ~ piazza walkmg between Ilnes of heavily armed 
the piazza, only as many as o~e e:~~~~s, There are only a few police scattered in 

see on a normal night in summer. 

:rhe rest of the scene !s almost Paradisial There r . . 
lng, playing ball. , "A large white balllik . a de people smgmg, talking, danc-
arc over the piazza. The women ten e< a peace ove keeps flitting in a huge 
dian cloths, linens, flowered skirts ~ri~~~~nn \~WardS soft summer clo.thes, and In· 
Jeans ... yet I notice sadl how man e scene: We are steppmg out of 
yes, it's just and right thlt I notice If ~om~n are ~uttln~ off their lovely hair
by an armed force that could that mi h~e't~n tthe little Circle of tight surrounded 
ty at any moment. ' g , a stands ready to destroy their felld-

Sing, dance and think of summ r d thO . 
tigone's city, this is Ihe dance ~f ,~esses: IS IS not the death dance of An-
Pierre, Annie, Tom and L . . VI a, , ,yes, We go up on the platform - Julian, 

I look out across the piazza - from where w . 
tals of the Cathedral. The church is half.ren e are It seems full, even to the par-
pinkish white like infant's skin and th d k

ewed
, and the. cleaned marble gleams 

sinister. ,. This polarity Is eSP~cial!Y ke 
ar

h 
par~ seems like an evil mirror of its 

and I can't imagine that the hearts of :t~ea e;e, f ecause of t?IS confrontation, 
weren't moved by the image of good and v~ t~ ~w of the grlm·faced soldiers 
groups spelled out. e a the contrast between the two 
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1'1\ remember the Piazza Maggiore in this particular light. 

Looking into the faces of thousands of people who wanted to defy evil without 
violence ... Julian praises them and tells them their theatre is better than ours -
and yet they express disappointment that we're not going to perform - Pierre 
spoke his dramatic designation 

... this piazza as the House of Violence 
this piazza as the House of Hope 
this is the House of Our Brothers the pollce. 
this is the House of OUf Brothers in carcere .. 

I didn't get to hear the rest because a young woman said to me, ingenuously hor· 
rified by Pierre's implications: "But they aren't OUf brothers when they shoot at 
us ... " How could I say it succinctly? How can I answer her surely enough and 
quickly enough, the loudspeakers blaring, standing on the platform in the light. 
Everyone hearing the Martial Music. 

The Martial Music - Silently Waiting. Drowning out all our sound. Annie takes 
the microphone and says some fiery words ... There's a great or/agio that's lit til! 
midnight in decorative floOdlights. Everyone's eyes travel up to it once in a while. 

When our speeches afe over, It's a quarter to 12. I promised isha, when she was 
full of fears, seeing the fire-ready cops and hearing paranoid stories, that I'd. 
return at 5 or 10 to midnight. .. So I begin to make my way toward the or/agio 
where the steet to our hotel is connected to the piazza by a sort of pialletta 
where the Carabinieri are mustered. Here we spend a few minutes - Julian says: 
They say they are ali leaving at midnight, but I think everyone wants to stay 
around as long as possible. 

A woman from the Partito Radicale is talking about nonviolence. I'm glad to hear 
it proclaimed so loudly. "Stanotte faremo Cenerentola!" (Tonight we'll play 
Cinderella) cry the ex-;ncatenati . .. We sit on a little stoop behind the poHce. 

A! 5 to 12 the police leave the piazletta, except for one who stays to guard some 
official's car ... The others retreat away from the piazza. 

I return to the hate!. We stand in the window and hear at midnight: a countdown, 
and at zero _ no pollee, no attack. A shout, as of victory, went up among those 

who remained in the piazza. 

But the hunger strike and the chaining action, that's all over - they've wiped out 
the street theatre, and the people of Radio Alice are still in jails - in different 
jalls, in fact, to separate one from the other. 

Show enough guns and you won't need to fire a shot. .. How many burned for 
that false precept? I'm sorry we didn't perform. 

No matter, it's all part of a somewhat laggard but unfailing cultural revolution. 

In the evening we hie us to Radio Alice. It looks quite the same as when we went 
there last, despite the dramatic events that have taken place there since. 

The published tapes that record the entry of the armed police into the station 
while the broadcast continues live on the air, "They are pointing machine guns at 
us ... Our hands are in the air; they are ... " make drama of the little rooms. 

Here are the ex-incatenati in their own environment. The only technician left 
among them fled Bologna yesterday, in fear of the police terror, and none ~f > 

those present are familiar enough with the technology to run the sound efhclent
Iy, but they bravely muddle through. 

The talk is long and moving. Moving because we ara talking with people whose 

JUNE 15, 1977 
BOLOGNA 

~eaceful attitudes and. mentality is evident in all they say - more than that, even 
In how they ~ove, their expressions, their language, their Reichian postures _ 
non-aggressive people - but they are at the end of their tether ... The murder of 
Francesco L~Rus.so, the !nc~r~eration of their feHow workers, the police fears 
that are tangible In the air, VISible in the streets, evident in the bittering of the 
sweet faces. 

All that we. say - and we say all that we know - seems abstract to them in their 
concrete Situation. 

Long after we ~re off the ~ir - after more than an hour of talk _ we go on, the 
same as when It Was publiC - searching for the possibility that we all want but 
that they can no longer believe in. ' 

It w.as a good show in the. P~lazzo della Sport. The police were obviOUSly pretty 
uptight at the outset - frisking everyone that came in and searching all hand
bags - thus creating the atmosphere of fear and the insecurity/distrust!. , .terror 
that later led to the fr~cas ... Even the Assessore alia Cultura was frisked, feeling 
rather strange that thIS should happen to him at a cultural event that he was 
sponsoring, but. .. I sat, as usual, In the circle, faCing the door and the agitation 
of the uniformed police was almost distracting. 

Great consternation in the Torture scene among them ... 

But all w~nt w~lI.and I Was in a good talk with two people interested in studying 
autog~stlon Within a s.tate.~ontroll~d schooL .. I noticed Chris Creatore sitting at 
the.ex.!t/entrance rapping WIth soldIers and the police ... t hear Sibilla suddenly 
shrieking ... we look up - she's screaming with Malcolm In her arms _ a circle 
of pOlice around Chris; they are lifting him rather brutally and carrying him off. 

I see Isha run towards them - soon all of us come running ... 

At ~irst, we only demand to know what's happening, but get no civil answer. A 
pla!~clothes capo Is directin~ the activity of the police, who respond like 
marionettes, A general shouting and confusion of protest results and the more 
we are nOisy, the more aggressively the pOlice handle Chris. .. ' 

We team later that the origin of the difficulty was a demand by the police that 
Chris identify himself and he didn't do that, perhaps in the mistaken belief that 
our identity is part of our right of privacy In the face of the police ... 
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Alas and alack) Our identity belongs to them and we must give it them when they 
demand it. 

They carry him a·ways and then put him down. He squirms under the heavy grasp, 
and the strength of his Tai-Chl-trained body, and his youthful vigor that defies 
curtailment makes It very hard for them to carry him. 

And he shouts. And t shout and Julian shouts. 

The capo orders him picked up again. We proceed another few feet from the 
stadium Into the hallway that encircles it. Julian loudly demands from the capo 
what has happened - the capo says he wouldn't give his name and adds ag
gressively, "And what's your name?" And JuHan shouts back. "My name is Julian 
Beck, and 1 am asking you what happened here." The ca.po orders the men to take 
Chris upagaln. We go down the hall; I'm shouting little moral lectures about the 
nature of violence that nobody wants to hear. 

Isha comes shrieking along the hallway to Julian, into his arms- then out again, 
and to me, crying I want to go home. 

Qui in the rain, our bare feet in the puddles, I stand there with the LOVE and 
ANARCHISM texts in my hands ... Trying to take Isha to the dressing r-oom, run
ning back into the fray after her. 

They brusquely throw Chris into a police cae. 

Tom tries to get in to him (why do we do such things?) and then madly throws 
himself on top of the car - twice, he does this .. , And I shout at the police for 
being a bad example for Isha who screams when a second contingent arrives with 
shields and helmets and cocks their rifles, "They're putting bullets in their guns!" 
The cops drive away with Chris. All the police leave. We're standing there to our 
ankles in rainwater on a dark street. 

Rehash. Blame. Plans. Self-reproach. Speculations. Not yet analysis. Chris will 
have to stay in overnight for an "interrogatoria" In the morning .. 

Julian and 1 fee! we should have handled it belter. It could have gone down 
calmer. I think it was only because we were on the high wave of the performance, 
our theatrical energy still potent. 

Chris can't be "interrogated" - heard - titl tomorrow. We try, but It's "No" all 
the way. 

We perform without Chris. Leroy's the Victim. There are no pollce visible at the 
Sports Palace at all. 

I had asked the Mayor if it were In their power to stop the police from frisking 
everyone as they came in, a practice we had never encountered anywhere and 
which set up an atmosphere of terror and beliicoslty. But not even one cop 
tonight. .. Plainclothesmen everywhere. 

Radio Alice opens the play, with a flute solo entering the opening meditation, 
followed by a leiter from Alice to the Living which is a love letter. Read aloud In 
the concentration of the opening meditation it's very moving and sets a sad, 
sweet ambience for the performance which goes well. 

Chris is still inside. We hear he's been beaten up. 

We have one of those intense company talks, the kind that almost always follows 
group action in which there are arrests. Questions: Were our actions nonviolent? 
What is, In practice, nonviolent resistance? 

JUNE 20, 1979 
BOLOGNA 

On the street we are :!Opped several times and aSked about Chris. Late in the day 
we hear that he was,,!n fact, pretty badly beaten. After the arrest he was taken to 
the .hospital - stitches in his head - the pOlice say that he beai his o";n head 
agatn~t the wall! And the Resto del Carlino prints this! L'Unita assumes that he 
was Violent. Manifesto and Lotta Continua support us. 

In t,~e ~fter,noo,~ we go to the Quartiere Mazzini, where we meet with a group for 
an animation; even as we try to set dates the man from the P t t' t t 

b t ! .. . ' ar y nes 0 pu 
up ,0 s ac es that are Imlatmgly stupid - and we're frustrated by his flak _ but 
Julian says everyone saw this dumb tactic (I'm not sure). 

A meeting on the piazza - a woman speaking ardently but blurred by a f' 
sound system. It's a Partito Radicale meeting about ab~rtlon and'l h le,'"e

d out tru kl d I th d'll ' I as ca e . c oa so e I erant armed forces who are parked at each entrance to 
the piazza - the army, the Carabinieri, the Vigil! Urban!, the Questura, 

yve Sip ou.r catle freddo in the sun, calmly surrounded by this armed might, hear
Ing the vOice of a WOman, telling passersby the news of our jailed campagno. 

Muc~ cons:ernation in the company thai Chris is not released this morning, and 
they re saytng tomorrow, maybe - maybe a few days _ Ugh! 

Everyone ,sug,gests d}fferent tactics. Fears of a bust if we act dramatically. Fears 
of E~pulslon If there s a bust. There'll be a meeting about it tonight after the 
PubliC Acts. ' 

A gOOd performance in sunshine in the Mazzini quartiere. Pierre makes a fantastic 
Blood S~eech about Kim Sek Jong - orphaned by the American Army, adopted 
by ~mencans who re-named him Chris Creatore, imprisoned by the Bolognese 
police. 

11/1-3 Photo: Matthew Geller, 1979 
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IOVEMENT 
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Radio Alice
Free Radio 

Collective 
A/Traverso 

After tile events of March 1977, Radio Alice 
became the symbol of the free radios. It was 
emitted from Bologna, one of the strongholds 
ollhe ICP and tile oxplicit showcase for the 
Historical Compromise. 

When the accusation of obscenity was flung at us, we were a little disconcerted. 
We had thought about many possible accusations: pirate station, underminers, 
communists subversives, but we did not antlclpate this one. But that's natural 
and proper. Language, when it is freed from the sublimations, which reduce It to 
the code and makes desire and the body speak, is obscene (literally: obscene). 

The body, sexuality, the desire to sleep In the morning, the I!b~ration from labor, 
the possibility to be overwhelmed, to make oneself unpfoductlV~ and open to tac
tile uncodified communication; aU this has for centurtes been hidden, submerged, 
de~led, unstated. Vade Retro, Satanas. 

The blackmail of poverty, the discipline of labor, hiera~chlcal.o~der: sacrifice, 
fatherland, family, general interests, socialist blackmail, participation: atl that 
stifled the voice of the body, All our time, forever and always, devo.t~d to labor: 
Eight hours of work, two hours of travel, and, afterward, rest, teleVISion, and dm· 

ner with the family, 

Everything which Is not confined within the limits of that order is obscene, Out· 
side it smells like shit. 

I , 
rAE VOICE 
01 THOSE 

. p~SHED ASIDE 

AI! the "unstated" is emerging; from the Chants de Mafdoror to the struggles for 
reducing the work·day. It speaks in the Paris COmmune and in Artaud's poetry, it 
speaks in Surrealism and in the French May, in the Italian Autumn and in im. 
mediate liberation; it speaks across the separate orders of the language of 
rebellion. Desire is given a voic~, and fOr them, it is obscene, 

Alice looks around, plays, jumps, wastes time in the midst of papers illuminated 
by the sun, runs ahead, settles down elsewhere . 

And yet everything functions in the order of discourse. 

Discourse connects, explains, allows no interruptions, organizes, participates, 
reprimands. 

Like an invitation to talk with you about your work where they don't give you 
anything to eat. 

Silence, 

The subject has changed. 

Pant, hiss, don't think you're right. 

The silence, the uncanny, the "unstated," that which remains to be said, , 
frightens. 

In the program, so many dense headings, as dense as in a newspaper. .. A half. 
hour with your Carlo ... Cheek to cheek with folks ... AI! that Jazz, .,1,2,3 
o'clock bu!letin. 

Alice hisses, yells, contemplates, interrupts herself, pulls. 

Go tell him that it's spring. 

We have received a telephone cal! from the Technologica! Institute: "We have oc. 
cupied the president's office and we are calling from his phone, listen how he 
yells ... He wanted to impose upon us a vote by a show of hands and then he'd 
shove it up our ass." 

It's better that way. 

The discourse of order's desire for power 

or the power of desire against the order of discourse, 

Radio for the participants 

or radio for the uncanny? 

In the firs! case the language is univocal: the announcer's, who announces that 
the event has happened. They talk about something which means something else 
and can therefore never be captured because it is over. 

A mirror. 

!n this sense, attempts at imitation are pathetically ridiculous: dialects and ac. 
cents are not tolerated. In the second case something continues to flee from 
language. This is manifest in outbursts of laughter, words in suspension, the 
word which cannot be found and which refuses to change into another one, stam. 
mering, silence. 

Well, "let's talk about the uncanny." 
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One cannol pass from one discourse to another (from inside Italian Radio to out· 
side ltaHan Radio). 

The subject changes? The new subject is coHective and does not speak. 

Or speaks when it wants to. 

Sitence: a hole. 

Let's allow holes to grow, lei's not fear orifices, let's fall into them and pass on 

elsewhere. 

Wonderland. 

Another direct phone call: 

"We are workers on strike, we want you to play SOme music and we want to talk 
to you about the 35 hour week, it's time they talked about that in contracts." 

Another direct phone call: 

"Dirty communists, we're going to make you pay dearly for this radio statlon, we 
know who you are." 

Another direct one: 

"We are from the anti-fascist committee of the Rizzoll Hospital, don't worry about 
anything, and cal! us if something happens, we are here night and day." 

Break the cycle of the valorization of capital in the process of circulation of the 
sign-value (no more appropriation of merchandise to interrupt the A-M-A' .cycle, 
but a savage strike in the circulation of the single sign-value A-A'). 

Interrupt the language of machines, of the work-ethic, of productivity. 

"An invitation not to get up this morning, to stay in bed with someone, to make 
musical instruments and war devices for yourself." 

Gray are the coats of the cops who have Imprisoned comrade BHo, gray are their 
Instruments of death, Gray is the prIson where he has been locked up, gray are the 

bedroom communities, gray are the streets of the business district. Obtuse is the 
constable who holds in his hand the hoods of his colleagues who rummage 
through the comrade's effects, obtuse are the police who for three months record· 
ed the phone calls (what are we having for dinner today? let's get together on 
this), obtuse is television. Dangerous are the organs of repression, dangerous 
because of the latest submachine gun model, dangerous is the judge who arrests 
first then looks for proof. Dangerous are the roads and squares infested with the 
angels of death of a system always more minoritarian, dangerous are the fac
tories and the shipyards, dangerous to decide whether or not to let a child see the 

light of day. 

Gray, obtuse, dangerous, they want to impose their scale on the world: gray, ob

tuse, dangerous. 

The totalitarian society of capital lives on the monotonous repetition of the exis
lant. It serves the owners, the cops, the judges. None of them are indispensable 
to the structure they serve. 

They make a life of shit the only model of life possible. 

But communism is young and beautiful. 

COMMUNIQUE No.2 - from the San Giovanni in Monte prison, 3/20/76. They ar-

rested me on the fifteenth, submachine guns in hand, in the house where I was 
sleeping with my comrades. First they accused me of belonging to the Red 
Brigad~s. In the space of two days this accusation became so ridiculous that they 
had to Invent another one. So they accused me of being the ideological organizer 
of an incredible series of criminal plots committed in Bologne in the last few 
months. 

Not the slightest bit of proof of these subversive activities that were supposed to 
have been mine exists. They are trying to give a recognizable appearance to the 
incomprehensible (for Power) course of liberation located in the space of 
separ/Action, of ignor/Action which constructs liberating spaces and moments of 
collective transformation of existence. 

But then let them say it clearly: 

The practice of happiness is subversive when it becomes collective. 

Our wilt fO.r happiness and liberation is their terror, and they react by terrOrizing 
Us with prison, when the repression of work, of the patriarchal family, and of sex
ism is not enough. 

But then lei them say it clearly: 

To conspire means to breathe together. 

And that is what we are accused of, they want to prevent us from breathing 
because we have refused to breathe in isolation, in their asphYXiating places of 
work, in their individuating familial relationships, in their atomiZing houses. 

There is a crime! confess r have committed: 

[I is the attack against the separation of life and desire, against sexism in inter
individual relatlonships, against the reduction of life to the payment of a salary. 

But then let them say it clearly: 

It is dada that terrorizes the gray, the obtuse, the dangerous. 

Guardians of order and of the exploitation of poverty _ for them, the transversa! 
writing which runs through the separate orders and reunites isolated behaviors is 
not just obscene, any more, it Is a crime. 
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What makes me crazy Is the uncanny. Sifo, Fontana, and March! are in prison.2 

Sifo, Fontana, and Marchi are still in prison; Bifo, Fontana, and Marchi are always 
in prison. There isn't a single comrade who does not ask me, "And what do we do 
now?" Silence. And they take advantage of our silence. A month has already 
passed. But it was like a month in the mind of someone who Isn't thinking: an In· 
stant. A month has already passed since the arrest of Bifo and we have not got. 
ten him out of there. There is no proof, it's all a plot, we know it. And now what 
do we do? And now what do we do? We must do something, I want to do 
something, it isn't true that we are powerless before the monsters, the angels of 
death, the gray, the obtuse, the dangerous, I cannot keep quiet much longer. 

They have killed Mario SalvP in Rome. Slience. 

Either the prison must explode or my head must explode. Radio Alice is quiet, the 
comrades are quiet, they' invent words, the habitual masks. They don't speak and 
they don't even have any ideas. Lethargy. We are already creating the Httle ghet· 
to: we are or we are not wild cats running through the town. Let's not give free 
rein to our jailers, strike the tiger's heart every day, in every way, according to our 
differences, against the sadness and the solitude of cells of confinement, 24 
hours of air. This is an invitation to speak and to think, and invitation to be 
always present in the situations In the town the neighborhoods the schools the 
barracks the factories the roads, let's exhaust the enemy, let's wear out the giant 
monster by beating it all over its body. Let's not talk about desires anymore, let's 
desire: we are desiring machines, machines of war. 

Translated by Richard Gardner 
& Sybil Walker 

1. San Viltore: a prison in Milan. San Giovani in Monte: a prison in Bologne. 
2. Fontana, Marchi: Bolognese students thrown in jail. 
3. Mario Salvi was killed in the vicinity of the judiciary prison in Rome after a motorcyclist 
launched a Molotov cocktail against the prison. 

1111 Felix Guanarl with staff of Radio Alice Sept. 19n Photo Marion Scemama 
1112 Photo: D. Cortez 
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The City in 
the Female 
Gender 

Lia Magale 

Ua Magale is a Roman feminist writer. 

This personal and subjective reading of some writings by women is not, let it be 
clear, a mini-history of "feminist thought," nor the attempt to propose an ana~ysis 
of the dJfferent theories circulating in the Movement, Nor Is It the reconstruction, 
through the words of ottler women, of a speech of mine on Roman feminism. 

What Is it then? 

Nothing more than statements, Impressions, itineraries which are, together with 
so many others, memories, in the memory of feminism, in the memory of women 
who have lived through splendid and tiring years of revolt, rigor, intransigence, 
weakness. They are also my memories. 

And the difficulty of clarifying a work that revealed itself only in action, only when 
concretely expertenced, during which "a lot" and its opposite have been ex- . 
perienced: self-control inspired by the desire for an Identity, a constant loss In the 
absence of desires. committing the sin of speaking under the Influence of 
cultural reminiscenses, a synthesis reached by forgetting any language. A body 
loved and hated in its incessant presence. Differences put into practice, 
similarities loved. Power refused, fought even in Its minima! creation-recreation; 
attraction for power. Guilty feelings, loss of inhibitions. Sexuality. Sexuality. 

READING ONESELF 
IN MUSIC 

: BEING IN TOUCH 
i WITH THE 
i UNCONSCIOUS 

Suspension of sexuality. Seduction in words, meaning, speech and then finally, 
why not, seU-disclosure. 

All this required the creation of another time. It has been said: "Woman's time is 
woman's time." Tautological, or maybe another dimension, where the production 
of meaning does not consist of the production of exchange value, but primarily of 
the experimentation on oneself. 

On the caver of an Issue of Differences, the magazine of the Roman collectives, 
there Is a score by Schoenberg. 

"The idea came up almost by chance. We were pondering over Ume, on the many 
types of woman's time: on work time and love time, on "free" time and 
"liberated" time, on research time. One of us put forward the idea of having an 
hourglass on the cover, an ancient instrument of timekeeping. Then musical time 
came to mind, perhaps just by playing on words. Someone else suggested puttlng 
the score of a Schonberg piece on the cover, a piece called "AI! in due time." 
Later, we were not able to trace that score. In the meantime we had started 
discussing Schonberg, whom some of us loved, some did not, and others knew 1ft· 
tie about. It seemed that the contrasting readings offered on Schonberg were rele
vant to us: the drama of dissolution of tonality and the ultimate failure In the at· 
tempt to construct a new musical norm, said somebody. Others did not agree. 
Atonality and 12·tone music, breakdown of the old order and the impossibility of a 
"spontaneous" and non'painful journey towards a new order of things ... " 

(The women of the Center Collective). 

A time that invokes multiplicity ... 

"The subjugation of the feminine (in woman, naturally, but also in man) has pro
duced a body that is no longer posessed by desires, but by the laws of marketing, 
by a desire that does not enter the body but is bartered in a game that reduces 
life to economic laws with death as its end. The destruction of the feminine is the 
thread that runs through and accompanies the destruction of humanity, ils 
disintegration through inhuman role constraints, the colonization of existence, the 
parcelizat\on of time and space, the upholding of the purported objectivity of can· 
sciousness over the flux of the unconscious. The progressive separation
estrangement of the masculine from the feminine, and of the feminine from itself 
results in the fictional appearance of woman on the scene; results in the disap· 
pearance of pleasure, which is seen as feminine and nonproductive, rather than 
economic and productive. Woman becomes the opposite of something else, the 
opposite of a man, therefore a being that cannot exist by herself. A move to help 
us go beyond the stage of not·being·ful1y·realized yet no-!onger·lacklng·something 
must be the rejection of the vision of ourselves as women·holes, women 
separated from our livable feminine, and therefore condemned to the non livable. 
This entails disrupting the usual manner of speaking, narrating, by means of in· 
cisive, forceful fragments of desires, dreams, unconscious states. It entails 
refraining from the whining accounts of one's misery, attacking the mechanism 
that not only produces repression in the unconscious, but that represses the un· 
conscious itself. This calls for a project to research the diversity of women, not 
their identity. It entails capsizing the reality prinCiple and conSidering desires the 
true reality ... " 

(Marilina) 

But desire, such a magic word, sometimes expresses itself in a strange manner, 
as a "suspension" of desire. 

"It is not easy to talk about sexuality; however, we stubbornly switch from the 
psychosomatic code to the linguistic one hoping to compare a greater number of 
experiences. The opposition woman·man, the ancient root of our disfranchise· 
ment, of our obstructed self·assertion, impinges on our workaday reality, forcing 
us to make painful choices, and, often, approximate ones, causing the separation 
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to appear hard and problematic. In my life, as a woman who long ago rejected the 
role of reproducer of the species, the alienation of motherhood, who chose to be 
separated from man even sexually, the sense of oppression continues, leaving me 
with rare moments of lucidity, when I realize that my negative relationship with 
the world derives from the fact that I lntrojected the law of "do ut des," in produc_ 
ing, if even Just an image of myself, in order to show to myself that I exist. 

So whlle the drive to produce still lingers within me in the form of a necessity to 
create, the annoyance and the futility of a quantifying test of myself drive me into 
a state of sexual "suspension," apparently devoid of needs and desires, but 
critical and active nonetheless. 

I do not know how one comes out of such a quantitative abstraction of life. The 
certainty of a theory or the acquisition of practice does not reassure me. I only 
know that every time I move away from this "suspension," my emotions wane and 
I become more aware of my oppression. 

(Bianca) 

Then one looks for a way beyond, for stepping beyond oneself, for ways to use 
the body as a bridge. 

"The pleasure I am talking about is something more than pleasure; it is 
something in excess of it, not the satlsfaction of a desire, but something that ex
ceeds the possibilities that desire had foreseen. Something that, starting from 
totality, ends up exceeding it: a totality without remainder, a sum without exclu
sion, a place with no limits. A sense of comb/ement, probably, a sense of fullness 
that goes beyond that of a cup already full to the brim. The copresence of all the 
fullness and emptiness I am able to feel. I am. A relationship with myself thai 
works perfectly. Ecstasy. One In tune with the whole, without the need of explana
tion. To get in touch with the whole without feeling overpowered. My body oc
cupies a space that feels right. I am my body. It is a duration, time disappears. 
Death is no longer measurable. I do not wonder any more if ! am realized, fulfilled, 
if I correspond to what [ think I should be_ [ am not any more at the planning 
stage. Not an abstract identity, but eXistence, not a focusing but a diffusion. 
Everything within everything else, everywhere, always at the same Ume. Comble
ment is not planned any more, it is not a goa! to reach, it is an excess, an extra." 

(The women of Studio RlpeUa) 

One may object: "What narcissism)" Why not! Since representation is history, 
and women have never been history, but just "Ie repos du guerrier," a warm lap to 
come back to, then why not start creating a character out of ourselves! 

Little comedy in one act: 

"To Be or Not to Be" 

After a whole day spent at the television center, pushed from the first floor to the 
second, then back again to the first, going around in circles and getting nothing 
accomplished, AntoneHa and I drove back downtown. 

Since Antonella is angry, and when she is, she usually goes and lets it out 
through exercise, she doesn't come along to our meeting. She drops me off, not 
at the bus stop, but on the opposite side of the street, even though it's raining 
cats and dogs. So ! say to her: "Watch. ['m going to act out our depression." I get 
off, cross the street calmly, then I stand under the stop sign, erect, at attention, 
with my head high, like a heroine, amidst the amazement of the bystanders, who 
are huddling around their umbrellas, and those without one, who stand flat 
against a building to find shelter. I feel beautiful, slanding on the curb, as though 
on a ship's upper deck. Out of the corner of my eye, ! see AntoneHa laugh, go into 
first gear, and drive away. 

When I arrive at the meeting, soaking wet, Marinella is frightened: "What happen-

TO GEORGIANA 

ed?" I tell her, she laughs. I try to represent myself, act out the inconsistencies 
contradictions, how f play, desIre, labor. It's not enough for me just to give an ' 
account of myself. Behind that pOinllng finger, raised to accuse, I want to hear 
not only "I heard you!" but also "I saw you!" Yes, this character of mine is 
positively political." 

(Alessandra) 

In Ro~e the Feminist Movement has always been given a pOlitical label, ap
propnately so for a Movement that negotiates for women. Rome has been the 
place of the great demonstrations, of the occupation of the Women's House, of 
the organized struggle in the hospitals to guarantee the right to abort. The 
debates within the Movement have always taken Into account the problem of the 
"outside," the "outside" meaning the "institutions," "male politics," "the reiation. 
ship with the other oppressed." And in Rome, more than everywhere else, women 
brought about the eruption of major contradictions within the parties of the ex. 
treme and Instltutional left. It Is here they participated in the Movement's meeting 
of 1977. It is in Rome Giorglana Masi, at seventeen, died on March 12, 1977, 
assassinated during a protest march. Her feminist comrades could just write 
poetic words in her memory, but they covered every wall with them, to keep the 
memory alive. 

. .. IF THE OCTOBER REVOLUTION 

HAD BEEN IN MAY 

IF YOU WERE STILL ALIVE 

IF I WERE NOT IMPOTENT IN THE FACE OF YOUR ASSASSINATION 

IF MY PEN WERE A VICTOR'S WEAPON 

IF MY FEAR EXPLODED IN THE SOUARES 

A COURAGE BORN OF THE ANGER STRANGLED IN MY THROAT 

IF HAVING KNOWN YOU WOULD BECOME OUR STRENGTH 

IF THE FLOWERS WE GAVE 

IF. 

TO YOUR COURAGEOUS LIFE IN OUR DEATH 

WOULD AT LEAST BECOME WREATHS 

IN THE STRUGGLE OF ALL US WOMEN 
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IT WERE NOT WORDS TRYING TO AFFIRM UFE 

BUT LIFE ITSELF, WITHOUT ADDING MORE. 

We were talking about politics, which also Implies organizat!On. Consequently, 
the big problem of power came in. The power of the opposition man/woman and 

woman/woman. 

"What bothered me most was the continuous repetition of "we are half, we are 
half, we are half." Are we half or do we want half? Are we half of the clear, 
beautiful, wild, but never conventional sky, or do we want to eat our half of the 
cake here on earth. I do not want half of what there Is today, of those values! 
refuse and fight I want the unity of the sky, even though I am only half the sky. 
do not refuse anything, I want everything. But I do not want what e)(ists already, 1 

want what I create, what Is created through struggle." (Ua) 

"If one grants the Inevitable distortions faced In talking about the vas.t , 
theoretical practical aspects of the Movement, one can then summarize In three 
fundament~1 paints all the themes on power: 1) analysis of power and of th~ 
powers of the male society divided in classes; 2) analysis of the power relations 
created within the Women's Movement; 3) the elaboration of a liberation plan with 
regard to power. In other words, In accordance with the femi~jst attenti~n paid to 
the known dynamic forces intrinsic In every human aggregation, and to Its us~al 
repetition of the Oedipal triangle, women are slowly in~estigating the pow~r wield· 
ed by the father·mother side, and the prospect, now st!!l utopian, of a socIal col· 
lective independent from the rules of the Oedipal game. 

From the streets, theoretical and strategiC problems are transfer~ed to the small 
space of little groups and collectives. Does the women's revolt aIm et a greater 
acquisition of power or at Its total refu1,lal? Will the obdurate search for 
"identity," the "new subjectivism," bring about new Independence, male and 
female and lead to the consequent disappearance of se)(ual roles, because they 
will pr~ve useless? Or, on the contrary, will It become the social basis for a new 

female power? 

An analysis of the subjective intentions of the Movement wi,1I reveal its ~~ti
reformist character: individual emancipation and emancipatIon ~s ~ pOlitical pro
gram are rejected because considered an expression of IntegrationIst subordina
tion and a source of division among women. 

Within political collectives, and also in small consciousness-raising or depth
analysis groups, the masculine and feminine roles, the m~tern~1 and paternal, 
roles recreate themselves through the intricate inter-relationships of lead~rshlP 
and delegation, complicity and discomfort that emerg~ !rom th~ p~ogres~,l~e . 
discovery of individual differences, As soon as the pOlltl~al definitIon ~f I?,entlty 
against" collapses and the male qua opposition fuses WIth a hypothetlcai out· 
Ide" it is the inside of the collective that is threatened by a reflection of the 
~al~-femaie bipolarity, under the guise of aggression-passivity. The v.:0ma~ who 
is able to take the floor more eastly becomes, in the Movement, a tYPical flgure,of 
male power. Power, in fact, takes the form of a tendency to e)(~lu?e som.eone dl,f
ferent from oneself and to solidify a collective usage into lingUIstic and IdeologIC 
norm. Word power is therefore e)(erted by women who appear to be sexually 
repressed and with dependency needs. 

Since the exercise of power always refers to a relationship of seduction and 
therefore to reciprocal dependency, the reverse of "word power" Is "silence 
power," springing from old feminine seductive guiles (beauty, swe,etness, emo
tionaHty, instinctivity). Anyway, what feminism intuits Is that the first type. of 
domination which is considered the more dangerous because 'more IntroJected 
and omnipr~sent,' is not less real than the second, since it .too Is a distorted and 

WHAT OF THE BIG 
DEMONSTRATIONS? 
SO,OOO WOMEN 
IN THE STREETS 

partial reflection of the rea! relationships of power active in the so-called "out
side." 

(Biancamaria) 

A special date' was November 1976. For the first time Roman women would take 
to the streets, not to claim something, but to make a direct affirmation of their 
presence. Together they would claim the night for themselves. This demonstration 
followed three days of debates, when the discovered unity of Roman feminism 
became manifest as a practical pOssibility of collective work, In short: a high 
point of the Movement. From that moment on, we would be facing new problems, 
but fet's go back to the demonstration. 

"Roman feminists marched at night against violence. Many were heavily made up. 
The group went through the neighborhood of Stazione Termini, Rome's train ter
minal, a place frequented by the poorest prostitutes, a place of the most profound 
and public submission, MimickIng prostitution, the visceral and nightly feminine, 
cut off from the awareness of itself, enacted, behind the screen of upturned 
signification, under its own eyes and those of the men waiting In ambush on the 
sidewalks, the usual ceremony of the come-on. In so dOing, the Roman feminists 
experienced prostitution, 'retravelllng' the condition of the harem. 

A march in the night. The women hollered Third-World come"ons, pressing close, 
huddling, bearing torches. Clothes were used as a se)(ual signal, a negative one 
for the men who watched on the sidewalks, a positive one for the women. 
Repossessing, claIming prostitution, 'retravelling' our condition of sexual signals, 
facing the provocation coming from the sidewalk, from the 'outside', meant facing 
collectively, politically the tunnel of regression. Being with other women, experien
cing again the condition of imprisonment, the intimacy that bllnds and divides, 
the impossible communication of contact; going beyond the historical ritualism, 
the oblique expression (AchHies' slaves mourn 'using Patroclus as a prete)(t{ each 
her own sorrow'); penetrating deliberately the aphasia that tries to remedy its 
shortcomings through body language; all this means experimenting, In a con
scious and explicit way, the inevitable, non-programmatic solidarity of the 
regressive condition, It Is regression with a progressive value that the Women's 
Movement Introduces in the political universe." 

(E!isabetta) 

As we were saying, something had to change. It is the beginning of the clash bet
ween the women for the Movement and those who gravitate toward Autonomy. 
The problem of violence, the handHng of women's Violence, the use of force 
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become divisive issues at every meeting. The Movement loses its homogeneity 
with regard to the "outside," The new debate must deal with terrorism. the armed 
struggle, 

"1 would like to begin by paraphrasing Artaud, by saying that never more than to
day has there been so much talk about the State and politics, when it Is Hfe itself 
that escapes us, There is a strange parallelism between the generalized collapse 
of life which is at the core of the present discouragement, and the problem of a 
political course of action that never harmonized with life, and that Is imposed on 
H. Two years ago, when we came out, almost en masse, of the new·leftist 
organizations, we more or less said the same things. Today we still say that we 
must talk about 1lfe, perhaps not aiming at discovering in the midst of the day-to
day reality the existence of that "feminine idenUty" that we carried/carry glued to 
our skin, which, one day, in different times, we defined as "woman is beautiful." 

But I do not think that to proceed straight, to have, If we only want, hopes, we 
must prefigure something: our Identity, the state, life, After all, I do not think that 
it is even necessary to program them. I do not think that our future planned/plan
nable Identity is a set of mosaic pieces, a series of assembled little victories. I do 
not believe in any form of survival one is able to come up when the need arises. 
Yet, most certainly, I constantly llve with the forms of survival t make up as I go 
along, Hopeless? No, hope is the last to die, but I must admit that these hopes of 
mine are faceless, and why not, timeless, 

Nothing is more attached to the past than our Imagination, My past, everybody's 
past, I only accept it as a learning process. ! categorically reject It as nostalgia, 
The nostalgia of those who would rouse our affection for the state and enclose us 
in organizations, as women, workers, young people, families, etc. The nostalgia 
of those who would muster us for an armed struggle and organize us in brigades, 
nuclei, lines. 

A geometry that, to be sure, rejects a self-transparency made up of truths and cer· 
taintles over that achieved through the effort to know oneself, the difficulty to en
dure the discovery of the nonlinearity of ourselves, the discovery of our multiplici
ty, the effort exerted not to kill any part of ourselves. 

The destructurlng of thought concerned with finality, I.e, planning, projection, 
world view, seems to me an obllgatory step to remove from ourselves the weight 
of ideology, a necessary step to arrive at the process of creation. For this reason, 
we must llve with our continuous Inventions of survival, without strongly believing 
In them, but, at the same time, without the negativity of letting ourselves merely 
exist. Our faceless hopes are the only possibility to know, love, acknowledge 
ourselves and to be able to love. Maybe I am only speaking of my life, but I want 
to speak of my life. GOing back to Artaud, I want to add that tOday it is un
thinkable for us who have undertaken a physical and cognitive Journey that took 
us through factories, neighborhoods, loca! and national meetings; a Journey that 
went on inside us, In the unmasking of our personal relationships; We who con
cerned ourselves with the politics of the great systems down to the politics of 
dish-washing; we who analyzed dynamic forces and the subconscious, as I was 
saying, it is unthinkable for us not to place at the center of our analysis life itself, 
and not any longer "what is the right identity In order to live." Around us we see 
alternative survival tactics, idealized and ideologized: from creative workers to 
heroin addicts, to those who practice "the refusal of work," to those who choose 
to be Communist fighters. In the face of these Choices, ail with capital 'c', 
because, in the end, they kill all other possible choices, how can we talk about 
the political crisis without talking about our Ideas on life?" 

Even a debate On terrorism is organized. 

"First I would like to analyze the "political" side of terrorist action, which comes 
within that category of political strategies rejected by us women; loss of control 
on the lower levels, absolute delegation, total and absolute split of the political 

from the private; a political course of action that forces one to an either/or situa
tion-with us or against us. On violence, I would like to hear more concrete 
discussions, without lapsing in such abstractions as 'everything Is violence' 
'everybody p,r~ctices it,' ~or do I consider it right that those who reject the ~Iann
ed and speCifiC type of Violence must right away be labeled pacifists. ! am not a 
pacifist, but I believe that political choices must be made in the present now, 
Fro~ ~ general historical point of View, there is an enormous difference 'between 
h,omlcldes and,the political violence practiced now, and a situation of revolu. 
tlonary, mass vlolen~e. We are forced to the usual modes of survival: either total 
em,anCipatlon, total Identification with man or becoming super·emancipated ter
ronsts or super-emancipated women within Stale institutions .. In the midst of the 
usual forms of 'emargination.' I think, therefore, that it is vital not to remain 
silent, but to denounce, as we have always done, even this form of physical and 
political violence. Since political violence Is denounced nowadays by those in 
pOwer in a generic ~nd 'InstrumentaJized' manner, to serve their political aims, on. 
Iy we WOmen can reiterate the condemnation of the various levels of violence of 
which the physical type is just the tip of the iceberg. Just as we have learned that 
rape is a repressive weapon turned against women, since it keeps fear alive and 
with it high levels of moral and psychological violence practiced on women.' 

Let us go back, therefore, we women, to denounce the levels of violence one 
wants to hide, and our complicity, too. Let's denounce all that through the cen
turies has kept us divided and Incapable of rebelling; the present attempt to 
assert ourselves on the level of emancipation, a leve! for which we don't possess 
ye,t a ~I,an and a fight strategy. In fact we are, on the subject of emancipation, 
s,tlll dlvlde~ and subordinate to man. In the Movement we condemned emancipa
tion as a,slmple request of equality to man, an equality that proves to be false, 
because It forces us to be equal to him in work, sexuality choice of Values robb. 
ing us of our identity. However criticism of emancipation 'has only remained 
the~ret,ic.al, becau~e it is still to be translated In a practice that would help handle 
our mdlvldual relationship with work, politics, man. 

(Michi) 

One more statement. 

"To give an example, I will say that I have asked myself what 1 would do if I mp.t 
an ex-terrorist along the way and if she needed help, I.e. a house, a little affec
tion, someone to trust, that is. Well, I think I would help her with great fear to 
'make a new start,' as the expression goes. Fear of what? To become part of the 
political persecution that hits anyone suspected of being a fellow traveller. The 
fact is that, because of this fear, I would fal! Into a pattern of behavior. that as a 
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woman I know well, the one used by mothers with their daughters when they 
cover up for them with father: 'I will help you, but you must guarantee that you 
won't get me in trouble.' That amounts to being a kind of father substitute, which 
in this case is the State. Worse, one becomes a mora! and guilt-producing figure. 
Fine result after so many years of struggle when I proclaimed with others the 
respect for diversity. The fact is that, in the hypothetical case! put forth, the 
diversity would be reduced to nil, If not by me or the woman in question, by the 
logic of terrorism itself; 'with me or against me: Undoubtedly terrorism must be 
rejected through words and actions because it does not propose but impose. But 
I have many doubts about the fact that the female presence In terrorist organlza' 
tions is totally to be ascribed to the subordinate character of the women who 
made that choice. Behind it, I believe, there is a subjective and objective situa
tion. If I just go back two years, the memory emerges of the big break among 
women. Feminists clearly split from the supporters of Autonomy, a break that 
marked a division not only between two ways of understanding women's politics, 
but also between two generations. What has happened since then? We have talk
ed so much between emancipation and liberation. To be emphatic, between the 
two words we put a dash, useful visually but too vague practically; perhaps we 
have to start from here to understand what is happening among women now. 

EmanCipation, in our country, implies going through a political organization much 
more than the job world. The' double mUitancy' has been a speCifically Italian 
phenomenon, because in the opposition between emancipation and liberation, the 
pOlitical militancy In the organizations has been for many of us the only thing 
that saved us from dangling in the abyss that divided us from liberation, in the 
absence of a bridge. Now the question arises if, in the last two years, we have 
gone all out to develop a plan of action that will not systematically exclude many 
women different from us because of age and social level. t firmly believe that 
feminism has transformed society, and I would add, all women in an irreversible 
manner; however, ! do not beHeve that our political strategies have been suffi· 
ciently modified by the coming on the scene of different feminist levels. For this 
reason nowadays It is no longer possible to define a woman as being more 
feminist than another. The same phenomenon of feminist terrorism, in fact, goes 
back, In part, to the radical way in which we disassociated ourselves from every 
kind of institutional politics during the last years, 

When political disintegration Is great, it is hard to single out the enemy with 
precision, so that one turns to the most symbolic and eternal enemy there is: the 
State. I beHeve Instead that feminism has still a lot to say about the nature of the 
opposition, and I also believe that it can be defined in more present terms behind 
what disguise the eternal enemy is hiding. According to me, this must be done 
qUickly, because it is an illusion that the thousand streams that form feminism at 
this time will automatically become a single great river. Some of these streams 
are already becoming big lakes where tho consciousness of many women 
stagnates. 

(Manuela) 

At this point my memory becomes presence. And if one must talk about presence, 
one mUst do so in a different manner. The right side and the reverse of our history 
are mi)(ed, and if one remembers the right side any more, one speaks about it 
more easily, as these writings bear out. Without- doubt, it is the reverse-the 
changeS', the sensibilities, the dynamic forces-that sets the pace, the return of 
possibility. So then of the presence one will speak some other time. 

Translated by Vincenzo Buonocore 

B/1·4 Lelsa Stroud Photos: D. Cortez 



Roadlng makes rna sick. I have a ton of 
books here. But reading makes me SiCK. 195 
days In jllil. 196 days In Jail. 197 days. 198. 
t99. 200 days In Jail. Hurray, let's have a 
drink. Whan I get out I'm going to sollie on 
ono of Saturn's rings so nobody can ever 
again break MY BALLS I ! ! 201 days In JaiL 
202 days In Jail. 203 days In jail. 204 days In 
Jal! and so on. 205 days In Jail. 200 days In 
Jail. 207 days In Jail. 208 days In Jail. And 209 
da ... walt a minute, the other day, my 2061h 
day In Jail, was my birthday ... FUCK. .210 
days In jail I hate you you make me sick. 211 
days In Jail. 212 days In Jail. How will things 
be when I gel out? Normal? 213 dayo in JaiL 
I've learned how to sew. Yesterday I had sex 
with a man. First I tOOk it - then I gave It. I 
couldn't Jerk off any more, I'd had enough of 
that. He is very young. 214, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 
220 days In Jail. Uh. 221 days In Jail. 222 dnys 
In Jail 223 days In Jail 224 days In Jail. 225 
days in jail. 226 days In Jail. Today there are 
some new arrivals. Three men sent up for 
armed robbery. A murderer. And a purse· 
snatcher. 227 days In Jail. 228 days In Jail. 
229 days in Jail. 230, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 
38,39 DAYS IN JAIL. 240 days, eight months 
In Jail. Today I saw Darla. I saw her a month 
ago too. The way she looks at me is different 
from before. .. I'm afraid she doesn't love 
me any more. 241 days In Jel1. D!!ng·sdling. 
U's nlghlt1me. They've woken me up. 
ENOUGH WITH THAT FUCKING NOISE. 
I'M HERE .. WHERE DO YOU THINK I'M 
GOING? ... 242. Days In jail. 243 days In jail. 
244 days in jail and 245. Days less \0 do In 
Jail. Up your ass with this snit, I won't gl~e 
you lhe sallsfactlon 01 killing you like dogs 
so you can beat me for the next 246 days In 
Jail. 247 days In Jail. 248 days In Jail. 249 days 
In Jail. 250 days In j8.11. Tried speed, heroin, 
acid, opium, grass, and hash. Uh. I'n one 
week. I've put my head outside this shitty 
Jail, they can't stop me from doing 
everything. My brain Is mine. . In Jail. 251 
days In jail. 252 days In Jail. 253 days In Jail. 
254 days In jail. 255, 6, 7, 8, 9, 260 days In 
Jail. SOLING, SOLING. II's night again. the 
261s1 nlgnt of the 261st day In Jail. 263 days 
In Jail. 264 days In Jail. 265 days In Jail. I'd 
like 10 sleep through 500 days of !r!ledom on 
an Iceborg and', wouldn't give a fuck whether 
I died from pneumonia .... 266 days In Jail, 
268 days In Jail. 269. 260 days In Jail. 271, 72, 
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 280 days In Ja!1.Tm afraid. 
SOLITUDE IS A DARK ARMY ON THE 
HORIZON .... 281 days In Jail. Bum. 283 days 
In Jail. Bum. 284 days in Jail. Bum. 285 days 
In jail. Bum. 286 days In Jail. Bum. 287 days 
In 286 days In, 289 days In JAIL. AllallaUall· 
allaUallal1. Who remembers anything. 
when I came ... II must have been a - 290 
days In Jail - Thursday. A Thursday In Jail. 
291 days In Jail. 293 days In JaiL 294 days In 
JaiL That guy In the next cell has Hnlshed his 
sentence. lucky him. Ten years. Maybe I'll 
make It too. 295 days in Jail. Uh. 296 days In 
Jail 297 days, 98, 99. THREE HUNDRED DAYS 
IN JAIL. Wss there B sulclde last nlaht? Ah, 

'3 April 7 Arrests 
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Anatomy 
of Autonomy 

Bilo 

Franco Berardi, alias "Bifo", was one of the 
main figures of the Mo~ement of '77 in 
Bologna. He was arrested at thai time under 
the charge of "subl(ersive assoclation". We 
asked Bilo to write tha foHowing prosenta
!lon on the context in which the Movement 
developed and the problems it had to COIl
fronl up to, and after, the April 7 arrests. 

o April 7 twenty-two militants and Intellectuals from Padua, Rome, MlIan? and 
T~rino we~e arrested. What they have In common Is their p~rticlpation, until 1973, 
in the group Workers' Power (Potere Operata) which then dissolved and became

f an element in the movement of Autonomia. They were arr~st~d on, the charge 0 
leading the Red Brigades, the strongest of terrorist organizations I~ Italy. And in 
particular they are accused of directing the kidnapping and execut10n of Aida 
Mora he;d of the governing Christian Democratic party. There are no grounds h 

nd ~o proof whatsoever for these charges. And practically everyone In Italy w 0 
~as read a newspaper knows It. It is not only false that the ~l!itants of ~utonomy 
and the intellectuals arrested on April 7 directed the Red Bngades, but, In fact, 
the political and theoretical lines of the Red BrIgades dlver.ge dras~icaHY fr~m 
those of the individuals arrested. Essentially what Is clear In all th1S operatIOn Is 
that the prosecution-and thus Its sponsoring agency, the government-has 
decided to make this group of intellectuals pay for the last 10 years of mas~ t th 
revolutionary struggle in Italy. The government thinks it can succeed, and t a e 
balance of power may be shifted decisively to its advantage. But we can make no 
sense at all of the actions taken by the government during thes~ past m.onths If 
we do not understand at least some things about the political s1tuation 1n Italy, 

and about the Italian revolutionary movement: 
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FIRST: The crisis of Capitalism and of the Italian State subsequent to the 
workers' struggle during the Sixties. 

SECOND: The Historical Compromise, an attempt to get beyond this crisis and to 
defeat the revolutionary movement. 

THIRD: The novelty of the revolutionary movement for Autonomy with respect to 
the historical Socialist and Marxist Workers' Movement; its theoretical orlglnEiHty 
and Its political praxis, as seen in 1977. 

FOURTH: The problem of the civil war, and of the Red Brigades. 

The experience of the revolutionary movement In Italy, from 1968 to 1979, Is un
questionably the richest and the most meaningful within the capitalist West. To 
comprehend the novel elements that this experience contains we have to look at 
the theoretlca! and organizational currents that come to a head in Polere 
Opera/a-until 1973-and are then dIspersed and articulated in various organlza
tiona! forms within "Workers' Autonomy" (Autonomia Operaia). 

It is precisely because the progress of the workers and of Autonomy constitutes 
the most Interesting and essential element of the entire revolutionary movement 
in Italy during these 12 years that we should consider the repressive initiative on 
the part of the Judiciary in Padua. It is the Paduan court which was responsible 
for the arrest of most of the militants and intellectuals who took part in the move
ment. And the court's action must be seen as a real attempt at a final solution, an 
attack directed toward the elimination of those forces that constitute the 
elements of continuity in the history of the revolutionary movement, those forces 
that have provided the catalyst for very significant theoretical departures_ 

l. In order to understand the history of the last 10 years in Italy, we must start 
with the wave of conflicts begun in 1968 at universities and at some factories 
(Montedison in Portomarghero, FATME in Rome, FiAT in Torino). Spreading then, 
throughout the following year, in the "troubled autumn" of 1969, the conflict even
tually involved all the italian working class in strikes, demonstrations, take-overs, 
and acts of sabotage. During those two years of struggle a division occured bet
ween the Left and the Workers' Movement. And in the following years this dIvision 
produced a variety of organizations to the left of the Italian Communist Par
ty-outside the official Workers' Movement, at the loca! level, and in the factories 
and schools. 

During the same period, the group Workers' Power (Potere Opera/oj was formed at 
the national level; it was composed of smaller groups already in existence: the 
Workers' Committee et Portomarghera, groups for workers' power in Padua and 
Emilia, and a part of the student movements at Rome and Florence. In 
September, 1969, the PO consolidated Itself and began publishing a newspaper by 
the same name. 

But to understand the political and theoretical ferment underlying the creation of 
the PO, we should first of all say more about the new organizational experiments 
of 1968 and 1969, made by the working class In the larger factories of the North. 

For the present we seek to Identify the consequences which the c!as~ struggle 
during those years had for the country's economic and institutional e~ui!ibrium. 

The struggles of 1968 had their greatest effects in the university, Wher*hey were 
waged hand-io-hand by the students and the young (as In most of the rId, the 
West In particular). These struggles forced a defjnitlve crisis for the po lit s of the 
Center-Left (an alliance among the Christian Democrats and Socialists) which 
throughout the 60's had made possible a government founded on the policy of 
vague reform. 

The anti-authoritarian assault by the Movement of '68 made problems and ten-
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sions emerge which the Center·Left could not absolutely controL And in a general 
way the Movement brought the politics of the D.C. under accusation-for being 
partly responsible for the dictatorship of the bourgeoisie in italian society and for 
the nation's dependency on the Church and authoritarian elements. 

The Italian Communist Party, meanwhile, maintained an essentially ambiguous 
link to the movement of the students and the young. While disapproving of their 
radicalism, and despite the claim to Autonomy from which the movement never 
wavered, the PCI nonetheless saw an opportunity, In the events of 1968, for break
ing the Christlan Democratic hegemony and pushing for a displacement of the 
political balance to the left. 

Naturally enough, the vanguard of workers who were organizing in the factories 
had quite different aims. During those years, In fact, the worker's cause tended in· 
creasingly toward bargaining for equality (equally Increased salaries for everyone; 
abolition of piece-work and salary differences; abolition of Job classifications and 
against the interests of prOduction (abolition of promotion by merit, of production 
bonuses; rejection of accelerated production, etc.). The cumulative effect of the 
workers' demands provoked a crisis In the economic balance on which industrial 
developm-ent, until then, had depended: that is, the balance between low salaries 
and intensive exploitation of the labor force, a balance maintained by high 
unemployment and a large labor supply. An Important element in the social scene 
of that period was the Inltiation of an organizational campaign among migrant 
workers from the South. Until then these workers had provided the mass-base for 
controHing union pressures in the large labor centers; however, between '68 and 
'69, especially in Torino, they became the mass-base at the forefront of the union 
struggle (and the base, too, for organized political revolution). 

Unquestionably the crisis over pOlitical control of the prOduction cycle, and thus 
the economic crisis of 1970 as weH, have their roots in the strength and continuity 
of this workers' struggle, and in the considerable results achieved by It (across
the-board salary hikes which in 1969 alone, increased labor costs by more than 
20%, with continued wage pressures In the follOWing years). 

The dominant political class revealed its inability to deal with this struggle. Thus 
there arose in those years a policy-directed and supported by the D.C.-called 
the strategy of tension (strategia della tensione). This policy amounts to the ar
tificial creation of moments of extreme tension through such means as Incidents 
provoked by fascist groups or by agents that often have direct links to the govern
ment's Secret Service. The first large-scale act resulting from this strategy was 
the assault on the Agricultural Bank of Milano that killed 14 persons on Dec. 12, 
1969-at the culmination of the Workers' struggle begun In the "troubled 
autumn." The bombs were pieced (the deed was discovered and denounced by 
democratic forces, by groups on the extreme left, and by a !arge number of mili· 
tant groups engaged in counter·lnteHigence) by a group of fascists connected to 
the Secret Service and protected by powerful Christian Democrats. But anarchists 
were accused of the bombing, and the revolutionary movement came under 
violent attack from the press and the courts. In the following years, these acts 
were frequently repeated: in every instance fascist crimes were used as an occa
sion to accuse the left of violence and to institute repressive counter-measures. 

But the Movement was neither broken nor driven back by the "strategia della ten· 
slone." In the years following 1970, It grew in new sectors, among the youth and 
students. And the Movement gained continuity through the formation of revolu· 
tionary organizations which arose throughout the country. These quickly acquired 
the capacity to mobilize people, gathering the remnants of the student movement 
of 1968, and a segment of the workers reorganized during the struggles of 1969. 
The strongest of these groups were "Lotta Continua" (particularly among Flat 
workers), "Avanguardia Operaia" (entrenched In Milan among workers In large fac
tories and among students), and finally "Potere Operaio" - which was a major 
presence at Padua, in the factories of Portomarghera, and at the University of 
Rome. 

Th~s.e grou~s organized In factories, schools, and at the loca! level (promoting 
political stnkes, the occupation of schools, student demonstrations against the 
government, .and occupation of vacant hOuses by homeless proletarians _ in 
Rome an~ Milan espe.clally). They assumed a position of opposition to the Italian 
Communl~t 'party, WhiCh, after decades of Stalinist loyalty, was taking on the 
char~ctenstlcs of a social-democratic party and was condemning the most radical 
working-class and student demonstrations In the name of unity with the middle 
classes and In the name of a policy of legality and respect for the fundamental 
rule of the capitalist order. 

This po~i.tion of opposition had alrea-dy been manifest In 1968, when the PCI had 
been cntlclzed and superseded by the student movement. And again, In 1969, the 
methods of the decisive struggle In the factories had been resisted by the PCI 
But the an~agonism grew, more acute and became an open break when, In 1973, 
the PC! arrlved at Its chOice of a Historical Compromise, that is, of an alliance 
with the Christian Democrats, and of subordination to the will of Big Capital In 
the name of economic revival. 

Meanwh.Ue other significant events took place that same year. The first was the 
occupation of FIAT by thOusands of young workers. Acting with complete 
autonomy from union decision-making, they decided to occupy the factory and 
set up barricades in order to impose their demands for significant wage increases 
and reduced work loads. Revolutionary groups SUch as "Lotta Continua" and 
"Potere Operaio" Were a marginal presence In this occupatlon. Thus within the 
takeover Itself was contained the possibility of transcending thOSe vanguard 
Organlz~tlons that had come near to assuming the role traditionally played by the 
workers movement: a role of authoritarian leadership, of bureaucratic Intran
sigence In the face of the passions and the new types of needs expressed above 
all, by the young. ' 

The w.orkers had learned only too well to fend for themselves, and they began 
organizing autonomously. At the same Ume, the first armed cells began to be 
formed Inside the factories (first I? Milano and then In Torino and Genoa). They 
organized sabotage against machinery, disciplined foremen and guards, besieged 
the rotten bosses - In short, they brought into being embryonic stages of a 
workers' counter-power. 

All of italian SOCiety was affected by this extremely vast network of counter. 
Insurgence. After It had broken owner's control, In the "troubled autumn" of 1969 
and assaulted the rule of low wages and intensive exploitation, it began to deal ' 
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directly with pOlitical problems - problems of power. But It is also true that the 
problem of power remained an Indissoluble knot In Italy, on the theoretical even 
more than on the political leveL 

What the struggles during all those years actually amounted to was a rejection of 
the wage-earning system, and a rejection of that exploitation which transforms 
human Ufe Into a working death on credit, forcing people to sell their own lives'ln 
exchange for theIr wages. And this rejection which entered Into the social think· 
Ing of a culturally advanced proletariat continually better educated and endowed 
with an ever increasing technical and scientific expertise - evolved Into the very 
real issues of power and liberation. 

Labor's rejection of work expressed itself In many ways: the reduction of the work 
week to 40 hours: the right to rest periods and control over production time; the 
imposition of a counter-power inside factorles; the rejection of the Ideology of 
production; and critiCism of the methodology of exploitation. But a more pressing 
need exerted Itself within the struggle; that of transforming these Objections Into 
a program for the liberatlon of existing energies, Into a program of self
organization of the productlon process and of the entire social cycle of produc
tion and consumption. In this lay the possibility for a liberatIon of repressed 
workers. 

During those years the utopia of workers' liberation was a massive driving force, a 
power for organization and for calls to action. But the Ideological baggage of 
traditional Marxism continues to be borne not only by the official Workers' Move
ment (primarily that of the PCI) but by the neWer groups of the revolutionary left 
as well. As an Ideology based on socialism-and thus on a form of organized 
social exploitation that Is all the more rlgid in Its domination of working Hfe
traditional Marxism could not contain the forceful energy and, above all, the 
radicalism which the movement displayed. 

At thIs point, the groups on the revolutionary left itself entered a critical period of 
their own, and their forms of organization, from the bottom up, began to dIvest 
themselves of their own trappings. As a new radical1sm expressed Itself among 
the proletariat, especially among the young, these groups began an Inexorable 
process of bureaucratization by which they became the small appendages of the 
official reform-oriented Workers Movement. They participated In elections, distan
cing themselves from tactics that could not be reconciled with the old modes of 
making policy. This new process of radicalization In which Power Itself was 
brought under discussion, was already at work in the occupation of Mirafiorl 
(FIAT) which took place In March and April of 1973. It Is undeniable that the only 
ones to take cognizance of the course of this transformation on both the 
theoretical and political levels, were the militants of Workers' Power. In fact, the 
PO decided, in May of '73, to dissolve, diffusing itself throughout the committees, 
collectives and base structures which constitute the extensive network of 
Autonomy. 

U. It was In 1973 that the PC!, guided by the lessons of the Chilean ex-
perience, worked out its so-called policy of Historical Compromise. The policy 
was based on the hypothesis tllat Italy cannot be governed except by an Institu
tionalized political accord between Communists and ChrIstian Democrats, This 
pontical "about·face" was already ImpHed at every point along the ltaHan road to 
socialism and represented less a radical break wIth the tradition of Togllatti's PCI 
than a logical devolopment of It. Yet the consequense of the"about·face" was the 
further exacerbation of the rupture between the official Workers' Movement (PCI 
and Union) and the new groups in the factories and large cities, who were organiz
Ing at the ground level, consolidating themselves and working together for the 
social and political realization of Autonomy. 

The disputes between the PCI and the Movement toward Autonomy became in· 
creaslngly more violent during the following years, and in 1975 paricularly, when 
Autonomy emerged as a true mass movement which united young workers, the 

unemployed, students, and others living on the margins of society. In Sprin f 
1975, Autonomy was put to its first test as committee members took on fa g ,Ot 
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an . po Ice In a con. rontatlon In Rome. The conflict spread to Milan, Where, in mid. 
Apnl, a young faSCIst was kIlled, as weI! as a member of the "carabinieri." 
Thousands of young workers, mainly from small factories, joined with stUdents 
~nd. unemployed youth and put the inner city under siege, demonstrating and 
notIng. ot~er organlZ~d demonstrations occurred in Bologna, Florence (where a 
man was kll!ed by pohce), Torino, (where a worker at FIAT was killed by an armed 
guard), and In Naples. These were heated days, in which Autonomy had Its first 
experiences among the masses. 

The State recognized, at that point, its principal enemy: Autonomy represented a 
new level of social organization which no longer accepted the union as a 
mediating agent, no longer accepted the line of the PCI and its strategy of com_ 
promise and acqUiescence, 

The Sta.te replied to ~ut~nomy's efforts during that week in the severest manner: 
repr~sslOn, the legalIzation of pOlice violence, and the systematic use of arms In 
pubhc confrontations. In May of 1975, the Christian Democrats and their allies in 
the govern'!'ent passed a Parliamentary act called the Reale Law (Legge Reale). Its 
terms proVide that police can shoot any time public order is felt to be threatened 
Furthermore, Jall sentences would be more seVere for anyone found In possessio~ 
of defensive weapons, such as bottles, molotov cocktails or handkerchiefs, ski 
masks and helmets that could mask faces In demonstrations. The law was ex
plicitly directed agaInst the youthful proletariat who Were organizing wIthin the 
ranks of Autonomy, And it was supported by every party, with the exception of 
the PCI, which feebly abstained from voting. But the Communists would not op
pose the law and thereby endanger their Intended accord with the Christian 
Democrats. 

The day the law was passed marked the beg!nnlng of the most violent and blOOdy 
phase of the class struggle in Italy, Demonstrators, or the marginal and de1!n
quent elements In general, began to be wounded or kl1led by police firearms. 
Citizens who did not come to a halt at poHce blockades, chance passersby who 
fOUnd themselves In the press of a demonstration-they too met their deaths by 
virtue of a law "for the public order." 

T.he reVOlutionary left and Autonomy had to pay the price for the increased 
Violence of the State and of the poHce. The casualty list within the Movement Is 
endless. It is enough to mention here Pietro Bruno (18 years old, militant member 
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of "Lotta Continua", who died in the spring of '75); Giannino Zibecchi (antifascist 
committee, klHed In May 1975); Mario Salvi (worker for Autonomy, 21 years old, 
killed at San Basilio, Rome, during a housing occupation in October 1976); 
FrancescO Loruzzo (23, "LoUa Continua", killed at Bologna, March 11, 1977); 
Giorgiana Masi (killed in Rome, May 12, 1977, a feminist linked to "Lotta Con
tinua"). But these are only the most notable. It Is estimated that the victims of the 
"Legge Reale" numbered 150 in the period between May '75 and December '76. 

If we wish to understand the rise of "terrorism", the formation of militant 
organizations, the choice of clandestine armed warfare by an ever growing 
number of proletarian youth, then we cannot forget the role played by the "Legge 
Reale". Nor can we forget the role of that aggravated and general violence 
perpetrated by the State from the moment Autonomy appeared In the factories 
and streets of the country, as a socially diffuse and politically organized Move· 
ment. 

We also need to remember the other side .. the policy of the official Workers' Move· 
ment (chiefly, the PC I): a policy that was first of all dependent on the decisions of 
the Christian Democrats, and subordinate to the, movement of repression. In addi
tion, this policy sought to isolate the youthful elements of Autonomy, causing a 
division within the working class and the proletarian movement. The PCI became 
a sort of political poHce made up of enforcers, spies and stooges. 

In the foHowing years, rather than being resolved through the accord between the 
Communists and the Christian Democrats, the Institutional crisis in Italy assumed 
an increasingly dramatic character. The Impossibility of governing the country 
was highlighted. The basic reason for the crisis was the growing distance bet
ween representaU ... e political Institutions (parties, the Parliament, and other struc
tures of participatiOn) and a population of hopeless young people. Autonomy was 
at once a symptom and a cause of this distance. 

In the political elections of 1976 the PCI considerably increased Its voting 
strength, posing a threat to Christian-Democratic power: the DC was no longer 
guaranteed a parliamentary majority with Its traditional allies (centrist parties) 
without either the agreement or the neutrality of the Communists. On the other 
hand, Christian-Democractic rule could not be SUbstantiated by a Leftist majority 
either, because the Left simply did not have the strength. Convinced that it need
ed to Quicken the pace of an alliance with the DC, the PCI began In 1976, to press 
for the Historical Compromise. It supported the Christian-Democratic government 
without, however, entering Into that government. The Situation, then, was paradox· 
ical: while the masses had supported the PCI, believing this was the best way to 

. promote a policy of radical change, the pollcy of the Historical Compromise end· 
ed up bolstering the tottering forces of the DC. 

In terms of Italian society at large, this meant that workers had to pay for the 
economic crisis (which continued to grow worse between 1973 and 1976, as a 
result of the oil crisis). The PCI and the unions explicitly assumed the task of for· 
cing the working class to accept a policy of sacrifice, consumer restrictions, and 
reduced public spending. In the autumn of 1976, a few months after the elections, 
the Andreotti government instigated an economic offensl ... e against workers' 
salaries, Increasing the prices of the most essential goods-gasoline, bread, 
pasta, and services. The PCI and the unIons were used in order to deliver this 
blow. Workers in the large industrial centers of the North reacted in a wave of 
furIous protests, launched autonomously and a{:,lainst the will and Intentions of 
the unions: at Alta-Romeo, at FIAT, at ITALISIDER, and elsewhere, they waged in
dependent strikes. But the "crunch" passed: Hving condItions worsened notably 
for workers' their faith in the unions collapsed. And from that time, rejection of 
the forms a'nd directions of union organizatfon increased. What is more, the pollcy 
of "sacrifice" whIch cut consumption and public spendin9 and promoted worker 
lay-offs, rebounded back on those who were employed. It produced a constantly 
growing unemployment rate, which at the beginning of 1977 reached an un
precedented figure (1,700,000 offiCially; In reality more than 2 mUlIon). 

THE ORIGINALITY 
OF AUTONOMY 

111. Finally we arrive at 1977. The point of arrival, In many respects, of ten 
years of class struggle. The point of arrival for the student struggle begun in '68, 
for the workers' struggle of '69. It is the moment at Which all the fundamental 
contradictions accumulate and explode, provoking a profound crisis for State can. 
trol over society, for party and union control over the masses of youth. But at the 
same time, the revolutionary movement produced its most mature form of expres. 
sian, In which a fully articulated need is expressed for a communism that is the 
direct translation of proletarian society, without any necessity for external or 
Ideologica! organization, The Movement of '77 represents, in all Its aspects
social, political and cultural-the moment of culmination in the ascending phase 
o,f the class struggle In Italy. But for the very reason that it is fraught with con. 
tradlctlons, and for the very reason that It poses with unrelenting urgency the 
question of the transition to communism, the year 1977 is, for everyone, a 
definitive test. Italian society has been tested by ten years of uninterrupted social 
confHcL The masses are disillusioned and tired 01 the politics of the official 
Workers' Movement, of reforms and of compromise. Now they await a radically 
new perspective that will abandon and surpass the old categories of political in. 
stltutlons, a perspective that will at the same time produce a workable program 
for supersedIng capitalism. Such a program would have to be innovative com
pared with the Soviet type of socialist experience, which Is authoritarian, 
bureaucratic, and based on a new socialized form of labor exploitation. The in. 
novation is awaited everywhere, but the hopefui expectation can easily turn into 
passivity and disillusionment If signs of something new do not emerge. 

The Movement of '77 gathers together the new proletarian strata: young pro
letarians in the big cities who refuse to devote their whole lives to salaried labor 
who refuse any kind of work at all. The unemployed who issue from the schools' 
or universities as pOssessors of a high level of technlcal·sclentlfic knowledge are 
compeHed to waste their productive potential, or not use it at alL The forms O'f 
socia! behavior, of cultural identity that these strata prodUce isolate them from 
the political tradition; rather than speak of marginal living (emsrglnaz;one) we 
can talk at this point of self·dlrected marginal liVing. The cultural revo!utlo'n of 
1968, which upset forms of behavior, values, human relationships, sexual relatIon. 
ships, the relationship to country and to the home, has ended by creating a social 
stratum that Is recalcitrant before the notions of salaried work fixed residence 
and fixed position of work. " 

Moreover, the enormous technical'scientific and intellectual potential that the 
education of the masses has produced-a potential which fermented on contact 
with the process of mass self-education that the revolutionary movement has 
represented for 10 years-all this renders even more insupportable that contradic. 
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tion of capitalism, according to which, as technologlca! and sCientific capacltles 
increase, intellectual and creative energies are wasted, while the possibilities for 
in'novations in production are suppressed so that the existing labor organization 
and the organization of knowledge crucial to labor's functioning are not disturb
ed_ cuftural transformation, mass creativity, and refusal of work are the dominant 
themes of the Movement of '77 _ But only with difficulty could the Movement suc
ceed In organizing all that potential constituted by the intellectual energy, 
.echnical-scientlfic expertise and innovative energy that the young-proletarian 
strata possesS_ The enormous richness that the Movement of '77 expresses could 
not succeed in finding a formal program and positive organization. This is 
because of capitalist repression, but also becaUSe of the Inability of the revolu
tionary movement to adjust with rapidity Its interpretive categories and Its prac
tices to the reality of a mature, post-socialist proletariat. 

All during 1976, new forms of organizations-connected with Autonomy, but . 
related to all aspects of collective life and cultural identity-were being establish
ed. The rejection of the family and of Individualism had found a form of organiza
tion In the experience of proletarian youth associations. These associations were 
communes set up by squatters In certain neighborhoods of big clties; young pro
letarians thus organized territorially and experimented with forms of collective
life-In-transformation. 

The storm that the feminist movement proVOked In male-female relations and the 
subsequent explosion of homosexual collectives thus found a territory In which to 
consolidate in which to transform the customs of Hving, sleeping, eating, smok
Ing. In the ;ame period, the movement for free radio spread Widely. In every city, 
neighborhood and village the young proletarians, together with students and com
munications workers, used the occasion of a legislative vacuum (the result of 
which was that the State monopoly on information lapsed and was not replaced 
by any other sort of regulation) to give Ufe to a network of small "wildcat" sta
tions. The radio stations were operated with luck and very little money, but they 
could cover a territorial space adequate for the organizational forms and com
munication needs of the emerging proletarian strata. This was a truly revolu
tionary fact: with free radio It was possible to communicate rapidly the decisions 
and appointments of revolutionary organizations or base organizations. Through 
this channel circulated an uninterrupted flood of music and words, a flood of 
transformations on the symbolic, perceptive and imaginative planes. This flood 
entered every house, and anyone could intervene in the flow, telephoning, inter
rupting, adding, correcting. The design, the dream of the artlstic avant-garde-to 
bridge the separation between artistic communication and revolutionary transfor
mation or subversive practice-became in this experience a reality. The brief, hap
py experience of Radio Alice-which from February 1976 to March 1977 transmit
ted from Bologna-remains the symbol of this period, of that unforgettable year 
of experimentation and accumulation of intellectual, organizational, political, and 
creative energies. 

The year 1976 is also the year of the great concert·festlvalsof proletaria~ youth: a 
last wave of pop music, which arrived In Italy five or six years later than In the 
U.S. or Great Britain, but which found here an extremely ferUle cultural terrain. 
The sweet sound of pop immediately combined with a certain dimension of mass 
cultural transformation. It became the constituent element In a vision of the 
"soft" cultural and social revolution. 

The harshnesS of organizational life in the Workers' Autonomy was united and 
merged with the sweet experiences of cultural transformation and the easy flow 
of information. Lambro Park, 1976, in Milano: 18,000 proletarian youths performed 
a gigantic sun dance, the likes of which had never been seen before-then fought 
with pOlice for several hours. 

The autumn of 1976 saw an explosion In the movement toward "autonomous 
price-setting" (Butoreduzfone). Tens of thousands of young people, organized in 
associations of proletarian youth, came in from the suburbs of Milano, Rome and 

Bologna, laid siege to the cIty centers, confiscated merchandise from luxury 
shops, "autonomously reduced" the prices of movies, theaters and restaurants 
(that is, they paid what their politics requlred-a third or a fourth of the usual 
price). But the final test of the movement toward "autonomous price-setting" was 
a violent clash, a forerunner of the violence that would explOde in 1977: the battle 
of La Scala, on December 7, 1976. 

La Scala is the bourgeois theater of Milano. December 7 marks the Inauguration 
of the new season, the "opening night" gala. But young Milanese proletarians 
said that they would not permit the Milan bourgeois to stage this yearly provoca
tion with its pomp, finery and 80,000-lire tickets. They declared war on the Milan 
bourgeois and their festival. The government accepted the challenge, and 
thousands of police in battle formation defended La Scala. Hours and hours of 
conflict, 300 imprisoned, dozen5 arrested, 7 gravely wounded. The youth move
ment reflected for a month on this battle and on its catastrophic outcome. But 
only in order to be better prepared the next time. 

The next time was In February of 1977. 

The struggles that exploded In 1977 were completely out of proportion to what oc
casioned them: they began with a 5mall university campaign against a Christlan
Democratic "reform". On February 3, the fascists wounded a student in Rome, 
and the university was subsequently occupied. First in Rome, Palermo, and 
Naples, then in Florence and Torino, finally in Bologna. The occupation of the 
universities was a pretext: the aCademic institutions were occupied not only by 
students, but by young workers who worked in smaH factories, and had no other 
possibility for organization and concerted action. Then there were the 
unemployed, those who lived in the city outskirts, the juvenile delinquents, the 
disenfranchised ... University communities became general quarters for a wave of 
social struggle that had as a fundamental theme the refusal of the capitalist 
organization of work, the rejection of that system which generates exploitation 
and unemployment as the two poles of socialized work. "All work for tess [time)" 
became the watchword for this wave of struggle of young proletarians-a group 
heterogeneous from the point of view of productivity, but homogeneous from the 
point of view of culture. "Ali work for less" Is a watchword Which has nothing to 
do with questions such as "the right to a jab", or the right to a full-time posl.tion. 
Work Is necessary evll-or at least remains so for a historical period that we wish 
eventually to surpass and extinguish with collecUve force. What we want is to ap
ply, totally and coherently, the energies and the potentia! that exist for a socializ
ed Intelligence, for a general intellect. We want to make possible a general reduc-
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tion In working time and we want to transform the organization of work In such a 
way that an autonomous organization of sectors of productive experimental 
organization may become possible. These sectors would give rise to experimental 
forms of production in which the object of worker cooperation would not be profit, 
but the reduction of necessary work, the intelligent application of technical and 
scientific knowledge, and Innovation. 

This program actually existed among the young proletarian social strata that in 
February 1977 filled the dties with their demonstrations. 

Ttle cultural transformation and the rejection of prevaIHng values that the cultural 
experience of '76 (radio stations, associations, journals, "grass roots poetry") had 
accumulated, exploded with a wave of anti-Institutional creativity. The critique of 
power Is the critique of the language of power. On the 17th of February, the criti
que of power, the critique of representative institutions, and the critique of institu
tional1anguage were united in a unique action. 7000 young proletarians who (a 
fact without precedent in the Movement's history In Italy) expelled, with uncon
trollable rage and fury, the most important figure among Italian labor leaders, Lu
ciano Lama, secretary of CGIL and exponent of PCI, from a lecture hall at the 
University of Rome, where he was delivering a policy statement. The PCI accused 
the young proletarians of being "enemies of the working class" and tried to divide 
them from factory workers. But this move did not succeed; no factory supported 
the great union leader. Instead, the young workers of the Northern factories ex· 
pressed sympathy for the young proletarians of Rome who had expelled Lama. 
The split between the PCI and the Movement reached its apex at this period, and 
wHl likely never be repaired. On tne 17th of February a mass sector of the italian 
proletariat was l1berated with violence from socialist traditions, both Stalinist and 
reformist. The autonomy of the movement had been assured, in the con
sciousness and In the organization of ever-growing strata. And the stage was be
ing set for the Insurrection of March. 

March of 1977 was the moment of greatest Intensity in the explosion of the strug
gle for autonomy. The social strata that were mobilized In this month were the 
young unemployed intellectuals, together with "off-the-books labor and season a! 
workers'-that is, all sectors of Irregular or marginal workers. At the same Ume, 
March was the moment of the greatest tension and distance between the new 
movement for autonomy and the Communist Party. The act of expelHng Lama 
from the University of Rome established a precedent from which the people at the 
University of Bologna proceeded in the days of March. The occupation of the en
tire university zone by huge numbers of young proletarians coming from every 
area was transformed into a true Insurrection when on March 2, a youth was kHled 
by pOlice. But Bologna is also the city in which the PCI has always been strong; 
tho local government Is a leftist coalition and bosses and organizations of the 
Workers' Movement collaborate to ensure social peace. The exploitation of young 
workers in Bologna Is controlled by a network of little bosses and bureaucrats, 
often linked with the Communist Party. In brief: Bologna is the city of the realized 
Historical Compromise. And for that reason (as weH as for the reasons of the 
Movements' extraordinary creative vitality) the Bologna experience marked a mo
ment of absolutely central politlcal importance. 

The extraordinary violence of the days in March, the mass foHowlng attracted by 
the Movement, and the radicel nature of Its objectives created a crisis for the 
city's Historical Compromise by offering evIdence of the government's Inability to 
function as an instrument of control over vest proletarian sectors. 

For ten days, two large cities (Bologna and Rome) were In the nands of the Move
ment-in very violent conflict in Rome on March 7; on the 2nd and the 12th of 
March in Bo!ogna. On the 12th, Rome was the theater for a six-hour battle in 
which tens of thousands of youths were engaged, while 100,000 filed by in 
demonstrations. And then in the following days at Bologna the Movement invaded 
the City. The Itallan bourgeoisie recognized at this Ume the serious danger that Its 
design for Institutional order faced, and saW that the PC!'s ability to guarantee 

order nad been undermined. Consequently, the PCI lost credibility both as the 
gover.nlng party, and because It had let control of so vast a movement slip away 
frOm It. The State was forced to resort to brutal repression: hundreds of arrests in 
Bologna, and then the unleashing of a campaign of repreSSion allover Italy that 
struck most heaVily at groups that worked on the cultural level' radios Journals 
publishing houses, and bookstores were closed and searched. . , , 

But the Movement was not broken; In Milano, Turin, and then once more In Rome 
the m~ss ~em?nstrations continued. The summer began with a violent 
polemlc-msplred by an appeal launChed by French intellectuals against the 
r.epresslon-on the repressive nature of the Historical Compromise as an Institu
tional design for the elimination of all dissent. 

Also at that. time, there began in Italy (and here the MOvement was behind the 
Umes) a critical analysis of socialism of the Stalinist type (of which in the last 
analysis, the PCI is only a variant). On the strength of theoretical r~flections 
dev.eloped In France by those such as Foucault, Deleuze, and Guattarl (a more 
critICal and doubtful reception was given to the Nouveaux Philosophes, who were 
to.o removed from any concrete experience with the critique of instltutlons and 
wrth class struggle), and a new front was opened in the strugg Ie against the 
State. Thus ne~ forms of totalitarianism were seen developing as the historical 
1:lt w~s assimIlated by the apparatus of power. And so the critique of the institu
tIonalized Workers' Movement acquired a new connotation: according to the PCI 
al! the years after '66 had been marked by gains for SOCIal democratic and refor: 
mIst causes, But now one began to discover that socia! democracy, even though 
Introducing n~w elements into the communist worker movement tradition of the 
Third internatIOnal, Was not necessarily in contradiction with totalitarian violent 
and Stalinist trends. In fact, the two aspects were mixed in the PCI Whi~h had 
b.ecome a co.mponent of bourgeoiSie democracy by abandoning eve'ry type of 
Violence against the existing order and at the same tIme a Violent force of 
totalitarianism agaInst the reVOlutionary movement. 

Confronted with the wave of repression that followed the eVents of March and 
mindful of the discussion that had developed on the nature of the State after the 
~Istorlcal Compromise, the Bologna movement set forth a proposal for a Conven. 
hon to be held at the end of September. At the Convention, all components of the 
Movement In Italy could come together, along with all the European intellectuals 
or political groups that were interested in the Italian revolution as a forerunner of 
thIngs to come. The September Convention was the great opportunity-missed 
however-for the Movement to overcome Its purely negative, destructive connota
tions, and formulate a programmatic position for the autonomous organiZation of 
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a real society against the state, an autonomous organization of social, Intellec
tual, and productive energies that might make possible a progressIve llberation of 
lives from salaried work. Unfortunately, the Convention turned into a reunion 
against repression, and this greatly reduced the theoretical importance and the 
possibilities of this period. Nonetheless, 70,000 people were present at the con
vention and the attention of the whole Italian proletariat (as weH as that of vast 
numbers of lnteHectua\s all over Europe) was directed toward the Convention. But 
the gathering concluded without producing any direction for the future, any new 
program, and without advanCing the Movement. Instead it was restrIcted to hear
ing tales of repression and then defining, in negative terms, its reaction. A long 
phase of crisIs had begun for the Movement, a crisis that involved disp~rsion, 
disorganIzation and above aU, the lack of prospects. 

IV. Up to this point, we have completely ignored the prOblem - absolutely central 
to the analysis of class struggle In Italy - of terrorism. Armed struggle was a 
form of agitatlon that grew ever larger after a certain point, and finally became 
preponderant in September 1977. The problem of terrorism probably cannot be 
dissociated from the whole complex of experiences connected with the Move
ment's organization \n factories and In soclety. 

On the other hand It is also true that the entire rapid analysis we have made of 
the most significant moments of the class struggle In this decade remains In
complete and spotty. We have neglected, on purpose, an analysis of the relation
ship between the mass movement and clandestine organizations or armed ac· 
tions. The reason for this omission is that we would like, within the framework of 
our necessarily simplified "history", to view the experiences of the armed struggle 
as a symptomatic fact, as a symptom of the problems not resolved by the mass 
movement. 

This is certainly a 'laUd enough viewpoint today. In recent years, the armed strug
gle has more and more assumed a "terrorist" connotation; no longer within the 
mass movement, it has completely replaced the Movement and occupies all the 
available space. 

The first and most important armed organization in Italy - the Red Brigades -
was born out of the workers' struggle in the first years of the 70's. The militants 
of the Red Brigades come from the large factories \n Milan, Turin, and Genoa. The 
first armed actions (the kidnapping of managers of factories, together with acts 
of sabotage) were linked to the workers' struggle against the factory hierarchy. 
But after these first actions (1971, 1972), the Red Brigades evolved rapidly toward 
a strategy of frontal, "political" - in the worst, most abstract sense of the term 
-opposition to the State. From this pOint they began to behave like an actual 
party, whose actions and Objectives are neither related to, nor dependent on, the 
times and on the forms of the mass struggle. In this new phase the Brigades 
reached a critical point, at which the extreme "ML" (Marxist-Leninist In the most 
dogmatic and avant-garde sense) types of thinking prevaHed in the fighting 
organization. Moreover, the theoretical-political grounding of the mH\tants In the 
Brigades Is distinctly Stalinist. Part of their background, especially their social 
context (the factories) comes from the "hard" Stalinist base of the Communist 
Party. The socia! contexts of the Brigades - even more than their selection of a 
clandestine modus operandi - set them apart from others even as early as 1974; 
by 1977, the differences between the evolving Movement for Autonomy and the 
Brigades had become even greater. 

The highest point in the career of the Red Brigades was the kidnappIng and 
murder of AIda Mora, President of the DC. These events took place at a time 
when the Movement found Itself In a state of crisis and ImmObilization, largely 
because of the "failure" of the September Convention. It was precisely the 1m
moblHzatlon induced by the Convention that led ever larger sectors of the Move
ment, especially those harassed by repressive measures, to choose a clandestine 
life. Many other fighting organizations sma1\er than the Red Brigades were form
ed. These sma1\er organizations had Objectives that were closely linked to social 
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After '77, and especially after the Mora affair, sectors of Autonomy began to 
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realize all this. And here our study must become more complex, if we wish to 
comprehend the most recent period of Italian history, that is, the events of AprH 7, 

1979. 

In '77 the positions taken by the Movement on the armed struggle were Impreclse. 
The entire Movement had rightly refused to condemn (as the bourgeois regime 
and its parties requested) mass violence. The March insurrection had been a vir· 
tual explosion involving tens of thousands of proletarians and young people, and 
that level of violence was an inevitable stage which gave to the Movement the 
maneuvering room always denied it by the Institutions. But on the subject of ter· 
rorlst action the debate was always more confused"AII the components of the 
Movement recognized the proletarian and revolutionary origins of the fighting for
mations (a few .idlots actually sought to excommunicate the armed formations, or 
to declare them agents of foreign secret services or of reactionary groups-but 
everyone knows that the militants In these formations are comrades who come 
out of agitation In factories or In the slums, out of experiences we all had In 
those years). So the problem was put In terms of "Iegltlmatlzatlon." 

Within the Movement, there are two opinions on this question of "legitimacy". 
One faction considers armed clandestine action as a simple "extension" of mass 
violence, an "extension" of proletarian restiveness at the legal limits imposed by 
capitalism. But others demur, claiming that this outlook underestimates (In the 
name of spontaneous sympathy) the radical contradiction between autonomous 
behavior on the part of proletarian strata (who are the bearers of a potential for 
liberation) and the Stalinist politics, or even State-like behavior, of the BoA. 

Positions on the legitimacy of terrorism differ within the various components of 
the Movement. The Bologna movement (the so-called "creative wing") recognized 
without hesitation the contradiction between terrorism and the mass movement. 
The committees of Autonomous Workers (Autonomia Operaia) at Rome (the 
"Volsel") forcefully criticized the politics of the Red Brigades, while other groups 
maintained more problematic position in order to avoid lumping together ter-
rorism and the most radical practices of the Movement. But while the 
"Ideological" discussion of terrorism continued, people lost sight of terrorism as 
spectacle, of its capacIty to occupy progressively more space on the stage-set of 
class struggle. And when this aspect of terrorism was considered (after the Moro 
kidnapping) a new operation began: one dId not attempt to condemn or exorclse 
terrorism (as the great bourgeois journalists did, and behind them the little jour· 
nalists of Lotta Continua), nor even to support it in order to gain something from 
It. instead, one sought to supersede It. Superseding terrorism became the true 
problem for the revolutionary movement. Given that combat formations 
represented a product of a faction which the Movement had not been able to 
supersede, It was necessary to supersede this faction and its terroristic 
manifestations. It was necessary to engage oneself in this effort. We can say that 
the intellectual and militant segments of Autonomy were concerned after the 
death of Moro with finding methods of superseding terrorism. Superseding ter· 
rorism did not mean becoming Involved in the Nazi extermination that the super· 
policemen (like General Dalla Chiesa, plenipotentiary of the anti-terrorists) tried to 
effect with dragnets, with indiscriminate arrests, with corruption and stool 
pigeons, with torture and Internment camps. Instead, superseding terrorism meant 
creating a foundation for pacification and for the reconstruction of condlUons 
needed for the class struggle. To pacify obviously meant to remove the obstacle 
constituted by the more than one thousand political prisoners. Liberation, then, of 
the political detainees, along with amnesty, elimination of the camps, and 
dismissal of DaUa Chiesa. All these are objectives of pacification originating 
within the Movement, objectives that the political planners of Autonomy want to 
make Into the aims of a mass initiative capable of setting up the conditions for a 
resumption of the class struggle in a strategically autonomous form, no longer 
determined by the difficult straits of a civil war, 

But suddenly, just when the possibility of superseding terrorism began to be 
perceived and began to mature, State repression intervened with all the power 
that it could put Into the field. We have reached the events of April 7. 
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The desire of the State to eliminate every attempt at superseding terrorism 
~ecame yet clearer when the editors of Metropoli were arrested and the publica
tion sup.pressed, ~etropDIi in fact Is a Journal devoted specifically to the goal of 
surpassing terronsm and reconstructing autonomous conditions for the class 
struggle. 

For qui~e some time to come, the revolutionary movement wlll have to deal with 
the actions taken by the State on April 7. Even beyond the questfon of liberating 
the comrades who were arrested, some fundamental doubts have been raised 
~nd the possi,bHi~y of m~kin~ a transition to a new epoch in the process of Ilb'era
tlon from capitalist dommatlOn has been jeopardized In a dramatic way. 

To divest oneself of these last ten years and at the same time to uncover the con· 
tlnuity Inherent In the process of liberation-these are two apparently contradic
tory moves, but moves which must be effected simultaneously. This is the pro· 
blem facing us at the m~ment. But the actions of the government were aimed at 
rendering any transition Impossible. 

In the ~am~aign which the power structure has launched against Autonomy, 
everything IS false: not this or that detail, not this or that assertion, but 
everything-the eVidence, the proof, the circumstances. Everything Is false, and 
the power structure knows It, even declares It. It Is of no Importance to the power 
structures w.hether something is true of not. This is the spirit behind the govern· 
ment opera!lOn. The deterrent power of the operation lies in its capacity to 
unleash a Violent campaign of Immense proportions, a campaign based on 
SIMULATION. The rea! operatives of the offensive are not the judges, but the 
~ress, the TV, and the Performance. Thus the offensive Is beyond politics, freed 
fmally.from.any remaining link to truth, liberated hum any correspondence with 
actuality. Simulate an Infinite number of war scenarios and project them on the 
s.creen of th~ mass imagination-this Is the strategy. For in truth It Is In that ter
ritory of the Imagination that the real war Is being fought. On one side of the bat· 
tle is .Dissuasion (the l.nflnlte power of the State, the all·seeing eye, the all
knOWing brain, the aU·lmaglnlng mind), on the other is Liberation of the creative 
e~7rgies of a proletariat whose InteUectual potential is immense, but whose con
dlt!ons of materia! existence are cramped and miserable. This is the real con· 
tradiction, the real war. 

So; the Performance of Aprl1 7 has shown that the power structure can win the 
war today by Invading the realm of the Imagination. And, having conquered the 
r
7

alm of the Imagination, the power structures now run rampant, demonstrating a 
Violence that has no precedents, and arrogance that is totalitarian. 
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How can one deny that the power structure "seems" to have won? Hasn't It, after 
all, with that stroke of simulation, arrogated to Itself the right to put an entire 
decade on tria!? It has set itself up as a tria! Judge. And so the decade of 
egalitarianism and solidarity, the decade of collectivization end rejection of work 
are now on triaL What better Introduction, what better premise to a "backlash" 
that promises a return to normal production, to the usual, day·to.day violence that 
occurs in the family and on the job? 

Meanwhile, as the power structure prepares to try our entire decade as criminal, 
subversive and paranoid-well, here we see the forces that represent the eXisting 
Movement unable to understand the meaning of this Operation Simulation launch
ed by the power structure, unable to understand anything In fact, and unable to 
react In any way. 

So It goes for Organized Autonomy. Its paralysis is complete. As of April 7 It has 
been shunted into the Wax Museum of pOlitics. In the face of the power structure, 
in the face of that game of mirrors which is Simulatfon, the good little bad boys 
of Autonomy have replied with the conviction that their party (with all Its holy, 
eternal priciples such as "active abstention" ... ) can match the State regiment for 
regiment. But the State operates on a hundred battlefields, white the party of 
Autonomy cannot even operate on that single field It has chosen for itself-the 
streets are off limits, and for those incapable of thinking in any terms but street 
campaigns, the streets themselves have become unusable. Those who want to 
respond to the simulation-filled pOWer structures with the power (but does it ex· 
ist?) of truth and of counter-information will find their words turning to dust In 
their mouths. 

Let us also examine those whose business It Is to be concerned about guarantees 
of freedom. The Intellectuals-yes, even they seek to reaffirm their role by seek
Ing out the "truth", Take a look at what Umberto Eco has to say in the AprH 22 
edition of La Repubbl/ca. After having sought the "truth" for half a page, usIng 
methods worthy of a detective novel, he announces that the boundary between 
legality and illegality can shift depending on the moment, on the circumstances. 
Power relationShips, he says. Of course! It's true: legality is determined by the 
power relationships that obtain between old and new, between the liberation of 
the possible and the dictatorship of the present. The greater the strength of that 
Movement which strains to liberate the possibiHties compressed within the pre· 
sent, the farther the boundaries of legality wi!! be pushed. Because legality is only 
the sanctioning (by structures, by judges, by the police) of the present state of af
fairs, of the present's right to suppress the energies, the creativity and the Inven
tive pOWers of the proletarian segment of society. Good thinking, Eco. Except that 
the people who set those boundaries of legality are people (!ike Eco) who write for 
La Repubblica. And the people who decide where the boundaries should be 
shifted are truth-seekers of Eco's ilk-as If It were possible to continue with that 
attitude of the entomologist which he shows, the attitUde of someone examining 
historical processes, struggles, programs, passions and defeats as though they 
were natural phenomena, as though within them were not the pulsation of a sub· 
jective intensity and the possibility for a disruption and overthrow of the entire 
scenerio. Today, after the events of April 7, It Is the power structure which 
simulates the scenerio In which power relationShips are determined. The truth 
determines nothIng. 

Or take the case of LUigi Barzln!, who on April 10, on the front page of the Cor
riere della Sera, defines the comrades arrested on April 7 as Messianic visionaries 
who provide an irrational movement with a program that constantly feeds the uto
pian Impulses of the masses of young people, who would otherwise be scattered, 
desperate or reSigned. Well that's true enough. But that obstinate anger with 
which revolutionary thinking !n Italy has nourished the desires and wants of the 
masses of proletarians and youth has nothing irrational about it. It is the reality 
of the socia! contradictions in urban areas, the dramatic reality of the contradic· 
tion between man and nature, which Is the radical element-not our wants. It is 
reality which sets before us the choice between utopia and barbarism, between a 
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breakdown of the present system and the permanent threat of destruction 
ecocatastrophe and psychocatastrophe. And the cholce will have to be m~de very 
soon, v~ry q~ick!y. The acceleration of pace in urban areas, the mad inhumanity 
of relatIOnships between people, the hallUCinatory quality of every form of expres
sion and every form of existence, and the increase In milltarization-all these 
developments combine to set an urgent choice before revolutionaries: breakdown 
or barbarism. And even if the possIbilities for a breakdown were very limited even 
If everything were tending in a direction opposed to the possibility of liberating 
humanIty's technical, scientific, creatlva and Inventive energies from the destruc
tive domination of capitalism and ecocatastrophe, even if the Idea of liberating 
these potentials were a utopian one-well, even so, the only realistic choice 
would be revolution. 11 we are interested in life, then only revolution Is a realistic 
alternative. 

The situation In Italy provides a social laboratory of exceptlona! Interest, both 
from the point of view of capitalist domination and from the revolutionary paint of 
view. The most Important fact for understanding the present situation Is that cen
tralized and coherent forms of control over the social sector have come to an end 
and thus the SOciety and the forces which circulate in the social sector are no ' 
longer governable by politics. 

The real mystery of the Italian situtation Is how an apparatus of domination over 
social beings can be maintained by a functioning which must deal with and 
organize the most varied and contradictory types of behavior imaginable. The real 
problem Is how the functioning of domination and the capitalist system's 
assignlng-of-value can be established by means of unfocused conflict. There Is a 
thread of functionIng which runs through discontinuity, fragmentation and can
flicl. The question Is how can the labor market continue to function, when an 
enormous quantity of surplus-value is produced by a segment of the labor force 
which Is politically and culturally Insubordinate, extremely flexible In terms of its 
mObility, unwilling to accept the fixed arrangement of salaried output, and obHged 
to accept a relatively hIgh rate of confiscation of the surplus value produced. The 
marriage of Insubordination and productivity, of confHct and functioning, Is the 
pOint of departure for a new alliance between capitalistic development and the 
proletarian liberation movement. This alliance provides the only possible means 
of resolving the present crisis, the only way In which conditions for a productive 
autonomy, rather than an ossified SUbordination, Can be established. 

The present situation-in which a totalizing functioning exists without the total
Ity, and In which power exIsts without a government-has In fact seen power pre. 
sent Itself as mere tactics, as "day· by-day politics", capable of functioning only 
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under that guise. The functioning of this type of politics is not guided by any 
coherent strategic planning, but by a game of Internal se1f.regu~ation. To oppose 
this mechanism of self-regulation (in which the official declarat!ons and the an
nounced strategies aTe only simulations of tactical 'scenarios that cannot actually 
control the forces they summon up)-to oppose this mechanism of self-regulation 
by offering a coherent alternative strategy-as Organized Autonomy has sought 
to do-only amounts to remaining ensnared In a game, the rules of which none of 
the players can make operative. So: there is no strategy, no .crlterlon of truth In 
tactics. But there is a point of contact-at least on the tactIcal level-between 
the proletariat's Importunate desire for liberation from the slavery of work and 
capitalism's interests In Increasing the relative rate of surplus-value an~ Increas
ing social productivity. It is at this point of contact that one can occas!onally 
break the power of that Domination which wishes to fo~esta\l Autonomy, which 
restrains the Intellectual energies of the proletariat, whIch organizes Knowledge 
and Know-how In a functional design aimed at reproducing the form of Capital 
and the form of Value so that the road to the liberation of life from work is 
closed off so that th~ potential contained in the intelligence and activity of the 
Individual 'is held in check, while he is compelled to de-indivldualize himself and 
submit to being made Into Abstract Work. 

Thus we stand before the paradox of a domination which is exercIsed without any 
government a controlling of the system without a governing of the system, When 
a system b~comes very complex and has numerous independent variables, then 
the adage "an empty mind Is an open mind" seems to apply. It Is the absence of 
"planning" which makes the system controllable. The "full weight" of an .ar
tlculated plan tends to polarize society by making people erect "walls of Judge-, 
ment". In complex systems polarization is eliminated and the means of regulatIon 
tend to be in conformity with the Indeterminacy of the system. ThIs rule of ~humb 
prevails even on Ideological and judicial levels. So let us examine once agam that 
judicial campaign launched on the 7th of April. 

The "castle" of accusations built up has no "foundation". But this is exactly what 
the government actions were designed to show: "justi.ce" ~eveals its lack,,~f f~un:, 
dation in "law" in a way that is nearly obscene. Only In thIS manner can just!.ce 
enter into a "crime-accusation" relationship with social beings that are very dif
ferent from one another. 

Illuminating for the study of this phenomenon are the revelations of certain in· 
tellectuals who would have us beHave they were once "plants". wlthin.th~ M?ve
ment. Consider some of the more dignified confessions: "Forgive me If I InSist on 
this point, but that version of "Potere Operaio" (I.e., the Veneto-EmiH~n branch to 
which Cacciari belonged) has nothing at all to do with the version which arose 
after 1968." (Cacciari, in an Interview granted to Repubblica, 10/4/79). Or t.hiS: "I 
had my last political discussion with Negri more than ten years ago ... SInce that 
time I haven't seen him ... " (Asor Rosa, in La Repubb/ica 2414179),You know the 
saying-"People betray themselves"! And this is the mechanism which the forces 
of "justice" want to set in motion: individuals must autonomously come to feel a 
need to eXCUlpate themselves, or a need to separate themselves from the accused 
in order to savor the "pleasure of having survived"-to borrow a phrase from 

Canettl. 

The law's lack of foundations becomes strikinQly apparent when the "law" lives in 
a state of "emergency", When it becomes a "judicial emergency measure". But 
emergency means a cut-off of rationality; thus the hype must show itself as 
hype-it can only be effective if it is lived as hype. The "law" feels the need to 
make itself indeterminate In order to be able to prosecute all those beings who 
are determined by sOGiety, in order to control every determination. 

The indeterminacy of the "law" in fact amounts to the indeterminacy of ~ocial 
types: what, after all, Is the typical revolutionary of today? This indeterm~nate 
"law", In spite of appearances and in spite of the price that has been. paId by the 
vanguard movements, is not intent on hounding these movements (If It were, then 

the "law" would be a quite determinate thing, would have foundations-this is 
the position of the PCI), but rather directs its attentions tOWard indeterminate 
elements. An American researcher wrote in a recent analysis of the phenomenon 
of terrorism that "the 'moral sensibility' of the normal citiZen is not very different 
form that of the terrorist" (Jan Schreiber), since, in a complex system in which 
"mediation" as a structure has failed, every group, down to the level of the In
dividual, tends to define itself autonomously, and not see itself in relation to 
"others". In a similar vein, Brian Jenkins has defined terrorism as the "instrum'ent 
for gaining political objectives that have been set autonomously." The indeter
minacy of the"law" serves as a means for pursuing social beings who 
autonomously define themselves to the extent that they are no longer identifiable 
by their social "status". To "prosecute" social beings thus means that the law 
must make itself "im-personal" to such a degree that it becomes a symbolic 
representation, a performance or spectacle of accusation and trial. Rather than 
prosecute private citizens, it aims at prosecuting symbolic figures, products of a 
collective imagination; the Guilty Party is a product of everyone's imagination. At 
this leve! of abstraction of beings, the law can no longer sustain itself and has 
need for abstractions promulgated by the mass media. Indeterminacy requires a 
relationship with the mass media-only then can the "theater of cruelty" be 
staged_ 

The law turns into a combination of emergency and mass media, exists in the 
form of emergency as it becomes identified with the mass media, is the one in vir
tue of being the other. 

Court action operates in the realm of contingencies not only because it is a 
system of tactics which shifts the boundaries of legality according to individual 
circumstances-as Umberto Eco asserts-but also because today every boundary 
is outside the scope of classically codified law, because there is no longer any 
point in prosecuting "private" beings. What matters is not so much the outcome 
of the court action, but rather the symbolic trial set in motion through the mass 
media. And the objective of court action is not so much the maintenance of order, 
but rather the immediate creation of a collective recognition of the 
"boundaries"-a recognition that can be created only when disorder prevails. 
There is no more "personal" penalization, only symbolic penalization. The tradi
tional tria! in the courtroom has become irrelevant in the face of the imaginary 
trials (I.e., enacted by the imagination) staged by the mass media. What cannot be 
penalized in physical terms is instead penalized by means of a universal 
sacrificial rite, that Is, the symbolic trials which the mass media stage in the im
agination of the collectivity. It is the imagination which is actually on triaL The 
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trial is aimed at creating certain attitudes and insights, at forcing indeterminate 
social beings to assume, autonomously and of their own acccord, an identity 
defined for them by the courts. 

To this end lexical items from Negri's texts and ideas have been put on trla\; it is 
of no inter~st whose lexicon it is- rather, it is the lexicon, the ideas of the im
aginary social being which have been charged. The prosec~tio~ is ~ot ~eeking a 
single guilty party but rather the Guilty Party- the collective Imagmatlon of the 
Guilty Party. The deconstruction and construction of texts a~d.lexic~n are func,. 
tional elements in the establishment of the lexical and linguistic GUilty Party. It IS 

not accidental that Umberto Eco feels the need to use ambiguities in his article. 
Putting words on trial is not possible in the courtroom; It is done Instead in the 
mass media and in the symbOlic process. 

Having come this far, we now need to construct an operational .synthesis w~ich is 
capable of overturning the premises which the power structure Imposed by Its ac
tions of April 7 (as we!! as all the other premises which the power structure has 
imposed in recent times). The goal which the reVolutionary element has been 
seeking to attain (more Of less consciously) in recent years is the liberation of 
that potential for autonomy which has been propagated In society by the e~forts 
of the present form of organized Autonomy. This goal is equivalent to the aim of 
undertaking a passage from the 1970's to the 1980's while maintaining structural 
conditions that ensure the liberation of life from labor and that avoid the logic of 
extermination and ecodestruction promulgated by Nuclear Age capitalism. 

The offensive undertaken by the power structure during recent months is directed 
at making this passage imposslble- that is, it is aimed at restoring the inltla.tive 
to the state while preventing the continued existence of the structural conditions 

needed for revolution. 

Power exercised without an attempt to govern accepts a very high level of con
flict. Thus the power structure has learned to survIve on a discontinuous terrain, 
reconstructing the continuity of its functioning across this discontinulty. Revolu
tionary impulses are permitted to operate in every social mHieu, In every typ: of 
production function except for that fundamental function which is the function 
constituted by Knowledge. Present urban society may in fact be conceived as 
medieval fiefdoms: highwaymen and madmen can roam about seeking booty or in
dulging In fits of insanity, but only if they stay in the countryside, in the desert. 
places and in the woods, and do not come onto the manor grounds. The manor In 
the metropolis of the 1980's is the place where Knowledge is produced, the 
technological heart of production. The access routes to this manor are closely 
guarded, while in the streets and homes of the metropoHs, anything goes. 

The center of the social organization lies in that zone where Knowledge is pro
duced and functions. But it would be simplistic to conclude that the revolution 
therefore needs to substitute a Leninist seizure of Knowledge for a Leninist 
seizure of the state. The problem is in reality much more complicated, since not 
only the properties and use of Knowledge, but also its structure, are de.ter~ined 
by its capitalistic functloning. And the process of overturning. the functiOning o~ 
Knowledge {today Knowledge functions to control and to assIgn value, but within 
it Hes the possibility for a self-transformation into an infinitely productive force 
capable of progressively freeing segments of social existence from the con
straints of work)-thls process of overturning is linked to a repeated, long-term 
(perhaps extremely long-term) dislocation of the modes, the procedures and the 
instruments of the production of Knowledge (a passage from the power structure 
to an autonomous socIal arrangement). And only this long process of repeated 
dislocation and appropriation of the modes and instruments of the produc:ion of 
Knowledge will be able to modify the epistemological, and thus the operative, 

structure of Knowledge. 

But the forms and the politics Involved in this process are still entirely unknown 
to us. That is to say, we have not elaborated any theory of "transition" (to use 
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that horrible and impreCise word). The only theory of power and transition that we 
possess, the theory to which we must constantly refer-perhaps in order to 
deviate from lI, though always remaining in some ways entrapped within it-is the 
Leninist one. Essentially, the leninist theory can be formulated as follows: the 
proletariat must take possession of the State, bolster the machinery of the State 
and the domination of the State's will over soclety in order to abolish capitallsm 
(only afterward wi!! the extinction of the State be possible). We have had the 
dream of realizIng this program on our minds for fifty years now, from the time of 
"war communism", from the time of the NEP, through the period of Stalinism, up 
to the Chinese experience, up to the awful reality of present-day socialism. 
Capitalism has been neither abolished nor transformed, but rather has become 
ossified, inasmuch as the State, which ought to incarnate the wiB to supersede, 
has instead been nothing more than the reification of those relationships of pro
duction inherited from capitalism. In other words, the State has represented a 
terrorist·style forced recapitulation of the existing modes of production, a throttl
ing of every possible move toward autonomy in the social system. 

Thus the time now seems ripe to formulate an hypothesis concerning the "transi
tion". The hypothesis which we advance as the premise for further theoretical 
work is an exact reversal of Lenin's theory. That is, we seek to reHy an "ignor
action" toward the State" ("ignoraction": adapted from the German ignorak
lion-an action which ignores, does not recognize those formal boundaries which 
the State imposes), to reily an abolition of the mechanism of State control and to 
reity a political formalization of the alliance between mobile strata of the labor 
force and dynamic capitalism, between capitalistic, post-industrial, electronic 
development and proletarian insubordination to the work ethic. It is interesting 
that at present renewed attention is being given to neo-libertarian hypotheses in 
economics. The interest that many revolutionary Marxists have manifested fOr 
economic hypotheses of neo-libertarian tendency thus becomes understandable. 

Revolutionary thinking must focus its critical skill on the problem of transition, if 
only to liquidate and supersede the concept. As L. Berti has said, the concept of 
"transition" and the system of categories which it Involves can "produce" a real 
scenario-can produce a vision of the revolutionary process which gets in the 
way of liberation. Divesting oneself of this concept means divesting oneself of a 
practice and an Ideological projection, and thus, in the end, divesting oneself of 
an effect of reality. Freeing oneself of the Idea that capitalism and communism 
are systems which succeed each other in a diachronic scheme amounts to 
recognizing that in a revolution from the apex of capitalism lies the only possibili
ty for a Movement of Autonomy from capitalist domination. This Movement of 
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Autonomy involves liberation from work, and suppression of the general forma! 
conditions of capitalist domination. The breakdown of this domination can thus 
be conceived (and put into effect) as a subjective mode (in the Movement toward 
Autonomy) of a process In which capital determines the material conditions for 
the reconstruction, without reproducing the formal condItions of the previous 
system. Separating the material organization of Know-how from the form of Value 
then becomes-not a natural tendency, but the strategiC objective, the plan of 
operation of the revolutionary movement. 

Translated by Jared Becker, 
Richard Reid & Andrew Rosenbaum 

1\J1 BO-1-8141974·Bologna, Italy: A view of a wrecked car on the Rome-Munich ltaUcus Ex
press. After two e)(ploalons and a Ure In e tunnel through the Appenlne Mountains south of B., 
Police said a time-bomb apparently exploded In a tOilette, triggering a second blast and the 
fire, which kl11ed 12 persons and Injured more than 30 others. In foreground 12 bodies covered 
with sheets. (UPt/ANSA) 
11/2 Ml-B03-4117l75-MILAN, Italy: a priest blessing the body of GiannI Zibecchl, 26, kl11ed dur
Ing the riots tOday In Ml1an. (UPI) 
il/3 Flat Mlrallorl plant, Turin 
U/4 Pier Paolo PasoHnl Photo A.F.P./Agence France-Presse 
illS Tables for 34 Persons, 1974·75 Marlo Mea Installation In an abandoned factory near Stutt· 
gart, GaUery Hetzler & Kener GmbH 
11/7 Photo: D. Cortez 
11IB-9 vIa Fanl 
!lito Super-Blphoto: Seth Tllet 
11111 ROM 1205101 DRUM BEATERS ROME: lending emphasis by pounding on metal drums, 
striKing metal worKers stage a noisy demonstration demanding higher wages and a 40-hour 
week. More than 50,000 persons took part in the bIggest labor march of the year, Nov. 28. 
DespIte fears of police authorities, the manifestation was orderly. (UPI) 1215/69 
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April 7: 
• Repression 

in Italy 

Cari 

The foHowlng analysts of the April 7 opera
tion was written by the New York CommIttee 
Against Reprass10n In 1taly. 

LAWS INHERITED 
FROM FASCISM 

defendants, who have been primarily charged for their pofitica/ ideas. Other 
"evidence" consists of telephone tapes, secret witnesses and informants. For ex
ample, the major "evidence' !inking Negri and the journalist Nlcotrl with the Mora 
kidnapping is alleged phone conversations between the two defendants and 
members of the Mora family. Nocotri was eventually freed On July 7, after 3 mono 
ths in Jail. As for Negri, voice-print analysis conducted both in Italy and at the 
University of Michigan cleared him entirely of the Charge. The Italian press, so in
sistent on the telephone accusation, hardly mentioned the results of the voice
print analysis reached in July 1979. Toni Negri is stili in prison. 

Of utmost concern is the violation of the defendant's right to construct their legal 
defense. The prosecutor has imprfsoned and isolated them (without ball), and only 
then has he attempted to construct his case. This is a dangerous precedent 
(reminiscent of the West German Kontaktverbot) for it makes it impossible for the 
defense lawyers to defend their cHents against vague general charges, supported 
only by contradictory "evidence." 

As La Repubblica states, concerning the arrest warrant of Negri, it Is "10 pages 
without any proof." What Calogero, the prosecutor, claims to be "evidence" 
against Negri simply refers to his ideas and writings which have been openly sold 
in bookstores for years. Thus, under the pretense of defending democracy, the 
prosecutor has actually swept aWay the last vestiges of the individual's legal 
rights, beginning with freedom of expression. 

The italian State, which has retained the criminal laws of the fascist period (i.e., 
the Cod Ice ROCCO, which makes It possible to convict someone for having 
"dangerous" opinions) has reinforced its fascist inheritance by instituting the 
"Legge Reale" in 1975. This is a body of laws, purportedly against terrorism, 
which severely curtails personal freedom giving the police the right to shoot In
dividuals without any legal consequences. In the referendum of 1978, the Chris
tian Democrats (CD) and the Communist Party (ICP) jOined forces to support the 
"Legge Reale." This coalition was a blatant attempt to muzzle the new emerging 
socia! movements. 

In Italy there is no bail procedure and a defendant can be kept in jail for up to 2 
years before belnQ tried. In the case of Negri and the others, where charges are 
seriOUS, preventive detention is aHowed for up to 4 years. Further, if the defense 
is unsuccessful, they must remain In jail for 2 years before their appeal; then, If 
they lOse that appeal after 2 more years, they can go before the Supreme Court. 

The deep crisis within the Italian politic a! system enables the leading parties (the 
CD and ICP coalition) to look for "scapegoats," thereby diverting attention from 
the real problems. The ICP after its Historical Compromise with the Christian 
Democrats, has been encountering increasing disillusionment within its rank and 
file, evidenced by a record collapse In membership and heavy losses in the past 
administrative elections. In response, the party has labeled dissidents as either 
terrorIsts or fascists. ThUS, It Is not a coincidence tnat Calogero, the prosecutor In 
the recent wave of events, Is a ICP member. The Communist Party has willingly 
paraded itself as the main defender of law and, order to gain respectability. 

The extra-parliamentary left is strongest among the social strata which has tradi
tionally supported the communists. It was reInforced by the ICP's decision to ally 
itself with the Christian Democrats and thus become a part of the State ap
paratus. 

Tne lCP, as well as the Christian Democrats, are confronted with widespread 
social discontent that has been intensified by the stiff economic measures in
stituted in the '70's in the name of the energy crisis (layoffs, rampant inflation, 
etc.). Not only have the workers refused to accept the cal! for "restraint and 
sacrifice," but in the midst of the crisis a mass women's movement has exploded, 
whlle more recently in 1977 a new student movement has swept both the schools 
and the universities. 
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The ICP and the Christian Democrats blame the problems of the Italian society on 
"terrorism" instead of admitting that the crisis is a result of broad social pro
blems. Hence, the attempt to "crlminalize" the extra·parliamentary left Movement. 
The search for "terrorists" has been aimed at those groups and activists who 
have theorized on the new social phenomena. In particular, the members of 
Autonomy, a loose network of groups, publications, radios, etc. According to the 
prosecutor, Autonomy Is a breeding·ground of terrorists. He claims that Autonomy 
and the Red Brigades are one and the same. Repeatedly, in their writings, Toni 
Negri, Oreste Scalzone and the others have severly criticized the actions and 
political positions of the Red Brigades, whom they have accused of bypassing the 
Movement and dispossessing it of Its real strength: mass mobilization instead of 
Individual acts of terrorism. 

Massimo Cacciarl, an iCP member of the Italian Parliament, who is familiar with 
Negri's writings has concluded; "Nothing would lead one to an even theoretical 
connection with the Red Brigades." He continues: "What is happening is the plan
ned victimization of an entire political Movement, that of Autonomy, which can 
have serious consequences if the attempt is not circumscribed." 

Caccar! is not an Isolated voice. Many scholars and Intellectuals as well as 
various political and cultural organizations have protested these arrests. Michel 
Foucault, Felix Guattari, Jean·Paul Sartre as well as other members of the French 
Intellectual community have made public statements demanding the Immediate 
release of the political prisoners. 

Seven months after the arrests, the magistrates stHl refuse to produce any direct 
factual evidence for their case. In the words of Padua Prosecutor Calogero: "To 
imagine that an investigation of this type may quickly and directly arrive at some 
facts and evidence makes no sense, .. ,tile relation between a leader of a struc· 
ture like Autonomy Is hardly ever with a crime, but with the' organization" 
(L'Espresso, July 15, 1979), 

In Italy no evidence is needed to put somebody in jail, the sheer suspicion of 
crime is already a crime. Italy has never excelled in its respect for pOlitical liber· 
ties (the last ten years offer an uninterrupted example of hush·up political scan· 
daIs and frame·ups) never has the State so expHcltly upheld its disengagement 
from the legislature. Some jurists refer to the difference between the case of 
Autonomy and the case bullt In 1969 against fhe anarchist Valpreda, accused at 
the Ume of bombing the Piazza Fontana (Valpreda spent four years in jail before It 
was 'discovered' that the fascists were responsible for this crime). 

While Nocotr! was being released, a new blitz has taken place in padua, where 
the magistrates have issued fifteen judiCiary communicatiohs for "formation" or 
"participation in armed band." 

Among the people who have received the judiciary communication for "participa· 
tlon in armed band" are Ferruccio Gambino and Maria Rosa Dalla Costa, two of 
the only tllree teachers from the Padua Institute for PoHticat Science who have 
not been arrested. Ferruccio Gambino teaches sociology at the Institute since 
1970, Maria Rosa Dalla Costa is a widely known feminist, who for years has work· 
ed in the "Wages For Housework" movement and is the author of many feminist 
texts, including The Power of Women and the Subversion of the Community. 'I 
can only understand this judiciary communication as an attack on feminism ... It 
Is the last act of a wltch·hunt launched since April 7 against the Institute where I 
work, as well as against many brothers and sisters, in the attempt to crlmlnalize 
our contribution to scientific research and the political debate. As far as I am con· 
cerned, It Is clear that this time the target is "Wages for Housework," for all that 
this strategy implies in terms of the struggles for autonomy, more money and less 
work, that women have made." DaHa Costa to /I Manifesto (1317179). 

AHsa del Re, also openly actlve in the Women's Movement has been incriminated 
and Investigated by the judges for "terrorist actlvities"-a clear proof that the 
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rumors. The magistrates are presumably investigating whether the ISP protected 
Piperno while he was underground. It is also hinted that the ISP financed the 
research center CERPET (founded by Piperno) and therefore indirectly the 
magazine Metropoll. Finally, evidence of the "suspicious relation" between the 
\SP and Autonomy would be the fact that Piperno teaches physics at the Universi
ty of Calabria in Arcacavata, whose director is Giacomo Mancini, a high ranking 
member of the ISP. 

Meanwhile, the magistrates and the pollce have done their best to build the image 
of Piperno as a dangerous criminaL The most "brilliant" operation against Piper
no was the one organized on August 17, 1979. In the late afternoon, a man arrived 
at the Viaregglo railroad statlon on the Rome-Turino traIn. Two men on the train 
shouted to a transit poHce agent" he has gone down that way." The agent ran 
after the man shooting, but the man, shooting as well, escaped in a car. The 
Ita1\an poHce declared that the man was Piperno, and that he was armed and 
dangerous. The newspapers headlined Piperno as an "armed bandit." The inci
dent would have been the best evidence of his "connection with the armed strug
gle." Unfortunately PIperno WaS arrested a few hours later In a Parts cafe by Inter
poL He had been recognized by a vacationIng member of the ICP. The party has 
gone a long way into transformIng Its members Into alternative police. A warrant 
of arrest with 46 charges ranging from the Mora killing to traffic violations, was 
sent by the Rome judges to the French magistrate, in order to justify the request 
for extraditIon. 

More than 1,500 political prisoners are presently being held in Italy. In september, 
1979, an appeal was Signed by a large number of Italian Intellectuals around and 
within the ICP. It includes Bernardo Bertolucci, Masimo Cacciar!, Umberto Eco, 
Alberto Moraria, Leonardo Sciascia and Mario Trant!. The Appeal demands an im· 
medfate trial of the accused In order to put an end to the spiral of ambiguity and 
defamation fueled by the media. 

11/1 Allsa Del Re (left), 1976 
1112 Rainer Fassbinder (rIght), 1971 Photo; Dlgne Meller Marcovicz 
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According to the magistrates conducting the inquest against those who were ar
rested on 7 April, the political group potere Operalo,(Worker's Power), which 
emerged in 1969 and disbanded In 1974, was the POl~t of departure for all the 
developments during the past five years, from Organized Autonomy to the Red 
Brigades. Under this indictment fall the most diverse people, many of whom no 
longer have anything to do with the organizations that are prosecuted tOday. It Is 
in this way that the Italian State tries to "facilitate" Its reptessive operation: ,any 
kind of involvement with Potere Operalo Is enough to put someOne under indIct· 

ment 

This brief chronology, compiled for us by Sergio Bologna, seeks.t.o demonstrate 
that the area of. Autonomy, both in theoretical terms and as a mlhta.nt practice, 
contains profoundly different tendencies distinguished by their choIce of 
thematlcs, researches, and theoretical elaborations. 

Raniero Panzieri founds Quaderni Rossi (Red NoteboOks) with the coHab~ration of 
Vittorio Foa, Mario Tronti, Toni Negri, Alberto Asor Rosa, R9mano ~!qu.atl, . 
Romolo Gobbi, Pierlulgi Gasparotto, Claudio Greppi, Rlta dl Leo, VIttOriO Rieser, 
and Cas pare de Caro. Foa Is a national offlcial of the Confederaz/one Generale 
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Italiana del Lavoro (Federation of itaHan Trade Unions), the union of the social
communist majority. The first Issue is subsequently published by the editora! 
staff. 

During the metal workers' contractual struggles, the editorial staff publishes a 
series of pamphlets (News from Quaderni Rossi), in addition to the review. 

The group's first political crisis occurs: a majority of the editors wants to 
organize loca! "workers' editorial staffs" and factory newspapers. Potere Opera/o 
(Milan, 1 May 1963), Potere Opera/o di Porto Marghera (Padua, May 1963), Gatto 
Selvaggio (Wildcat) (Turin, June 1963), CIa sse Operaia (Working Class) (Genoa, 
June 1963) appear contemporaneously. These local newspapers try to unite 
themselves under the heading Cronache Operaie (Labor News), and in this opera· 
tlon there Is a break with Panzier!, Rieser and others. 

In January, the remainder of the editorial staff founds C/asse Operaia with 
numerous local editors: Tront!, Asor Rosa, 01 Leo, and De Caro are in Rome; 
Negri, Bianchini, Ferrari Bravo, and Cacciar! in Padua; Casparotto, Sergio 
Bologna, Forni, Brunatto, and Gobbini in Milan; Alquat! and GobbJ In Turin; and 
Arrlghettl, Greppi, Berti, and Francovlch In Florence. 

Classe Operaia ceases publication. 

Negri, Asor Rosa, Cacciari, and Tronti found the review controp/ano 
(Counterplan). It lasts until 1973. Negri leaves after the second issue. In this year, 
pamphlets are published by Linea df Massa (Mass's Une) on the party 
committee's struggles at Plreill and on the organization of the technicians In the 
State's petrOleum industry (S. Donato Milanese's companies). 

On 1 May, La C/asse appears. The editors are Negri, Piperno, Scalzone, Bologna, 
Oaghini, Magnaghl, Dalmavlva and others. In the summer of this year, there are 
extensive strikes at Fiat In Turin, the worker-student assembly is formed, and the 
first fliers with the title Lotta Continua appear. In September, the first Issue of 
Potere Operaio, the newspaper of the organization, appears. 

In January, the first meeting of Potere Operaio Is held at Florence, and a national 
secretariat composed of Negri, Piperno, and Bologna is formed. In September, 
Potere operaio holds Its second meeting. The national secretariat is Alberto 
Magnaghi. 

Potere Operaio holds its third meeting in September at Rome. 

Negri and Bologna edit the "Marxist Materials" series for the publisher Feltrinelli, 
which publiShes, among other things, Workers and the State, The State and 
Underdevelopment, The Multinational Worker, The Other Labor Movement, and 
Crisis and Labor Organization. 

The first symptoms of the crisis manifest themselves according to two Hnes: the 
first is represented by Toni Negri; the second by Piperno, Scalzone, Magnaghi, 
Daimavjva, Maronglu, and others. Negri subsequently breaks with Pot ere Operaio 
and founds the review ROSSO (RED). in September, the first meeting of the 
Autonomous Workers' Assembly is held. This is the point of departure for 
Workers' Autonomy. Comrades from Milan, Porto Marghera, Florence, Bologna, 
Rome, the collective of Polyclinic and of Ene! (National company of Electricity) 
are present Also In this year, Sergio Bologna founds Primo Maggio (May Day), a 
review of mUltant history. 

Potere Operaio disbands. 

Piperno and Scalzone found the review Linea dj Condotta (Line of Conduct). 
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Autonomia appears at Padua. The newspaper I Vo/sci The Vo/scians appears at 

Rome. 

Piperno and Scalzone found Metropoli. Toni Negri founds Magazzino. 

Sergio BOlogna participated In Quadarnl Rossi and Cronache Operaie In 1964. He 
founded C/asse Opera/a with Trant!, Negri amd Alquatl. As an employee of Olivet· 
tl, he participated in the first attempts at unionizing the new white collar w?rkers 
In electronics and in data processing. In 1966, he began teaching at the UnIversity 
of Trento. He also contributed to QUaderni Placentfnl. At the end of '68 he edited 
the first two issues of Unea di Massa, With Negri, Scalzone, Piperno, Dalmavlva 
and others, he founded La Glasse (May 1, 1969), In September 1969 "Potere 
Operaio" was founded; Bologna, Negri and Piperno made up Its first national 
secretariat. In November of 1970, he left "Potere Operalo" because of 
disagreements over the organization's genera! pOliCY, 

In 1972, with Negri he edited ·the first four volumes In Feltrinel\l's "Marxist 
Materials" series. In 1973, he founded Primo Maggio, a review of militant history. 
In 1978·79, he supported the policy of returning to the worker's centrality, the 
analysis of the large factories, and above all to the problems of the workers In the 
ware transportation sector. He has contributed to Lotta Continua, II Manifesto, /I 
Quotidlana del Lavoratori, the three dailies of the new Italian left. From 1970 on, 
he has been a professor of the History of the Workers' Movement at Padua, In the 
same department with Negri and Ferrari Bravo. 

Antonio Negri, having left the ItaHan Socialist Party, edited In 1959 Progres,so 
Veneto. In 1961 he participated In Ouadernl Rossi and later led the split with 
Ranlero Panzierl which gave rise to Potare Operaio di Porto Marghera(1963) and 
C/asse Operafa{19S4), \n 1968, together with Massimo Cacclarl, Alberto Asor Rosa 
and Mario Trant!, he founded Contropiano. He left the revIew after the first two 
Issues. In 1969 he was one of the main figures In the foundation of "Potere 
Operaio." He took care especially of the International connections of the 
organization., and forwarded the publication In foreign languages of HaHan 
workerist literature. He was the national secretary of the organization from 1970 
to 1973, the year of his expUlsion. From 1973 to 1974 he developed the theory of 
the transition from the mass-worker to the "socialized worker," In which the role 
of the new social subjects becomes strategically Important. In 1973, together with 
the other ex-members of "Potere Operaio" (among them Glanfranco Pancino) and 
ex-members of the "Gruppo Gramsci," he founded the magazine Rosso and the 
organization of the same name. In 1973 he also founded, together with Emilio 
Vesee and Franco Tommei, the Journal Cantroinformazione in which the Red 
Brigades were also Involved. He left the Journal after the first Issue. 

Among Negri's numerous writings are: Crtsl dello Stato-plano, Feitrinelll, 1974; 
Profetari e Stato, Feltrinel\l, 1976; La Forma Stato, FeltrineHi, 1977. He Is co· 
author of Operai e Stato, Feltrinelli, 1976, and of Crisl e Organizazione Operaia, 
FeltrineI11,1974. 

Since 1976 he has been considered the theoretician of Autonomy. After April 7, 
1979, the date of his arrest, his political auto-biography appeared with the title 
ntlll'nneraio-Massa alf'Operaio Sociale, Multipla Edlzloni. 

FRANCO PIPERNO Franco Piperno, having left the Italian Communist Party, became one of the 
leading figures In the student movement In Italy In 1964. Together with Oreste 
Scalzone, he led the university struggles In Rome in 1968, for which he was ar
rested for severa! months. He also played an important role, together with 
Adriano Sofr! (leader of "Lotta Continua"), In the formation of the 
worker·student's council In Turin, during the wild-cat struggles at FIAT in the sum
mer of 1969, From 1970 to its dissolution, he was the main figure in the organiza
tiona! stucture of "Potere Operaio." He supported the centralization of the 
political leadership against Negri, who wished to see it dissolved. 

Franco Piperno has always been more active at the organizational rather than at 
the theoretical level. From 1975 to 1917 he withdrew from active militancy. After 
the '17 Movement he again played an important role in the definition of 
Autonomy. At the end of 1978, together with Oreste Sca!zone, he founded 
Metropoli. He was arrested In August, 1979, In Paris and extradited from France 
on October 16. 

ORESTE SCALZONE Oreste Scalzone was, together with Franco Piperno, one of the most represen
tativ~ figures of the students' movement in Rome In 1968. He was Injured by the 
fascIsts during the occupation of the university. In 1969 he edited La C/asse and 
In September, founded "Potere Operajo," In 1970 he moved to Milan and became' 
one of the most active militants In mass demonstrations. In "Potere Operalo" he 
was instrumental In building connections between the organization and the 
general movement. He supported the pOlitical prisoners and the struggle against 
the special Jails. For these reasons he still is the most popular figure of the 
"Potere Operaio" experience among the rank and file, and the spokesman of the 
organization. 

After the dissolution of "Potere Operaio," which he opposed with Piperno, he 
founded the magazine Linea di Condotta and organized the group called ComltatJ 
Comunisti Rlvoluz/onarl. Dur!ng the '77 Movement he played an Important role In 
the representation of Autonomy and emerged as one of the most prominent 
figures in the Bologna Convention, September 1977. At the end of 1978, together 
with Franco Piperno, he founded Metropoll. He was arrested on April 7, 1979. 

Translated by Lawrence Venuti 
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II momento dei contratti sanll quello in cui la forza repressiva della Stato verri\ alia 
luce. Dobbiamo avere Is fona di anticipsrli Bul terreno dello scontro. 

CONTRO I CONTRATTI 
CONTRO LA GABBIA CONTRAnUALE, PROGRAMMA OPERAIO E VIOLENZA 
PROLETARIA 

Gli obiettivi del programma: 
MENO LAVORO E SALARIO GARANTITO 
PER TUnl I PROLETARII 

Nel doeumento politico della 
Segreteria di Potero Opendo ap
pan, oon sufficiente dUarezza 
qu.al i! la linea che P.O. po..w .... 
IlVllnti all 'lntenlo, ma !!Oprnttut;. 
1.0 Irii Drima. dei contrattl, 

tnpreso dtilla genemliti del COin

pagni fin da subito, puc. petnHlt;. 
tEte eli WTivlIi"!l iii contrattl al'en
do d(!terminato un terreno, sia 
per quanto riguarda tI1i oblettivi, 
sw pe:r quanto rlguarda l'ideDtifi. 

ciamente ini1JatiYtl di rottura sin· 
dacale. 

Fin qui i padroni. Per parte 
loro i tifonnistl dI tutte Ie lIPS' 
cle slanno ghi preparando illoro 
lurido arma]"l}l!ntario dl repre&
slone deBe lotte. La rono.damo 
iutto e 10 abblilI!lo tIla larp,men
te de6Critto in qIlCllte pogine: 
dail'illllistenza BIllie rllorme aI 
mille mezzi per rompere le"ni 
agli opera! in lotta oon infiniti 
Imhrogli !.1a ~~i?~ d.el!t~ 

mo rendetd oonto che OGGI LA 
LO'ITA PER IL SALARIO 
TRAPASSA IMMEDIATAMEN· 
TE IN LOTTA PER IL POTE
RE, in lotta di partlto armata 
contro la violeru:a del padroni, 
contr<> 1m loro necessita di seate
IlMi! I'attacoo piit pesante denlro 
Ie lotte openrle. 

Abblamo giB. dettQ che lotte 
opetaie ell poriata formidabi1e 
lono in aUo. Alle grandi lotte 
delle fabbriehe di Milano e d.i 
P ........... M"y..n .. ", d<>i mO!S.i sconi 



Open Letter to 
Negri's Judges 

Gilles Deleuze 

This critique of the legal basIs of the charges 
against the Atonomists was published in La 
Aepubblica one month after the initial arrests 
in Pad ova and Turin, 

One is rapidly gaining the impression from the judicial proceedings that there is 
nothing, literally nothing, in the dossiers of the prosecution to b~ck up the com· 
mittal to prison and further detainment of Professor Negri and h1s colleagues and 

comrades. 

The voice on the telephone in the call to the Mora family is suddenly bein~ played 
down' the places where NegrI was supposed to have been are somehow dlS~P
pearl~g from the case; and his writings, so far from being "strategic resolutIons 
of the Red Brigades," turn out to be texts which express clear opposition to t.he 
positions of the Red Brigades. The prosecutlng.judge~, throughout the commltta! 
proceedings, have continuously put off presentwg theIr lega\ e~idence - we are 
told to "have patience." And meanwhHe the committal proceedwgs have taken 
the form of an Ideological debate on Negri's writings, In a spectacle worthy of the 
Inqulstition, True, the judges have time on their side: the Reale Law (1975) alloWS 
them to keep those charged in custody for up to 4 years before they come to triaL 

Two principles are at stake in this case, two principles that vitally concern all 

responsible democrats, 

Firstly, justice must conform to a prinCiple that the content of the charge must 
have a certain identity. Not only must the accused be identlfjed precisely, but so 
must the substance of the charge. It must have been a precise identity and must 
be non·contradictory. If other, differing, elements of accusation emerge later, then 
this involves a new case, In shbrt, the charge brought must contain in Its 
substance a minimum of identifiable consistency. Unless such a precise iden· 
tification exists as to the charges laid against the accused, as long as the ac
cusations remain general and unspecified, the legal defence cannot operate.' 

This principle has been violated, for example, in the committal warrant issued 
from Rome. This starts by recapitulating the Mora kidnapping of March 1978 (as if 
Negri is accused of having been present). It then goes on to invoke his writIngs 
and ideas (so that even if he was not directly involved, he was nonetheless 
"responsible" for this event). Here we have a "catch·all" formula, not a legally 
consistent charge; It leaps from action to Instlgatlon to pure thought, from ideas 
to whatever events suit the prosecution case. Such a charge, so diversified and 
Indeterminate, lacks the most elementary juridicalldentlty: "You will be made 
guilty in any event.. " 

Secondly, the committal hearings must conform to a certain prinCiple of disjunc· 
tion and exclusion. Either A is the case, or B; If B, then It is not A, etc. Yet· In the 
Negri case it appears that the judges are intent on "keeping their opinions open," 
so that opposed facts are no longer alternatives which mutually exclude each 
other. If Negrl was not in Rome, the telephone call to Mora's family is still kept as 
an incriminating lead, by switching its caller to Paris (or vice versa). If Negri WaS 
not directly involved in the Mora kidnapping, then at any rate he inspired it, or 
"thought" It and that Is tantamount to having carried it out. If Negri in his texts 
and statements has Clearly opposed the Red Brigades, this was only a smart 
"cover" prOving even more conclusively that he was in secret agreement with 
them and was their hidden leader. And so on. Contradictory elements in the 
charges do not cancel each other out. Rather, in this case, they become 
cumulative. 

As Franco Piperno, one of the accused "in hiding'" has pOinted out, this implies 
an extremely curious way of evalUating the significance of political and 
theoretical texts. Those bringing the accusations against NegrI are so used to the 
belief that in a political discourse it is possible to say anything, since overt 
"politics" is always a cover, that they simply cannot conceive of the situation of a 
revolutionary intellectual who has no possibility of writing anything but what he 
really thinks. Andreotti, Berlinguer and their likes2 can always hide what they real· 
Iy think, because in such politica! discourse everything Is calculated opportunism. 
Such can certainly be said (to cite one notable example of another revolutionary 
intellectual) in the case of Gramsci. In short, far from proceeding through the ex· 
clusion of alternatives, the committal hearings of Negri and the others accused In 
this case have been based on a principle of inclusion, the adding together of can· 
tradictory elements. 

We must now ask how and why such negations of justice become pOSSible. It Is 
here, I believe, that the role of the Press and media has exerted, with few excep· 
tions, and continues to exert, a crucial influence in the Negri case. Not for the 
first time, of course, but perhaps for the first time in such a systematic and 
organised way, the Press has pre·empted and prepared the ground by a sensa· 
tional "pre·trial" (and the French Press has been no less w!Hing to join in this 
campaign of defamation and calumny). The judicial system would never have 
been able to abandon the principle of specific Identity in the accusations; the 
hearings would never have been conducted on the basis of inclUSion, if the Press 
and media had not prepared the ground, offered the means, whereby these rules 
could be flagrantly abandoned and forgotten without public outcry. 

In fact the media, for their part, operate according to another, specific principle. 
Whether in the case of daily or weekly papers, or radio and TV, the media are 
governed by a principle of accumulation. So that there can be "news" to report 
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each day, and since repudiations or contradictions from the previous day /lave no 
influence whatever on the "news" of the following day, the Press and media can 
operate an accumulation of everything that Is said from one day to the next 
without fearing any contradiction, The use of the "conditional tense" allows all 
possiblHties to be multiplied and to co-exist. Thus it is "possible" to present 
Negri as being in Rome, Paris or Milan on the same day! The three "possibilities" 
are simply accumulated. He is presented at one point as an "active member" of 
the Red Brigades, or their "hidden leader", and at another as representative of a 
totally opposed tendency and tactics. No matter, , , the differing versions are 
again accumulated. 

If we are to believe one French paper (Le Nouvel Observateur), we get the fo!1ow
lng result; even if Negri were not in the Red Brigades, he is an Autonomist, and 
"we all know who the left Autonomists (n Italy are". Whatever the facts, the treat
ment of Negri becomes justifled. 

The Press has abandoned itself in this affair to a fantastic accumulation of make
believe, which has not fof/owed after, In the wake of, the judiciary, but by their 
"pre-trial", has actively prepared the way for the judiciary and the police to con
ceal their total lack of evidence or substance to the charges. The new space for 
judicial and police repression In Europe today can only function through a crucial 
preparatory role of the Press and media. All organs of the media, from Left to far 
Right, have In this case, "made up for", made acceptable this gross breech of 
justice and due process. It seems that the time has come in Europe, when the old 
reproach that the Press should "keep a certain distance", should represent a cer
tain resistance to "otHcial slogans", will soon no longer apply, 

Given the alleged international ramifications of this conspiracy, as reported in the 
Press ("the French Connection", the "Parisian HQ of the Red Brigades", etc), let It 
not be thought on this occasion that my letter \s a "meddling In Italian affairs of 
which we are Ignorant"3. Negri is a political scientist, an intellectual of high 
standing, in France as well as Italy. Italians and French today have the same pro
blems in faCing escalating violence, but also in confronting an escalation of 
repression that no longer even feels the need to be juridically legitimated - since 
its legitimation is carried out in advance by the Press, the media, the "organs of 
public opinion", 

What we are wItnessing here is an authentic judicial slaughter, by the modalities 
of the media, of men and women who have been interned, Indeflnitely, on the 
basis of legal "evidence" of which the least one can say is that it is as un
substantial and vague as the accusations. Meanwhile, the long-awaited "proofs" 
are constantly put off until tomorrow. We do not in fact believe in these "proofs" 
that have so often been promised, We would like more information, instead, on 
the conditions of those being detained, and the solitary confinement to which 
they have been subjected. Perhaps we are to await another "prison catastrophe", 
which would no doubt give the. Press their chance to find that elusive "definite 
proof" of Negri's guilt? 

Translated by Committee April 7, 
London 

Piperno was arrested in Paris on September 18. The Italian authorities have asked for his e)(· 
tradition under the charge of "armed insurrection against the State," 
2. GiugHo Andreotti: a leader of the DC. he often headed up the Italian govornment. EnricO 
Berlinguer: General Secretary of the ICP, He was instrumental in implementing the Historical 
Compromise, 
3, This reproach was made by Italian POliticians of both Left and Right, following the "Protest 
by French Intellectuals against Repression in Italy" in 1977, 
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The ANSA Story 

Ferrucio Gambino/ 
Seth Tilet 

ANSA In the official Italian neWs agency. The 
'terrorist' Image of Autonomy has always 
been a CO.PRODUCTION of the italian 
judlclary and the news industry. Ferruc!o 
Gambino is professor of labor Relations at 
Padua University and one of the last remain' 
Ing members of its political Science Faculty, 
in which Negri also taught. At the time of 
this Interview (Aug. 1st) he had been notified 
by the police that he too was under In· 

vestlgatlon. 

Seth Tilet How effective Is a "Blackout" in the italian press, hOw does it func-

tion, what is the leverage that's used? 

. 0 The Italian bourgolsle has always worked quite Informally. 

~:~~eC;Oa?;:~:n1~aO'S, even early In this century, the Italian pOII~y :;akers ~dsed 
at the Monte Catlnt baths In Tuscany In the summer, an t ey wou 

~~~~:tupon the next policies, especially foreign policies, while they were taking 

therapeutic waters there. 

After 1945 some publisher published the orders that the faclst regime was giving 
to the so ~alled Agencia Stephane, which was the main national news agency. 

;~~~v~~~ot~:t~~:~c~~r~~e~tf~~~ u~~~:~llhr~~,~:~:~;:~~:ti~:~::£F~:~~:;~et:~ 
fall of taclsm things have become some owe, '. h 
direct, they c~n be circumvented, and they focus baSically,.' thl~~n~~oi oen the 

~~I~:O;:;I~:I~flb:~n~~~ ;:~e~.UI~I~:~n~~t~~I:=~:~~n!:i~~~eI~:~~:~lp~~~~;i~~~~: 
for Cellulose. It sets the price of newspaTPVers, ~sia~~oa advertising, especially 
a wide range of power over newspaper, , an 
through the State owned Industry and its advertising needs. And It can 
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manipulate also with Its own dailies. If Giorno In Milan, fOf,instance, is directly 
owned by state-owned ENI-E N \, the all company. It can manipulate through its 
own party newspapers, for instance the daily, /I Popalo, a Christian Democratic 
newspaper. It can manipulate through large concentrations, the largest publishing 
concentration peing Rizzo!! (Mondadove comes In second). It can Intimidate or 
make journalists shy, at the very least, as Giorgio Bocca, the italian JournaHst Is 
saying. He says: "When an American journalist interviews a Secretary of State or 
the Secretary of Labor, he Is bold or she Is bold. In Italy, when they Interview the 
power structure, they shy away. It is like apologizing for posing a question. So 
that's one side of the story. The other side Is, of course, the general political 
situation. 

They have flair enough to smell what Is happening in this country and when the 
tide is not high ... or when water Is-how do you say that-at low ebb. 

They know the ebb tide and the flow tide, let us put it that way, polltlcaf/y. So that 
accounts for large segments of the italian press. What cannot be controlled 
dlrectty through the capitalist press Is controlled through the parties, Of course, 
the Communist Party has a dally paper, L'Unita, and it has open orders, so to 
speak, It has a very straight posture on the case. The Socialist Party has L'Avantl, 
a daily paper and It Is the same thing. 

Then there are the supporting papers. Peese Sera Is a supporting communist da/· 
Iy. So that Is more or less the picture, I think. 

T What Is the connection with ANSA, how Is ANSA controlled? 

G ANSA is directly controlled by the government and the executive in this 
country. ANSA representatives are chosen by government agencies. ANSA Is the 
direct descendent of Agencla Stephane; and I am sure that in a few years, or 
maybe in many years, I don't know, somebody will publish again the anthology of 
orders coming down from the government to ANSA every morning, as Agencia 
Stephane received them In the 30's. 

T Did you know that the Director of the Photographic Archives at ANSA Is 
the brother of the Director of Photographic Archives at U.P,I.? 

G No. 

T Enzo Brizzi and his brother, Renzo Romano Brizzi. I think they're twins. 



Negri's 
Interrogation 

Arrested on Aprli 7, 1979, Toni Negri ap· 
peared a few days later before his judges. As 
opposed to Ores Ie Scalzone, Negri then . 
found It advisable to answer ques~io.ns to hIs 
writings. The following transcrl~t.ls In· 

valuable inasmuch as it exemphlles the 
"bil-arre" procedure adopted by the judges. 
As it happens, the Autonomists were In
criminated on the basis not of any previouS 
evidence, but on their very answers. 

Judge Tell us what you have written about armed struggle. 

T nas been expressed most com-
Negri \n regard to armed struggle ~Y'~~~ll~~ a re.examination of Lenin's 
p\etely in my book, 33 Lessons on Lenin, I t Ie as an essential moment in the 
thought leads to the acceptance O~~~~i~~:r;Us~;ugg\e. Yet I have, i~ all my publiC 
development of mass and class re t "dest reasoned rejection of any form 

ssed the dee pes , w , 
statements, always 8xp,re th mHitilrlzation of the Movement and 
of armed struggle thaHnvolves e , 
clandestine actlvlty. 

'\"t t of "patere Operaio" (P.O.) were ap-
J You have said that most of the ml \ ~n S I I shoW you two documents 

posed to c\andestinization ,and t~ arf~:~ i: ~U~~~~ographed st18et which praises 
which were found In your hIes. T ceomrades anested for possessing Molotov 
the armed struggle of a few P.O: hed sheet with the P.O. letterhead, ex" 
cocktails. The second, als~ ~ ~Im~o~~~~rt Negre! have been kidnapped and put 
plains "why ldalgo Macchlannl an rom Sit-Siemens of Milan and the 
on trial," (two corporate managers't one ~ d you Macchiarini was kidnapped in 
other from Rena~\t of pariS,): 1 mdu~yrth~\~ed Brigades (B.R.). 
1972 and the action was c alme 

N They are leaflets that could have been found among the documents of any 
of the organi'zations of '68. In any case, tney do not indicate a P.O. line as much 
as the indiscriminate and general praise that the Movement bestowed on the first 
initiatives of mass armed struggle. 

Public Prosecutor. Have you ever distributed this kind of leaflet? 

N 1 stopped doing it about ten years ago, around 1970. 

J I show you this typewritten material that contains some notes 1 believe you 
wrote. Do you want to verify the contents? 

N The document contains analysis of the current situation that I think I can 
agree with. The document in its entirety seems to be mine, without excluding the 
fact that it may represent the outcome of a collective discussion, and hence con· 
tain some points that I could not accept. In general, the document is characteriz· 
ed by the assumption of the irreversible fact of extremely antagonistic class rela· 
tionships. Therefore, it talks about a "Vietnamese" strategy in the Movement 
within this given and irreversible situation. It emphasizes the major aspects of 
mass struggle, which are clarifled in the central part of the same document about 
the four campaigns: concerning the working day and the wage; concerning public 
expenditure; concerning nuclear pOWer; and against state terrorism. It is clear 
that when one is speaking about offensive struggle - one is speaking about the 
material conditions of exploitation In relation to the new conditions of socia! pro
duction (sOcialized work, off-the-books work, women's work, various methods of 
extracting absolute surplus value and therefore more brutal exploitation). All this 
defines a situation of extreme social antagonism among classes and social 
groups, for which the conclusion inevitably tends to be made in terms of civil war, 
Notice the huge and dramatic difference that these theses make in relatiOn to the 
B.R. position. 

J I do not quite see this fundamental difference. 

N It is the difference between the dismantling of power and the destabiliza· 
tion of the political system. In fact, the fundamental problem is one of destabiliz
ing the political system through the dismantling of the SOCial system of exploita
tion. This is the revolutionary process as 1 mean it - a material process 
simultaneously breaking the whole capitalist machine's domination and providing 
for the fundamental needs of the proletariat (self-amelioration). The insurrectional 
process (therefore the process connected to the civil war) can only place itself at 
the end of the complexity of this social movement. It is at the point of the explo
sion of objective contradictions that the struggle is intensified and the economic 
system of exploitation has difficulty keeping its laws functioning. As a COnse· 
quence, the system that represents it lives only out of the terroristic irrationality 
of domination - a political class that does not know how to produce surplus 
value is a dead political class. 

PP But I still haVe not understood the difference from the B.R. 

N The difference between what! said and the ideology of the B.R. rests on 
the following pOints. First, the conception of organization. The B.R. has an ex· 
tremely centralized idea of organization (the party), which Is presented as the fun· 
damenta! and exclusive weapon and the determining factor in the clash with the 
State. The mass movement, while said to be fundamental, is regarded as ineffec
tive without the party's external guide. It is the classic Third International 
Ideology. "Autonomia Operala," on the contrary - on the basis of the traditio!] of 
Hallan revolutionary Marxism considers organization as mass organization that 
filters and translates Into itself, overturning the capitalist organization of socia! 
production. "Autonomia" emerges out of the growth of the immediate needs of 
the proletariat. It is a moment for dismantling through a struggle against exploita. 
tion and liberation of proletarian needs. 

Secondly, the concept of insurrection. For the B.R., the concept of insurrection is 



connected to the Issue of taking over State power. For "Autonomia," take-over is 
a meaningless term at least on two accounts: that no State power exists outside 
the material organization of production; that there Is not revolutlon except as a 
transitional process In the making and partly realized. It is therefore clear that 
"Autonomia" rejects any idea of a state "coup" through actions directed against 
the Institutions. Any action must direct itself toward providing for the fundamen· 
tal needs of the proletariat. For the B.R., proletarian liberation and any effort and 
any moment of struggle in this sense aTe impossible If the State power structure 

is not attacked and destroyed. 

J I show you a series of documents on union Issues, in which among other 
things "attack and turn the tables" is mentioned. I beHeve that these objectives 
are the same ones pursued by military and clandestine organizations, such as the 

B.R. 

N Most of these documents - like the ones we discussed earlier - have 
been published in the Journal Rosso. I believe that the call for "attack against 
even democratic union representation," is part of the constant permanent line of 
"Autonomia" and that it is justified by general course of political relationships in 
this society. When one speaks of the attack against the union structure, one 
means the mass opposition to the union and the exercise of the radical 
democratic rights of the workers and the proletariat. 

J Explain the meaning of the expressions "organized axis of Autonomy" and 

"complementary axis". 

N When I speak of "organized axis of Autonomy" I am referring to the 
autonomous mass vanguard acting in the factories, in the service organizations, 
In the neighborhoods. By "complementary axis" I mean small spontaneous groups 

that are working in the area of Autonomy. 

J But do you or do you not share the same objectives as the B.R.? 

N It seems to me erroneous to assert an unambiguous relationship between 
the generally developed anU-unlon polemic in the movement of the Marxist Left 

and the military practice of the B.R. 

J Remember that you also had in your files this document entitled "outline 
for the construction of a Workers Coordination". Among other things, in this 
material of yours, it is stated: "The huge platoon of the owners' servants should 
be placed in a situation of not being harmful. The managers are the first link of 
the organized chain through which the owners' command is~exercized." And later: 
"Let us organize the proletarian patrol in order to eliminate scabs from the 
workshops; let us make the patrol an instrument of permanent organization inside 
and outside the factory. ." There is no question that these are typical objectives 

of the Red Brigades. 

N From an even cursory reading of the document, I believe it is not mine. 

p P But remember that in In your files there were other documents, handwrit. 

ten or typed by you, of the same content! 

Defense Lawyer. You have to tell us what this document provesl The judicial 
code requires that the accused be made aware "In a precise and clear manner" 
the acts attributed to him as punishable offenses and all the proof relative to 

such acts. 

p P You are trying to. obstruct the answering of the question. 

N It is useless to get excited since 1 am willing to answer the question. \n my 
files I was gathering both materia! I wrote and documents from the various ex· 
isting pol\tical positions in the Movement. The whole of which, as I did once 
before in the 1960's, would have been donated to a foundation. 

J For completeness I now show you the other three docum 
"The Patrol, the Brigade, the Red GUard with Tennis Shoes'" tents:. a manuscript, 
in which, among other things, it is stated that "the patrol In 't::~wn~ten materia! 
the master's territory and strikes the enemy recomposing the cl:~:'~' oe~ c~vers 
addressed to you, In which the sender agrees with you concernin th' an a .ett~r 
of the patrols. g e practlcahty 

N The manuscripl1s the outline of an article I wrote for Rosso Th'd ' 
the prol~tarlan. patrol seems to me to be a useful tool of organizati~n f~: t~~ of, 
~r~I~~anat, which !~ forced into territorial disperSion of productive activity fO

ay 
sd 

In a off-the·bQoks work, diffused work, tertiary work. Only the patrol WO~!d ~cee 
able to create an aggregation of these forces not gathered inside the large f 

:~rrh~f~~~::i~~ ~~~~~se~efore alklDfw the ripening o.t class struggle In terms adj~~ted 
. . ew wor orce. The function of the patrol is the econo . 

POll~lC.at represen.tatlon of the productive proletariat Involved in "off-the-book ~IC
wor , In order to Improve working and living conditions. s 

J We believe that what you define as the "ripening class slru Ie" is ca ' 
out by the patrols through the use of illegal and Violent means. gg med 

N In the majority of the cases the work of the patrols is not carried out 
through illegal and violent means but rather through porr I negotlatlo Th ' I lca pressure and 

be the kjn~~'hat :~a::~l!~n~:i~~n t~~~e h~:~O~~e~e~~ss~fs~:~~eg~~e~~:nu Isd~~t~~~i~~e, 
the u~organlzed .Iabor force asks for union recognition. One should not for et 
~~:l:~story o~ ~nlon O?anizatlons in the large factories has included consi~er~:~~ 

ce - VIO ence, Irst of all, in reaction to the repressive forces of capital. 

J ., Now 1 show you another series of documents that you had filed There is 
wntl~~ about columns, politico-military cadres, logistical sections and' mass work 
SpeCIfied are the ta:ks of ~h~ military structure, including "action against the . 
e~emy, d.efense a~tlon, training, expropriations." Finally, arming, financing and 
c andeshne behaVIOr. What do you have to say in this regard? ' 

~on~hll~ :it~O!:eYk~~t~;i:~I~~Ce~ ~~ee ~o:~~~I~~::~~.t ~~;'~::;.:~~~e~H~~:::tor~la. 
'~h' ort~ers are not my handwriting. Those documents were circulated in Milan 

~~ t!~ e Movement as proposals for discussion that were engaged in by people 
a presume later merged into Prima linea. 

J Who are these people? 
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N I am not able to tel! you their names. They were people who hung around in 
the coordinates of "Autonomia." The organizational model In those documents, 
however, is pretty much terroristic. A debate on these Issues went on around 
1976, with these ideas meeting substantial opposition in the Movement. 

J But why have you_ saved several copies of the same text? 

N PrObably these documents were given to me in order to get my opinion and 
support. I want to mak.e it clear that it is preCisely the abundance of Information 
made available to me that has enabled me to oppose such positions more effec

tively. 

J But you should be able to remember who these people were who gave you 
these documents and asked for your support 

N I repeat I cannot answer. Terrorists never introduce themselves as such! 
This material circulates during pubHc meetings and often through several hands_ 

P P When you speak in this excited tone, you remind me of the voice in the 
phone cali to Mrs. MoroJ1 

N You have no right to make these insinuatlonsl You have to prove what you 
say first. You are insulting me! 

D L I demand that this incident be put in the record. 

J Agreed. Let us record everything. But let's be calmer. 

N In short, It is just abdut impossible for me to identify the ones who brought 
these documents. 

J "Elementary Norms of Behavior" Is the title of another typewritten docu-
ment from your flies. The concepts presented here are similar to the ones contain
ed in another typewritten page with the title "Norms of Security and Work Style 
for the Irregular Forces" by the B.R., which was found in the apartment of Via 
Gradol\.2 With these documents we have discovered clues concerning the ex
Istence of Hlegal, clandestine, and miHtarized bodIes within the Movement to 
which you, Professor Negri, are not extraneous. 

N Of course I have not written this document. It belongs to documentary 
material I have gathered. It Is worth remembering that the process of gestation 
and political Identification of "Autonomia" in Milan which has been developing in 
recent years requires the overcoming of the militarist "impasse" inside the Move
ment. It should be clear that the organized "Autonomla" of Milan is struggling 
against this "impasse". 

J There are handwritten notes on a leaflet I have here concerning union 

issues. 

N They are items for a discussion concerning the organization of the struggle 

against Saturday work. 

J What does the expression "I" near the word "leaflet" mean? 

N Probably It means that somehow I had taken care of the thing, or that I 
wanted to tak.e care of it. 

J Is this pamphlet, "Workers' Power for Communism," yours? If it Is the fruit 
of a collective work, dld you participate in it? 

N It Is not a pamphlet of mine and I did not collaborate in drawing it up. I 
have never been a part of the Revolutionary Communist Committees which are 
given as authors on the first page. 

J Who are the perSOns who supported, as you said earHer, the "directive I1ne 
of the B.R." and the B.R.'s initiatives as a moment of unification for the Move
ment? And who formed the "little groups" that supported the "clandestine" and 
"terrorist line"? 

N It is difficult, indeed Impo::;sible to answer that Question. 

J You keep talking about the constant rejection of armed struggle. We have 
obtained a transcript of your statements during the third organizational con. 
ference of P.O. in September 1971. You had stated then that "appropriation" on 
the one hand and "militarization" on the other were absolutely related, and that 
the development of the "clash" and the "organization" had to proceed together. 

N That position (even simply expressed off the cuff and in the courSe of a 
Very complex and confused conference) Was consistent with the pOSitions that I 
later supported. It is clear that the perspective of armed struggle, as It is called 
here, refers to the perspective defined In the Marxist classics and does not cor. 
respOnd at all to a particular program for the militarization of the Movement. 

D L These are not reI event questions. The accused is being forced at each 
point to provide not concrete answers on factual elements, but rather to engage 
in analysis concerning philosophical premises, a specialized lexicon, and correla
tions among political and historical issues. It seems to us that you expect some 
element of evidence from the answers. We thus ask that the accused be Question
ed directly In relation to the charges. In particular, the two reports by the Digos 
(secret police) and the witnesses who wHI testify. 

J I agree. Let us invite the accused to prove his innocence in relation to the 
following probative elements against him, the sources of which cannot be in
dicated without prejudiCing the JUdicial inquiry. 1) Statements according to which 
Negri helped to develop, on the one hand, the mHitary actions of the B.A., and on 
the other, the mass actions of "Autonomia", the one being coordinated with the 
other through centralized (central and peripheral) structures. The link between the 
armed vanguard and the base of the Movement had to be assured by the rigid 
centralization (the so·called "workers' centralism") of the mass and vanguard in
itiatives. 2) Statements according to which, in the course of meetings among 
members of the organization, Negri advocated the necessity to raise the level of 
confrontation (sabotage of industrial plants, the beating of factory superVisors, 
proletarian expropriations, and kidnapping and confiscations in reference to union 
leaders, judges, and factory managers), with the aim of conquering power. 3) 
Statements according to which Negri pointed to the B.R. and P.O. as connected 

~sausti\·o della r~aItU. "t unn giusti. insiL'nw un'ordil 
b scarc~r<tZiOlle 
Ie in~·;iL'tne di .11 
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Toni Negri con 
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a Venetia nel 1965 



structures, and accordlng to which he participated in B.R. plannIng. 4) Revelations 
made by a B.R. member to a person who had later informed the judicial 
authorities about the direct link between the B.R. and P.O. 5} Statements accor
ding to which the militants of P.O. in Padua had available arms and explosives 
and were training themselves in military techniques. Statements according to 
which Negri taught the "technique" of building Molotov cocktails. 

N I am completely astonished by the probative elements stated here. They 
are not only untrue accusations, but downright unlikely and incompatible with 
everything I have said and done during the times I belonged to P.O. and later 
"Autonomia", The opposition between the B.R. and "Autonomia" Is clear from the 
documents of the two groups themselves. It is preposterous to say that 1 taught 
people how to make Molotov cocktails, which, by the way, I do not know how to 
assemble. I have never spoken in support of making links between the B.R.'s 
military actions and the mass actions of the organized Autonomy. The accusa· 
tions are based on pure fabrication-they are fantasies! 

J At this point we are questioning all your writings, charging that you present 
programs tending towards armed struggle and the establishment of a proletarian 
dictatorship. 

N I refuse to accept the legitimacy of your questions and of the reports which 
were used to justify my arrest. Nothing in my books has any direct organizational 
relationship. My responsibility is totally as an intellectual who writes and sells 
books) 

J If you have always expressed the rejection of armed struggle, tell us then 
how you justify this phrase contained in this leaflet: "The heroic struggle of the 
B.A. and the NAP (Armed proletariat Nuclei) comrades Is the iceberg of the Move
ment." I want you to notice that the document, taken from your fi!es, has nota· 
tions and corrections, some of which quite likely are your own. 

N Yes, the document seems to be mine; at least some of the marginal nota
tions are mine. But it contains classic expressions of Marxism, For "democracy" 
one should understand the dictatorship of the bourgeoiSie, and for "proletarian 
dictatorship," the highest form of freedom and democracy. As for the sentence in 
question, it is indeed necessary to recognize as a fact the emergence of the B.R. 
and NAP as the tip of the iceberg of the Movement, This dOes not require one in 
any way to transform the recognitlon into a defense, and this does not in any way 
deny the graIJe mistake of the B.R. line. At one pOint I defined the B.R. as a 
variable of the Movement gone crazy. 

I have expressed in the most emphatic way my disagreement regarding the B.R. 
inHiatives-a position that I believe coincides with a IJery large majority of the 
comrades of "Autonomia". Therefore, let there be no confusion. At the same time 
this does not mean that the B.R. conrades should not be respected. For it is 
necessary to haIJe some respect for all those who are seekIng prOletarian com· 
munist goals, even as one deeply criticizes their "regicide" strategy, which is con
trary to all the premises of Marxism. Marx himself tipped his hat to Felice Orsini. 
NeIJertheiess, I state again that terrorism can only be fought through an authentic 
mass political struggle and inside the revolutionary movement. 

Translated by /11 WW & Phil Mattera 

1. The only "evidence" brought by the Judges to justify NegrI's arrest were tapes of phone 
calls made by tne Red Brigades to the Moro family, presumably proving tna! It was Negri's 
voice. It turned out tnat the tape had never been analyzed. Tneir recent analysis by Ine 
American expert appOinted by the prosecutor remains unconclusiv~. 

11/1 Judge Pa]ombarini questions Toni NegrI, May 18, 1979, Padua 
ilI2 Negri 
ilf3 Chief prosecutor for the Republic, PIetro Calogero 
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Memorial 
from Prison 

This document was written on May 24, 1979 
from tne "Special Wing - G 8" of Ina Reb\b· 
bia jail In Rome by Marlo Daimavivs., Luciano 
Ferrari Bravo, Toni Negri, Oresle Scaizone, 
Emilio Vesce and Lauso Zagato. Footnotes 
were added by the Editors. 

The arrests and imprisonments put into effect against millta~ts an~ Intelle?tuals 
of the Left, starting April 7th 1979, have set In moHon a pol~t,~al tnal. This IS not 
just a trial of Ideas, a tria! of certain intellectuals, but a judicIal prose,cutlon of ~n 
entire section of the political movement in Italy-of comrades belonging to the tn
dependent Left movement of A.~tonom~, These comrades In no way deny or can· 
ceal their record of political milltancy In this movement. 

We are being tried for a decade of political struggle in Italy, from 1968 to 1979. 
With this prosecution State power has spoken out loud and clear - a horren· 
dous alibi for its inca~aclty to resolve the real underlying probl~~s confronUn~ f 
Italian society in the crisis. This trial is aimed to outlaw the political movemen a 

working class and proletariat autonomy. 

In order to succeed state power has to state and prove that "the party of ~he nhew 
social strata of the 'proletariat" Is the same thing as "the armed party" - j,e, t e 
terrorist groups. They have to be made to appear as Identical. 

All of us In the Movement know the motive behind this operation. ,The state "~r~. 
'ects" onto these strata and onto the men and women who ha~e hV~,d the SOCia 
~trUggleS of the new proletariat, the accusatlon of being terronsts, the armed 

THE RETROACTIVE 
cHARGES AGAINST 
~POTERE OPERAIO" 
rNORKER'S POWER). 

HE VIOLATIONS OF 
RQCEDURE BY 

E PROSECUTION. 

party in Italy", so that, by crlminaliz.lng the Movement, It can resolve Its own in
ability to function, We are militants and Intellectuals of the autonomous Left 
movement. In striking its blow at us, the state Is attributing to us a power as 
"leaders", a representative role, that we do not posess. 

The first accusation agaInst us all relates to having constituted and partlclpated 
in Potere Operaio (1969'1973)1. Inasmuch as PO Is taken by the prosecution to be 
the "original source" of armed terrorism-of having therefore been collectively 
responsible for the enUre trajectory of armed struggle In Italy In recent years _ 
its dissolution In 1973 Is regarded as having been "ficticious": it is alleged to 
have continued its existence as an armed conspiracy. 

A very Important prelimInary poInt needs to be made, regarding the consistency 
of this charge. It Is true that all of those who are charged in thIs case, in one way 
or another, at different times and at different levels of activity, did participate in 
the experience of PO. This Is a past "associative link" which we have no Intention 
of denying In fact we regard it, perhaps Ingenuously, with pride. But thousands 
of other comrades also participated in this political experience. One might rightly 
ask by what criteria 50 few cards, from such a huge pack, eventually came out In 
the shuffle. One might think that the accused were the "politicalleadershlp" of 
the PO group, But this Is not true - not all the accused played such a part In PO, 
and of those who did, not all are being charged. So the accusation of having par· 
ticipated in PO Is not self·sufflcient, is no basis in itself for the charge brought. 
This is the case (If for no other reason) because the PO was In Its own time in
vestigated on the grounds of being a "subversive organlz.ation", and was In fact 
cleared, 

Hence there must be something more behind the charge and the selection of 
those accused, The allegation rUns as follows: these individuals are those who 
having been comrades In PO, SUbsequently maintained "associative links of a 
subversive nature" aimed to direct, in one way or another, the armed struggle in 
Italy, But here the make-believe behind the accusation Is even more astonishing. 

From the time that PO dissolved In 1973, some of those presently accused have 
had no political links whatsoever with the rest of the accused. Moreover, in some 
cases It has been years that some members of the accused have not seen each 
other! it must be admitted that for a "conspiratorial group" alleged to have been 
nothing less (in the case of 9 of us) than the "strategic leadership" of the Red 
Brigades, not to have met each other, even briefly, in all this time constitutes a 
strange kind of association! And It Is not by chance that 6 weeks after the ar
rests, not one single piece of evidence has been brought to prove or Indicate any 
such association between those charged, from 1973-4 up to the present day. The 
reason is simple - no such proof exists, 

We shall take only a few examples of the legal procedure adopted by the prosecu· 
tlon In the "April 7th case". This Is only a summary of a few of the most flagrant 
abuses of due process that we - and we are not the first - have had to face, 
This Is a list of points which are taken from a much fuller documentation of ex· 
amples contained in the memorandum presented by our legal defence team, 

(A) Violations of the rights of defence In the phase of the preliminary investiga
tions ordered by the examining judge, Failure to notify, In some cases, of pro· 
ceedlngs against those being investigated, despite the fact that the prosecuting 
judge, Calogero, has admitted that this judicial Inquiry has been going on over a 
period of two years before the arrests; 
(B) Arbitrary use of coercltlve powers: 
- Issue of arrest warrants either without legal grounds at all, or on "apparent" 
grounds, altered later, at will. 
_ Use of preventive detention for ends other than those specified by law, 
(C) Arbitrary mode of Imprisonment: 
_ Unspecified reasons for differing prison treatment (solitary confinement, etc,) 
Imposed on those detained, 
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_ Refusal to notify, for a period, the whereabouts of those detained, or to notify 

families of prison transfers, etc. 
(D) Arbitrary use of norms of territorial judicial competence (I.e. the division of 
JudicIal competence In the case, between Rome and Pad ova): 
_ Abnormal unilateral decision on the part of prosecuting Judge Calogero as to 
judicial competence (transferring part of the case to Rome) after the request for 
formalisation of proceedings (I.e, that they be brought before the competent Judge 

In Padova) had been made. 
_ Subsequent addition of the charge related to the via Fani (the Mora kidnapp
Ing) case, for the sale purpose of justifying transferral of the judicial competence 
In the case of some of those accused (to Rome), in order to bypass any potential 
conflict with the Judges In Padova. This was after charges of "formation of armed 

bands" had already been brought in Pad ova. 
This relates to other precedents (e.g. In the Valpreda case) which involve the ar
bitrary transfer of proceedings to Rome - I.e. the Informal, but no less real, use 
of this tactic In order to set up a "special tribunal" for political persecutions

2
. 

(E) Systematic violation of the rights of legal defence in this case; in the course of 

the committal hearings: 
_Violation of article 365 In the Procedural Code ("the judge must proceed to the 

formal 'Interrogation' without delay"). 
_ Systematic Inversion of the burden of proof onto the defence. 
_ Acquisition of "evidence" a long time after the warrants for custody and deten· 
tion of the accused had already been made out. 
_ Lack. of any evidence, or precise accusations (to be proved Of disproved) 
related to the charge of "subversive association". The accusations are entirely 
"hypothetical.deductlve", of a "logical" and hence speculative nature, 
_ \!legal retention of preCise Information, evidence etc., related to the prosecu· 
tion charges, thus allowing a continuous fluidity, reformulation and alteration in 
the accusatory substance of the charges (e.g. request by judge Guasco for for
malisation of the charges "pending" fater specification of the actual crimes alleg· 

ed to have been committed!). 
_ Systematlc and underhand vlolatlon of the confidential secrecy of the commit
tal hearings by the prosecuting magistrates (use of insinuating "leaks", Informally 
passed to the Press and media throughout the proceedings - and often later 

dropped!). 

All the above paints might appear secondary to anyone not experiencing them 
first hand! Yet they amount to a real Illegality of the mode of the prosecution pro· 
cedure in this case, a degrada.tion of "due process", by the systematic refusal to 
back. or specify charges by precise accusation, hence ensurIng an "open·ended" 

set of options in the committal process. 

The presumption of guilt based on deductive hypothesis has been the leitmotif in 
the prosecution procedure right from the start. It covered, from the word go, I 
rection, leadership of the Red Brigades, and leadership of the armed struggle in 
general. In other words, the "generic" and the "particular" are conflated, strung 
together, to make us responsible, as a "collective plot", for virtually all that has 
happened In Italy over the past ten years. This Is the starting point - the initial 

thesis of the prosecution, 

Once this overall hypothesis of guilt Is first established, any element of physical 
or mentallintel/ectua/links that can be found (e,g. Pad ova University Institute; ac· 
tivltles of an academic nature etc.; or similarities between documents - any Left 
revolutionary literature Inevitably has some pOints of similarity) can then be can· 
strued as a "lead" or as "incriminating substance". All such material can be re
interpreted, pieced together according to the Initial deductive hypotheses, by a 
process of osmosis. Time and space become Irrelevant. Documents or events 
a period of ten years are flattened into the present, Into a static "present-day" 
plot for "armed insurrection". In Negri's case, this process of osmosis during the 
committal hearings has amounted to a crude and arrogant distortion of texts 
taken out of context, a deliberately falsified reconstruction at his ideas, collaps

Ing the past into the present. 

CIVIL RIGHTS AND 
CLASS STRUGGLE. 

The method of the prosecution's case has been the separation of selected 
e~emen~s and Ideas from their overall context. This is done by arbitrary selection 
o IndiVidual phrases from a vast mass of published and entirely public writln s or 
~tatements, Moreover, these .are selected from a long time-span, often separa~ed 
ny:ears. This .method of arbitrary separation and reconstruction or hypothetical 

Of
n 'hs between l~ea,s - and events - has been the basic norm In the construction 

e prosecution s case against us. 

We wish to make an appeal for the widest possible solidarity with those 23 
rested on April 7th 19793. af-

The prosec~tion case against us is overtly political, and we are asking for 
~OHt!C~1 sOh~arlty;,W: wish to emphasise that "political solidarity" does not 

ean Identifying WIth our personal ideas or pOsitions as such It Is correct 
we think, to make this clear. To ask for polltical solidarity In our case Is to app~al 
also to responsible democratic opinion, apart from the Left and communi t 
ment, on the basis of ~eco~nizing what is at stake, In terms of the relatlo~Sh~ove-
between class forces In thiS type of political prosecution. p 

In our case - quite apart from our own political situation - what Is beIng tested 
or decided, Is whether there is to be any further space po!ltlcally for the bra d 
~~v~ment that has developed in society, expressing the new needs of the pr: 
~ anat today. Or, on the other hand, whether the forces In power the effectiv~ 
'c~n.st!tutlonal coalition" that governs Italy, is to become more rtgld and base its 
pOhtl~al pact on .the destruction, criminalizatlon and repression of the class move' 
ment In civil sOCiety. 

The choice Is obviously not in our hands! But the prosecution and roceedin 
:galnst us are an essential part of this project, a key test-case. we

P 
are fighti~~ 

or an outcome ~n t.he slde.of the class movement, and It Is on this that we base 
our calls for solldanty. Let It also be clear that we also Insist on the defenc f 
~er~ln legal guarantees, This Is not opportunism on our part, but relates di~e~tly 
ate struggle and t.he goals of the class movement Itself. Both before durin 

and after the revolutionary process. ' g 

This appeal to civil liberties and defence of legal "due process" i , ' t > t d t th .' s no In our case 
res flC e a e mummified liberal tradition of civil rights (open to many abus ) 
W: cal! for the guar~ntee of freedoms that are historically and dynamlcafl co~~' 
st.,tuted by the rela.tlon of class forces as It exists In all the industr',ai',sed Yc 
tnes today. oun· 
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We beHeve that in Italy, today, and In Europe, the political prosecution of the 
"Worker's Autonomy" movement has a wider significance, which concerns the 
broadest possible sections of the class movement in all Its various articulations. 
This Is because it represents a specific attempt, an attempt with ominous implica. 
tions, to "turn the clock back" historically to set up and formalise on a permanent 
basis a new level of state repression, aimed to attack and destroy the space for 
Independent class politics; to attack the guarantees of rights to express 
theoretically and exercise in practice any alternative basis of power for the 
transformation of society; and to attack the spaces for the exercise of "counter· 
power" _ all of which spaces have been fought for and won over the course of 

the last ten years. 

Translated by Committee April 7, London 

!. This comes in tM list co~ering charges of "subversive association" - Article 270 in the 
Fascist penal code of 1929. The nearest British equivalent Is the charge of sedition, as 
brought against the Betteshanger miners during the War. 
2. "Special tribunals" were the political anti-communist courts set up by the Fascists in 1926. 
It was one of these tribunals that sent Gramsci to prison. 
3. Under these vague, unspecified and unsubstantiated charges the accused may be subjected 
to a possible period of detantlon of up to FOUR years before they need be brought to trial. 

11/1 Massa Carrara, November 18, 1972 
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The Naked Truth 
about Moro's 
Detention 

Franco Piperno 

This interview was published in II Male one 
week after the April 7 arrests. /I Male is a 
satirical weekly magazine \inked to the Move
ment. That Franco Piperno, althoUgh wanted 
by the police, would agree to lake part in this 
parody constitutes an indirect commentary 
on the "seriousness" of the accusations and 
the theatricality of the media. 

Being convInced that the series of recent arrests involving such eminent per
sonalities of the cultural and theatrical world, such as Toni Negri (culture), Dreste 
Scalzone (theatre), were part of a farcical pre-electoral setting, we went to find 
Professor Piperno, who by chance escaped arrest, at his new residence. But we 
were indeed suprised to find ourselves In front of an individual in an advanced 
ethylic state who would toast in friendly company the arrest of hIs long-time rival: 
Professor Toni Negri. As many do not know, Toni Negri not only held professor
ship at Pad ova but he was also the director of an institute, something which has 
not been let out and which is far from succeeding to Piperno. An ulterior motive 
for the friction between the two lies in Negri's recent Parisian success at the Sor
bonne and at the Eiffel Tower, while Piperno remained in Arcavacatoa in the pro

vince of Cosenza. 

Question Well Franco, some of Toni's defects? 

Piperno The most sickening thing about him is his pretense to understand 
the informatics. In any case, he is a man full of defects. 

Q And Oreste's defects? 

'OJ 

p He takes notes on whatever [s said. 

Q And you? 

p I was the only one In this group without defects. 

Q But in short, do you make a positive estimate of what has happened? 

P Substantially yes, also because the unfortunately temporary jailing of 
these, my dear friends, guarantees the Movement of a series of breakdowns that 
would have certainly combIned either In contrast or in conflict within them. 

Q [a It true that you are jealous of Negri? 

P Yes, Above all because he has an undeniable advantage over me: to be able 
to pass off pOlitical punches that he writes as scientific pUblications. Something 
which is not accepted by me, being a physicist. With this system, he has gained 
the professorship, while [ am still stabilized. 

( ... After having Indulged a bit more upon personal aspects, we proceeded to ask 
him the news relating to the Judicial and political aspects of the event, as soon as 
we saw that he was more clear-minded.) 

Q In your opinion, what are the fragile elements in the warrant for arrest? 

P In reference to Toni and Oreste, I believe that the weakest element lies in 
the position that these two friends assumed when it was a question of deciding 
Mora's fate. 

Q You were at! therefore present at the meeting? 

P Yes, by now, It's useless denying it. The judges Calogero and Gallucci sear-
ched Massimo's Venetian house. 

Q Which Massimo? 

P Cacciarl naturally! Thus searching Massimo's home, they found the authen-
tic tape of the meeting of the strategiC direction on May 1, 1978, which was an
nually held in Chiavari. 

Q Who were the participants of the meeting? 

P Always the same, and that is: Tronti, Asor Rosa, Cacciarl, Oreste, Vidali, 
Rita di Leo, Osvaldo, Pesce, TrombadorL .. 1 

Q But Trombadori how? Wasn't Via Rasella2 enough for him? 

P But how! dear Antonello is insatiable. At least once a year, he needs to 
"proceed", U's like a bad habit for him. You need to understand him. 

Q However, Trombadori often wrote against the Red Brigades, demanding a 
rapid capture. 

P Trombadori does what Toni does, and besides, Toni has learned from him. 

Q Don't you think you're exaggerating thesa revelations? 

P You see, [ have a scientific background and I pay attention to facts: I know 
that the judge knows. It Is therefore better to precede the adversary, as we did 
after Feltrinelli's death.3 

Q Since you have decided to talk about everything, who were the other 
members of the strategic direction? 



P Do you mean the effective members or the candidate members? 

Q No. No. the effective ones. The others don't count and we also don't have 
enough space. Hence, who are they? Moretti? 

P No. nO. no. Moretti no.4 He is an Invention of the press. He is only a sur· 
rogate member and besides Trant! had strong doubts about him, because he 
didn't know the writings of KVasnjlak.5 

Q If not Moretti, who? 

P Pintar and 50frl,6 but 1 must tell you that they did not come to the mention· 
ed meeting, claiming to be sick. In reaHty, they preferred, as many times before, 
not to take positions on heated arguments. 

Q In short, who were the marshalls? 

P ! remember everything perfectly. I don't know why, but that afternoon in 
Chiavari In a house by the sea has remained Indelibly impressed upon me. Asor 
expounded the pros and cons of the execution. But I must say that his discourse 
was not impartial, In the sense that, in his exposition, the pros prevailed over the 
cons. The central argument was that by now the games were made in the PCI 
(Italian Communist Party). The long adventure, undertaken in '69 by Massimo, 
Marlo, Alberto, Rita, Aris and Umbert07 to free the party from the hands of those 
who had control of It, while Toni, Oreste and I were occupied with the Movement, 
had arrived at a dead end. They already foresaw that they would not be elected to 
the central commUtee in the next Congress and that the Villari lobby8 would have 
preVailed (as it then came about, n.d.r.). And therefore they belleved that the only 
possibility was to cut Mora off and in this manner break up the internal 
equHlbrium of the two biggest parties, whether the DC or the PCL Asor, I 
remember weH, obsessively repeated the phrase: "let's shuffle the cards", "let's 
shuffle the cards". 

o And you? 

P I voted in favor. 

o But why? What did Mora ever do to you? Wasn't he a man like yourself? 

P If It is in this sense, he was even a better man than myself. But I did not 
have a choice. It's been years now that I do only what Trant! does. 

o And now what plans do you have? 

P To do better than Flora (Piperno's wife, far more brllllant than her husband, 
n.d.r.). While she is occupied with the z.one south of Volturno, I wish to busy 
myself with the zone north of Volturno and hOpe for a reunion ... if Lanfranco per· 
mits.9 

Translated by Rosamaria Salamone 

1. Mario Tronti, Alberto Asor Rosa, Massimo Cacciari, Rita de Leo are ex·militants of Potere 
Operaio who eventually joined the ICP. Vidali and Trombadori are orthodox militants of the 
ICP. 
2. VI'a Rasella: partisan action against the Germans during the WWIL Dozens of citizens of 
Rome were assassinated as a reprisal. 
3. G.G. Feltrinelli: lett.wing publisher found dead in suspicious conditions. It was assumed 
that he belonged to the Group for Partisan Action. 
4. MariO Moretti has beem presented by the media as the mysterious head of the BR. 
5. Mario Tronli: theoretician of the \tali an "WorKerist" Left, now in the ICP. 
6. Luigi Pintar: a leader of II Manifesto, a political group (and journal) at the left of the ICP. 
Adriano Sofri: a leader of "Lotta Conlinua". 
7. See note 1. Aris Acornero and Umberto Terracini are prominent members of the ICP. 
6. Villari: historical official of the ICP. 
9. Fiora PiTri Ardizzone: Piperno's wife, suspected of terrorism and incarcerated. Pace: wanted 

by the pOlice. Ins parable from Piperno. 

1111 Franco Piperno (right) with 1/ Male editor, April 1979 



Piperno's 
Counteroffensive 

Many mambers of the Hallan press expressed 
their doubts about the authenticity of the 
foregoing Interview. Certainly, it would be 
unlikely for the wanted head 01 the Red 
Brigades to be involved in a parody, let alone 
to expose himself by granting an Interview. 

/! Male responded to this doubt Simply with 
the publlcatlon of this second interview 
which promises "shocking new revelations 
from thai most wanted fugitive, Franco Piper· 
no; names, weapons, plans, the Inside word 
on the mysterious world of the Red 
Bridages." 

a Well, Piperno, how Is life on the run? 

P BeHeve me it's really not so bad. I've taken refuge in the margins of \tall.a
n 

society and I do ~y best to survive. The hardest days were the ones at the begm· 

ning. 

a Why? 

P Because at the beginning I was living with the brigades and this meant I 

had to put up with some unbearable annoyances .. , 

a For example? 

P I could never sleep at night because my comrades, being all mad wolves, 
as Scalfari has lucidly written, howl at the full moon, and as you will recall, there 

was a full moon the night of 7 April. 

a And so what did you do? 

p I moved, and now I live on a yacht anchored In this bay, Here, In a word, 

a This Is a yacht? It rather looks like a small vWa to us ... 

P No, no, It's a yacht. We're on the water; the yacht was redone to look like a 
small villa. It belongs to Croc!ani,l the famous unknown "puppeteer" in the Mora 
affair, 

a How are your comrades In Jail doing on their own? 

P Oreste Scalzone Is In a creative phase, so to speak: he has discovered the 
fascination of a sexual relation beyond heterosexuality, and he tests this new 
dimension of freedom all day on Lauso Zagato ... 

a This 15 a disgrace! Oreste has always been faithful to Lucia! 

P True, but you forget that prison has a pecuHar atmosphere, and besides, 
you probably don't know that we managed to send him a few grams of cocaine 
through Ferrari Bravo, After a good healthy snort, Oreste lost all his Inhibi
tions-and he had many of them, 

a And what about Toni Negri? Every morning he gets drunk on Stock 84. 
Does his drinking have any effect on the interrogations? 

P Of course. The effect is obvious: every time he gets drunk, he talks non, 
stop for six hours, Spazzall2 told me that the last time he drank he kept on talking 
even when the Judges and lawyers left, and he stopped only when the guard shut 
off the light. 

a Excuse us if we ask a persona! question, but do you continue to meet with 
Journalists on this yacht? 

P Yes, but It causes me much trouble, especially with 80cca.3 

a Why him In particular? At bottom he is a democraL 

P And just like every democrat, he takes advantage as soon as he can, The 
other night, during one of the many Interviews he's done with me, Instead of tak
ing notes he kept on staring at, and playing footsie with, Comrade Kioto Lata of 
the Japanese group Karaklri. Lata had served as an intermediary for the operation 
against the coast of Montenegro ... 

a In what sense was It an operation? Wasn't there an earthquake? 

P I spent two years at Cosenza setting up the "seismic cannon",with the 
assistance of the rector, Professor Bucci. Based on the principles of Ugo Amaldl, 
the cannon generates gravitational waves of arbitrary power. The operation on the 
Adriatic coast was just the beginning. We planned to attack Tito's revisionism. 

a Then It is true that a scientific Intelligence is at the bottom of the destruc· 
tive plan which has bloodied our country and Europe for years now? 

P It's true. The jUdges have discovered this too, and there's no use denying it. 
The proof of It Ues In the fact that, despite the perspicacity of the journalists who 
are covering the affair, no one has yet asked why on earth only Amerio and Sossi4 

were abducted, after the decision was made at a meeting of Polere Operalo to ab
duct AgneW and Fanfani,5 The truth, now clear to the judges, is that even in this 
case, our line of conduct was guided by the well-known physical law called "the 
principle of minimization," With this law In mind, I want to give you a sensational 
prediction. At the most recent meeting of the tactical command, we decided to 
kidnap Pecchiol06 and the familiar Saragat,7 but you'll see that in the end we'll 
limit ourselves to seizing Giacomo MarramaoB and Augusto, a vinter from 
Trastevere. 

Translated by Lawrence Venuti 
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1. Croclanl Is a manager of the State-owned italian industry who escaped the country after a 
financial scandal. 
2. Giullano Spazzall Is Toni NegrI's defense lawyer. He became famous during the Valpreda 

case. 
3. G\orglo Bocca 15 a well-known journalist of La Repubb/ica and L'Espresso. 
4. Boll1 were kidnapped by the Red Brldages in 1973. Amerto, a FIAT engineer, headed the per

sonnel ofllce. 
S. Umberlo Agnelli Is the head of FIAT. Fanfanlls a high-ranking member of the Christian 
Democrats. In 1963, he headed the "center-left" coalition with the SoelaUs! Party. 
6. Pecchioli is the chief of the federation of Turin's Communist Party. He heads the ICP's 
Bureau of State's Problems and Is considered the "shadow" Minister of the Interior. 
7. Giuseppe Saragat founded the Social Democratic Party. He was President of the Halian 
Republic during the Valpreda affair and was the first to accuse the anarchists for the bOmbing 

of the bank In Milan. 
6. Giacomo Marramao is a philosopher·hlstorlan of the iCP. 
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Violence of 
the State 

I Voisci 

! Vol sci (The Vo\scians) are a group of . 
Autonomists well rooted in the proletanan 
quarters of Rome. They are considered the 
"hard" fraction of the mOI/6.rne.nt. t. V~ISCI arB 
known for their political agitation wSlde the 
polyclinic and tor their active support of the 
squatter's movement. Their froe radio, Radio 
Onda Rossa, covers the metropolitan area, 

IT ! ns the judges and the journalists of 
We present this statement to th

f
8 p~ 1 :~ a w~r!d" askln~ to be proven wrong. 

this country, "one of the most ree n e , . 

h st of comrades in Padua, Milan and Rome 
We are convinced of one, thing: t e ane h P d magistracy are the outcome of 
and the entire investigation o,pened by. ~h:t I~ ~a men whO beHeve in the Institu
inlHatives taken by democratic p~ople, d wh~ t:erefore work for the defense of 
tions, support the multi-party sY

f 
s ~~ han prise the existing democracy of our 

the r.esultant social order, all a w IC com 

country, 

have often alluded in the newspapers and from 
These and many other persons f uttin~ an end to the organized and 
the seat~ of Parliament, to the net~:s~!~y ~i~ts of our constitutional freedoms up 
diffuse Violence, urg\n~ us on to Malfa1 Ydid the institution of the death penalty. 
to the point of requesting, as La f th e' forms (except for the death penalty) \s 
Incitement to violence In <ea~: o~~ ~o nae~e someone who weH symbolizes the in
manifest in what Leo Vall an! ,Ju 'tJ . the Corriere della Sera from February to 
stitutlons, has been capable of Wrl ng In 

April. 

HE WHO DOESN'T 
TERRORIZE 
BECOMES 
SICK WITH TERROR 
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Someone might thInk that by citing Vallan! we wish, as usual, to show that he, 
like democracy, adopts a double standard. He doesn't attack the crimes of the 
powerful with equal vehemence (rather, he acquits them a priori as he did with 
Baftl, Sardnelli3, and all the little bureaucrats whom he moreover wants to judge 
"fiscally" and not penally). Or someone might beHeve that we wish to show that 
Vallan! complains of the "senseless dismantling of the most severe laws" when 
to a great extent the Reale law is more "severe" than the Rocco Codex4, and 
besides, it Is still in effect. Someone might even beHeve that we wIsh to point dut 
that VaHanl doesn't even hide his pleasure with the arrest of Toni Negri and the 
other comrades. (By the way, even Pertin! complimented the Padua magistrates, 
but there is no evidence that he telegraphed his indignation to the Catanzaro 
magistrates when Freda and Ventura5 escaped). Anyway, if anyone believes this 
he is mistaken, • 

It Is not our intention to complain about the non-equality of the law nOf to em
phasize the non-equldistance of the democracy which we undoubtedly are. Rather 
we wish to reveal how this state of affairs is Inevitable and necessary for the in
stitutions. From the pOInt of view of democrats like Leo Valian!, in fact, it Is right 
that things are this way because It Is right that men Ilke him come to the point of 
calling for the application of violence when it is to be used in the defense of 
something that exists-democracy, to be exact-and against episodes or persons 
who in the name of something that doesn't exist-communism-combat these in
stitutions without excluding violence. From one side, there is the tendency to 
overthrow It Whoever defends the first Is justified in hIs use of violence, whoever 
Is for the second, is not, 

If it were to be shown that democracy doesn't exist, In the sense that it has not 
been fully realized, there would no longer be any legitimacy for the violence of the 
state, or at least there would be an equal measure of legitimacy for the violence 
used to overthrow the state. 

The idea that democracy doesn't exist doesn't even occur to Valiant. He sides 
with Bafti and Sarcinelll, that is, with the Institutions and the mUlti-party system, 
starting from their evils and their contradlctioris (scandals, frauds, killings, etc.) 
which are erased In one blow by the demon of terrorism, which can only be com· 
bated with an increase in the number of pOlice, preventive (which in practice 
becomes definitive) incarceration, and an ulterior arming of the forces of order. In 
other words, the generalized applicatIon of repression and violence without ever 
doubting the true basis of Its legitimacy. 

In order to respond In a practical and non-elusive manner to these positions, and 
therefore without failing into an Ideological debate, it is left to us to examine 
from a very concrete (even If guarded) point of view what the pulpit of democracy, 
from which the sermons !Ike those of Valiani are preached, is made of. 

Now, it seems to us (and we ask nothing but to be proven wrong) that this 
democracy denies In prInciple but !n fact allows: 

1. The systematic fiscal evasion of the capitalists (In vulgar terms, those who ac
cumulate wealth by taking It from the workers), and therefore, the robbery of the 
citizens and of the State; 

2. Thousands of clandestine abortions done in contempt of the dignity and 
freedom of women, and therefore, the violation of the laws of the State and rob
bery of the citizens by the physicians who perform such abortions; 

3. Hundreds of deaths, thousands of crippllngs and mutilations at the workplace 
because of the Impunity allowed to the capitalists, which therefore transforms the 
constitutional declaration of the "right to work" into a "condemnation to work"; 

4. Hundreds of thousands of unemployed to whom neither the right nor the con
demnation to work applies, but to whom is recognized the free wlll to choose bet-
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ween hunger, robbery, drugs, and submerged economy, which would actually be 
the condemnation to working without the right to work; 

5. Tens of homicides by the police or carabinieri caused by their "slipping up" or 
by invisibility al road blocks, recognized by the 1talian state as legal based upon 

the Reale law; 

6. The panic and terror, not counting the damage to health and environment, 
widespread among the population because of the production of certain materials 
in plants such as Seve so, Marghera, Manfredonia, priolo, etc.; 

7. The fact that Baffi is not arrested in consideration of his position and his ad· 
vanced age, while provisional freedom is repeatedly denied to 72 year-old 
Salvatore Manunta7 whO Is seriously ill and in prison for over a year. 

The conclusion then is that this democracy permits social inequality, homicide 
and exploitation in perfect harmony with the laws of the State. Democracy, 
therefore, has not been fully reaHzed (and let's hope that the usual shithead, who 
pretends to demonstrate just the opposite by explaining that If it weren't this way 
then we wouldn't even be able to say these things, doesn't come forward). We 
would remind him thai being able to say from the very beginning that Valpreda8 

was innocent served no purpose whatsoever as he remained in prison for over 
three years and he was released only because the truth was imposed upon the 
democratic institutions by extra-parliamentary struggle. 

If democracy has not yet been fully realized, if it is still as much a utopia as com
munism, then why Is its present form nurtured by violence? 

Justice helps us to understand why through the conclusions arrived at by the 
magistrate Luigi Gennaro in regards to the comrades of the Workers and 
Students Collective of Castel1i9. We present here a few significant passages from 
the court order for retrial. We do not know in detail the motivations of the accusa
tion formulated by the magistrate Calogero concerning the Padua comrades, but 
we believe that those made by Gennar010 severa! months ago may be illustrative 
of the pretentiousness and the danger with which one part of the magistracy 
assumes the duty of "resolving" some problems of social and polltlcal nature for 

the multi-party system. 

Gennaro no longer Judges only the completed fact or the hypothesis of a crime, 
but he goes beyond them and arrives at social behavior. From here he continues 
on to politlcal theories and then on to Ideas, setting up a true and personal 
Ideological process. The process moves from mass Illegality, exemplified by the 
forms of auto reduction {considered a priori to be an underhanded way of legitimiz
ing crime by comrades}, to civli war and finally to terrorist militancy for having 
defined a6 comrades the militants of the Red Army Fraction. 

At this point the discussion becomes extremely clear: it is no longer a matter of 
answering the arguments raised by a Leo Vallani on the more or less just use of 
violence. The existence of democracy Is no longer In discussion here, not because 
It is seen as having been already attained but because it is propped up by the 
Power of the State, which, as Gennaro states, cannot be usurped. 

that we are better off than under Fascism or than the Chileans under Pinochet. 
For that someone the fact that democracy has not been fully realized becomes 
still another reason to defend the status QUO, even If only to broaden It through 
struggle. 

In princlp!e this would be an acceptable way of reasoning If It had not already 
been worn out by recent and past history. 

The struggle for democracy In Italy began more than thirty years ago and it was 
an armed struggle: the workers saved the factories from the Germans in order to 
~ee them returned safe and sound to the same bosses as before; the Napolitans 
liberated their city by themselves in order to see It sacked by the Lauros and the 
Gavas11; Almlrante and the other fascists were given their freedom by Togliatti. 

After these Initial outcomes, the struggle for democracy has had other products 
Su.ch as the banana, the tobacco and the Anas scandals, the secret funds and 
bnbes ~t Montedlson, Sifar, VaJont, and Lockheed, and the killings from Portella 
della Gmestra to Reggio Emilia, from Avola to Piazza Fontana from Brescia to 
the ltaHcus. ' 

This is the "slow march of democracy" that has brought us to the present state 
of affairs which we have described. 

TrBnslated by Mary Jane Ciccarello 

1. Ugo La MalIa: Secretary of the Republican Party. 
2. Leo Valiani: Historian and Journalist of the Corriere della Sera, 
3: Paolo Balli: ex·governor of the Banea di Ilalia, Sarcinefli is a public figure involved in finan· 
clal scandals. 
4. Rocco codex: criminal laws of the Fascist period which makes it possible to convict so· 
meone for having "dangerous" opinions. 
5. Sandra Pertini: President of the Italian Republk. 
6. F:sda and Ventura: well·known fascists. They instigated the attack of December 12 1969 
aga~ns~ the NatIOnal Bank of Agriculture in Milan where 15 persons were killed. It ma;ked the 
beginning of the "Strategy of tension". 
7. Salvatore Manunta: unknown to the Editors. 
8. Valpreda: anarchist accused 01 the bombings of the National Bank of Agriculture He was 
proved Innocent after 4 years in prison. . 
9. Collective of Castelli: one on the many political collectives of Autonomy 
10. Di Gennaro: Italian magistrete. . 
11. Both Lauro and Gava belong to the DC. 

1111 I Vo/scl, May/June 1978 

OATEMIIL 
CONTIZOUD 
CUl2eZZA 

EO 10 VI 0Ff=12O 
UNA FINE DEL 
PIlOSLEHA DEL 

TErll2Ol2ISMQI 

Other than defense of democracy and liberty, here is the established Order that 
becomes a part among parts, that seriously attacks men and ideas In virtue of an 
ideology loosened from social matters and conflicts, abstract and narrow as only \ 
the Ideology of Power can be. \ 

Even a liberal like Locke affirmed as early as 1690 that no reason of State can 
stand before abuses and prevarications of power, nor are there any motivations 
for disorders and bloodshed that can stop the Just rebellion against the State. 

Someone might say that even thOugh our reasoning makes sense, It Is stIll true 



The Sandstorm 
Method 

Dario Fo 

Daria Fa Is a leading ItaUan dramatist weI!· 
known for his satire of Power. 

Clytemnestra's invective against Power: 
"You have blackened your eyelids with soot, as the tragic actors do to portray a 
sorrow that you can not even feign. You have pasted tears of melted wax on your 
cheeks. The swelling drops do not stream down to bathe your mouth with salt. 
Your grimaces of hopeless suffering are nauseating; they resemble the comic 
mimes' sneers. Power extends his arms In a plea for help and clemency, but 
note we!! how the folds of his chlamys trace broad curves with his solemn pace. 
This Is the significant gesture. With his head slipped Inside a huge mask of 
whitened papler mache, his pupils do not look out through the hollow eyes; the 
mouth gaping wide In a silent shout like a funnel sends forth reverberations that 
resemble words. Yet they are only his legal code," 

Terrorism never destab!!izes the established rule; rather it strenghtens it, since it 
destabilizes the opposition (even when the opposition Is most moderate) which is 
thus forced, in order to avoid being suspiciously drawn in as a cover to terrorism, 
to accept, support and allow those laws and those uncontrollable, violent acts 
which will in fact be used against citizens and workers (and their class warfare), 
not to mention the spontaneous movements of those who have been deceived. 

Terrorism compels us to disguise In the facts the "Infernal duel" between state 
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and terrorists in a logic of conflict between two armed organizations. The clash 
goes well over the heads of those who are Involved only on the level of dismay 
and fear. Thus an impotent (fatal) tension is created, which upsets any reaction 
and any real participation in polltica! events, making any discourse drown in the 
formula: "There Is need to establish order, no matter what the cost." 

And the coat Is the sacrifice of democracy (expeciaUy as an active, rational 
presence in the control of social, judicial, economic, etc., events of life), the in
strumental panicky fear of the parties, of the labor unions, the faHlng apart of the 
logic of the "unprovided-for/mindless" who are driven by brains hidden in the 
shadows-the (absolute) non-intervention, better yet, the running away from the 
commitment to sustain the defense of Civil Rights and its relative struggies, the 
repression in jails, the refrain when faced with women's actions: all struggles for 
housing, unemployment, the youth, eCOlogy, nuclear power, disarmament, drugs, 
etc. 

This Is how a broad, and very diversified, slice of the electorate manifested its 
disappOintment. All to the advantage of Power, whIch gained immensely from It. 
Power has no real interest in really fighting terrorism with determination, by co. 
involving, on the democratic plane, the responsible presence of the citizen; this 
would mean taking away the basic motivations that constttute it, that give It a 
space for acHon and a consensus, especially among the emarginated and the 
hopeless, without any real perspectives. 

Power has no rea! interest In reorganizing (in a controlled, more efficient and 
democratic form) the police, but prefers to delegate everything to a super·cop 
(Gen. Della Chiesa) giving him carte blanche so that the big shots may be brought 
to justice. 

The solution to the prOblem is of no Interest to Power or to the Power Party. What 
interests them is the spectacle and the emotional participation of the spectator 
citizen in a continuous merry-go-round of bombastic facts, much like a television 
"mystery" where everyone is the suspect, everyone is the murderer-the ac· 
complice-the Instigator-the terrorlst-rlght-hand-man. Even if it cannot be prov
ed that he or she Is guilty, anymore, nobody Is ever left innocent. 

The important thing is the sandstorm, to raise hell, to dazzle, to create a scene. 
The newspapers and television do not even bother saying anymore "They say, "It 
appears that," "There Is a suspicion:" no: they say: "Is" and "it Is certain!" Ex
pect that the next day all is denied, In a hush, between the lines. 

In this "blizzard," where everyone Is screaming "he has the plague," Power has 
freed itself first of all from the presence of the so-called front-line democrats, the 
intellectuals, the artists, the free-thinkers: It has assigned them the role of 
perplexed observers who await clearer developments; "We are waiting for proofs 
and confirmations, we do not wish to Interfere with the process-Inquiry, we all are 
for lawfulness," 

In the meantime, the power of spectacle has free reign in this "pot-shot" scene: 
leaking of news, making of inferences. 

It is a very old game, one already well unmasked by Machiavelli, In 1589, In his 
Discourses: 

"Consider the cunning that sustains that State: Games of prestige that conjure up 
profound political designs. Before this spectacle, we most resemble the unwary 
dullard at a play, who does not see the ropes and is amazed by a flying aureole. 

Let us suppose, then, that just in the middle of the prince's performance, the bad
ly mounted machine gives way. The screens vanish, letting everything be seen: 
how fast the trick leaps to the spectator's eye! 

How simple it all is, and what a vulgar fraud! Look, then, at the pulley's noose! 
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How poorly the mechanism works. 

The prince's thoughts and the State's plans: \001<. on what meanness their lot 
depends! Crude devices fly around terrorizing the people whO shake before the in
credible prodigy. Here it is, 1001<. at it. Look how everyone shudders and trembles! 
After an instant of alarm at the uncovered trap, the simple audience understands 

and laughs. 

It laughs more than it ever laughed before. Then It stops; Indignation and rage 
replace the laughter. Next the audience will grasp the reason for the incredible 

fraud. 

You too can play this game of uncovering the fraud. 

Let us uncover it and we shaH see whether and how much the people will laugh, 
and whether they will grasp the reason." 

Translated by Peter CarBvetta, 

James Cascaito & Lawrence Venuti 



yes. A suicide. W!lh a razor. It was a neat Ht· 
lie job, he passed away quietly. They won't 
pick on that guy again. 301 days In this fuck· 
ing shltty jaB. 302. 303. 304 days In Jail. THE 
HARDENED HEART IS A RARE OUAUTY 
VALUABLE TO MY BITIERLY MELANCHOLIC 
SELF, HARDLY ALIVE AND COMPACTLY 
SAD FOR 305 DAYS IN JAIL 306 days In Jail. 
307 days In Jail. 300 days In Jail. 309 days In 
Jail. 31(l,days In Jail. Tedium. Tedium. Tedium. 
Tedium. Tedium. Tedium. Tedium. Tedium. 
Tedium. Tedium. Tedium. Tedium. Tedium. 
Tedium. Tedium. Tedium. Tedium. Tedium. 
Tedium. Tedium. Tedium. 311 days In Jail. 312 
days In Jail. 313. Days. Uh. In. Uh. Jail. 314 
days In Jail. 315 days days days days days 
and days. Uh. 316 days In Jail wlth me. All for 
me. Oh how spiundld. 317 days In Jail. Oh 
how splendid. 3tB days In jal1. Oh how splen. 
did. 319 days !n jail. Oh l10w splendid. 320 
days, 21, 22, 23. Yes. 23. 24, 25, 26, 27, 2B, 29. 
Ahhh. 330 days In this marvelous JaH and it's 
aU Just for me. Are you saHsfled, dear 
judges? Indeed. 331 days In Jal1. 332 days In 
JaiL 333 days in Jall. 334 days In Jail. 335 days 
In Jal1. 336 days In JaB, 337, 38, 39, 40, 41, 2, 
3,4,5, 6, 7, 8, 9. 350 days In Jail. What will all 
this lime In Jail do to me? What 351 will 352 
all 353 this 354 time 355 In 356 Jail 357 do 
358 to 358 me days In )all? Pigs. 359 days In 
Jail. 360 pigs. 360 pigs days. 360 pigs days In 
Jail. When I get out I'm going to hold an ex· 
hlbltlon In some square. I'll exhibit a cubicle. 
And I'll shut people Inside It for a day. So 
they can see what Jail Is lIk:e. 361, 2. 3. 4, 5. 
4.5. 4. 5. Oh. Oh. 365 days In Jail. A YEAR 
ALREADY. HEY I'VE ALREADY SPENT A 
YEAR IN JAIL. HEY. 366 days In Jail. 367 
days in jail. 36B days In Jail. Oh qulGk, hurry 
up please, another year In jail and then just 
six more months. And then I'm finished. Uh. 
369 days In jail In Jail In jail In jail In JaH In 
jail In jalllnJaliln Inja!1ln. Already. In jail. 370 
days In Jail. 371 days In Jail. 372 days of how 
w!H I manage to luck the drain Christ since 1 
haven't seen an a.ss, I don't say a cun!, an 
ass, for 373 days In Jail. And 374 and 375 and 
376 and 377 and 378 and 379 and 380 
T.H.R.E.E.H.U.N.D.R.E.DAN,D.EJ.G.H.T.Y. 
D,A.Y.S. t.N. J. A. L L. I am forbidden to lake 
the dally stroll for two days slnCIl I had a 
smell pair 01 scissors. 382, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 
90. 391 days In JaiL 392 days In )all. Oh when 
I get out. Oh when I get out. Oh when I get 
oul. Oh when I get out. Oh when I get out. 
393 days In Jail. 394 days In JaB. 5, 6, 7, 8. 
399,400 days In Jail. What can I hope for at 
this point. Who wU! give me back: Ihese 401 
days In Jell. Eh? Eh? Eh? Eh? Eh? Eh? Eh? 
Eh? Eh? Eh? ~02, 3, 4, S. ~06 days In Jail. My 
room Is my room. I am L The waH Is the waf!. 
Three meters by three meters, all mine. Nine 
heavenly square meters over whIch! pace. I 
have walked kilometers In a few melors. Oh. 
Uh. How many kilometers have I covered, . 
407 days In JaiL ~08 days In Ja!1. ~09 days In 
Jail. 410 days In Jail. 411 days In JeU. 412 days 
In Jail. Oh Darla how were you? l'>le fOrgollen 
you Christ I've forgotten you how angry how 
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From 
Terrorism 
To Guerrilla 
Warfare 

Franco Piperno 

Franco Piperno Is one of the historical 
leaders of Potere Operaio. Wanted by the 
police since April 7, he was Ilrrested in Paris 
on September 18, 1979. 

In the last ten years we have witnessed a quiet upheaval "In the mode of produc
ing wealth," The productive process exploits nature as a resource rather than reo 
distributing surplus work: and consequently reducing working time. To say it In 
other words, the different forms of social prOduction are nO longer organically 
connected by the law of value, This consequence Is of great importance since it 
involves not only social Issues but also labor co-operation. In this context a new 
proletarian subject is born, who is the producer of wealth but Is no longer perceiv
ed in terms of productive or unproductive work. Thus, the class composition of 
the proletariat is changed. In particular, the technological Intelligentsia (which 
could be roughly defined as "non·worker labor") takes on a central position in the 
production of social wealth. However, we are not talking about the proietariza
tion of the middle class. The "non-worker laborer," by acting not as part of a 
residual class but as a material subject of this new mode of production, carries 
with him behavior, cultural references, and Ideologies which cannot be reduced 
to the historical precedents of workers' struggles. 

The change In composition of the prOletariat implies a new "spontaneity" that ap
peared for the first time In 1968. This new spontaneity has its own characteristic 
relationship to social wealth. In fact, social wealth is enjoyed as use value, In the 
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sense that its appropriation equals its "enjoyment." Therefore, production stops 
being an a priori human characteristic or a moral necessity. ProdUction is in
vestigated and re·dimensioned as the prodUction of "humanly enjoyable" wealth. 
Here are some of the typlca! manifestations of this new spontaneity: absenteeism 
as mass sabotage against the work ethic; shoplifting In supermarkets as an In
dividual re·appropriation of Objects, the enjoyment of which has been hindered by 
monetary mediation; employment simply as a source of Income; a "generous, 
availability" In relation to those moments of social activity in which "work and 
need coincide"; the many different forms of rebellion in which a radical and 
sometimes violent socla! malaise is expanded in the "anonymity of daily life." 
These types of behavior break any relationship between partiCipation In produc· 
tion and the amount of salary received, between working time and the number of 
objects required for our existence. It is self-evident that, these activities being 
behavior (and not harmless Ideas), their manifestation requires the practice of H
legality as a necessary condition for existence. 

Beneath this behavior we find a culture that despite the evident naivete and ob
vious failures cannot be easHy liquidated as false consciousness. Although this 
culture feeds on alienation and misery, it also holds great promise in that It con· 
tains a promise of overcoming, Immediately and materially, both alienaHon and 
misery. From this derives the Issue of immediate fulfillment of body needs, of in
divIdual "difference and uniqueness." We presume to have reached the age of 
fulfillment through the concrete enjoyment of available wealth, since we can now 
convert "objective wealth Into wealth of the subjects." Prolonging the condition 
of misery Is Simply an arbitrary outcome, which is technically and socially unex
plainable and unJustifiable. 

On the other hand, we are not only faced with the urgency of new needs which 
are pressing for fulfillment within an old world incapable of providing for them. 
Even the morphology of the modern State changes. We witness the faHure of the 
"economy as structure" or, more precisely, the disappearance of any economic 
rule, which implles the establishment of an autonomous polltlcal power for the 
'control and use of the fruits of social co,operation. In this framework Is found the 
Intercorporate war over the allocation of socia! surplus through monetary means. 
The new corporate state is consequently revealing its incapacity to provide 
materially and coherently for the general interest as distinguished from the 
rapacious demands of corporations. At the same time, even the Institutions of 
representative democracy are emptied of any decision· making strength and sur· 
vlve as a costly IdeOlogical apparatus which records and supports operations 
ripened elsewhere. Political apparatus produces its own results without rules 
other than the rule of force-and tllis means that "politics is war in a different 
form." 

In this context, those social needs that cannot be fulfilled by the corporate 
system because they cannot be treated as commodities, tend to impose 
themselves by escaping -political mediation and by becoming, with no moral reser
vation, the motivation for warfare. Such a new spontaneity has been perfected in 
a real sense primarily among women and youth, both employed and unemployed. 
The State can only exist as a bureaucratic apparatus, superfluous on one hand, 
and hostile and foreign on the other, appearing to proletarian youth as 
authoritarian. In this case the term authoritarian does not mean the "limitation of 
traditional individual liberties," but ratller implies that the State imposes and 
legalizes an arbitrary schism between people and social wealth, between objec· 
tive wealth and the enjoyment of It, between existing and possible wealth. 

The Workers' Movement is not only incapable of translating this new spontaneity 
into politica! terms, but is even unable to recognize it and make contact with it. 
The reason for this incapacity is other than the presumed "betray a! of 
leadership." The Workers' Movement is in fact a political experience that has ex
hausted itself over other social issues, other morphologies of the productive pro
cess, and another spontaneity. !n other words, it was extinguised in a different 
historlca! era, In which starvation Was the main theme of the division of labor and 
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the consequent need of individual sejf·reaHzation. It is for this reason that the 
Workers' Movement is out·dated when it fights profit as the source of wealth 
whereas the entrepreneurial form has gone bankrupt out of an excess of develop· 
ment; when it fights for a national Independence whereas there is no longer ana
tiona! market; when it promotes manual work in- an era of automation; when it 
preaches sacriflce whereas people practice consumption as freedom In daily life. 
The tragedy of the Workers' Movement is its outdated rhetoric. In the end this 
proud Initiative, so-called "worker becoming the State", is only a residue of the 
social legitimization of the 'modern corporate state, At the same time another 
Workers' Movement Is emerging from other needs and forms of struggles. This 
other Movement not only is becoming autonomous vis-a·vls the first one, but it is 
also antagonistic to and openly fighting the first one. 

These being the facts, the existence of a Movement which practices armed 
violence In order to pursue Its own Objectives is somewhat obvious, just like a 
natural phenomenon. One should be surprised at the opposite, Inside the armed 
movement, the presence of the Red Brigades Is characterized in relation to other 
armed groups by a practical discourse on "effectiveness." This means not only 
the coherent and effective use of terrorism (meant according to revolutionary 
tradition as an instrument of Intimidation rather than the material destruction of 
the enemy), but also the attempt to legitimize the existence of its military 
organization as an Indispensable device in the struggle for social emancipation. 
Tha BR's demand for the recognition of their status as fighters is born here. 
Perhaps formal, but certainly "reasonable." 

Having thus fixed the terms of the discussion, we can now face the central 
pOlitical question: the r.elatlonshlp between armed violence and the Movement, or 
between terrorism and the emergence of the above mentioned, new spontaneity, It 
is worthwhlle, however, to rephrase the question in a "clear and distinct" fashion, 
We have to investigate (both as "given" and as "possible") the relationship bet· 
ween terrorism and the new spontaneity in order to verify the inter-relatlon bet· 
ween the two phenomena. More correctly, we have to discover the possible link 
through which the new spontaneity can avail Itself of the effect of terrorism and, 
In general, of the armed struggle in its realization as a dany practical eman· 
cipatory process. The resolution of this problem holds a "chain of solutions" for 
other Issues like recomposition or de-structuring of the State, expropriation or 
strengthening of mass struggle. In short, by answering the first question we can 
understand terrorism. Obviously we cannot answer through biblical "universal 
meanings" such as the "sacredness of human Ilfe," "homicidal fury of the ter
rorists," "the plot of the super-powers against Eurocom munism," and so on, 
which are not verifiable. 

In the empirical investigation we have to refer to specific episodes, In the early 
Seventies, the great factory struggles showed that the supervisors lacked any 
technical prOductive meaning. In fact, the boss has no real function of co
ordination in the productive system. Instead his task Is to separate the workers 
from the authority above them. He is an agent of the evaluating process which is 
extraneous to the process of production, since all the productive acts are made 
with the workers' co-operatlon outside the supervisor's function of control and the 
work cycle. Following this "mass discovery" the intimidation of bosses began and 
was accompanied occasionally by their assassination. This is now history, which 
however, gives us some clues to the possIble link between Movement and ter
rorism. Mass struggle can Isolate those articulations of power which are devoid of 
technlca! foundation and therefore lack the consensus within the productive 
fabric. (Their exIstence can only be explained as an arbItrary impOSition, as an ef· 
fect of force by the enemy; their extinction is a problem of material destruction). 
The network of control over workers' behavior is eroded today, at least in the 
large factories, We even have an "acceptable proof" of this phenomenon in the 
effective labor time, which is significantly less than what is expected from the 
contract, even when all the time spent to sustain the union liturgy is Included: of
flclal strikes, demonstrations, the speeches of the authorities, and so on. 

flO 
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Let us now examine some of the facts related to Moro's kidnapping First f !I 
~I~f have to bmtke a margi,nal .but no~ Irrelevant observation: there is ~o sUb~ta~tial 
Th erence tlte ween Moro s kldnappmg and the terrorist acts against the bosses 

ey cons ute the same path for the mass struggle: from the factor to . , . 
~ow~r. Needless to say, the new spontaneity is the element that has ~ffe~t~l~t~~~1 
theve opment, but it Is the success reached in the attacks upon the daity Ilf f IS 

e masses that has made it a necessary path, BesIdes Isn't it tr e eo 
fetls,hlsm is present in the Italian Communist Party, a f~tishism W~iC~~~: ;!ate 
manifested as hysteria among some of the party's leaders? Terrorism too hen 
g~ne fr~hm the control of the factory to social control. Such a critical ~na!;sl:s 
sows e premises of Moro's kidnapping. 

In relation to the po r th t I' " ,. . we a Iml s he processes of emancipation and f b'd 
espeCially for youth, the "endless enjoyment of social wealth" terrori ;r I ~' . 
'Meverse by fo.rbi.ddlng the pOwer to forbid. There is a posSibilliy of gro:th 7~rr t~ In 

ovement w!thm the new open tern Ct· 1 e 
results of s h t· ! ory. er aln y, we cannot yet outline all the 
see that th uc a erronst act However, there Is enough evidence for everyone to 
napping b~t St~the dOes n?t emerge stronger and more legitimate after Moro's kid-

, ra er more Impotent and more feroclous. 

;:~hcorporate St~te has immediately perceived the Subversive aspect, the threat 
~,soclal fabnc inherent in Moro's kidnapping. But instead of "stickin to the 

facts and analyzing them adequately, doubting the legitimacy of its own gex. 
istence, It has preferred to consider the Red Brigades as blOOdthirsty beasts 
escaped from their cages. The reduction of terrorism to an Issue of public ord r 
and of m?ra! hygiene has emptied repressive behaVior of meaningfulness and e 
made It ndlculous, It is as If an elephant were chasing a mosquito through the 
n,arro~ Roman streets - passersby beware! It was at once a tragic and an ex
hilarating spect~cle. In the meantime the high priests of the regime flooded the 
~ress ~nd .the alr'waves with a cal! to first prinCiples. In tears they launched 
r~m~n!tanan appeals, and solemnly they proclaimed the absolute value of human 
! e. w~s a de,clamatory diarrhea which did not stop them from using Mora's 

blo,od, With cynical hypocrisy, to dodge that squaring of accounts which now 
weighs upon the "upright lives" of the leaders of the regime. 

~ is ~otk~~o diff,lCult to understand that the Red Brigades Wanted to show with 

ofotr~e sM~d~~~~~g how the .high priests of the regime, who are adept at the rites 
ate, are neither untouchable nor unimpeachable "Th . f' 't 

pOwer of the State" rests in fact on the clay teet of the "SUbjects:" pa:s\'~i:~: e 

Furthermore, the Red Brigades, once they apprehended Mora, had Intended to pur. 
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sue another aim (the release of some political prisoners) which would have 
materially reinforced the organization and would have somewhat legitimized their 
existence as a military organization breaking the State's monopoly on armed 
violence. But the kidnapping of a "real personality" like Mora implied the im· 
mediate neutralization of his security guards. Once inside the war machine of kid. 
napping, the death of the five security guards was an inevitable step. The inter· 
face in fact was carried out on the firing line. 

However, after the State's refusal not only to exchange, but even to bargain, the 
execution of Moro became another Inevitable step; otherwise all future bargaining 
power would have been lost together with the BR's organizational credibility. 

In a sequence of inevitable steps, we have had a very singular action. With Moro's 
corpse the brigades seemed to contribute to the new political balance which, for 
a couple of months, the system of parties and syndicates tried to achieve, exor
cising the more dangerous and thorny possibility: to have to accomod'ate a 
physically alive but politically "fOul" Mora, a "ticking bomb" as far as the central 
government was concerned. Then what are the mistakes that redefined the mean. 
ing of Mora's kidnapping? 

Firstly, with the very use of kidnapping, blackmailing: a recurrent use in terrorist 
practice, but already inadequate today since the phenomenon has acquired such 
power that it required the adoption of real forms of guerrilla warfare. Secondly, to 
have made such a great show of power for such a minima! objective, which not 
only was an almost private matter but also qUite an unrealistic one: the release of 
some political prisoners. 

Within this imbalance between the destabilizing effectiveness of the Intelligent 
use of military rules and the inept political management of the achieved effects, 
we have witnessed those spectacular and ambiguous elements represented in the 
fina! act; the ingenious and mocking return of Mora's corpse fa the proximity of 
the Ruling Party's headquarters. In a sort of boomerang effect, the SR have been 
branded with the label of "impotent ferocity," as happens to a1l those who cause 
useless deaths. 

The debate over the Mora affair has put to the test the "culture of the left" as 
dominant ideology. Its structural incapacity to discover the causes that underlie 
and constantly regenerate terrorist practice has emerged. The Red Brigades -
lucid "dispensers of death" - have been exposed as puppets in the puppet
masters, powerful but obviously secret, or at best the receptacle for past errors of 
the communist movement; but In any case, as alien to and enemies of the pro
cess of social emancipation. 

Some _ like Scallari,1 curious heirs of the "distinguished Croceans" - have 
gone even farther: they have expelled the brigades from the human species 
genetically and consider them maddened wolves - in other words, materializa· 
tion of evil as infantile category. Everyone knows that a pack of wolves would 
barely be able to terrorize a remote agricultural community; whereas a complex 
and aHlng society like ours, capable of tolerating with resigned passivity the 
meaningless ferocity that punctuates the anonymity of daily life, would have 
quickly minced and digested any damage inflicted by a statistically cruel and 
bizarre behavior. 

But there is more: the culture of the left, resorting to the superstitious use of 
a-historical and ossified categories ("life," "civil co.existence," "eternal values," 
"humanity") has revealed its own spasmodic need to endure, the physiological re
Jection of self-criticism, and hatred for events that threaten those minute virtues 
On which a whole political class has built its scanty fortune in this post-war 
period. Let us think, for example, of the question - raised in various quarters -
of the "means of struggle" as measure of the true nature of armed violence. This 
somewhat unexpected revers a! - of the traditional cult of the end has been 
replaced and there presently rages on a sort of idolatry of the means - this 
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reversal reveals, in the intolerance peculiar to it, a foolish ideological scheme: to 
remove and exorcise what is new in order to sanctify the means, the political 
choices, and the "vulgar and self-satisfied" way of [ife of the red bourgeOisie. 
ThUS, all that talk about life that we have heard, as bewildered spectators, in the 
weeks of the Mora affair, smells irremediably of rhetoric and death. The proof of 
this comes from the very comrades of Lotta Continua who, involved with unwar. 
ranted generosity in an unprecedented priestly miSSion, have rediscovered very 
recently the sacredness of life qua biological life - and they retreat with more 
moral horror before the eventuality of "giving or receiving" _ experienced as a 
catastrophe for the human essence. In reality, human life is not merely a 
biological miracle. It thriVes as a network of social relations; and, in the case of 
the "agents of domination," it comprises a power sufficient for creating and/or In-
terdicting the life of other men. Thus it can happen and this Is the scandal _ 
that the death of a man results in freedom and Ilfe for others. This Is a "banal 
piece of evidence," difflcult to accept as a fact; it determines the behavior of all 
of us in the face of death as daily event. In fact, the inequality that gives hierar
chy to the life of men obViously confers various weights to their deaths. Such is 
the way of the world. And to pretend that "the rules" are different, that "humanity 
has already been realized," is an expression of sheer "desiderata" when It is not 
a vulgar ideological lie. And since it is plain today that the future will be inhuman 
decency requires that everyone choose his wounded and his dead that he mourn' 
the latter and cure - if he can - the former. ' 

Often critics have called into question the inconsistency between the political 
pro.grams of the armed factions and their Indubitable operational capacity, which, 
as In the case of the SR, has attained effects so powerful as to be without prece
dent. Sut this divergence between intention and power of action Is not, In fact, a 
real limitation. The truly novel characteristic of Italian terrorism is that "It does 
not need a program in order to affirm itself." It does not have, despite all things, a 
socia! model to offer us. In fact, if We make a distlnct!on between the ideology of 
the terrorists, which procreates theoretically muddled documents, often 
hallucinatory, and the chain of events that the terrorist acts produce, the result is 
as follows: the plan controlling terrorist practice and causing Its success is 
suitable as military strategy, that Is, it is designed for the material destruction of 
the enemy (the State in all its artlculatlons) according to the rules of military in. 
telligence. 

This strategy does not need a political program (understood as a design for the 
forms of prodUction and for the power in the SOciety to be created) since it lives 
Inside the "use-value movement" which we haVe mentioned earlier and In fact 
constitutes one of Its most extreme articulations. ' 



The critical consciousness of the possibility of seizing, here and now, social 
wealth that has been arbitrarily denied, penetrates to youth as common sense. 
Therefore this consciousness is able not only to replace the traditional political 
program, but also to become an immediate way of life which establishes itself by 
its own actions. In other words, if this new spontaneity, based on the use"value 
movement Is seen as a multiplicity of perceptions, units of behavlof, and in
dividuals then terrorism Is not outside the movement, but rather one of its func
tions. Sp~clficaIlY, this function is to destroy the power of the State, since this 
power prevents the emergence and the realization of the diverse ideas and con
crete needs which form the Movement Itself. 

It is self-evident that this Inter-functional relationship between new spontaneity 
and terrorism is not an eternal given. It depends upon the modes and the timing 
according to which terrorism and spontaneity are developed. In particular, it in
dicates that the situation Is at a crossroads. 

The Mora affair has marked, for many reasons, the highest point and, at the same 
time the limits of terrorism. Now terrorism is forced to make a choice. On the one 
hand, it may crystaHze and perfect itself as a separate populist practice with self· 
determined forms, timing, and objectives, by, for example, insisting obsessively 
on the theme of the release of prisoners. In thi~ case, as has already happened 
elsewhere, the political phenomenon of violence will end up In the category of the 
case study of social malaise In the age of late capitalism; and thus It will be inter
preted as one of the prices to be paid for the survival of the status QUo. On the 
other hand, it may move toward forms of real guerrilla action, and It may can· 
sciously set down its roots within the new spcntaneity. 

However this transition implies a profound re-structuring of the military organiza
tion, wh~se capacity to last and to extend Itself is attributed to "social complici
ty," instead of to the self-sufficiency of the organization itself. It is obvious that 
such a successful change will imply an increment in the offensive capacity of the 
armed struggle. 

In the shod fun, that is in the next few months, this taking root will certainly not 
occur on the level of behavior: here the difference between the rich and Im
mediate living of the young and the mHltary, rigid, inhuman abstraction of ter
rorism is Irreducible. Vice-versa, the con-joining, as subjecUv.e operation, could 
take place through the objectives that the Movement has promulgated In these 
years: In the first place, that key Idea "less time for work, everyone working." It 
should be kept in mind, however, that to emphasize intelligently some of the mass 
objectives and to practice them would mean to discharge on them the Indubitable 
power of the armed struggle. 

On the other hand, the new social behavior, confined to a "molecular" impact 
(rather than "spectacular") with terrorism, would come out profoundly modified 
and strengthened. The menaCing Quality of "subversion of existlng order" that the 
new spontaneity carries and conceals In Itself would prevail;. a quality that - to 
Impose itself - needs to achieve success and to withdraw from the atmosphere 

between allowable marginality and harmless dissent - that today limits It and 
vexes it as a heart condition would. 

One cannot in fact forget that the "expropriation of the struggle" and of the 
mass initiative happens wherever the Movement clashes with obstacles which it 
cannot remove with appropriate actions; satisfied with the consciousness of its 
legitimacy, the Movement dOes not organize Itself In order to impose this 
legitimacy. In the end, Its tension is evaporated In an empty "obligation to 
repeat," which Is only the beginning of future passivity and impotence. 

Precisely for this reason, the conjunction of the frightening beauty of March 12, 
1977 in the Roman streets2 with the geometric power displayed In Mora's kidnap
ping becomes the narrow door through which the subversive process In Italy can 
either grow or die. 

To sum up, we can state that the "serendipitous uniqueness" of the italian situa
tion consists precisely in the circumstances described earlier. Presently in a state 
of tumultuous expansion among youth Is a way of life based on need, that Is, on 
use-value. This development is accompanied by, In a relationship not devoid of 
tension and hostility, the definition of a political being which raises In military 
terms the question of the break-up of the State machinery. As a consequence, in 
Italy, the socia! practice of use-value Is charged wIth offensive significance and 
demands a mutation in the mode of production, whereas in other countries the 
same practice, perhaps wider and richer, Hves a Virtual, Interstitial, and somewhat 
transient Hie side by side with the capitalist society and its State. 

The new corporate State is not capable, at least for the time being, of ac
comodatlng the new behavior through any mediation or management of its 
dynamics. The regime is therefore forced to confront head to head the new spon
taneity (which It rejects even as pure datum by denying Its existence) while it at
tempts to destroy it, wishing to respond only In terms of interdiction and death. 

In reality, this operation of death and restoration must be based Immediately on 
the social network, represented politically by the Italian Communist Party. 
However, the process of State Institutionalization of this party (with the 
simultaneous wilting of its reformist-progressive role Into Impotence) may unleash 
the social contradictions witnin it, contradictions which Togliatti's machine had 
succeeded In suppressing and managing. The costs of such a process are so 
great as to be - perhaps - unacceptable. The italian Communist Party risks 
breaking the branch on which it sits. 

As everyone can see, "great is the disorder beneath the heavens, and for that 
reason the situation bodes welL" 

1. Eugenio Scalfari: Director of La Republica, a center· left dally paper. 
2. Benedetto Croce: literary philosopher at the beginning of this century. 
3. On March 11, 1977, a Bolognese student, Francesco LORusso, was killed by the police. On 
March 12, more than 100,000 people demonstrated in Rome. They attacked the seat of the DC, 
broke open an arsenal, and fought w!th the pollce throughout the city. 

11/1 via Fanl, Rome, March 1976 
1112 Hanns Martin Schleyer, 1973 Photo: Dlgne Meller Marcovtcz 
1i13 3/16/44-NAPlES, ITALY: Carrying placards reading "Down with the Fascist King", "Long 
Live Anglo·Amerlcan-Soviet Coalition", more than 7,000 Italians paraded to the Galleria Umber
to to hear three hours of speeches advocatlng the overthrow of the monarchy. 
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Living with 
Guerilla 
Warfare 

Lucio 
Castellano 

Lucio Castellano, a member of Metropoli. 
was arrested in June, 1979. 

Last year an interesting study was published in England: a number of statisti
cians classified various professions on the basis of the life expectancy ~f the 
people practicing them. The results show that miners have the shorte:t life expec
tancy _ on a scale that goes from manual labor to intellectual pursul~s. -:- wh!1e 
those with the longest life expectancy are professors, lawyers and pol~tlClans. It 
Is an observation, in part banal, which should be brought to the attention of the 
recent glorifiers of manual labor, and which has wrongly been kept out of the 
ongoing debate on democracy, on violence and death, on the body and on ~~r
sonal dally needs. It could be caustically stated In this manner: the probability 
that CoHettP will live longer than a large majority of his students Is weH ground
ed. It gives one much to reflect upon. 

It is however best to analyze the problem from the beginning, from the first condi
tions t,hrough whichlt presented itself. 

1977 saw the overwhelming emergence of a central category - phys.ica.!i~y, the 
body, personal needs, desires: in other words, the emergence of .the md.lvldual -
and with it, diversities and private life, both of which seek to define their place 
within a collective process of liberation. The critique of politics - understood as 

THE EXPLOITED 
POLITICAL SUBJECT 

AGAINST THE 
FALSE 
CONSCIOUSNESS 
OF THE MARGINAlS 
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that process which equalizes men In tMe abstraction of the State, isolating them 
in the concreteness of tMelr diversity by placing itself in opposition to each of 
them in the name of the "general Interest" which dominates them _ is the syn· 
thetic image of this passage. 

Behind it there is still the re-evaluation of the concreteness of daily life in con
trast to the totalitarian abstraction of the "great ideals"; the refusal to subor
dinate the present to the future; the vindication of the materiality of one's own ex
istence; hatred of sacrlflce, of heroism and of rhetoric. It is not important at this 
time to trace the genealogy of this immediatism: there is the worker's stamp, 
radical and egalitarian of the "all now", and the crucial role of the women's move
ment; essential - In tMls discourse - is the break, not the continuity, the fact 
that for the flrst time this thematic block has become the point of aggregation, 
the moment of Identification of an articulate and pOWerful politica! subject. 

These are the terms of the question which profOUndly innovate the debate on the 
State and politics, on revolution and war, on the process of liberation and per
sonal needs. In order to understand how much re-exhumed banality and 
tediousness, how much haughty Catholicism has had the opportunity to come for
ward from such a rich base, from such everslve premises, there Is a knot which 
must be understood beforehand: the reason is that In the span of several months 
a mysterious distance has created, from this conglomeration of thematics, the 
ground for the foundation of a heretofore unknown culture of emargination, of a 
language I!mited to a small group, repetitive, petulant and baroque, the language 
of those who have made a profession of faith of "exclusion". Initially there was a 
displacement which must be accounted for: It is not true that between the move
ment of '77 and the letters to Lotta Continua there exists a simple and direct 
thread of continuity: there Is, on the contrary, a selection process, a precise and 
determining political flIter. The '77 Movement was not, socially, a movement of 
marginals - in the Hmlted sense - nor was it one of "non guaranteed" in
dividuals: within It there were relevant sections of service laborers, of technicians 
and office workers, of young workers of small factories and students; there were 
also sections of part-time workers and of the unemployed. It also had a clOse rela
tionship, thematic and pollticai, to the women's movement. The Movement Was a 
social subject united in large part by its being on the outside of the mechanisms 
of co-option of the system of parties and by its being bearer of extremely advanc
ed demands. It was, Mowever, well within the processes of production and 
reproduction of social well-being, strongly interrelated with the whole of the 
social fiber, it was something which could not be isolated and was socially power
ful because it was a holder of knowledge and of Information by its being an inter
nai part at the very heart of the reproductive mechanisms. It was not a ghetto 
rebellion, but the emergence of processes of profOUnd modifications which have 
gone through the whole of the social and class fiber in our country in tMe past 
few years: the fact that this poBtical subject is external to the system of parties is 
not to be interpreted as its emarglnation, but as a profound weakness of the 
political and institutional assets of the "Italy ring". 

The thematlcs of emargination has not been a natural identity for this Movement; 
it has been the toilsome product of a political administration that has reduced the 
radicalness of the difficult problems which had been posed into an easy identity 
and which has once again brought about the emergence of the new thematics 
within the structure of old ideologies. It has in essence split the Movement by 
isolating one of its components and has eliminated the problem of its identity as 
a political subject through the socia! identification of a part of it. 

In this way, the political critique has lost the depth which would have permitted it 
to be a practical critique of power and of the State and has reduced itself to the 
practice of exclusion from both; the emergence of the individual and of the com
moner within the collective process of liberation has been driven back Into the 
secure guaranteeistlc ghetto of "let us live" and has been sent In search of 
marginal spaces, while the problem of political "legitimization" of the radicalness 
of behaviour and forms of action has found the most traditional and poor founda-
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Hons; exclusion, desperation and anger. Desperation as a collective Identity, as a 
sign of recognition and along with it, impotence. It is a reassuring identity, both 
for itself and for others: "I'm an angered marginal, I have no need to correct my 
errors, when I'm hungry, I scream"; "he's a poor marginal, the harm he is capable 
of Is small, he harms himself above all". It Is at this point that the letters to Lotta 
ContInua become a national occurrence, a literary boom and are printed In 
Espresso. Emarglnatlon ahd desperation undoubtedly exist, but this is not the 
point; here we are dealing with something else, with a culture, with a language, 
wIth a profession: we are dealing with a large ideological filter through which 
everything wishing to remain "within the Movement" must pass; it is an 
obligatory form of expression, a language Which gives legitimacy and which com
pels mimicry. This lahguage has its cultivators and administrators the sacred 
teachers, inflexible and authoritarian In dictating the rules of the game, the ones 
who have suffered from the 'shake-up' and the ex-singers of the praises of the 
service orders, the experts of "human relationships" and the feminist profes
sionals. 

The debate on violence seems to be the first victim of this unhappy situation. It 
has an Important point of departure: the vIndication of the right to life, the rejec
tion of sacrifice, of heroism and of bellicose rhetoric, Political critique is also 
critique of war; it is the rejection of destruction in the nama of a futUre ideaf, the 
rejection of the sUbordination of oneself to the "greater Interest of all"; It is a re
jection of that aspect of the emergence in which a wom an behaves like a man, 
and everyone behaves like a soldier, where there Is no room for playing, for 
celebrating, where the rights of dally life do not exist, and all of the destructive 
forces of society are concentrated in order to "build a better future". The 
discourse, however, cannot end here, otherwise it becomes a nata! rhetoric. This 
is because the critique of war is also the critique of peace, which war produces 
and reproduces internally, and it is critique of that part of socIety which Is always 
armed in order to guarantee peace. 

In actuality it is - it can't help but be so - a crlt/que of the obligatory distinc
tion between peace and war, between army and society, between soldier and 
civilian. 

Here too there is a central problem, a prOblem of the displacement of the subject 
and of our history, both collective and personal. If we In fact look at it with the 
eye of the militant and of the ideologist, the '77 Movement was the field of battle 
of fiercely opposed political groups --some militant, others pacifist: within this 
view, organizations of diverse natures - some created for war, others for peace 
- disputed the political space among themselves. 

If We, however, view the phenomenon from Its external aspects lin other words, If 
we look at the face It has shOwn of Itself), or, if we look beyond the clash, at the 
cohabitation of tendencies of diverse natures and at the biographies of the com
rades, we see, beyond the vetoes and categorical prescriptions, that they slip 
from one role to another, that they combine and have histories normally Incom
patible and we then realize that the Movement of the last few years, in Italy as 
well as in the rest of Europe, has Intimately interwoven, in a continuous and 
systematic way, legal and Illegal initIatives, both violent and non-violent, of 
masses and of small groups, and has based Its actions at one time on the laws of 
a state of peace, at another on a state of war; this lact is not lived within a Single 
organization, but has crossed them all, overpowering them and forcing cohabita
tion of different organized groups within the same social subject. 

This characterIstic, this capacity to mix peace and war, to produce offensive in· 
itlatives without prOducing soldiers, has not only constituted the strength of the 
Movement, but this Is an element central to Its being a communist and eversive 
movement. 

To erode the distinction between peace and war means placing oneself on the ter
rain of critique of the state, it means doubting the principles of ligiUmlzaUon of 
politIcal power, which affirms a distinction between 'State' and 'society', 'public' 
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DOMINATES SOCIAL 
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and 'private', 'general and 'private'. The . 
private interest is evaluated on the b . ge~eral Interest IS armed Whereas the 
Ing of the State guarantees the d,'o ram
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0 fthe laws that govern peace. The arm-
. "a mg 0 SOCiety' th f t th society - the repressive and mTt ' e ac at one part of 

body and functions according t~\~~l:~~a~~:~a-:: erects Itself as a separate 
society live In "peace" "Peace" r , guarantees that the rest of 

. means only that" " h 
matter of a few men who thrive on it (th j" war as become the private 
private men who take command over He ~~ Ice ~nd the mlHtary), or of thOse 
they - being the guarantors of the p:a 0 ~r~'1 emonstrating through fact that 
part of It. War guarantees peace the th~:a~ ~ - also govern It by being a ruilng 
and in the relationships between' different st t war conserves peace, withIn States 
Western politica! culture seems to b fda es. The concept of State In 
and War. e oun ed on the distinction between peace 

This distinction between peace and war fo .. 
categorical terms and by m k' rces the definition of violence in 
truncates the links with otlle~ ;~~mas pr;vatt matter of a group of private men, it 
'violence' is presented not for what i~ isa~!onf and of Social communication: 
within the relationship of ca ita I . a eature of every hUman activity 
relationship of capital, pres:nt f~ ~~:~e~~;~ every fOrm of expreSSion within the 
where it carries the sign of the re/atio~shi o~f expression and of communication, 
alongside all others, yet specielized nd p power, but a~pears as an activity 
rest. a monstrous and which blackmails the 

Every relationship of pOWer has Its mOlt r 
Is primarily a relationship of power' f tht aspect and every human relatlonsllip 
roots into relationships of peace, a~do~he ~i~~ea:~: th~ war m~clline sinks its 
Its general representation in the "infinlt d t which dominates them is given 
The repressive apparatus with It e es ructive power" of the modern State 
which dominates social r~/atiOns~,w:r :p;~ia!lsts, is a synthesis of the violence' 
reprodUctions: In order that salaried ibn It IS the armed guarantee of their 
is presented as a labor equal to all ot~e or.~ot be uncovered as Violence, violence 
that he is Immersed in daily vio/enc . rs, In order that the laborer not discover 
another "laborer" the policeman P~' I! Is pre~ented to him as the profession of 
down" means rev~allng the viole~ce ~~Intgi on Its feet "this world that is upside 
for what it Is without giving In to th at s/Idden In daily \!fe and confronting It 
order to sab~toge it: it means !earni~ e;oor jon of terror, attacking the machine In 
delegate it, so as not to be black II g d' . Use violence, so as not to have to 
with it. ma e ,It means learning to recognIze it or live 



fill 
.VE THE 
~MY? 

MUNIST 
ICISM OF 
OCRACY 

The Movement of the last few years has not been insurrectiona!1st or ml1ltaristic 
because it has not been pacifist, because it has not respected the succession of 
peace which prepares war or Its apparatus (its ordered army) nor has it respected 
the succession of war which prepares new peace; because it has not seen 
violence concentrated In the Nth hour of the rendering of accounts - the blind, 
inhuman and abstract violence of armies - but has seen it unfolded and ap· 
prehended along the entire arc of the political struggle for liberation. 

Two are the roads (and the "pacifists" are always demonstrating it) which can be 
taken: a) political struggle excludes the use of violence in Its horizon and conse
quently respects the existing military apparatus, or else it hastens to organize 
one that is an alternative and an equivalent to the eXisting one, eventually pass
ing on to a phase of war, open or "legitimate", army against army, State against 
State (it is a story which we already know, and like parrots have learned to ask 
the question: who will dissolve the Red Army? who will fight against the State 
when the working class has become the State?); b) the process of liberation is not 
first "political" and then "military"; it learns the use of arms throughout its 
course; it frees the army to carry out the thousand functions of political struggle; 
it mixes in the life of everyone, the civilian with the fighter; it forces everyone to 
learn the art of war or peace, 

One cannot claim to live the process of communist liberation and to have the 
same relationship to violence, the same idea of beauty and of good and right, of 
desirable, the same idea of normalcy, the same habits of a middle-aged bank 
clerk from Turin: living with earthquakes is living always with terrorism and in 
order not to have an "heroic" idea of war one must first of all avoid a beggarly 
(dea of peace, 

Pacifists such as Lama enlist policemen, while those "most to the left" ask for 
the legitimization of "violence of the masses", of the "armed proletariat", The ac
tual Movement was more realistic and less bellicose, more human and heroic: it 
put peace up for debate because it criticlzed war and It shattered the criterion of 
delegation and of legitimization because it rejected the army; It has done this 
with errors and Inaccurate approximations, with terrible deviations, by cultlyating 
absurd myths, all within a history, It has been contradictory, but it has learned 
and has improved a process that has modified reality more than an insurrection, 

Consequently, a critique of politics is also a critique of the war/peace distinction. 
The peace to which we refer Is the peace of democracy and the violence which it 
uses is "legitimate violence", which the majority has delegated to the institutions 
of the State: to criticize that violence means to criticize the most developed prin
ciple of political legitimization, democracy, That Is because the problem of 
legitimacy is the problem of the majority, and the problem of the majority is that 
of the institutions through which it expresses itself, In other words, the State: 
"majority" and "minority" belong to the universe of political thought, they divide 
their hold over the "common interest", they live through the separation of 
"public" and "private", of State and society, immersing their roots into the rela
tionship of dominion which alone forces men to see themselves in terms of quan
tity, The majority constitutes itself in order to administer power: the more power 
is concentrated, the more the majority can do, and the less each individual can 
do; the more the "publiC" is well off, which is the Interest of everyone, so much 
the more Is the "private" poor, expropriated; the more dispossessed, destitute of 
expression, is the indiVidual Interest. Democracy is both the maximum develop
ment of State power, the maximum concentration of political power, and the seat 
of the uncontested command of the principle of the majority: the point Is not that 
in the modern State there Is little democracy, that the minorities afe not 
safeguarded; but - on the contrary - that there is a fight to the death against 
all that is not expressed in terms of majority or minority, which is not expressed 
in terms of power and of administration, It is for this reason that the communist 
movement for liberation is outlawed everYWhere, because it pi aces itself outside 
of the democratic code, and this code defines the universe of politics in an ex· 
clusive manner. The radical Marxist criticism of democracy individuates the 

cate~ories which are the foundation of the struggle between democracy and com. 
m
l
, unlsm, between democratic power and communist liberation. The rest is destltu
lon, entanglements ad usum defphini, 

In ~ d~mocra~ic State it is obligatory to "fight for the majority", because without a 
maJ~nty nothing can be accomplished, not even the prodUction of a pin or the 
plaYl,ng of a clarinet. Everything can be asked of the State but withOut th St t 
nothing can be done nd th I t· h' ' e a e , a ere a Ions IP of pOWer Is presented as the universal 
language t,hr?ugh which everyone condenses or translates himself, The struggle 
for the majority Is obligatory, whatever majority it might be' and the majority of a 
s~al1 group defers to the majority of a larger group, while the parliamentar In. 
stltutlons develop throughout the social fabric, and growing armies of dele~ates 
learn the mystery of the concllliation of the maximum divisibility of power Ith 
maximum concentration, w 
Han, 

With th,e majori,ty all l.s p~ssible, without the majority nothing is possible: the only 
recognized SOCial action IS the struggle for the majority ("it is the dictatorship of 
th'~hlawyer~ over American society" as was written by a journalist many years ago 
WI regar to the U,S, Congress); the only socia! relationship recognized Is the 
one of assemblage of majority d f . . , an a minority, MaXimum concentration of 
po:e~, Its best administration, Capitalism concentrates the means of production 
an 0 social wealth v.:hHe democracy administers them according to a COde, the 
code of the relationship between the majority and the minority: it's the best code 
but It belongs to the world of capitalism, ' 

We do not know of another code to "legitimize" Political power' the socialist 
Sta,t7 moves within ~his same horizon. This means that we are fighting against 
P~IrIlC~1 power, against the State·form, against democracy, against the universe 
a caPItalist relationships of production, for communism, 

Translated by Felicia Czin 
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Why Italy? 

Felix Guattari 

Felix Guattarl Is the author, with Gllies 
Deleuze 01 Anti-Oedipus, This unpublished in
terview took place In France several months 
before the April 7, 1979 arrests. 

Why Italy? The first entry Is relatively contingent. A number of people responsible 
for a free Italian radio station in Bologna, RadIo Alice, asked me to Int~oduce a 
French edition of their texts. That Interested me because their InspiratIon was at 
once Situationist and "deleuzoguattarJan," If one can say that. 

The second axis is the conjunction between the State apparatus in the traditiOn:, 
sense and the bureaucracies of the Worker's Movement. We have seen It at WO~ 
in a spectacular manner in both the U.s.S,H. and China. The western democrat c 
tradition, the evolution toward Eurocommunlsm, and the humanism. of the 
socialist parties made us believe that we weren't exposed to that kmd of 
totalitarianism. It's true that the modes of subjection functi~n differently. Yet 
there is an Irreversible tendency pushing the state to exert Its power no longer by 
traditional means of coertion, like the police or army, but also th:OU9~ e~~I~ I 
means of negotiation In every domain, from the systematic shapmg a c. 1 ren n 
national education to the Immense power of the media, particularly television. 
This State apparatus is highly visible but often powerless on the national level 
since real decisions are often taken at the InternaUonallevet It Is on the contrary 
more and more powerful In its miniaturized Interventions. 

If one's nose is pressed too close to national realities, the impression Is that 
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England is very different frOm the existing regime in Germany, France or Italy. But 
stepping back, one can see that a certain kind of totalitarianism Is being set up 
which goes along very well with traditional divisions. The machines of production, 
formation, and reproduction of the work force Imply an immense machinery of 
State power, and then all kinds of cogwheels in politics, unions, education, 
sports, etc .... ln this regard I believe the Italian experience to be the most ex
emplary, for there we can see the lines of flight and the road that lies ahead. It 
doesn't lead to an alternative of the English type, or a French popular front, 
whether on the left or on the right. It amounts to making sure that the Communist 
Party, mass organizations, and unions wlH function at full capacity within a na
tional consensus like the Italian politlcal spectrum. 

A kind of State regime is now being devised which won't require an October 
revolution or even a Chinese revolution, but wit! produce the same result: the peo
ple will be controlled by every available means, even If they must be conceded a 
measure of political and regional diversity. 

Why Italy? Because the future of England, France and Germany is Italy. When I 
got involved with Italy the Common Program of the French left had not yet explod
ed, but I had already sketched out the idea that It didn't make sense, that things 
wouldn't happen that way. But integration Is Inexorable, and the Italian scheme 
will eventually be reproduced In France. 

What I'm saying can only be understood in relation to what I have called the 
molecular revolution, There is a certain level of desire, violence, and revolt which 
has become impossible and unbearable in societies such as they have developed 
at both the technological and social level. Let's take the example of terrorism: 
throughout the history at the Worker's Movement, there have been armed actions 
and acts of terrorism. There have been enormous discussions throughout the 
communist movement to put into perspective and to situate armed action. 
Nowadays U's no longer a theoretical prOblem, but a problem of the collective 
sensibility as It has been shaped by the State apparatus with Its audiovisual ten
tacles: one doesn't accept any more the Idea of death, the idea of violence, the 
idea of rupture, or even the idea of the unexpected. A general infantilisation now 
pervades all human relationships. If there's a strike at the National Electric Com
pany, be careful. A code of ethics for the strike must be drawn up. Confrontation 
In Bologna? Be careful, a full negotiation must be made. And If one senses an 
aberrant factor, If there's a handful or resistors who don't accept the ethical code, 
It's a black hole. The most beautiful black hole that's been seen was New York 
during the black-out When one can no longer see, any thing-a great mass, 
strange fauna-can loom up out of the dark. 

A certain type of brutality inherited from capitalist societies of the 19th century 
was symmetrical with a certain truth of desire, Some people could still free 
themselves. The progressive tightening up by the Marxist worker's movement has 
put a stop to that Today you can't desire rupture, you can't desire revolUtion, or 
indeed anything which puts in question the framework and values of contem
porary society. Now the control begins in childhood, In the nursery and in school, 
for everyone must be forced Into the dominant redundancies of the syst.em. The 
repressive societies now being established have two new characteristics: repres
sion is softer, more diffuse, more generalized, but at the same time much more 
violent. For all who can submit, adapt, and be channeled In, there wi!! be a lessen
Ing of police intervention. There wHi be more and more PsyChologists, even 
psychoanalysts, in the police department; there will be more community therapy 
available; the problems of the individual and of the couple will be talked about 
everywhere; repression will be more psychologically comprehensive. The work of 
prostitutes will have to be recognized, there will be a drug advisor on the 
radio-in short, there will be a general climate of understanding acceptance. But 
if there are categories and Individuals who escape this inclUsion, If people at· 
tempt to question the general system of confinement, then they will be exter
minated like the Black Panthers In the U.S., or their personalities exter(Tllnated as 
it happened with the Red Army Fraction In Germany. Skinnerian conditioning will 
be used all over. 



In no way Is terrorism specific to Germany and Italy. In three months France 
could be crawling with Red Brigades. Considering how power and the media 
operate, how people are cornered, prisoners in these systems of containment, it's 
no wonder that some become enraged, and start shooting at people's legs or 
wherever. 

The molecular revolution, however, is produced neither on the level of political 
and traditional union confrontation, nor on the front of different movements like 
the Women's Movement, the prostitutes, the Gay Liberation Front, etc., which are 
often only provisional reterritorlallzatlons, even forms of compromise with the 
State power and the different political forces. There is a miniaturization of forms 
of expression and of forms of struggle, but no reason to think that one can ar
range to meet or wait at a specific place for the molecular revolution to happen. 

At a deeper level In contemporary history, It hardly matters anymore whether one 
lives in Brezhnev's regime of goulags or under Carterlsm or Berlinguerlsm, all the 
powers are Intricated in the same bizarre formula. To be sure there will be con
tradictions, confrontations, landslides, class struggles In the traditional sense, 
even wars, but It's actually society as a whole that Is now shifting. It won't simply 
be another bourgeois or proletarian revolution. The gears effected by this shift are 
so minute that It will be impossible to determine whether It's a class confronta· 
t10n or a further economic subjugation. I believe that this shift in society, which 
Implies not only a re-arrangement at relationships among humans, but also 
among organs, machines, functions, signs, and flux, Is an Intrahuman revolution, 
not a simple re·ordering of explicit relationships. There have been major revolu
tionary debacles In history before. In the 18th century, ranks, orders, classifica· 
tlons of all kinds suddenly broke down, Today no one or anything seems to be 
able to semlotize collectively what's happening. Panic creeps In, and people fall 
back upon State powers more overwhelming and tentacular, ever more 
manipulative and mystifying. In Italy the Communist. Party is often heard saying: 
let's save Italy, but the more uncertain Italy's future becomes, the more claims 
there are to save it. 

In Italy there Is no tradition of State power, no civic spirit, nothing like the French 
tradition of centralism and hierarchical responsibility. The situation therefore is 
more favorable for bringing about a number of shifts. Entire regions will be 
downgraded because of the restructuring of capitalism on the International scale. 
As for the "Italian miracle", or the French miracle, we'd better forget about it. 

I am of a generation which really experienced a deadlocked society. Stalinism 
then was an Institution, a wall blocking the horizon to Infinity. I now sense an ex
traordinary acceleration in the decomposition of all coordinates. It's a treat Just 
the same. All this has to crumble down, but obviously it won't come from any 
revolutionary organization. Otherwise you fall back on the most mechanistic 
utopias of the revolution, the Marxist simplifications: at the end of the road lies 
victory ... It's not the black hole of the 19th century, lots of things have happened 
since like the barbarians at the gates. Political superstructures and systems of 
repre~entatlon will collapse or crumble down in ridicule and inanity, but there afe 
already an enormous number of things which function, and fu~cUon remarkably. 
well, whether at the level of science, esthetics, or In the Inventiveness of dally hfe. 
There is an extraordinary vitality In the machlnic processes, 

The italians of Radio Alice have a beautiful saying: when they are asked what has 
to be built, they answer that the forces-capable of destroying this society surely 
are capable of building something else, yet that will happen on the way. I have no 
Idea what the future model of society or of relationships will be. I think It's a false 
problem the kind of false problem that Marx and Engels tried to avoid. We can 
only do ~ne thing, and that's to acknowledge the end of a society. The revolu· 
tionary process won't stem from a rational, Hegelian, or dialectical fr~mework. In· 
stead it will be a generalized revolution, a conjunction of sexual, relational, 
esthetic, and scientific revolutions, all making cross-overs, markings, and currents 

of deterritorial!zatlon. 

On the molecular level, things function otherwise. Looking through the glasses of 
traditional politics, there is nothing left, for example, of the American radlca! 
movement If one changes glasses, if one peers through the microscope, there is 
another picture altogether. There Is a new sensibility, a new way of relating, a 
new sort of kindness, all very difficult to define. Historians have a hard time deal· 
Ing with these Objects-history of tenderness! In all sorts of complex ways, 
through the history of the feminist movement and the history of homosexuality, 
through relationships In general, this new type of sensibility is also the revo'juHon. 
If revolutionary glasses don't allow us to see that, then there Is no more revolu· 
tion, it's all finished. 

There wi!! be no more October revolutions. 

Translated by John Johnston 

ilf1 FC.1077232·WATCH YOUR CREDIT. INTERNATIONAL NEWS PHOTOS. SLUG. (FLAGS) 
RED BANNERS ON THE MARCH IN ITALY - MILAN, ITALY THE MASSED RED BANNERS 
OF COMMUNIST ORGANIZATIONS ARE BORNE ALONG A STREET OF MILAN AS THE COM· 
MUNISTS MAKE A SHOW OF STRENGTH DURING FUNERAL PROCESSION FOR A SLAIN 
RED RIOTER. THIS LATEST "MARlYR" FOR COMMUNiSM WAS KNOCKED OFF IN ONE OF 
THE RED·INSTIGATED RIOTS IN MILAN. ITALY IS BEING TOAN WITH SUCH AFFAIRS AS 
THE REDS TRY TO DISCREDIT THE PRESENT GOVERNMENT IN THEIR OWN BID FOR 

r~:V~~GT~TE LB~~~R~~~Rc~~RR~g~I~~E~~ sBoE~~R~~~M~1~.~r4~~ SEVENTEEN DAYS, 



On Armed 
Struggle 

Paolo Virno 

Paolo Virna is a member of the Editorial 
Committee of Metropoli. He was arrested in 
June, 1979, together with two other members 
of the Committee, when the first - and so 
far only - Issue came out. This article was 
meant to present a document from the Red 
Brigades on their attack against the seat of 
the Chrlstian Democrats in Piazza Nicosia, 
Rome, on May 3, 1979. 

A year after the Mora affair, the happenings of Piazza Nicosia constitute a 
clamorous test for the development of effective guerilla action In our country_ 
These events also offer a precise view of the contradictions Involved In such ae· 

tion. 

Above aB, no one can rationally deny this: that the attack on the Roman branch of 
the Christian Democrats signaled a turning point with respect to the entire 
political.mllitary experience of the Red Brigades, Including the Via Fanl Incident. 
What has occured is the progression, consciously pursued, from an operative ter· 
rorist "model" to a guerilla one. The latter model Involves a high level of social 
cooperation, a freedom of movement In enemy territory, a capacity to cope with a 
multiplicity of variables in the course of action: all factors evidenced In the events 

of May 3. 

And yet this type of guerilla action, no longer merely alluded to but openly 
displayed, reveals a particular Incongruence when one considers the objective to 
which It Is applied. Rather than addressing itself strictly to the subversion of 
"real" work, strengthening Its impact and guaranteeing its "bargaining power," 
this armed Initiative proceeds directly toward a destablllzation of the party 
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. system. The "Autonomy of the 'Political' " is, so to speak, its truest presumption. 

The Christian Democrats are not struck as an articulation of the system of pro
duc~l~n, as an organization legitimized by the system of production, but as a per
son!hcatlon of power, as a Bourgeois Party and as an Electoral Machine. 

In reality, the "A~t~nomy of the 'Political' " has bearing not so much on guerilla 
action as on tradItional discussions of Insurrection, civil war, formation of a~"Red 
Army," and that type of power-equivalent to "might makes right" tactics-which 
is waiting to be seized. 

GuerH!a action, on the other hand, (as exemplified also by other less frequent ac
tivities of the Red Br!gades, such as the murder of the head of the Schettlni 
homes) exercises direct power, a decentralized and diffused power, as pluralistic 
as the enemy's power. It does not allude to the "breaking up" of the State 
machine, but rather severs its terminals; these are rooted in the condition of mer· 
chandise imposed upon the labor force, and, In their togetherness and spontanei
ty, they also constitute the secret mechanism, delicate and Irreplaceable, by 
which the State machine functions. 

We have given as an example the action against Schettini. Very well; it Is evident 
that that action required less organization than the Piazza Nicosia Affair; and yet 
It appears that the former action more clearly resembled a guerilla action, in the 
pure sense. 

In fact, it introduced a "scale of measurement" for the politica! efficacy of the 
armed struggle; and this is the important point which distinguishes an urban 
political-military operation from the type of warfare Inherited from the labor move
ment. That unit of measurement Is provided, specifically, by the strengthening of 
the housing movement and by the "discouragement" induced among those who 
suffered eviction; more generally, It Is provided by the material gains-yes
m.aterial, economic and regulatory-obtaIned by the proletarian strata together 
With the help of guerilla Initiatives. 

This "measurability" of the organizational process (if not reduced to the number 
of recruits) is a necessary condition for, among other things discerning the 
military "character" even if totally weaponless, of the mass 'struggle. 

This latter, in fact, corrodes the unity between capitalistic command and the func
tioning of the coordination of social production, rendering capitalistic command 
fragile and exposing it to destructive attack. Mass struggle exposes the restrictive 
and oppressive character of social relations; on this basis we see that armed ac· 
tion turns against that functioning and those men, already destitute of any social 
justification, that remain standing because they are imposed by force. This 
enmeshment, we believe, cannot help but Influence the very "form" of the armed 
organization, nourishing those of the Movement's roots that lie in social power, 
and discouraging the growth of the Movement as a self-sufficient military Instru
ment. Vlceversa, the assault on the pOHtlcal heaven reveals the absence of a 
"principle of control" on the effects provoked. The tong·term disorganization of 
the party system does not induce In and of itself the Movement's progress. 
Rather, this disorganization may have the effect of dispersing the Movement 
because of the speed with which parties approach their goals, enclosing 
themselves In the circle of chalk-very "private"-of the "Autonomy of the 
'Political'." 

Thus we have made a preliminary evaluation of the unsteady course of guerilla 
activity from Via Fani to Piazza Nicosia. It is clear that we must return to this 
topic. Not only because discussion leads to understanding and Is therefore gOOd, 
but also because it is not possible to reconstruct the conditions under which ita
ly's new types of socia! behavior are manifested without interweaving with their 
development-whether one wishes or not-the question of "military philosophy," 
as posed initially by the Red Brigades. 

Translated by Robert Zweig 



On the 
Recognition of 
Armed Struggle 

Lanfranco Pacel 
Franco Piperno 

This letter was sent to Lofta Continua in 
June, 1979, At the time both Pace and Piper" 
no were "in hiding." It \s far from certain th~t 
the proposition of amnesty formulated In thIS 
leiter will ever be taken up by the Italian 
state. Tho Importance 01 this letef, however, 
lies in the wide debate it generated around 
the political dealock resulti ng from terrorist 
actions and State repression. 

It has been confiscated by the 1. M~tr::~~~s ~a~te O;e~~:e~e;~s~~nn~Su~~:dm:~e~rbltrary and Illicit operation 
sa~I~!~ 1utonomy, The editors of almost all newspapers, as weH as the press 

:egderatlOn Itself, with,that sort of "diffuse CnOc~fl~~I~~;sa~::r~r:'O~~tl~h~~~~fisca. 
organizations, have dIsguised, or worse, sa I violates one of 
tlon Is not In consonance with Judicial proceedIngs, and open i b ny among 
those fundamental liberties revered by all - though unheede Y ma 

those who count. 

. I th t Id have and can at most figure as a 
The pretext is rldlcUlou~..an ~rhc ~ d ~t ~:~n read (and transcribed) In its entirety, 
serious "unpremedltate cr me, a 1 .' roof of an un· 
without the old trick of havIng only Its title reported. ThIS IS P t tra edies and to 
justified trust In the Institutions's capacity to learn froml~~c~~r ha~mfulll\egal ac
correct Itself by bringing charges against those res pons e 

tions, especially public officials. 

I d P 102 other editors of the 
2. As if this weren't enough, Blbo, LU~ ~ anerbo~~al 'accusatIons. Obviously 

.+~~~~~~~:v:n~:'~ :rr~~;~~c~~~ t:~o~snu~f t~~ specifiC, differentiated respon-

} , 

PLAYING THE PART 
OF "JEWS" 

THE NEGOTIATING 
PARTY 
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sibiBtles which are attributed to them: the articles which were written or simply 
endorsed by them, their joint militancy in Potere Operaio, or the actual participa
tion in what for Gallucci has become the March 16 procession, in VIa Fani3, For 
the judges, the counts of the Indictment are atl of equal seriousness. Therefore it 
is not necessary to specify; It is no single one of them, but It Is (a bit of) all of 
them. The well-proven method 15 that of keeping to vague terms, contlnuatly 
changing the "proof and presumptive" material. The result of all this is that at 
cell G.B of Reblbbia something like ten years of our lives is being confiscated'. We 
declare In clear terms that, as far as we are concerned, we are willing to sur
render ourselves only If the Inquisitors can show with actual, concrete acts that 
they are retreating from the territory of arb It rarity and illegality. 

3. We are certainly not consoled by the fact that this sequence of arbitrary 
acts alleviates our skepticism toward "democratic legality" and, In partIcular, 
toward those famous, fundamental rules called guaranteeist principles. 

Written rules notWithstanding, we have long been well aware of the fact that the 
power structure possesses a decisive, even peremptory authority. For our part we 
cannot but acknowledge that at the present stage of thIngs, the power structure 
works entirely against us: that Is only too obvious. Everything converges to 
Isolate us: our failure to define our position; the "ambiguous" role which we are 
attempting to play (an ambiguity Which, by the way, we claim as the proper 
stance in view of the "facts" with which we deal); the discomforting and "pro
vocatlve" nature of the arguments we have set forth: all combines to create 
around us justifiable wariness and to make us play the part of "Jews"; whether 
we want to or not. And so we make tempting targets for those who have the 
know-how and the capabllfty to play the role of "Nazi". 

We ourselves are therefore the last ones to bet on our success; and these days -
let it be said with rage and fear - even on our own Individual lives. 

4. Thus we wrIte this piece so that no one may exculpate himself through the 
claim of misunderstanding and the dubiousness of the situation. But we also 
write so that our position on one of the basic issues taken up by the short·Jived 
Metropo(i would clearly emerge. We believe that we are indirectly helping to 
clarIfy the meaning of this campaign of persecution, as well as the damage which 
it is destined to produce. 

S. One can say that Metropoli took on its own distinctive features with respect 
to organized Autonomy precisely at the time of Mora's kidnapping. In some ways, 
Metropo/i's political program was sharpened and finalized while the magazine 
operated within the "negotiating party", and its short existence was anything but 
futile in spite of the harsh defeat it suffered at the end. Actually, the "party" in 
question brought under discussion for the first Ume - with the help of Aida 
Mora's enforced but nonetheless lucid cooperation - the questIon of political 
recognition for the armed party. This question Is obviously quite different from 
pretending or Imagining a clvH war situation in our country; it is a question, we 
bell eve, that is destined to occupy a primary position in the socia! and political 
conflict in Itaty. 

6, Recognition of the armed party does not mean legal recognition of the 
fighting squads, nor does It mean their InstitutionalIzation. Nobody - and we 
least of all - proposes a Lebanese alternative for Italy: a pure and disastrous 
military shambles of social conflicts. This type of formal recognition has certainly 
been, and can stll! be, a judicial obsession with the Red Brigades, but it lacks any 
political thrust, being devoid of any positive results. If by chance It would meet 
with success, it would only serve to freeze the present situation. In other words, a 
disaster. .. 

Nor does recognition of the armed party necessarily mean accepting or taking in
to account the political plans of the fighting squads. These programs, when they 
are set forth, are in fact either confused - and therefore the objectives pursued 
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are not distinguishable - or uselessly clear, tautologically entwined by the stale 
category of the dictatorship of the proletariat, and thus sorrily lacking In any iden
tifiable and reallzable objectives. 

7. Instead, recognition of the armed struggle must mean dealing with the 
soc\al problems that arise from the area where the struggle draws its origins and 
wlthln- which It Hnds its nourishment. From this point of view, we beHeve that 
even today the fighting squads are more significant for the questions they in
directly raise, than for the solutions they openly advance, And the questions they 
raIse are certainly many. The armed party is born and nourished by all OUf unsolv
ed problems: temptations to coup d'etat felt by various sectors; the Institutional 
habit of practicing arbltrarity and IllegaHty under cover of the laws; the dramatic 
divergence between the growth of the worker's struggles and the fl\msiness of the 
mOdlHcations Introduced into the power structure, We are In any event Interested 
In a specific topic that falls within the problem of the armed struggle: we mean 
that topiC which has been Improperly labeled the youth question. We hold this ter
ritory to be the real solid hinterland of the fighting organizations not only for the 
decisiveness with which It works toward the destruction of social equ\llbria; but 
because It Is the most European and Western problem, the least Ita\lanate, we 
might say, among those that characterlze the situation In our country, 

8, We said that to apeak of the youth question is Incorrect. In fact, we are not 
talking about the eternal generational affliction, which may be exacerbated by the 
crisis which our country is going through, We are talking about something else, 
The behavior of youth is emblematica\1y inscribed and represented In that signifi
cant area of the unemployed which In its wholeness makes up a new socIal sub
ject and of which much has already been said. NOW, to refuse forms of expres
sion and survival to this area, to prevent It from having a cultural Identity, and to 
push it back systematically Into an Illusory condition of non-existence - all this 
means to promote at the molecular level the "large-scale", wide-ranging terrorism 
and the entire spectrum of Illegal practices from appropriation to sabotage which 
today render Italy not the most violent country In the world - a He easily disprov
ed by comparative statistics - but rather the country where social violence tends 
most to encroach on polltics. This zone of violence is bound to grow, not only due 
to its subjective aspects - think of the channels of communication in the heart 
of the working class Itself which the refusal of work has historically found and 
finds tOday in Italy - but because the capitalistic development Itself leads to the 
same end, and precisely In the forms of modern investment, which are in
vestments to save work. 

g, Therefore, from the politics of the armed struggle to the social situation 
that nourishes it, It is possible to equip oneself for the solution of the problem. 
One can break into the area of legal action and, by up·settlng the established 
order, reach that social configuration capable of assuring to the new forms of life, 
to the new subjects, the material conditions for Hvlng and expanding, 

10. But the thematfcs of the new deeds and of the subjects who are their 
bearers cannot be faced without Interrupting the craze for physical destruction 
which has entered many hundreds of fighters, AgaIn, It Is not a matter of sanc
tioning a special legal status expressly for them, but rather of showIng readiness 
to accept a true inversion In their tendency, A tangible sign of this readiness 
would be, for example, an amnesty for political prisoners. It must be borne In 
mind that even by official estimates their number Is close to a thousand: while by 
contrast in the Soviet Union the number of pOlitical prisoners as a result of dis
sent are about six thousand. 

Nobody then would wish to den)1 the complexity ot the problem, DetentIon in 
subhuman conditions acts as an-Insurmountable obstacle to any effort geared at 
bringing the struggle, which may be radical but Is nonetheless a mass 
phenomenon, within "less costly" forms and means of strife, Thousands of 
prisoners constitute a counter In the hands of the "warlords" who are determined 
to carry out a military solution, the most realistic solution as far as they are con· 
cerned, 

We expect at this pOint the Irony and the sll h ' 
ths press: "They ask for amnesty now that t~ :1~ Insolent and vulgar sarcasm of 
response, only thIs remark: the am t e r rlends are in jaiL" As a 
status which, despite what Judges n;:1~9:~lies to the "~ommunlst fighters", a 
Comrades arrested on Aprll 7 do not have, and GallUCCI seem to believe, the 

11. To conclude, what must be urgently thw r 
problem of the armed struggle on th I t a ted Is the attempt to solve the 
struggle has In fact already reached elno~:ls ~~vel: ~~at of public Order, The armed 
retur~, The normal solutions, through the ;li e cntlcal point, the point of no 
practtc~ble: public order Is then tantamou~t t ce a~? the Courts, are obviously 1m
repressIon. This is a Possible but not r 0 ca 109 up the army, to mHltary 
a Widening of the afflicted area beyon~ ~~a~;oluUon, In. the s~nse that it implies 
mllitlarlzaUon of Social life. In other word unds, and.ln addItion an extended 
hypothetically, of extirpating th h s, an Argentinian solUtion' capable 
dreadful transformations in all e

r 
p eno,menon, but capable also of 'Inducing' 

a eas 0 society. 

Translated by Peter CarraveUa 

I, The title of Piperno's article in Metro ali w " 
2. Paolo Virna, Lucio Castellano Libe'~M as: The sooner we pay, the better" 
3 The e r ,u aesano . 
. xecu Ion 01 Moro occured on March 16, 1978 in vfa Fani. 

t111 ROM 919638 PEACE CONGRESS OPENS 
,~~~~:omic Energy Frederic Joliot.Curie (left be~i~~E, ilTAL~: The French High Commissioner 
attend~~ns for Peace," In Rome. Some 100 delegatea n:,fcr°ftl ~ne) op~ns tl1e Congress of the 

, e s organizations from 40 COUntries 



Sorry, 
It's Exactly 
the Opposite 

Massimo Cacciari 

Massimo Cacciarl1eft Potere Operaio in 1968 
to join the ICP. He is considered one of the 
most brilliant contemporary phoiosophers in 
italy. 

It appears to me that the proposal for amnesty for the "communist fighters," ad
vanced by Piperno and Pace's article, does not contain at all the "turning points" 
that some insist on seeing in it, but it Is rather one of the most equivocal and 
mystifying products of its authors. The misunderstanding hinges c~mp!etejy, with 
obvious "malice," on the term "recognition." Piperno holds that thIS means 
neither the institutionalization of the armed groups, nor the acceptance of their 
political plans, but Instead the "taking up of socIal problems from the area where 
it (Le. the armed struggle) draws its origins and within which it find~ its nouris.h
ment." These social problems are then traced back to one great, unique question: 
the dramatic "increase" in the difference between the transformation of social 
make-up, the new subjects which are thus generated, and the .power structure and 
its degree of "ability to transform" itself (a concept not redUCIble to that of 
government or of formal Institution). Who will deny that this ques.tion must be . 
"taken up"? It becomes evident that the weakness of the ieft, which is theoretical 
before being political, in dealing with this question, Is one of the elements that 
explain the result of the last elections. 

But what link can there be between this necessary "taking up" and any "recogni
tion" whatsoever of terrorism? This would be the case, if it were established that 
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terrorism "represents" the new demand for the development and the transforma· 
tion of democracy. But exactly the opposite is true: the effects and the "theory" 
of the armed party block in aU ways the process of democratic growth, and they 
are, in fact, founded upon the axiom of the totai unfeasibllity of this path. It is 
said that the hinterland of terrorism is basically produced by the failure to solve 
that political problem. It is obvious that the massive reversal of the whole crisis 
upon the new generations shapes an environment that fosters terrorist pollution. 
And it is obvious-or it should become so immediately-that in order to sustain 
the struggle against the armed party, this environment must be transformed from 
the ground up. 

But not only is it not obvious, It Is extremely mystifying to assert that the armed 
party owes its origin to this habitat, or, moreover, that its politics represents, 
albeit in a "mad" fashion, the instances of the development of the forms of par
ticipation and democracy which make up the problem-certainly not Haliote-of 
our country. The armed party represents the negation of these Instances-again: 
In its effects as well as in its own "theory." The "taking up" of the same pro
blems that Piperno indicates are tantamount not to the "recognition" of the so
called "communist fighters" (and here, too, as Andrea Casalegn01 has lucidly 
pointed out, the misunderstanding is lethal), but to the awareness that their 
political program (for that is what it comes down to) contrasts in the most radical 
manner with the very posslbHity of taking up seriously those problems and star
ting out toward a real solution of them. 

When Piperno speaks of the social problems in which terrorism had lts "origin," 
he is consciously bringing back Into circulation those soclologistic interpretations 
that necessarily lead to the heaping together of armed party and the various ex· 
asperated, even violent, forms of youth protest. And this heaping is fruitful only to 
those who would like, among other things, to resolve the problems of the armed 
party exclusively on the grounds of the public order or of military acHon. Only 
beautiful (and fake) souls can believe that terrorism represents (again: even in its 
aberrant forms) the new political question nurtured In this country from 1966 to 
today, and that therefore a political response which would finally level with It im· 
plies the annihilation of its reason for being. instead, terrorism can be isolated, 
rendered bare, choked: but above all, the pOlitics of terrorism would result as the 
net alternative to this question and its instances. And it makes no sense at all to 
serve an amnesty to a pOlitics that kills democracy. Exactly as it makes no sense 
to speak of an amnesty for those who have nothing to do with the armed party, or 
for those forms of protest that can be dealt with only politically. It is obvious, on 
the other hand, that the so-called "communist fighters" are praying lntensely for 
an exclusively military-judica! response to these forms of protest: it would only 
strengthen the hinterland enormously. But would we then say that a political 
system which "uses" terrorism in order to reduce its degree of democracy, to 
enclose and corporativlze itself, would we say that this political decision has its 
"origin" In the failure for reform in its democratic and institutional sense? 

Translated by Peter Carravetta 

1. Andrea Casaisgno, vics-dlrector of La Stampa, (considered a strong supporter of Fiat's 
policy) was killed by the SR. 



The Red 
Harvest 

Leonardo Sciascia 

Leonardo Sciascia, recently elected on the 
Partito RBdlcale \lcket, Is a Sleman writer. 
He is wall·known for his studieS on the Mafia 
and the corruption of the Italian State. 

\n the discussions which followed Franco Piperno and Lanfranco Pace's article, 
pUblished by Lotta Continua, 13 June, one fact was not properly accounted for: 
the amnesty proposal came from Piperno and Pace and not from Curcio. It was 
discussed, in other words, as if the proposal came from a Brigadist either depen
dably selt-styled or indubitably identified, or still sufficiently accredited by the 
underground organizatlon. Whereas It actually came from people placed in an am
biguous sector and role, and in such moments where this ambiguity brings with it, 
for those who have lived It, certain risks and dangers which every citizen with the 
least awareness of the situation cannot help but see. 

I would say immediately - abstractly evaluating the facts (note: abstractly) -
that the police and the court action In attaCking this ambiguous sector and In pur· 
suing elements that have had and continue to have an ambiguous role, can, after 
all, be considered intelligent: but only in the sense In which Dashiell Hammet 
speaks of a "red harvest" - that is, heterogeneous, unspecified and properly un· 
discriminating harvest of dead among which there will also be the right ones. 

In a less abstract evaluation we find ourselves in an objectionable situation: we 
certainly do not want a given number of dead, among which there might or might 
not be the right ones; but a given number of arrests and convictions that would 
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surely be right, while enjoying all constitutional privileges. 

There is a passage in Piperno and P , t 
hope It will have the same effect on ~~:rs ar lele ~hat greatly Impressed me, and I 
"We ourselves are therefore the last on Y :aw.abldfng ltaHan who abhors violence: 

- let it be said with rage and fear _ e::n ~nb~~~~;~rl~~i~~:~=i ~~~s~,~ese days 

This Is a passage that demands reflection d 
for It, those steps aimed at aVOiding the "r:~ h~~:~~.~~ and, for those responsible 

Translated by William Pagnotta 



Beyond 
Terrorism 

Oreste Scalzone 

Orests Scalzons, one of tns April 7 prisoners, 
was a leader of potere Operaia, 

A "sally" that struck at the root of the problElmati~ relation between "ter~o~~m" 
and institutions, between guerrilla ta,7t~cs a~d :o~C~~!b~:~~~~:,~~t~ ecnoon~~sion. We 
throw the Intellectual leaders of the s rugg e . d LantranCD Pace 

I tt b mrades Franco Piperno an 
are referring to the e e~ Y co t t forth in this letter posed a serious 
published in Lotta Continua. The argumen se . I ft but also to the com· 
problem to the "legal left": above all to, th~ opposmg e , 
ponents of that institution who do not Idolize the state. 

I ut in these terms: having momentarily 
The problem, it seems .t~ me, w~,s gro~s ~ P Ie " of its features, Its roots and the 
set aside their own opinions of arme s rugg 'd that any "progressive" compo
individuals who ,are it~ agents, th.e ~~t;~~ i~r~~:S not understand that the path 
nent interested In social cha~ge IS" n . m" leads to a vertical rise of the con
followed by the state to eradicate terr~lns nd gradually Irreversible barbarizatlon 
f1lct in terms of civil war, to an inexora e a 
of the conditions and modality of the engagement. 

. . at is now firmly established in the context 
"Armed struggle," then, IS ~ Va!labl~ th ntr (a state of affairs which Is less than 
of social engagement exlstmg In,~t s ~~uft" ~s the last group that holds a few 
pleasing to each one of us). The ega e 
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cards able to reverse this course. Under this proffie, the left has ruined Itself by 
cOlJering its eyes for years, giving credit to the most Incredible "backward-logical" 
buffoonery, putting aside the problem and refusing to recognize its nature. The 
"get-thee-behind-me-Satan's," the pleas, the tomfoolery, the "elementary-my-dear
Watson's," the nonsense about the "right-at-the-moment-when's" and the "who
does-lt-help's" are useless in terms of reversing this tendency elJen one step, or of 
forcing a single proletarian to withdraw, a'single comrade who might eventually 
decide to enter the field of "combatant practices" by his own decision. The extra
parliamentary groups - or the ghosts of those who survived the consecutive 
crises of recent years - halJe seen droves of comrades break away from "legal" 
political practice, and become "Indians" or contlnue to unleash powerless curses. 

It seems to me, then, that Piperno's central consideration on "provocation" is 
this: the opposing left (bound to a visIon which we stH! regard as "progressIve" -
apart from the radIcal politico-theoretical differences - because It is Interested 
in the emergence of a "confHctual" and not a "unified" society) finds itself before 
the fact that the state, its parties, its separate bodies have embarked on the path 
toward a military solution to the problem of "terrorism." 

This inevitably means the privilege of a "military". approach to the relation with 
the entire "critical mass" represented by social subversion, by the different forms 
of antagonism and radical conflict. Such a solution also pOints to the rigidity of 
the institutional framework, overwhelmed by the repercussions of the "social 
crIsis," incapable of taking on the pressing demand for the radical modification of 
the quality of life within a politics of social innovation by the capitalist party, in
capable of translating new social needs into standardized "requirements" which 
are commensurate with those needs. 

For the progressive sectors, all this means accepting an unbearable dynamic, In 
the reorganization of the separate bodies, in the rigidity of the party system, in 
the frightening obstinacy of the mass media, in the deterioration of the 
mechanisms of the lawful State, in the self-affirmation of hybrid devices that syn
thesize elements of McCarthyism and the socialist Gulag - in all of this there oc· 
curs a liquidation of the entire patrimony bequeathed by more than a decade of 
emancipative struggles which have spread by lines of force form their worker and 
proletarian nucleus through the entire social fabric. 

And at this point it does not make sense for these "progressive components" to 
continue to recrimInate against the "terrorists." 

The opposing legal left, then, finds itself implicated in a counter-offensive modali
ty on the part of the State, not just because of the old story about "Uberty that is 
indivisible," and therefore "today it is my turn but tomorrow it can be yours, in 
fact it will certainly be yours"; but equally because in the State's militarization of 
the engagement lies the overall condition for the operation of a model of confllc
tual society which turns out to be compromised In a very serious way. 

In fact, the domInance of a military logic in the State's actlons means - apart 
from any apocalyptic representatIon - that the principal technique is the 
reclamation of the entire area of social subversion as a single effectual anti
guerrilla mechanism. 

The DaHa Chlesa·style neo-McCarthyism becomes the only winning proposal, 
once it has been accepted that the primary objective Is the "defense of the 
democratic compromise against terrorism." 

"Hic rhodus, hic salta," therefore: those who live completely in a situation of 
crisis are not so much we - this Hne of "Potere Operaio" (Worker Power) caught 
in the eye of the hurricane, like a kind of modern KAPD - even though the 
phenomenology of political defeat today seems to regard us conspiratorily, we 
who are so heavily attacked by an offensive without precedents In the post-war 
judicary system of this country. In perspective it could be precisely the ''In-



termediate" sectors that constitute the area opposing progress toward a situation 
of unendurable destruction. 

Some people with the instinct for "half·bred" politics - which today they are and 
want to be _ have sensed the problem. The half·Hbertarian, half·neo-institutlonal 
area that extends from the radicals to Lotta Continua has raised it for the first 
time. And this area has brutally posed It from the right (yet at least they have not 
dismissed It). Admitting the "secret Joy" he felt at Toni Negri's arrest, Enrico 
Deaglio was heard singing the "de profundls," the requiem for the "new left." . 
Since in their opinion the class categories proposed by Marxism (or at least their 
centr~llty) have fallen: the left must rearticulate itself with respect to a fundamen
tal distinction: violence or non·vio/ence (In the "radical case" it is an alternative 
between a revolutionary and classicist logic and the emancipatory logic of a com· 
munity in the struggle for civil rights). 

BUo has already promptly res po ned to Oeagllo, and I am not about to repeat that 
polemic. I note only that there is a second reason which presumably motivated 
Oeag1l0's hasty requiem, In addition to the inSight into the consequences of a 
dominant military solution to the problem of social subversion. 

And it is an entirely positive fact - from our point of view. It Is the emergence, in 
the June 3rd elections, of that "invisible party" of at least four million people who 
are disturbing the sleep of the least obtuse and hardened members of the 
political and institutional order of this country. 

Let us summarize a serles of surveys which are now well·known: 

A)The PCllost about 3% of Its vote to the left, and, in particular,. something like 
12 points of the youthful vote. As Cacclari realistically admitted In Repubblica, 
these votes lost by the PCI are unequivocally proletarian votes, "lost at Marghera 
and not In the center of Venice, in the Roman suburbs and not at PairoH," in the 
great worker and proletarian cities - and, In particular, in those where the PCI 
has held the local government In recent years, This defeat of the PCI was had at 
the price of a result "by 48"; in fact, even the DC lost votes. 

B)There is the 3% Increase in abstention, which has reached a total of 10o/~: " 
These abstentions are tor the most part by proletarians, young people, reds. It 
is a massive plebiscite against the state, a Sign of hostile estrangement from the 
party system and political institutions. 

The fact the abstention on the EuroDean auestlon Is not greater confirms the idea 
that it Is a compact social area, remarkably homogeneous and strongly 

characterized by "the left." 

C)A conspicuouS part of the VOice of the vote for the radical rolls and the ':N~w 
Left Unity" Is recorded in the same area that rejected the party system. ThiS IS 
not far from that 20% of the vote cast a year ago against the Reale law, which 
still included segments of the socialist electorate. As one can see, It is a pro· 
letarlan, red, anti-institutional block. Thus, many are noW devoted to the 
"recovery" of this block, to the conquest of their political represe~tatlon. Even the 
honorable Magri and Cafiero have the Impertinence to play up to It. Even Occhet· 
to, even a few young members of the aristOcratic entourage.:?' 

Oeaglio plays it safe In this situation, on behalf of an entire. political area .of. 
which he intends _ in theory - to take the lion's share. With th~ usual distinc
tion: the social antagonist exists as an indistinct mass, beneath ItS elements of 
Internal, po1ltlcal, organized and militant constitution. 

The repudiation of violence (properly understood as "Illegitimate" and "Illegal" 
violence, because that legal variety Is seen as a "natura! phen~meno~") Is set .as 
a frontier and a test, as a line of demarcation. 80at03 would think of It as making 

a peephole for someone's conscience, 
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It is In this !oglc that a discourse of "pacification" starts to circulate. 

It is In this logic that - apart from every noble intention _ this discourse 
assumes a characteristic with a unique meaning: the exhortation to desertion to 
unconditional, unilateral and precautionary surrender, on the part of the Individual 
subje?ts or compon?nts of the variegated archipelago of armed struggle. It may 
be said without malice: the dream of Boato and his comrades seems to be that of 
stimulating a myriad of cases 1!ke Baumann and Kleln.4 

In this context, It seems to me that apart from everything, the "provocation" of 
Piperno and Pace tOuches the sore spot. In fact It Is said to aU "progressive" sec
tors, to what !S (or was) the "new left": let us still put aside, for the sake of argu
ment, the entire contentious poHtlco-theorltical debate on social subversion and 
armed struggle, Its roots and prospects. In any case, you forget one small detail: 
you fall to take the army into consideration. You forget that almost a thOUsand 
pOlitical prisoners exist In Italy, a great part of which are and declare themselves 
to be "communist combatants," and are therefore destined to a long imprison. 
ment. SOme are known comrades; others are unknowns, As many come from our 
ranks as from yours, but we don't intend to deny them, or reduce them at random 
to carriers of the virus of polltica! evidence that 15 always seen as "the Individual 
case," one plus one plus one ... WeH, comrades, we tell you that even though 
(paradoxically) all the political motives for the development of the revolutionary 
struggle might collapse In five, ten years, this contentious one would represent a 
link for th~us~nds of comrades. You know, therefore, that any discourse against 
the preclpltatlon of the frontal engagement, against the precipitation of civil war 
against the barbarization and sovereign dominance _ on both sides _ of a Ilne~r 
military (and even "terrorist") logic must reckon with this prOblem of political 
prisoners. 

This Is the challenge. If your operation Is not one that simply proposes self. 
ghettolzat!on (and not even the glided ghetto of the U.S. Welfare State or German 
social dem~cracy), defeat, unconditional surrender, and desertion, declare your 
st~nd on thIS: a general amnesty, which includes the liberation of polltlcal 
pnsoners at the center of a much more extensiVe provision. (And here, it is 
useless to gamble an bombast and sympathize with the left by saying "everyone 
is a political prisoner." We are well aware of this, but we are also aware that this 
Is often a convenient screen.) 

Besides, critical bourgeois thought offers decisive arguments for a radical criti
que of the penalities and Imprisonment in such cases. At this point It Is clear to 
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everyone, except the insane bigots, that prison is a crime-causing institution, a 
machine that produces and reproduces deviance. Therefore, the neo
humanitarians, the neo-Hbertarians, the neo-civilizers must give their opinions on 
amnesty. 

It is necessary to add, for clarity, that this is a context of challenge, within which 
intentions, aims, diverse and even contradictory analyses come into play. 

On the one hand, there is a discourse of truce, as a congealment of relations of 
force, as a recogltion of defeat and a decision to demobilize and choose a 
momentary rule by the "great ghetto" of the second society. 

On the other hand, there is a radically different discourse, one that rather refuses 
a linearity of process by which the "language of war" assumes authority as the 
dominant one and - using an apocalyptic and catastrophlc scenario as a point 
of departure - theorizes the Immanence/imminence of the frontal engagement, 
even for a long period of time. 

However one regards us, we have spoken and written about the problem precisely 
because we hold that this new social subject needs to grow, Identify itself, 
strengthen itself, speak, communicate, insinuate Itself In the social fabric, invent, 
produce: "we consider the frontal engagement a misfortune" (editorial of 
Metropofl). 

For us the problem Is posed In terms of the Movement's capacity to go beyond 
terrorism. For us, therefore, there Is no choice of the ghetto, defeat, or desertion. 
And at the same time we agree to reasonableness, the primacy of the logic of 
social transformation, of the comprehensive processes of liberation. 

And therefore we agree to the recognition that can become, in determined 
phases, a convergent understanding of the struggling parties to avoid a 
catastrophic and apocalyptic precipitation of the engagement toward its decisive, 
military outcome. 

Of course (and we haven't been talking about it just tOday or for the past few 
months) this recog nition can be of Interest to the revolutionary movement, and on 
the basis of It one can find a convergence of the "progressive" groups interested 
in maintaining a vast confHctual dynamic. 

It is certain, all the same, that there obviously will be no extravagant, monstrous, 
and Juridically abnormal threats of prison, to distance us from the communist 
point of view, by the various Caiogeros or by Gallucci and their "Special 
tribunal," whose "criticism of weapons" It seems realistic to consider as one 
variant present in the overall practtce of the movement for transformation and 
communist liberation, 

The problem, however, is one of combating the tendencies which aim at turning 
this variant into an omnivorous, totalling component that wants to impose with 
maniaca! determination the predominence of Its one·dimenslona!1ty, Its monodic 
unilateral nature, on a movement which is Irreducible to this disastrous simplifica
tion. 

If this was the spirit of Piperno and Pace's letter, it finds agreement with us; If it 
was otherwise, we have plenty of time to polemlcize, clarify, rectify. We must 
return at all costs to the complex bond·relatlon between social subversion, guer· 
rilla practices, and revolutlonary,pollt/cs, 

There is one final observation that I would like to make, I frankly say that 1 find in
sufferably blgotted the scandal caused by sectors (we may even say the majority) 
of comrades in the area of Autonomy every time someone poses political pro
blems which disturb the dark horses and break the routine of their own self· 
assertion. 

And, fraternally, I advise the comrades of "Radio Onda ROssa" that the revolution 
does not need so many sentinel.s end vestals whose ideological purity Is In doubt 
Therefore, comra~es, let us begin a debate without hysterfa. Let us begin !t in a 
less hasty, conspIratorial, and subjectivistic way than many are doing (including 
mysel!, since I am tossIng off this letter In a lOOSe and confused manner. It is 
three.!n the mo~nlng; every so oft~n the guard opens the peephole and observes 
me wIth a c~rtaln troubled suspiCIOn. My cell-mates mutter in their sleep, forced 
to drOwse wIth the light on, But I began writing at one because tomorrow mo'rning 
I may be able to send or dictate this letter; otherwise who knows wh n It b 
written.) ,e may e 

In con.clu~lon, we must take as our point of departure an analysis of the social 
crisls/tnst!tutlonal crisis relation, of the consequences of the "m! I d ! 
politics" that the PC! has been building with their own hands In cro- n

t 
on os a 

recen years. 

There must be an under~tanding of which paths the Movement will be able to 
co~er, now that the r~qulem has been sounded for the Historical Compromise 
which will be reorganized from the leve! of government to a purely institutional 
level. 

There must be an understanding of what it will mean to have before us a double 
problem Instead of the regime of Historical Compromise as a political form of th 
neo-corporate State - t~e double problem of the neo-Ialssez-falre tendency e 
toward the re-consolidatlon of the capitalist order and the search on the part of 
the PCI, for a monopoly of opposition (which will probably push the party's ap. 
pa~atus to an even more pitHess attack on the political forms of antagonism 
while it tries to recover in a deceptive way a few socia/ reasons for the attac'k) A 
enorm~us tangle of problems stands before us; they give the impression of th~ n 
necessIty for an apoche/leap to political maturity, 

The State's very leap to the level of the counter·offenslve after 7 April must be a 
significant signal, and must represent a valuable lesson to be absorbed and 
thoroughly utilized, 

1, Enrico Deaglio !s Ed!tor-In-chlef of Lotta ContinUa 
2. Achille Ochetto is a leader of the lCP. . 

1!!1 "Jail" by unknown child artist 
!!I2 "Pollceman" by Ian Rusten 

Translated by Lawrence Venuti 
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EugeniO Scalfari 

This interview, written from Rabibbie, is the 
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newspaper. Eugenio Sca!fari, director of La 
Repubbllca, is a respected figure in lta.llan 
political life. Ad\locate of a form of enlighten
ed capitalism, he supported the Historial 
Compromise as an a1l!anca between the pro
ductive forces against the most speculative 
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already said to Lotta Continua: the proposal for an amnesty and for pacification 
expresses a rational concept only if conceived as an inversion of the emergency 
politics as administered by the heap of the last legislature; only if correlated to 
the demolition of the exceptional, anti-terrorist structures of the State; only, final
ly, as the result of a tendency that reopens the political spaces for an indepen
dent dass warfare of the proletariat. 

S For a "pacification" to take place, there must have been a war, But the 
Italian State has never accepted the idea of being involved in a war with the arm
ed party and with the various subversive organizations that constitute It For the 
Italian State, it Is a matter of dealing with common citizens that commit common, 
though "politically" motivated, offences, So that the Idea of a possible "pacifica· 
tion" between the State and some of Its guilty citizens is unthinkable, What is 
your view on this? Are we, in your opinion, in the presence of two belligerent par
ties between which speaking of a "pacification" has no sense at all? 

N I don't think so, and I concur with the tone of the question, As concerns 
the amnesty, however, I think It would be difficult to distinguish political prisoners 
and common prisoners. However, rereading the question, I begin to fear that your 
question bares a formalistic presupposition that risks of confounding the terms of 
the debate, One can in fact say, as the Italian State says, that there aren't here In 
Italy any political prisoners but only citizens who commit common crimes and 
whose motivations are subjectively politicaL But this Is exactly !Ike the rigid and 
legal manner !n which the Soviet State requires that when the politically 
motivated behavior of one of Its citizens gets out of hand, that person be cured in 
a psychiatric institution. The law is always the taw. The fact remains that, 
although the italian State has not acknowledged to be waging war with the ter
rorists, the latter have actually been at war with it In other words, by sticking to 
your question there Is the danger of certain mystifications - which do not much 
Interest me - and of certain consequences - of which I am rather concerned. 
For example, in a State in which the lowest position in the least important bank, 
and the ultimate financing of the !east Important Representative - and here the 
line that divides public and private interest is meager at best - is fiercely 
negotiated and nobody, from the political establishment, believes this to be a 
degradation of the concept of State, weH, in this same country, by means of an In
credible shift in perspective, the negotiations with the Red Brigades to save A!do 
Mora's life are refused (private negotiation, as It seems, for they were held bet· 
ween the Christian Democrats and the Red Brigades, and not between the State 
and the Red Brigades). Can I then consider this as a consequence - to my view 
exorbitant - of a formalistic concept of the State? 

But there is more, turning to another argument. By assuming such a rigorous con
cept of the State, I frankly have the impression - on the basis of the experience 
of the last legislature - that too much red tape Is being covered up. To be 
clearer: Can it not be that, by assuming a rigid stance towards the terrorists, one 
advocates an uncompromising attitude of the State towards all struggles incom
patible with it? Can it not be that all "speclal" legislation introduced against the 
terrorists Is In fact directed against the social forces that attempt to reopen a 
perspective for political transformation, and strive for a break within the cor· 
porative block imposed during the last legislature? 

In other words, It would be a good thing, in this odd country of ours, not to be too 
enthusiastic about the formal rigor of the judicial definition of State. One can end 
up using the arcana Imperii in the manner both crude and cruel in which the 
"historical compromise" has wielded It. This only resulted, besides the moderate 
loss in votes, in an haphazard shifting away of proletarians from the State and in 
accentuating the political crisis. 

S How do you explain the fact that an exponent of Autonomia Operafa like 
Piperno, who refused any connection with the Red Brigades exactly as you do 
_ proposes a "pacification" between the Red Bridages and the Italian State? Are 
the exponents of Aui'onomia then capable of speaking in lieu of the Red Brigades, 
or a least to make proposals held to be acceptable by the Red Br!gades? 



N You know very we!! and if you still don't know it, I'll tel! you, hopefully 
definitely that the comrades of Autonomia Operaia are neither the interpreters 
nor the allies, but rather the sharpest adversaries of the program, the strategy, 
the tactics, and the model of organization of the Red Brigades, As far as Piperno 
is concerned, I don't think your paper ever had any difficulty in meeting him: 
therefore, ask him directly, In any case, as far as I know, Piperno represents 
neither Autonomia OperaJa nor the Red Brigades. He only represented the PSI 
(Italian Socialist Party) in the "negotiations," Still, I learned all this while In jail, 
for It so happens (one of the many strange things of this trial) that I have not had 
any political dealings with Piperno since 1973, 

S Independent of the major or lesser "credibility" of PIperno, do you think 
that an amnesty would actually be accepted by the Red Brigades and the entire 
armed party, In the sense that members of these organizations would put an end 
to their acts of violence and terror? 

N If you people grant them amnesty, I think they would be happy - that Is 
obvious - on the basis of the unpleasant experience of being In Jail. How wHl 
they employ It? I really don't know: ask them, Personally, however, I think that it 
would be worth-while to go all the way In this matter, to overcome this diplomatic 
barrier. As for me, I am horrified by the mechanIcal deductions of some 
sociologists, I am however convinced that a de-escalation of the armed struggle 
In Italy doesn't depend so much upon the amnesty, as on the reopening of a 
highly confllctual social sItuation. Is the italian capitalistic democracy able to 
wIthstand It? Is the Italian State capable of responding to the worker's and pro
letarian's struggle In any other manner than through exceptional legislation, ex· 
ceptlonal plans, exceptional cuts In the budget, exceptional austerities, excep· 
tlonal demonization of the Autonomia, of the hospital workers, of the temporarily 
employed, etc,? How many are the "terrorists" - and I am speaking not of those 
recruIted by the Red Brigades, but those subjectively predisposed to the pro· 
letarian use of vIolence - produced by the Fiat labor disputes in these days? If 
these Questions are not answered, what your newspaper methodically does with 
obscuring efficacy, will continue: to keep on separating the editorial page from
crime news and then both from the economic page. " , Only, the crIsis runs 
everywhere, and your scissors with not stop it. 

S What credibility can be obtained by the eventual "paciflcatlon" offer on the 
part of the Red Brigades? As they are unknown, underground people, who would 
be the counter-party in this hypothetical negotiation? 

N How should I know, Dr. Starched. , , I mean, Dr. Scaliar!. As far as I know, 
it shouldn't be difficult for you upholders of the State of the Historical Com· 
promise, to establish a contact with the Red Brigades, who are the founders of a 
New State based upon the real socialism (with some Catholic component), After 
all, the heroic furors that pervaded your newspaper in favor of the emergency and 
of the unanimity of the past legislature, ought to have provided you with the right 
equipment to handle a discussion with the strenous and coherent upholders of 
the real SOCialism, such as the Red Brigades are, 1f you people never had any dif
ficulty In reasoning and politiking with Rodano and Lombardo Radice,5 why 
should you have any difficulty In dealing with the Red Brigades?, Perhaps It is on
ly your snobbism that prevents you from dealing with common delinquents, albeit 
with subjective political motivatIons. But stop and think for a moment: what dif· 
ference runs between Calogero, alias Ibio Paolucci6 whose articles, incidentally, 
display a surprisIng osmosis with the articles that appear on the Un/fa) and any 
whatsoever strategist of the Red Brigades, jf not the fact that - all to the latter's 
advantage - he doesn't cowardly pretend that his paranoia be covered up and 
protected by society and Its institutions? 

S Piperno's proposal is based upon the existence of "political" prisoners in 
italian jails, Piperno speaks of several hundreds of them, Are you agreed on this 
deflnltlon and this figure? Who are, In your opinion, the political prisoners in a 
regime Ilke ours, where there exists a Constitution that allows anybody to prac. 

tice freedom of speech and freedom of association? 

N. Newspapers, including yours speak of tho 
wrth subjective political motivation; To d' U I usands of common prisoners 
are being kept like me in Rebibbia a~d ot~S ngu ~h t,h~m from the others, they 
the Constitution aHows freedom of s her specral JaIls. ! must also admit that 
however, as certain articles of the P pe~cc ~nddof association; but that's not all, 
constitutional _ the Constitution al

ena 
fflo e emonstrate - never declared un

an antlconstitutlonal struggle It th so a ~ms that the anticapitalistic struggle Is 
ing the communist political p;isone~: ~ou av~ still some diffiCulty in acknowledg. 
those famous pages where a Milanes~ n~~~~o but refer you ,to the abacus or to 
plague to exist. And pray tell in thla b II ma~ declares It Impossible for the 
newspaperman Nicotr!7?' es ary, w at sort of prisoner Is your own 

s 
Do you consider yourself to be a political prisoner? 

N Are you joking? I'd lose your re t ' 
~d, etc" but I did have subjective pOHt~~:lc ~ I~.rs !:ue that ~ have not robbed, kll!-
tJconstltutionaL So as you can see th j 10 .rva Ions that were definitely an· 
fashion, true, but not any the less ~ffe~t~:~ ~ IS Clos~~, rather ~~ B.rechtian 
saddens me Is the fact that havin b y. I am a common prisoner. What 
prIsoner, no attempt is mad~ to CO~Si~:~ ,~agg.ed w,i,th the status of "common" 
Sindona, Rovelli, Leone B etc th t i political prisoners people the likes of 
Jective constitutional mdtivat;~ns~ s, people who have certainly acted with Suh. 

S If the State accepts the rIp 'fl t' " . 
"belligerency" that precedes it ac

d
, efta ron prinCiple, and therefore that of 

d ,an a ef the eventual amn t th R . 
an other SUbversive organIzations continue th . es y. e ed Bngades 
Just to remain within Piperno's terminolo _ err acts of terronsm - or of war, 
exert not the Penal Code anymore but th~y the State would be authorized to 
of the radleal dIfference this imp!i~s I b t~UI~s of actual warfare, You are aWare 
and the Individual members of the S~b n oJ t e rel~tlonshlp between the State 
State and all common citizens Avers ve organrzatlons, and between the 
the very nature of the Democr~t!:~rOt ?a~are of the fact that this would modIfy 
so very little democratic that it is bet~ e t r ~re you of the view that this State is 
progressive decadence? In short do ~r a a andon aU. pretences and expedite Us 
authoritarIan State, so as to fight it ~o u prefer ~n outnght totalitarIan and 
present one, to which you are not willln

fe 
tffectrvelY, rather than.a State like the 

g a concede a democratic status? 

N 
The choice for anticapitalist warfare In a Democratic State Is the baSis 



Itself of the Marxist theory of workerlsm (opera/sma). I prefer therefore the 
Democratic State because In it I can more effectively fight against capitalism. But 
I also know, as historical experience teaches, that middle-class capitalism has 
very often preferred the Totalitarian State to the Democratic State. ThIs because 
the Democratlc State, not succeeding, for example, in maintainIng a high level of 
clashing interests, is compelled to Induce exceptional situations In the police, ad
ministration and politics in general, within whIch democracy is worn out; but note, 
not so much in its most spectacular and liturgic forms, as In Its judicial, 
guaranteeist and negotiatlng mechanisms that make it up. 

And do not accuse me of any Togliattian and communist ambiguity, reaHy: for in 
the first place, this democracy 'is not octroyee, that Is, granted under certain can· 
ditions by some regal bourgeoisIe, rather it was first snatched and then defended 
in 1960 against Tambron19, in 1969 against the State's massacre party, In other 
words, at any moment of the proletarian struggle against the bourgeoisie or its 
non-Irrelevant stratifications. Secondly, as a sensible communist, I do not accept 
the BerHnguerian "Chilean blackmail:" we collaborate In destroyIng democracy to 
prevent It from being destroyed by the bourgeoisie, we accept the conditIons of 
development Imposed by capital otherwise there Is a collapse! 

At this point you can very well bring me to consider the power relationship amOng 
the classes, the international overdeterminations, etc., and I am more than willing 
to follow you in this area of discussion. But pleasa, I don't believe that In this ter
ritory the attitude of vestal of democracy is any more suited to you than it Is to 
me. 

S You said recently that guaranteelsm Is none other than the formalization of 
the power relationship among the classes. But on the basis of this thesis of 
yours, a strong State ShOUld therefore have the right to keep you in jail even un. 
justly. How do you resolve this obvious contradiction In your thought? 

N I think I said something very banal, certainly not worthy of such a scandal. 
Because, you see, any person, whether Marxist or not but who professes political 
realism, believes the same. Try asking Prof. N. Bobbi01o. Insofar as constitutional 
guaranteeism Is concerned, which cannot be confused with the liberal, continen· 
tal concept of the Law State, it is both a genetical and historical form of power 
relationship among the classes. And I'I! add: any attempt to detach guaranteelsm 
from this materla'i base is a tacit invitation to conceive totalitarian forms, utopias 
more or less Rousseauian or Jacobin, where the contempt for freedom Is at least 
equal to my contempt for utopias. 

As concerns the fact that the State Is holding me unjustly in jail, this is proof of 
an obvious contradiction In your thought and not in mine. And I would also like to 
point out (something which in the famous supper the begone Alessandrln!11 
pointed out to me) that the technique of intervention by "great examples" carriad 
out by the various attorneys of the Republic, corresponds to the attempt, On the 
part of the Prosecutors, to adopt a political SUbstitution to the downfall of the 
State and consequently to stabilize, through a repressive etrategy, the power rela
tionship among the classes and modify their dynamics. Here the Reason of Law 
becomes Reason of State, coherently with the capitalistic ends of the Italian 
democracy. 

S The judicial Investigation sanctioned against you has prOVOked, even In 
those sectors of public opinion basically critical of your views and activities, 
many reserves for the way In which It was carried out, for the uncertainty concer
ning the main accusations, and for the centralization In Rome of proceedings that 
had begun In other places and with other judges. Would you explain what is your 
position with regard to the continuing Interrogations and which of your rights are 
violated by what is happening? 

N This Investigation is just an infamy. By accusing me of being a leader of 
the Red Brigades it attempts to expropriate my real identity, built by years of in
tellectual and pOlitical toil, as the whole movement knows. And all this, inevitablv. 

on the basis of faise proofs which the judges know to be false: the famous phone 
call12J A Stallnlst or a McCarthyist technlQl,Ie? You choose. 

But the matter extends beyond my immediate case. The whole Investigation, for 
those indicted April 7, Is a stack of vulgar constitutlona! violations: of the princi
ple of the natural jUdge (Art.25)(and with what institutional bad faith and 
mercenary Slyness has Judge Calogero himself recently declared It to be the 
casel).; o~ the principle of the personal nature of penal responsibility (Art. 27); of 
the prlnclpie of the presumed innocence of the accused (Art. 27); of the freedom 
of the press (Art. 21); and even of the simply human principle of the prohibition to 
inflict moral violence on the prisoner (Art. 13), as BortoH's tragedy _ the comrade 
who committed suicide in Verona - demonstrates. Is that enough for you? 

But you see, to me that is not enough, because beyond what I have just said the 
situation appears to be substantially unreal and fundamental.1y comic You s~e at 
tI~es I Imagine Rome just before Porta Pia (1870), with a papal Minister named 
Glul!O who cruelly and stOlidly commands by means of a group of brown noses: 
the Head of the Fire Dept, that of the City Police, the organizer of the cfrcenses 
and, the Head of the Educ.ation Office. Does this bring anything to mind13? Why 
don t you compare this With your beautiful Republic? 

S You always stated that your theories and your analysis on proletarian 
violence, on, "sabotage," on the "vletnamlzaUon" and overall on the right/duty of 
the proletanat to overthrow the dominion of the Capital, even by force, Is nothing 
other than the legitimate analysis of a socia! condition actually existing. It so 
happens, however, that you are an "organic intellectual" of the Movement and 
more specifically of that sector of the Movement that defines itself with the name 
of Autonomfa Opera/a; and it so happens that this sector recognizes you as one 
of itS. leaders and finally, It turns out that this sector systematically realized the 
t~eones you propounded: don't you think that at this pOint your legitimate opi
nions have become, Objectively, specific "instructions" of concrete behavior 
arousing In the Investtgators the conviction that they are faced with a case ~hose 
nature is totally different than that of a pure and simple "crime of opinion?" 

N As an answer, I should like to submit three pOints: 1} "The sabotage." 
When in 1971-72 we pointed out that capital's restructuring impl1ed a strategy to 
destroy the mass-worker, we Identified the genesis of that formidable transforma
tion of the proletariat's composition - over which the entire left today sheds 
tears, We were then coneldered (and have been until June 4 of this year) to be 
subversive fools, parafasc\st delinquents. After June 4 the left, if not yet totally 



emasculated, must begin to face the social worker, the refusal to work, sabotage. 
And its plausible alternatives are extremely clear: either disappear as a great 
historical force - and survive only as a definitive corporative force for privileged 
strata of a class (!ike the American Unions or the French Communist Party); or It 
can renovate itself, without any useless tactics, at the contact with this new class 
composition (and I am sorry for all the well-thinkers: a working class and a pro· 
letarlat that are made up of what has always constituted the prOletariat: pro
letarian misery and revolutionary riches). 2) "Organic intellectua1." My dear 
Scalfar!, you too have read too much of Gramsci and Co.: why don't you bring 
yourself up to date? You had to come to me just to reInvent obsolete categories? 
Personally It Is since 1968 that I do not speak in a Movement assembly: I'd be 
booed off the stage. I have Instead written books, articles, pamphlets which I 
have sold: my rapport is organic with the market. 3) "Legitimate opinions which 
become Instructions." You'd like that, wouldn't you? The subjective responsibility 
becomes objective. On this connection, see Soizenltsyn's Cancer Ward. However, 
having said this, let's be clear on another point. I am fond of what I think, I'd stay 
in Jail twenty years not to abjure but one of my thoughts (even If I criticized or 
surpassed It), I am proud to have succeeded In stealing so much knowledge from 
the working class and set It back in circulation in the proletariat, taking advan· 
tage of my instruments as an intellectuaL If this work of mine had been In
strumentalln building an autonomous organization, I'd be extremely happy. If it 
were a weapon that the proletariat could wield in order to destroy the Capital, I 
could consider myself satisfied. 

S You have often lamented that there is a total Incomprehension and myopia 
towards the Movement on the part of large sectors of the press and of pubHc opl· 
nlon. This would push certain areas of the Movement to a growing radicalization 
and to "desperate acts" from which it would then be impossible to retreat. Don't 
you think that the Movement too has demonstrated and proves sUlI a total incom· 
prehension and narrowness towards the entire society and towards the Republic's 
Institutions, causing In Its Interlocutors·adversaries the same kind of radicallza· 
tion? 

N It appears to me that with your question you aTe dOing nothing more than 
describing a factual situation In which incomprehension Is total, on both sides, 
But one must at least avoid being Irritated to such a point that the Movement Is 
accused of the Piazza Navona13 crime! In any case all this goes beyond your opi· 
nlon and mine and Is being expressed on a political plane by means of a fracture 
characterized at this moment by the invisible army of about 4 to 5 million voters. 

Now, you see, I don't think this happened because of contingent reasons, like a 
major Of lessor understanding of the Instltutlons, of the party system, or of the 
press, I think Instead that it is structural, that is, I think that the reproduction of 
the capitalistic system, in Italy and in the Western world, involves the necessary 
exclusion of mliHons of proletarians from poHtlcaJlife (that Is, from a progressive 
bargaining on the redistribution of profits), It's a problem, I know, especially for 
those in your generation whose hopes for reforms have been squelched at least 
twice In this heavily disappointing post WWII perIod. 

Personally I thInk instead that, by taking off exactly from the radical nature of 
this criSis, it can be possible to reopen an anticapitalistic battle In which the 
autonomy of great proletarian masses can impose, with the communist transfor· 
matlon of society, the needed gratification for a free production, and for a happy 
reproduction of social wealth. As you know, Autonomy does not promise violence, 
but undergoes it. It promises Instead wealth and freedom. 

S Re-examining today what you have done In the past 11 years, from 1968 on-
wards, do you have any self-criticisms to make, besides the criticism of others? 

N The most important self-criticism concerns the state of the organization. 
Not so much of Autonomy, as of the worker's movement (Movimento Operaio). But 
the situation- is too long and complex for me to take up and examine here. In any 

event I do think that today, perhaps for the first time since 1'd~ti·~!j, one l;d.!l 

realistically reopen the space for a communist renovation of the worker's move· 
ment and of the proletariat. In short, In the course of these years we have only 
sown, but the seed has taken weI! into the ground. 

Translated by Peter Caravella 

1. Achille GallUCCi, General prosecutor. 
2, Prosecutor Calogero from Padua. He Initiated the April 7 arrests, 
3, Moretti, probably the most wanted man In Italy, is the (mythical?) head of the BA. 
4, Judge Sica Is one of the Roman prosecutors. 
5, Franco Rodano Is a prominent Intellectual of the ICP. Lombardo Radice, a Marxist 
philosopher close to the ICP. 
6.lbio Paolucclls a correspondent of L'UnJta, organ of the ICP. He coverd the April 7 prosecu
tion started in Padua. 
7. Giuseppe Nicotri, a journalist from Espresso, was accused of being the telephonist of the 
Red Brigades durinQ the Mora affair. He was freed on July 7 for lack of evidence after 3 
months In jail. 
~. Michele Sindona, a member of the CD, was involved in financial scandals before disappear. 
InQ my.sterlously. Pre.sently wanted by Interpol!. Ninno Rovelli, PresIdent of the itaHan Society 
of Reslne (SIR), also Involved In flnanclal malversations, Giovanni Leone, former President of 
the Italian Republic. In~olved in the LOCkheed scandals, he had to resign from his functions. 
9, Tambroni, member of the CD. 1n the '60s, he headed a Qovornment whose conservat!ve 
policy led to violent popular protest and a confrontation with the pOlice which resulted in 
numerous deaths. 

\U1 ROP042502 ROOFTOP VIGIL GENOA ITALY: Rlotlng prison Inmates, some of them wear. 
Ing masks, sit on the roof of the Marassi prison facing police stationed on a prison wall 
(foreground) here April 25th. The Inmates seized control of three prison wings April 24th, burn. 
Ing bedding, flooding corridors and smashing windows, The riot ended April 25th when the 
Justice Ministry promised action on prison reforms, 4/25174 
1112 SOP092502·9125f73·SANTIAGO: Chilean mllllary iunta leader General Augusto Pinochet 
(second lett) walks with Enrique Urrutia Manzano (clvlHan clothes), PresIdent 01 Chile's 
Supreme Court after courtesy visit on the court 9125. With him are other junta members 
General Cesar Mendoza (letl), leader of National police force, and Admiral Jose Toribio Merino 
(right), Commander·jn·Chlef of the Chilean Navy. (UPI) 
ilI3 FK1229101 SHOULDER TO SHOULDER ROME: An unruly mob? These "leftist" 
demonstrators are tar from that during a recent clash with Rome pollce They maintain a 
united front even though the air Is filled with tear gas. Demonstrators u~ed rocks, sticks and 
gasoline bombs In battles with police. 12/29112 



Unpublished 
Interview with 
Piperno 

Franco Piperno, professor of physics in 
Cosenza, is one at the historical-leaders of 
Polere Operaio, Wanted by pOlice since April 
7, he was "in hiding" at the time of this inter· 

view. 

ThiS interview, which we received in August 
in the mail, took place somewhere in France 
in late July. FrancO Piperno was finally ar
rested in Paris on September 18 while drink· 
ino a soda at a coffee house in the Place de 
la Madeleine. 

Question 1 read in Le Monde of July 10, 1979, an article by Sole which raised 
the issue of your proposition in favor of social "truce," or amnesty_ But the article 
gives no information about the debate that followed in Italy: can you briefly recall 
your proposition and the tenor of the reactions to it? 

Piperno In the letter to Lotta Continua, neither I nor Lanfranco Pace ever 
spoke of "social truce,"-or any such silliness. And we didn't for a number of 
reasons: because it is not in the interest of the Movement in Italy, because at any 
rate no one would think of proposing-and even less of negotiating or guarantee
ing-anything of the sort; because we do not assume for ourselves any right to 
propose or even talk of social truce. All this is obvious, but evidently not for M. 

Sale. 

The problem we have posed for ourselves pertains rather to the forms of confl~ct 
that have occurred In the Italian situation. More precisely, you know well how In 
Italy the conflict is largely characterized not only by the practlc.e of ar~ed for.ma
tions, but also by the possibility of "war" alluded to by tha~ which. manifests Itself 
as a great organizational power. Think for example of the kIdnapping of Aldo . 
Mora and the role that the image of organizational power of the BR played; think 

of those 55 days in which all of the active power of the state could not win out 
against the offensive of the brigades_ 

Many prefer to ignore this situation, and to limit themselves to deprecating It, to 
rejecting it in the name of a humanism which might have a thousand reasons, but 
which neither modifies the form of armed struggle nor Its capacity of resitience 
and hegemony over a considerable part of the Moyement, nor the social motiva
tions that underlie and sustain It. Thus, while no one can ignore the solidity of 'the 
phenomenon of armed struggle in Italy, we ask ourse!yes wllat may be the in· 
terest of the Movement in the practice of armed struggle-and what in going 
beyond It. Obylous!y, the latter option must not be understood in the sense of the 
transformation of Italy into a lager-country with thousands of pOlitlca! prisoners, 
but rather 1. in the broad sense of a critique of "armed Ideology" by the MoYe
ment Itself capable of capturing and interpreting the high levels of conflictuality 
(conflittua/lta) expressed by armed formations, and 2_ in the sense of a concrete 
initiative that the country's institutions can and must assume and which would go 
in the direction of recognition-certainly not of the armed formations 
themselyes-but of the social motivations that underlie their political chOice, their 
"war." Such, then, is the sense of the proposition of amnesty. 

Q Can you clarify the possible function of such a critique? 

P When we spoke of amnesty we were thinking of a political measure apt to 
disentangle the situation and to permit partial disclosure of the substance of the 
problem: in fact, we forget all too often that, in Europe, Italy is tile only country 
that apportions no employment compensation at a time when the number of 
unemployed workers continues to rise and Is close to two mlltlon-a situation 
which, nevertheless, does not prevent it from having the highest rate of economic 
growth after Germany_ 

We need not emphasize the fact that this political measure does not contain any 
possibility of resolutIon of the fundamental prOblems of the social conflict. But It 
is all the same extrayagant that a proposition of amnesty should appear scan
dalous, since the question has always been present in the tradition of reYolu
tionary movements. 

AI! in all, howeyer, the real problem is not that of amnesty. It would be rather that 
of the effects produced or possible, of the roots, the growth, the image of 
death-and power, of terrorism. The violence of the repressive apparatus weighs 
not only upon "communist fighters," but also and aboYe all upon the emergence 
of certain behaviors that express either the refusa! of misery (in eyery possible 
sense of the term) or the effectiye pOssibility of freedom from it 

Q Among the "Autonomisti," in Italy, it has been said that tile limits of your 
proposition reside in the arbitrary amalgamation of the situation of the comrades 
arrested April 7 and that of the "communist fighters" imprisoned on account of a 
completely different ideology and practice. In this respect you would be playing 
into the hands of the Italian judiciary which is trying to proye that between 
organized Autonomy and Red Brigades there is a "division of labor" and not real 
opposition .. _ . 

P To begin with, I would like to underline.one thing: in our letter to Lotta Con· 
tinua we did not speak of amnesty for the comrades arrested April 7. These com
rades, and we have written It, must be freed because the reasons for which they 
have been indicted are altogether inyalid. But having said this, since we are talk
ing at a juridical level, let us play on this ground! let us claim at least the respect 
of constitutionai pledges. But beyond this Judge Calogero's initiative, as Leonar
do Sciascia has said, makes one think of what Dashiell Hammett calls "the Red 
Harvest": to arrest a hundred in order to capture one that may be "guilty." This 
situation, while decreeing the end of the Law State, reduces the pllenomenon of 
armed struggle from its social roots, from the force of attraction that such a 
phenomenon exercises over the young. 



The real problem is to make possible an overcoming of the form the social con
flict in Italy seems to present as ineluctable. We must attempt to elaborate richer 
forms of organization of the Movement. 

Q But Sale presents your position as that of an isolated Individual. It is not 
easy to see your possible impact in view of the elaboration of these richer forms. 

P Usten, let's drop the stupidities about isolation of a Sole. ! am somewhat 
isolated, today, because evidently, as you can imagine, I'm having some difficulty 
in going to my favorite cafe or to the movies. But for the rest, I think I am in good 
company. In fact, last year a number of comrades of diverse cultural and political 
origins achieved a consensus on a project that could be defined generically by 
the will to go beyond the current form of the Movement, the existing Autonomy; 
that is to say, by the will to go beyond a certain type of organizationed rigidity, of 
runaway militarization .... A project, a working hypothesis capable of freeing the 
"socia! Autonomy" whose emergence is blocked by ossified ideological forms. 
Therefore, we speak of Possible Autonomy, an Autonomy that, I think, is much 
larger, even In quantitative terms, than that which recognizes Itself In existing 
organizations and in their strictly ideological extremism. 

Q Behind the term "Possible Autonomy" are there already concrete projects? 

P "Possible Autonomy" Is also the subtitle of our magazine Metropoli whose 
first Issue has been seized by order of the judiciary under absurd pretexts. 
Moreover, they have taken advantage of the requisition to arrest or incriminate 
four other editors of Metropoli-Paolo Vlrno, Lanfranco Pace, Lucio Castellano, 
and Bibo Maesano (Scalzone and Lauso 2agato had already been arrested April 
7). But in spite of such incidents along the way, the magazine continues to be 
published. There is already a second number and we are now working on projects 
for the Fall, to give the magazine an even more open character, capable of pro
posing a debate that would not be limited to registering the leve! of existing con· 
flicluality. This thematic ouverture will correspond to a broadening of editorial 
participation that will make it no longer just Italian. 

Translated by Peter Caravetta 

1111 Photo: Seth Tllet 
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Popular 
Defense 
and Popular Assault 

Paul Virilio 

Paul Vlrll!o has written extensively on war. 
His most well-known essay Is Vitesse et 
Polltique (Speed and Politics). 

Military socialism or new detonator of the a-national mIlitary class? The Euro
terrorism of the Red Brigades confronts us with the question, since once more in
stead of renewing revolutionary analysis it claims solely to deliver the dialectic of 
war from a state of passivity_ 

In the "Practico-theoretlcal" manual which circulated through Rome under the 
significant title "Resolutions for strategic DIrection, February 1978," militants 
were Invited to act militarffy in order to act politically against "bunkers In which 
the agents of counter.revolution are hidden." At each level workers have to form 
into "combatant partfes" and "rid themselves of the Idea that the development of 
an armed struggle toward a generalized civil war, a popular war of tong duration, 
can be a spontaneous process." 

At the moment when, in full view of the nuclear dead·lock, the old Communist par· 
ties of southern Europe are compromising themselves hlstoricafly for the health 
of the political State, the "brigadlsts" are reaffirming the permanence in history 
of the concept of pure war, the autonomy of great nihilist thought in the West, 
rightly destined to disrupt the social and political realms of nations by way of the 
abuse of an !!legally armed force, the exercise of pure power. 

Popular defense, so why not popular assault'! t nat, Ulen, IS tile neart or me pro
blem. 

The debates and divisIons which have agitated the opposition since the defeat of 
the leftist parties In the 1978 laglslatlve elections in France and the belated effort 
by people like Althusser to make an issue of "the military aspect of the Com· 
munlst Party" are finally only an obscure questioning of the politically endurable 
limits of that power to absorb civil society possessed by States or corporations 
which seek, in every domain, to base the mechanics of their power on the ex
clusive development of techniques of war, whether civ!! or foreign. Thus we must 
no longer consider too hastily defense and popular war, national mobilizatlon and 
popular defense, as identical. What Is popular defense? From whom and against 
what must we defend ourselves? In what areas and from what perspectives? 

I. Originally, the right to armed defense was the necessary complement of the 
right to judicial defense (the judiciary duel legally combines this essential 
passage from the right to speak to the right to act), and is conspicuous for its 
permanence: civllian populations must be able to defend themselves in time of 
peace as in time of declared war and open conflict. ... 

H. !n fact, in every case since antiquity, tension forms between two types of pea· 
pie according to the manner in which the land is occupied. The mass of struggles 
generally result in a social status-quo, a pact of semi·colonization, inaugurating 
the payment of tributes and taxation in exchange for a sort of military protection. 
The pact is extorted from the indigenous population, the workers and producers, 
by the foreign occupants, a luxury·people well described by Julien GracQ as "the 
lazy and violent military caste, relying on civilians for their dally bread .. Jdlers of 
Apocalypse living free of material cares at the edge of a domesticated abyss. 
no longer having any business but with a few great and catastrophic 
incertitudes." 

And In effect, the profits drawn from the mutual service pacts by these military 
predators were not destined initially for the capitalization of the land nor even of 
its riches, but for the ruinous and perpetual perfection of their war machine, for 
the sophistication of arms systems and fortifications, and for preparations for 
distant expeditions. If we leap through history we see that this semi-colonIal 
economy, this military protection racket, forms the constitutional base of the 
great modern States: the a-national monarchies which have governed Western 
Europe up to the nineteenth century have finally only perpetuated this process 
which originated in the strategiC fixation of "luxury-peoples," in this case 
horsemen who came from the East and elsewhere at the fall of the Roman Em· 
pire .... We are not surprised then that the inevitability of military defense leaves 
a good part of the masses of people indifferent until the twentieth century. In 
neutral countries one encounters the same hostility to the problems of permanent 
armies as one finds in regard to diplomacy and the politics of state, its inevitable 
complements. In Sweden, for example, it is the forvarsnihflism, the nihl!lsm of 
defense, animated essentially by the Federation of Socialist Youth and an anti· 
military radicalism which asks "if the invasion of our territory by another civilized 
people is such a truly serious matter?". In fact, until the eve of the las! war there 
were still manifestations in Sweden of the more or less occult persistence of a 
semi.colonia! situation close to those of the Ancien Regime Of of antiquity. 
Haven't the masters of the military State always been "foreigners" in Sweden, 
from the Suiones to Charles XIV, aHas Marshal Bernadotte of France! What then 
does a change in domination matter to the working people? 

III. The appearance of fascist methods after the war of 1914 had to alter the 
splendid isolation of the "nihIHsts of defense" by turning the Swedish question 
around: can one still speak of a "civiHzaUon" common to both military invaders 
and natives in the case of a tot a! war when this type of conflict has for its objec· 
tive precisely the destruction not only of the armed body of the enemy, but also of 
the SOCIal and terrltorial body, the ruin of the environment, identity, and honor of 
the civilian population? We have not measured the considerable historical conse-
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Drutal rupture of the social status-quo between civilians and the military and 
replaces the thousand-year-old pact of semi-colonization with a tendency toward 
total colonization, the ostkolonisation asserted by the German National
Socialists. But this total war was conducted on both sides, and the Allies also 
had a wealth of experience in the domain of economic-physiological violence, a 
past heavy with ethnocide, deportation, slavery, and colonization. From then on 
popular defense lost its military character as it dissolved into a state of 
precarious survival in a devastated habItat and became more a physiological 
defense than a measure of insurrection. Much later the people of Vietnam had 
recourse to this defensive procedure, but already new realities were emerging, in 
particular the political and military limits of the ecological defense of populations 
before the onslaught of the destructive systems brought forward by the military· 
industrial powers. 

But here again, we must step back in order to discover the general tendency. In 
the nineteenth century the Spanish popular resistance waged against Napoleon's 
military assault already brought together certain characteristics of modern 
popular war. The absolute shapelessness of the Spanish defense created condi
tions in which the heavy French war machine succumbed to "something fluid and 
vaporous which condensed nowhere into a solid body" (Clausewitz), the compact 
defense of an armed body giving way to and succeeded by a resistance without 
body. This Clausewitzlen nowhere is essential, for beyond a resistance without 
body one already imagines a resistance without territory on a land rendered 
uninhabitable by the military predator. It is the end of on the spot civil defense, 
since the mechanical power of the new armies of the State have forced the 
Spanish combatant to withdraw provisionally from the soli he is supposed to pro
tect. The unity of time and space Is shattered, for popular war Is now only a war 
of time, a war of timely encounter. While the Spanish combatant is no longer 
master of the terrain, he is sWI in effect master of the hour, the speed and facility 
of his movements permitting him to choose his moment, to avoid being cornered 
in any desperate combat, to harass, surprise, and finally conquer Napoleon's ar
my, a "gigantic automaton" slowed up by its heavy logistics in an inhospitable 
country. 

Some hundred years later the resistance of the Vietnamese people to the 
American technological assault is still a war of time, but it can no longer be a war 
of mHltary encounters. This time the military prejudice towards aggression can 
only result in total destruction, and the entire social bOdy, in order to survive, is 
constrained to flee and disappear In a new underground popUlation. This form of 
defense reveals the new and tragic impotence of civilian populations. Entrenched 
in the sub-soil, they must somehow manage to re-surface and re-populate their 
territory In order to attempt a victorious military conclusion, as was still the case 
In May of 1954 with Dien Bien Phu. In fact, the Vietnamese success then was 
founded only on the duration of their populatIon's physiological resistance, on the 
degree to which they had become acclimatized to an environment suddenly made 
unknown and deadly, where more than being heroic, they had to deploy great in
genuity and patience daily. Paradoxically, it was the American people, living com
fortably without menace or material want, who gave in first. However that may be, 
it was necessary to return to classic methods of warfare in order to terminate the 
conflict and through stages to bring about a difficult agreement. The apparent 
pOlitical victory of the people was in reality only the most cruel of Its miHtary 
defeats: after several unfruitful attempts, it was clear that the popular defense 
was no longer succeeding in a final assault of the masses on the "field of honor," 
and the last, decisive assault was henceforth reserved for the military elite alone, 
with their mechanized vehicles, as was revealed by those last filmed images of 
the fal! of Saigon in which a North Vietnamese lank broke through the gates of 
the government palace, long since deserted. 

Although exploited and over-exploited by strategists since antiquity, popular 
defense thus asserted its authorlty again in Vietnam as a non-military entity with 
specifically civilian and non-violent goals and methods .... The civilians had can· 

celved of their war as a sort of agrarian revolutIon whose objective was the 
topological conquest of their own sub-soH, and they succeeded in appropriating 
increasingly more vast areas underground for the purposes of Ilfe. By making this 
pioneer adventure their primary social practice they could disappear completely 
from their territory and thus finally save it. 

AlreadY, however, Ihese forms of struggle seem outdated by what is newly and 
redoutably implied by the world·wide resistance of the Pelestinian people for their 
civil rights. Heretofore the defense of a group has been identified with the 
defense of its legal place of habitation. Whether in areas of agricultural produc
linn or in great Industrial cities, the "arms of the people" were only common tools 
and places transformed from ordinary usage. For example: hatchets, sickles, 
mowers, hunting equipment, ambushed and various traps in the country; bar· 
ricades, the shut·down of machinery, and the strike in urban terrain. Under these 
conditions, it Is clear that for the civilian populations every territorial Joss also 
represents the loss of their transformed armament and of their legal identity. 
Deprived of their arsenal of production, they cease in effect to be economic part
ners with certain privileges in the pact of military semi·colonlsation. 

The principal end of all truly popular resistance then is to oppose the establish
ment of a social status founded uniquely through the illegality of an armed force 
and which amounts to that of a movable slave, which Is to say e commodity. This 
domestic condition is hardly betler than that of a collection of animals, and in 
fact the proletarianization of the military and worker class has only had the effect 
of reproducing this progressive reduction of the deterritorialised countryman to 
the condition of movable or immovable. The trade unIons were not deceived, 
however, for they ordered the workers to maintain carefully their tools of produc
tion, as If in their spirits the tools were the last representation of their original 
sltutation, guarantee and mainstay of their whole legal existence. 

At this moment in history the case of the Palestinians has a prospective 
character for populations: we now find them at a further stage, a stage which an
ticipates the work-house and the Nazi deportation camps, since here is a nation 
having become entirely movable, violently uprooted from its land and thrown into 
transit camps. For its Instiglators, the defense of the Palestinian people can only 
be a reflection on a national dislocation, a spatial schizophrenia which wi!! soon 
replace the temporal schizophrenia of permanent migrants. Here we must expect 
unprecedented forms of survival, since the legal terrain, the political terrUory, has 
completely disappeared in order to become the very stakes of the struggle, a com· 
bat not to defend the frontiers of an area of life but to succeed in drawing boun-
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darles around some part of It, while In Damsacus and Beirut we SEle one Palesti
nian defeat after another in their struggle for a place. Where is the enemy? Who 
Is the enemy? For the Palestinian, he is not national, he is world-wide, ... Those 
who claim that the Palestinian combat is not a popular "defense" are right, It is a 
popular assault become suicidal. Because they have not had any choice, after 
their geographic disappearance, the last objective of the Palestinian people Is 
that they not disappear from memory as they have disappeared from the map. If, 
Ilke migrants, they had ceased to be lega! inhabitiants of the earth, they would 
still possess a specific territory: that of the media. In the air and by rail, on the 
roads, in the press and on television, they could not loose this last advantage; the 
carriers could no longer remain neutral. If in the nineteenth century Ratzel had 
already claimed that "war consists In extending one's frontiers across the boun
daries of others," one can now say that the Palestinians have extended theirs In 
the form of information across the entire world. Whether they horrify or seem ex
emplary, henceforth the Palestinians are masters of an audio-visual empire; they 
exist somewhere, with a precarious and phantasmal identity, In the backs of the 
memory of 4 to 500 mUllan television viewers. They hope that at the end of this 
conquest they will succeed in recovering at the negotiating table the right to a 
legal defense, that is to say, to existence at the political level. But it's possible to 
think that they are fooling themselves and wlH only succeed, like the Tupamaros 
in Uruguay some time ago, in hastening the development !n Europe and in the 
world of the doctrine of security, which is nothing but a procedure for the pOlitica! 
disappearance of people and nations ... 

The deterritorialisatlon and bewildered flight of civilian populations In the "ter
rltorles" of the media, this facility with which they pass from robbery to aerial hi
jacking or to the political debauchery of kidnapping - all these final and deprav
ed forms of a popular opposition which Is no longer situated anywhere draw us ir· 
resistably away from the loss of the ancient right to armed resistance of a place, 
to the annihilation of the contemporary right to a judiciary defense, in other 
words, to the definitive reduction of peoples to silence. This is what President 
Giscard d'Estaing called to mind in December 1977 at the Brussels Conference 
when he suggested the creation of a European judiciary space. This new Leben
sraum that a German chan"cellor himself could not decently propose to his part
ners can be considered as the outline of the MINIMUM POLITICAL TERRITORY of 
Europe. What frontiers, In effect, will the dissident be able to reach, what refuge 
will there be for social or union opposition, since the project tends, as we have 
seen with the extradition of Croissant1, to suppress the last juridical asylum? The 
suppression of national frontiers, the hyper-communicability of the world, does 
not enlarge the space of liberty but on the contrary signals its collapse and disap
pearance before the expansion of a very tangible totalitarian power, an always 
more rapid and refined technical control of civil SOciety. Thus, the project 
elaborated in 1973 by OTAN and its "Committee on the Challenge of Modern 
Society," which alms at the universal planificalionof the circulation of persons as 
commodities, is by stages being realized. In March of 1978 this same OTAN In
tervened directly In the Aida Mora affair. Appearing simultaneously, the torture re
instituted in Latin America, the unbridled multiplication of kldnappings, the scan· 
dalous exhibition of prisoners in Turin2 chained In a cage during their trial are not 
the results of chance; they visibly restore in the twentieth century the millenary 
image of commodlty·man, degraded and reduced to impotence by the military 
master. 

Pure warfare, perennial feature of the mlHtary effort, transformed the ancient 
metaphysical vision of the warrior into a terrifying re-ordering of the world. Renata 
Curcio, "historic leader of the Red Brigades" but also ancient neofascist of the 
New Order, does not call for anything else when he declares that "In this society 
the only thing that one can construct is a machine to destroy." As if we were 
lacking any! 

But today, in order to create a totalitarian Lebensraum, it is no longer necessary 
to resort to an extraordinary invasion with motorized vehicles, the tanks and 
stukas of lightning warfare, since the ordinary penetration of the news media, the 

information blitz, .can be used. The abundance of surrounding dangers, formerly 
posed by the belligerents armed with explosives, projectiles, gas, etc., can 
henceforth be created at home, simply by manipulating the audio-visual 
enclosure. Walled in at home, behind alarm systems and secured doors the 
citizen Is stil! never ~afe from a televised aggression which composes, ~ondenses, 
and reprod~ces at Will a cataClysm, criminal attempt, or murder, thus instaHing 
stereophonically the decor of distant disaster and foreign wars in the foyers of 
peace. 

If at the right time civilians could have resisted the assault of the war machine 
through the creation of a defense without body, condensed nowhere it seems 
likely that today they would not be conscious of submitting in turn b'efore a 
technological advancement over this sort of popular defense. No more need for 
an armed body to attack civilians, provided the latter are trained to turn the but
t~n~ on their radio or to plug in their television set; no more need for solid bodies 
d.lfflcult to move when one can project their spectral Image anywhere 
simultaneously. From now on, it is the military assault which is deformed in time 
and space. The absolutely vaporous and orgiastic adhesion of populations is now 
o~!.y a.n irrational adhesion to a techno-logistic supra-nationality, the last stage of 
CIVil dlsiocation and thus of servitude .... 

The new ideology of security is detained to fill the vacuum created by the disap
pearance of the right of popUlations to armed defense and by the progressive loss 
of their juridical-political Identity: it Is equivalent to putting the whole of civil 
society under a regime of military security, that Is to say, under a regime of so
called military justice. 

JUS~ as military justice was a matter of transferring fear of the enemy to the part
ner In orde.r to bring about discipline, so It is a matter now of transferring fear of 
confrontations from the outside to the inside, a fear still more formidable than the 
fear of a declared enemy, friend or suspicious parent. In fact, the doctrine of 
security extends the strategy along the whole azimuth to the ensemble of civil ob
jectives. Truly beyond politics, it cleverly completes the nuclear dissuasIon with a 
perverted popular dissuasion. 

Thus, when Curcio speaks of terrorism as a machine of destruction, he doesn't 
know what he's talking about: the exterminating angel is only the exterminating 
en?lne ~hlch ~enceforth escap~s everyone's control. At this level terrorism is only 
a flna! SImulation of the revolut!onary loading of the masses into the machine of 
Internal warfare, a survival technique comparable to the nostalgiC taste which 

, pushes more and more people in the age of supersonic jets to use old prop-driven 



planes, old model cars, steam-driven trains, even to buy ineffective railroad sta
tions in order to rebuild the old transportation system of the voyeur-voyager and 
restore the illusion of a certain individual power over the conception and control 
of vehicles slower and less sophisticated. The instantaneitY of the explosions and 
the rapid deflagration of criminal attempts appear to this indivldaul as a parox· 
ysm of the speed permitted but left unpaid for by the hierarchy of media, as the 
shattering of the mirror of travel. But are intimacies among criminals the last 
representation of the faml!y? With the disappearance of territorial strategy, it is 
logical to see Indissoluable couples reforming, as the last forms of the original 
tactical unity, the little commando family, "linked by love and by hate," the 
minister Streibel will say at the burial of Gudrun Ensslin and Andreas Baader, 
before their bodies were burled in the same grave at the request of the young 
man's father, the minister Ensslin who did not want them separated. 

Translated by John Johnston 

1. Klaus Croissant: Defense lawyer of the Red Army Fraktlon. He was In turn accused of ter· 
rorlsm and extradited from France to Germany. 
2. The first trial of the BR took place In Turin. The political prisoners appeared chained In a 
glass cage. 

11/1 Shrapnel and Legs McNeil, 1976 Photo: D. Cortez 
\\12·3 Legs McNeil, 1978 Photos: D. Cortez 



A Brigadist 
Speaks 

Valerio Morucct 

Valerio Morucci was arrested at the end of 
May, 1979. The Interview took place 11.1 the GB 
wing of the Rebibbia prison in Rome during 
the exercise hours. Giuseppe Nlcotrlls a 
journalist from Espresso, also imprisoned for 
alledgedly participating in the Moro's kidnap. 
ping (and subsequently released for lack of 
evidence). 

NICOTRI During your Interrogation by Judge Caselli you introduced new 
techniques of "non-collaboration" such as paradox and sarcasm. You actually 
ended by saying; "Now t have to go. They're wafting for me In the court-yard to 
play volley-ball", This attitude could be said to confirm the much talked about 
hypothesis: that Is, your break with the Red Brigades; Is there any truth in that? 

MORUCCI I don't see anything sensational in the fact that I, not wanting to 
acknowledge the status of antagonist of that mediocre aspirant to the role of 
Commissioner of justice, chose that kind of behavior, Having said that, It's ob· 
vious that inside the sphere of armed struggle there exist very different languages 
and "cultures", And also various options, However, I don't think this is the place 
to reconstruct the progress and organizational histories inside the revolutionary 
movement. 

N In your Memorial you state that "this movement is mature enough to im-
pose communism through the strength of warfare and arms". A statement which 
remains to be proved, but exactly what does it mean? 

M We mean that for us, and, I believe, for the majority of the revolutionary 
movement, the theme of "transition to socialism" Is absolutely surpassed and in-
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adequate at the level of the quality of proletarian struggles, Real SOcialism, in all 
its variants, has proved to be a social model which is anything but desirable for 
the proletariat. 

N In what sense? 

M Economic science studies how to meet "unlimited needs with limited 
resources". Well, today resources are no longer "scarce"; therefore it becomes 
possible to go beyond economy, that is to say, communism becomes possible. 
And soc'ialism is then an old instrument politically and practically surpassed, 

N It has been written that the contents of your Memorial reHect thematlcs 
which are typical of "Autonomia Operaia" of which you are said to be the "armed 
body"" , 

M Our distance from comrades in the historical groups of organized 
"Autonomia Operata" is undoubtedly profound on the level of certain contents 
and more so, on the level of the theory of the organization. We consider the ' 
"Autonomia" to be a phenomenon in the stage of irreversible decline, now confin
ed to the ghetto of vindictive extremism, and, in some of its components, actually 
leaning toward "institutionalism". We could say that they are "comrades who are 
mistaken". We want other things: we want to join the armed initiative to the com· 
munist tendency that is present in the various expressions of the class move· 
ment. It is not a question of rediscovering a kind of "theory of needs with a P.3B"; 
but rather of confronting the problem of the combating praxis by starting precise· 
ly with a criticism of that theory. Working on that hypotheSis, armed struggle is 
put In the direction of revolutionary war: it is something that does not at all re
main confined to a simple military and destructive connotation, but is instead the 
deliverer of energies and lays the foundation of a new social power. 

N If, as you say, various differentiations exist, what do you think is 
represented by the operation of April 7: that is my arrest, and that of Negri, 
Scalzone and other comrades? 

M A damned mess, The history of the left, the official left as welt as the 
revolutionary ieft, is a history of divisions and of distinctions. The judges, instead, 
threw together, to their own advantage, a mass of very conf!icting facts. In their 
reconstruction, typical of police mentality, all differences, logical, historic, and 
temporal distances do not count. No differences are made between those com· 
rades who declare themselves to be communist combatants and those who claim, 
even with hunger strikes, due process (and who therefore recognize the authOrity 
of the State). The only thing that holds up that accusatory castle is indeed its in
definite character. Take, for example, the story of the "fake dissolution" of 
"Potere operaio" at the Rosolina meeting, Applying the same mental scheme, one 
could say that the break of "Contropiano" between Tronti, Cacciari and Asor 
Rosa on one side and Negri on the other, was equally simulated. Qr, going back 
farther, we could consider the spiit of "C!asse operala" a fiction', and, even before 
that, that of "Quaderni Rossi", We were formed on Tronti's books before, then on 
those of Toni Negri. 

N Various inferences concerning your arrest have appeared in newspapers, 
Your arrest was put in relation to alleged divergences and splits inside the armed 
party. 

M It's rea! Infamy, Those who write such things only reveal their propensity to 
use treason and delation as instruments of warfare. Those who think that political 
struggle between revolutionaries can arrive at the point of erasing the prejudicial 
solidarity between communists against the class enemy have had their heads rot· 
ted by a stalinistic and gangsteristic logic. 

Translated by Nadina Laspina 



Dissenting 
Brigadists 

This document, attributed 10 Valerio Marucc! 
and Adriana Faranda (both In prison since 
May, 1979), was sent to Lotta Continua in Ju· 
1'1', 1979. It is the first public recognition of 
dissension within the Red Brigades. 

In order to fully understand this document, it 
Is necessary 10 keep in mind the nature of 
the BR's internal organization as well as their 
speclflc position within the revolutionary 
movement In generaL 

The BR are organized in autonomous col· 
umns which communicate only at their sum
mit, Ie through the Strategic Direction. The 
five columns of the organization correspond 
to the five main italian cities (!bere Is none in 
the South). Each column Is divided In In. 
dependent cells. Gravitating around the 
clandestlne organization proper, a widar zone 
of ml!!tants take care of all tha logistic work 
(propaganda, communication, etc.). These are 
the MPRO (Proletarian Movement for Offen
sive Reslstence). 

Although the most powerful organization, 
and the only one to actually operate at the 
national level, the SR are not by far the only 

TO THE EDITORIAL STAFF 
OF LOTTA CONTINUA 

Comrades: 

combatant unit. Other clandestlne forma· 
\lons, independent from, but linked to, the SR 
are also active In various areas of the coun
try. A complex and fluid natwork of 
autonomous-but not clandestine-armad 
grollps also oparate "horizontally", at local 
levels. 

The "DIssenting Srlgadlsts" document ad
dresses in priority all the combatant network. 
It deals with the specific problems of armed 
action. It could not, therefore, be too explicit 
nor easily accasslble. After several attempts 
at a faithful translation (by Dan Scanlon and 
Wayne Storey), we decided rather to clarify 
and greatly emondate this allusive, repetitive 
and highly rhetorical taxi in order to give the 
reader a chance to grasp Iha natura of the 
dissension declared wlthln the SA as well as 
the indications given to the various armed 
groups. In short: the authors violently accuse 
the StaUnisl line adopted by the "Strategic 
DlrecHon" of the Organization (0.). They ad· 
vocate a return to grass.rool acllons and a 
closer adherence to the dynamics of social 
antagonism in order to overcome tho Increas
ing isolation of the communist fighters. 

The mystlflcatlons circulated by the press concerning the "case of the 7 
deserters" from the Red Brigades, along with an outtine of death sentences and 
InsInuations of informants, have persuaded us that the revolutionary movement 
needs to know the political terms of the question. The labor document we are 
sending you clearly shows the existence of a "struggle between two lines," which 
however bitter has nothing to do with the rules of mafia and gangster feuds. 

These dellberate distortions alarm us. We are seriously concerned for the physical 
safety of imprisoned comrades-GalluccI's carbons might well be feeding the 
voices of "death sentences." 

We Invite the Movement to keep a close watch. We warn whoever takes part In 
this Infamous misrepresentation of the internal struggle as "mafias a" and 
"gangsterlsh" that we wi!! use every means of action to block what is fast becom· 
ing a concentrated campaign of misinformation about the Movement and provoca
tlon In respect to imprisoned communists. 

LABOR DOCUMENT 
FROM THE 
DISSENTING 
BRIGADISTS 

THE STORY OF O. 

IF IT DOESN'T 
CONCERN THE 
FACTORY, IT IS 
SECONDARY 

THE DISMISSAL OF 
MASS INITIATIVE 

In the early '70s, after the powerful cycle of workers' struggles and their illegal 
outcome, the problem of how to connect this underground aftermath to a "legal" 
initiative was hotly debated at the highest levels of the revolutionary movement 

Put In these terms, the connection between armed struggle and legal action 
couldn't be established. The transltfon to armed struggle had to be acknowledged 
in its speclflclty and In Its pOlitical and organizational implicatlons. 

In this framework, to put It sImply, the initial intervention of the O. confused the 
terms of this problem by asserting that It is the autonomy of the working class 
that has to be organized around the armed struggle, and not the reverse. 

The major Instrument, In that phase, was the Armed Propaganda which attempted 
to demonstrate the practicability of the Armed Struggle. 

In the last two years, the situation has evolved In such a way as to affect a rever
sal of the situation of the early '70s. At that time, the specific form or armed 
spontaneity constituted a restraint to the qualitatfve expansion of the "proletarian 
struggle"; today, the organizational and political rigidity of the model that was 
necessary to provoke that rupture Is becoming an Impediment to the quantitative 
expansion of the "armed proletarian struggle." 

The O. does not realize that the phase of the single "strategic" direction stifling 
spontaneity has ended. The MPRO requires party cadres, elements capable of 
organizIng and directing the armed struggle-and not professors debating 
abstract contradIctions between "partiality" and "strategy". 

Therefore there is no one more legalistic and opportunistic than he who continues 
to assert the permanent necessity of an avant"garde role which constitutes, 
through its own directions, a lJghthouse In the nocturnal darkness of the pro
letarIan "unconscious". 

There are periods In which the "strategic" tendency asserted itself within the O. 

Significantly, in September 1976, the Front organizing action within the masses 
was definitively broken up. The O. Identified the enemy as the MultInational Im
perlaHst State (MIS). The contradictions within the MIS made it such that the ex
istence of a "specific" front for political action was no longer justified. The con
sequences of this "vertical linearity", Imposed from above, struck mainly those 
sectors of "recent" political Intervention in the masses, especially those who had 
demonstrated a capacity for independent analysis most like!y to counter the 
tendency toward abstraction Inherent to this kind of choice. 

This point of view was limited historically by its strict emphasis on the economic 
re·structurlng of big Industry. This disregard for the overall social level relegated 
the new quality of the worker's struggle to the underbrush of "partiality" and 
"'secondary" contradictions. Unable to Integrate Into Its program the political 
enrichment derived from these struggles, the O. mechanically reasserted the 
hegemony of Industrial labor, Issued from an antiquated, and by now obsolete, 
conception of "productIve" work. 

The O. Is constantly forced to reduce the State's Initiative to political forces (the 
"Command") and ultlmately to a single political force, the Christian Democrats. 
Such an analysis, imposed from above,'was found to render their attack against 
these forces Inefficient and misplaced. 

The actual dismissal of mass Initiative was a decisive act. It made it Impossible 
for tha O. to intervene from within the real class contradictions, 

On the contrary, the total political dependence of the Brigades on the "central" 
directiVes coming from the Counter.revolutlonary forces, and mediated by the 
direction of the Column, was, as a reaction, indirectly enhanced. It is from the 
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political organization of the Column that the Brigades received the "strategic" In· 
dications to be articulated in the fjeld. 

This could only lead to a total failure, but the O. stBlls unable to understand the 
reasons for this bankrupcy. In fact, the D. complained bitterly over the years of 
the lack of propositions emanating from the Brigades. They were deprived of any 
posslbiHty to discuss internally problems concerning specific situations; they 
were given "strategic" Indications on targets to strike, based on Inadequate 
"general analysis" of the enemy; they were constantly warned about the 
uselessness and danger of their participating in mass organizations of the Move
ment· they were constantly warned of the "danger" entailed by a !ine aimed at 
parti~1 objectives. And yet they were supposed to come up with propositions! 

Another tragic aspect of this choice is that it magnified the defensive character 
of the 0 which had come to merely "mirror" the initiative and the structures of 
the ene~y. Here arises this aspect of a "negative" copy of the State that will 
ultimately prove devastating. 

The Moro operation constitutes a quantum leap in the Red Brigade's attack 
against the State. This battle represents the apex of the strategic Hne of the arm
ed struggle. It provides the highest example of the levels of power that the pr~
letariat can achieve through the principal Instrument of Us struggle: organizatIon. 
It was essential, after this display of power, to look backwards so that thIs "con
centrate", this "school" of power be reappropriated by the proletarian movement 
as a whole. 

It Is one thing for a group to demonstrate how far proletarian counter-power can 
reach and it is another to believe that this example is the actual counter-power of 
the proletariat. Everybody should see the abyss that separates these "experlmen
tors" from the rest of the revolutionary movement. EverybOdy should perceive the 
lack of connection between the offensive level reached by the D. and the scat
tered character of the attack assumed on the horizontal level by the MPRD. 

Something could have been done with tne enormous power displayed In Via Fanl 
and In the following battle. It should either have been conserved, or converted in
to actlons-wnatever the death toll-capable of reintroducing that power into the 
daily struggle of the proletariat (e,g. the destruction of an electronic control 
system spying on the workers of a big factory). It should have been preserved as 
a powerful reference, and not used as a launching pad towards an adventuristlc 

leap Into warfare. 

Success goes to one's head: the "strateg!Cist" tendency has been reinforced by 
the Moro affair, It appears unlikely that, already launched on this dangerous 
track the vehicle can be stopped. Eager to "denounce" the counter-revolutionary 
natu;e of the MIS, the D,-consciously or not-limited its goal to accelerating the 
pace of war and repression in order to "shoW" the proletariat how "ferocious" the 
enemy Is, It totally neglected the fact that prematurely restricting democratic 
spaces could only weaken the proletarian organization. 

It is, paradoxically, the imprisoned avant.gardes who better understood the 
danger of a "strategicist" deformation. The physical separation from .the field of 
action did not result In alienating the Imprisoned comrades from reality. Dn the 
contrary, It allowed them the political detachment required for thorough refle?tion 
at this most delicate Juncture. Unfortunately it Is this thoroughness of reflection 
that the leaders on the outside lack most, 

Communism doesn't amount simply to overcoming the crisis. Let's address the 
meaning of the statement of the Strategic Directive number 3. 

As a consequence of its instrumental and defensive use, the D. remains on purely 
forma! grounds. It keeps reasserting that the main problem is to attack and 
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destroy tne MIS. It defines communism as a "form", a "system" "applicable" 
after this stage only. 

Contrary to what the O. theorizes, communism will not be achieved by ona or two 
five-year plans: "communism is the real movement which destroys the present 
status quo," (Marx). 

"The more this contradiction develops, the more does It become evident that the 
growth of the forces of prodUction can no longer be bOund up wltn the appropria
tion of allen labor, but that the mass of workers must themselves appropriate 
their own surplus laboL.The measure of wealth Is then not any longer, in any 
way, labor time but rather disposable time." (Grundrisse, Notebooks VII). 

Contrary to what the Stalinists think, communism and its mode of production, 
which is superior to that of capitalist productivity, Is not a "system" dictated by 
the people's commissions. It results from a social and political process, based on 
a high level of development of prOductive forces, which affirms a "social subject" 
able to destroy and to replace the whole system based on the division of salaried 
work, 

The party and Its program cannot be formulated from the paint of view of capital 
and the State It has put into power, It cannot assume an analys!s of the enemy 
and Its Inltlatlve as a base on which to model and elaborate an attack. 

The first and most probable risk, In such a perspective, Is to distinguish at the 
outset between the capacity for destabilization and the capacity for a prompt, 
continuous and comprehensive counter-position of the working class In relation to 
all other articulations of the capitalist State, 

These messengers of misfortune and death who hope In this way to "convince" 
the masses of the necessity of taking up arms do not even realize that they are 
addressing a working class who have far more than the!r chains to lose and who 
probably will only decide to take up arms when they will have achieved a program 
of power commensurate to their own development and to capital's development. 
Dnly at that point will the "necessity" for war become a positive affirmation 
within the growing confrontation of classes. 

The opening of a process of guerilla-type armed struggle cannot be understood as 
a mechanical transition from the attack on people to the attack on a system. If 
until now the line pursued by the D., In the armed propaganda phases, could be 
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seen as a fighting Une "in the apparent form of terrorism," what is now proposed 
is a terrorist line "In the apparent form of guerrilla-armed struggle." 

The distorted reading of 'Lenin proposed by the O. leads to the absurd affirmation 
of the D83. The practice 'of armed struggle by the masses is thereby defined as a 

militarism of the minority. 

It is certain that the MPRO should more and more abandon the field of nocturnal 
attacks (already politically surpassed by richer means of struggle) and capture a 
battleground apt to increase Its wealth, creativity and capacity for class recom-

position. 

The use of provocation was justified by the necessity to shock the avant-gardes in 
the "legal" area, and it had to be essentially a political provocation, Today, on the 
contrary, there exists various set·ups and structures of the avant-gardes organiz· 
ed within the MPRO-and therefore still in the field of armed struggle. If instead 
of strengthening these structures, one alms at destroying them, the only result 
that one can expect is a regression of the process of construction of the Fighting 
Communist Party (PCC) as weB as a "reinforcement" ot the "strategiclsts'" 

organizations assured by the MPRO turncoat. 

Under these conditions, the provocation isn't political anymore, It is provocation 

pure and simple. 

This Is the most difficult moment in the battle: If the one organization which had 
accumulated sufficient prestige and authority In order to Impose and direct the 
construction of the PPC; If that organization turns away from this role, and In fact 
operates against It, a prisoner of Its own ultra·strategicity, It is necessary to im· 
pose modifications in the Une that are Indispensable to bring back within the 
growth of the revohHionary movement the richness of its own experience. 

1111.2 Photos: Seth THet 



Who is 
the Traitor? 

Renato Curcio 

This document written from the Aslnara 
prison and published In August, 1979, 
In Panorama, constitutes a violent response 
to the various attempts at putting an end to 
the spiral of terrorism and repression created 
by the Mora affair. 1115 a specific answer 10 
the proposition of amnesty launched by Fran
co Piperno and the subsequent pubUcation of 
the "Dissenting Brlgadlsts" document, 
alledgedly written by Valerio Marucci and 
Adlana Faranda. Attributed to Renata Curcio, 
it was signed by 16 other imprisoned 
founders of the SA. 

Asinara, July 31, 1979 

To the enUre revolutionary movement. 

Summer Is the mosquito season. And just as annoying as mosquitoes, ther~ is a 
gang of stinging troublemakers who work for the imperialist coun.ter.revol~tlon, 
and who buzz around the zone of guerrma warfare with the ambitious deSIre of 
consIgning into the hands of the bourgeoisie the "maddened variables:' They are 
not the first ones to attempt this, and they will not be the last ones either. Every 
revolution inevitably drags along Its edges dirt and refuse of all sorts. 

The hunters of "maddened variables" much like the upholders of Deaglio and . 
Marcenaro's denouncement,t are our own brand of "blockheads," and a very Wick· 
ed one at that. 

This is the topic we'd like to discuss, so that no mHitant can ever say about them 
that "they are comrades who make mistakes!" 

The imperialist State deals with the crisis of representation in the "party system" 

and within the unions by means of a highly sophisticated technique of control, 
absorption and recovery of revolutionary thrusts: It coopts the pacHlst and legal 
group leaders - whether sympathizers of the Communist Party or small.tlme 
leeches of the Sociallst Party - by using the appropriate mechanism for absorb
Ing these revolutionary impulses, mechanisms disguised as "special services" of 
the State. 

The forms of this integrating cooptation are manifold. Newspapers (like Lotta 
Continua which, as everyone knows and by its own admission, receives the 
needed funds from the Socialist Party (PSI); or Hke MetropoU, which seeks 
sustenance from the same trough, centers for advanced studies (like the 
CERPET2, which feeds on the funds from the Cassa del Mezzogiorno), universities 
(where would-be revolutionaries disguise themselves as berons, or viceversa), 
publishing houses, littre-parties, etcetera, 

The essential thing is that these "characters," while they are concretely introduc. 
ed into the mechanisms that activate the reproduction of the modes of capitalist 
production, and while they are also adequately rewarded for calming down the 
"restlessness" of their conSCience, are also placed in such posItions where they 
may organize around themselves small clientele. Thus to the factions of 
bourgeois power are added those of lower middle·class intellectuals and both are 
ultimately a less expensive solution for the imperialist middle-class than any _ at 
any rate impossible - integration of entire social strata. 

in recent years this technique, which has been experimented wIdely in the United 
States, has been applied broadly In aUf country; whoever is above the magic of 
big words wifl find proof of this every day in the news. A good example is the 
history of a document unanimously attributed to the Red Brigades by both the 
regime's mass media and the coopted pseudo-newspapers - and in particular by 
Mr Valerio Marucci and MIss Adriana Faranda. 

We do not know who these gentlemen afe specifically, but by looking at their 
papers and bearing in mind their behavior, we can safely declare that they are 
neophytes of the psychological counter-guerrilla warfare, poor madmen deployed 
by the counter·revolution. And, frankly speaking, the attempt made by certain 
"counter-guerrilla advisors" like the journalists Carlo Rivolta, Mario Sclaloia and 
Enrico Deagli03 to dress these people up as Brigadists and sustain an alleged 
"scission," more than being hilarious, disgusts us. 

We do not know if for offering their sarvices as "advisors" Rivofta, Scialola and 
Deaglio were well rewarded by their bosses, but we are sure of the fact that they 
have a very dim idea of the times in which they live. These are times when much 
more than money, the reward for certain "operations" is a good shower of bullets, 
as it happened to their friend-in-bad-ventures Casalegno.4 Is this a threat? God 
forbid, no, It is only a statement of facl. 

If we partiCipate in the sara band orchestrated by the "advisors" with the help of 
the "neophytes," and performed in the area of the "great socialist famfiy," it is 
only because we have been unwarily called onto the scene, so to speak. 

II Is well known that the "historical leaders" - or the "muscles" of the heroic 
age, whichever is more appealing - always draw more altentfon. With great 
clamore yesterday we were asked to make a pronouncement on the question of 
amnesty. Today they demand nothing less than a supporting statement to a writ
ten statement which certainly comes from the most stupid, least informed sectors 
of the counter·revolution. 

Com'on Gentlemen, take your wheeling and dealing more seriously. 

How can you demand "an amnesty" from us? 

We are at the onset of war and already you are begging for a truce? 



We should however spend some time with the document. Now we are not doing 
this with any intention of "becoming dialectical" with alt that ideological rubbish, 
with all that dislocated discourse collected here and there from the sacred texts 
of some university professor in search of violent "emotions:"6 all this is none of 
our business and it actually disgusts us. If to some this still sounds unconvinc
ing, all he has to do is leaf through our declarations at each trial; if they do not 
meet with the standards of the literary fads of the academic mafias on the ex
treme left, they have at least the virtue of clarity. We come forth because the pro_ 
paganda campaign tacked on to thIs document, hypocritically attributed to our 
organization, may spread uncertainty in thosa sectors of the proletarian move
ment's offensive resistance of recent formation. 

We come forth because these positions are not, never have been, those of the 
Red Brigades. 

We come forth to laugh at those puny unendowed brains which were capable of 
conceiving, even if only to hope for it, our involvemen1in such an infantile and 
wicked operatIon. We come forth to declare that we are not leaving any room for 
Mr Marucci and Miss Faranda's provocation, nor to the megalomaniacal projects 
of the baron Piperno and their "Saints in Paradise," that Is, Mancini, Signorile and 
Craxi7: it is they who are directing this squalid operation since the days of the 
"Spring Campaign (Campagna di. primavera}." 

These tools, these would-be 8utonomi, or Iiberal-gobettiansB or Craxo-sociaHsts 
.are all (blunt) weapons against guerrilla warfare and it is high time that the move
ment gets rid of them with the greatest clarity and decision. It is time to do away 
with all those who meddle in the marshes of all "ambiguities"9 with whIspers of 
Ihypocrisy. The revolutionary movement must understand that its proletarian soul 
has the courage and strength to cal! shit what is shit and communist only what is 
.communist. And then they speak of "comrades who make mistakes!" 

These objections are permitted to the youngest comrades: but the bourgeoisie at· 
tacks them too and someone even ended up in jail. That's the way it is. One must 
bear In mInd thai the peculiar shabbiness of the "senior" political ranks, the ones 
thai run the party system, has not allowed the teutonic-amerikan (amerikano
tedesko) control machinery supported by Craxi to fully unveil its iH-omened ac· 
tions. It is proof once more of the extremely violent contradictions that shake the 
imperiatlst State and that wear out its initiatives, strewing them in diverse direc
tions. 

The "bisons' line" charges head-first, without looking anybody in the face. The 
policeman-general's monocle isn't even capable of distinguishing the insidious 
function of a political subdivsion which the "integrating cooptation" line develops 
side by side wth the movement. Or is it maybe that the Piedmontese genera po is 
convinced, in his militaristic delirium, that guerrilla warfare can be beaten with a 
military campaign? It is the same "ambiguous meddlers" who are the lirst ones to 
complain of it and everyone, fugitive or jailed, feets the pangs, as when they im
plore "are we not the !ast dam against guerrilla warfare?" 

Allow us to feel sorry for these moaning educands of yesterday who - from their 
tranquil desks and in their magazines - urged the imprisoned proletarians to 
fight the most truculent battles, and now - shy lambs - entrust the vindication 
of their innocence to a hunger strike. 

One asks himself: old "cadres of the movement" and sHU innocent? 

Yet one should be ashamed of this kind of virginity. 

At any rate, we have something very clear to say to the innocent little boys who 
play at making the revolution from their litlle newspapers (while with much less 
Innocence they cooperated with the counter-revolution: whoever is innocent for 
the bourgeoisie is definitely guilty for the proletariat!) 

ATTAINING 
HEGEMONY 
OVER THE 
WORKING CLASS 

It may sound !ike a slogan, but it is true nevertheless. 

To conclude: if up to now there could have been some doubt on the effective 
situat'lon of these ambiguous characters within the proletarian movement's offen· 
sive reSistance, today they have been unmasked by their own actions: the con
tradiction is thus between ourselves and the enemy. 

At this point we should like to say to the entire "junior" political class ... let's 
start singing, gentlemenl The cards are uncovered, the "players are all weH 
known," the game is clear. Whoever has been dragged in by inexperience or 
simple-mindedness should jump ship now. 

We, militants of the Red Brigades, together with the proletarian components of 
the resistance movement, know how to solve these fastidious little quarrels with 
all the required decidedness. 

And one thing is sure: we'll do it with joy! 

What do our pretty gentlemen actually say in their "summa?" That the 
class' composition is changed and that the protection of the worker's centrality 
demonstrates the absolute incomprehension of the epoch in which we live; that 
the party was well and good at the onset of the armed struggle but that today, in 
order to continue with its avant-garde role, it must dissolve Itself in the Move· 
ment; thai proletarian power is built not in relaUon to the State but upon itself. 

These are three vital theses over which some violent political and ideological bat
tles are being fought today within the proletarian movement's offensive 
resistance. These debates cannot be underestimated since they are rooted in the 
complex composition of the metropoHtan proletariat, that is to say, in 1he attempt 
on the part of indirectly productive - or unproductive - components to attain 
hegemony over the working class. 

It would be a good idea not to shrug the problem off, because the question of the 
worker's hegemony over the proletarian movement's offensive resistance is a 
question which determines the victory or defeat of the proletarian revolution in 
the imperialist city. To support or discard the thesis of the centrality of the worker 
becomes thus a strategic discriminant; that explains why we opt to delve into this 
issue a bil. 

"To concentrate on the highest levels of the class offensive means necessarily to 
examine much more thoroughly the analysis of class composition." This is what 
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they tel! us, and it is true. But it could be a banality (in the sense that, in an 
epoch of rapid structural transformations of the economy as a result of the pro
cess of crisis-restructuring-internationalization of capital, it is taken for granted 
that the analysis of labor's public figures and of pOlitical behavior cannot 
slacken); O( it could be that we are dealing with a pompous questioning of the 
essential thesis on the centrality of the worker. 

"Know the analysis thoroughly" they continue, it could lead to the discovery of a 
"new class composition" and therefore to avoiding "pitfalls of interpretation." 

Their suggestion is, more precisely, that the communist avant-garde must 
"develop that power drive which today is exemplifled in certain struggles (hospital 
workers, women, etc.) and which constitute for the proletariat an appeal for union 
and integration of various social personalities within a still unclear project of 
organizing society dlfferently; it is to this project, which tends to be global, that 
the party should restore refinement and planning." 

That's the game and the center of gravity shifts e!sewllere, From the centrality of 
the worker or of directly productive labor, to the centrality of the work not directly 
productive or unproductive. It is an overturning that places at the center of the 
reVOlutionary process people who, though proletarians or on their way to becom· 
ing proletarians, are not at all at the center of the capitalist mode of production, 
nor can they be placed there with falsifications extracted from the worst 
bourgeois sociology. 

To ditch the centrality of immediately productive work: this is the dream of all 
petit-bOUrgeol~t~e?logues who attempt to ride the true movements of the non
working compone~ of the city proletariat, and then absolutize their relative im-
portance. ~ 

in this effort tlle commo'rt~laces on "mature capitalism," where the boundary be· 
tween prodUctive and unprc:>-quctive work should be dissolved, are wasted; the 
quoting of the magic Grundiss~: stretched like American chewing gum to the 
point of referring them to the ert~re society Instead of only to the factory, as in 
the text, -mUltiplies rapidly; the charges against those who stick to this keystone 
of Marxism become burning anath\~as, and at times defaming accusations, of 
the stalinist-paleo-vetero-marxist ty'Pe;-t~e more audacious go as far as throwing 
off the marxist cowl which for years had,masked their liberal-gobeHlan creed and 
which tlle first breath of wind now unma'sks; the more clever ones prefer to get on 
line behind the chorus of laments On "the end of Marxism," coin theories on "the 
new revolutionary subject," on the "socl'allaborer {operaio s09iale)," and toll the 
funeral march of the mass·worker. 

(The document at this point probes a class analYSis on the composition of the ci
ty proletariat and concludes that the revolutionary supremacy belongs to "im
mediately productive workers of surplus value" and in particular to the mass
worker.) 

Mature capitalism Is not that of czarist Russia of the beginning of the 20th cen
tury, but this does not mean that, still tOday and here, it shouldn't be the directly 
productive workers wllo conceive of a strong general interest toward the destruc
tion of the capitalist mode of production and toward the construction of the com
munist society. Of course, It doesn't mean either that they are the "only ones" to 
have this Interest and so, around them, and around their GENERAL POLiTICAL 
PROGRAM, it is possible to draw together all those people directly or Indirectly 
opposed to the capital and who articulate and circumscribe the city proletariat. . 

It Is the working class that must direct with its general political program the en· 
tire proletarian movement's offensive resistance: whosoever opposes this will be 
routed. Thesis number two: the party was doing weH at the beginning of the arm
ed struggle, but today, in order to carry out an avant-garde role, it must dissolve 
Into the movement. 

A QUALITATIVE 
LEAP 

~here are cute little "gentlemen" who write that "In the last two years the situa
tion llas evolved to such a pOint that It forced an overturning of what it was in the 
early '70's." 

According to them, party action has seen its better days and perhaps yesterday 
was necessary, but, under the new Situation, to insist upon this road is to have 
the "arrogance" and presumption proper of a group and not of tlle proletarian 
avant-garde. In other words: today the proletarian avant-garde, to be such, mu~t 
negate Its role as avant-garde! 

And then, If the strategy Is already thriving In the new political make-up of the 
class, what's tlle pOint of party action? 

":0 stop the quantitative expansion of the armed proletarian struggle," say the 
dlsbanders to one anotller, Is simple. It is not a new lesson: from the beginning 
tlle ARMED SPONTANEITY preached that the avant-garde must so to speak 
dl,ssolve Itself"ln the movement. The authors of Mal plu senza f~cife {"Never 'again 
wlth,out a gun )11 had told us this back in '75, leaving in that little journal a 
testlmonl.al which runs more or Jess as follows: the Red Brigades have been a tiny 
motor WhlC,h turned On a great motor, and that is good, but now that a fighting 
movement IS born what need Is tllere for a fighting party? To us instead the pro
blem was and Is articulated differently, First of all these absent-minded people 
s~ould remember that from the very beginning our mHitancy took place on the In
s/de ?f real class movements and that means that the armed propaganda action 
positioned itself inside and at the highest pOint of the struggle whiCh the City pro
letariat was building up, 

It was precl~eJy ,this positioning w~iCh allowed us to transform. the armed pro
p.aganda,actlon Into Organ~zatlon; It allowed us to verify and, when needed, rec
tify our fighting p~ograms; It allowed us to resist the harshest of repressions and 
t~ gr?w as a pohtlcal-m!l!tary avant-garde; It permitted us to contribute to the 
ripening of the proletarian movement's offensive resistance which in virtue of Its 
maturity and consistency, is today a truly revolutionary mass mov~ment. 

It was precisely this development of the objective situation caused by the crisis 
- and by our history within It - that put us face to face with the necessity to 
take a qualitative leap: skipping the party, 

(!o p:ove this, .the theses of the strategiC leadership are quoted. To sum up: the 
flghtmg party IS part of the movement, but at the same time is different because 
it possesses its own military, organizational, and polftica/ autonomy), 



It is a political _ and thus not only organizational - leap because-beln~ "In
terns" of a specific class movement In this transitional conjuncture reqUires 
above all the political capacity to condense the specific necessities of this move
ment in an IMMEDIATE POLITICAL PROGRAM. 

This Program, In any event, is not - as the spontaneists hold - the immediate 
expression of the most urgent interests whIch each proletarian sector deems 
necessary to solve. It rather expresses those real, strategic interests which the 
power posffions gained aHow to place on the agenda. 

(To place above all the political struggle, and then the economfc one: to 
underscore this primacy the document invokes lengthy quotations from Man:.' 
Engels, and Lenin, and concludes with: in this sense we are absolutely Ma.rxlst. 
On this basis the leadership role undertaken by the fighting party is explained). 

The Immediate political program, therefore, while it captures the specific traits of 
the essential interests of each proletarian sector, subsequently connects them, by 
way of Party initiative, to a strategic unitary design In a common project to erect 
the RED POWER, in a GENERAL POliTICAL PROGRAM. 

(According to Curcio, to deny that things were exactly as he described them, his 
adversaries excogitated the falsification of Lenin and of the Red Brigades' 
strategic resolution of February '78.) The two manipulations are closely linked, as 
they were both aimed at showing that within the Red Brigades the spontaneous 
mass tendency to fight for concrete economic and social objectives, including 
those involving power and restructuring, is discarded with the definlilon of 
"economicist-spontaneist." This "mass tendency" is not, however, any better 
described; thus, by remaining geographically and historically indeterminate, can 
be smuggled as an omnicomprehenslve - economic, social, of power - tenden

cy, in other words, a restructuring. 

One could have wished for more from the man who pretends to be the paladin of 
the proletarian movement's offensive resistance; from the man who pretends to 

give the lie to the strategic Resolution. 

(Another passage follows from the Feb. '78 strategic resolution where, acco:ding 
to the Asinara prisoners, there is presented "a thesis completely the opposite of 

the one denounced by his poor readers.") 

Let's turn then to the real meaning of the attack supposedly brought on the so
called "strategist tendency." It is now possible to understand that with these two 
words the neophytes of the psychological counter-guerilla warfare wa~~ to refer to 
that correct line in the Red Brigades which has placed and places pollt1cs In the 

forefront! 

And precisely this has been the target, the central thesis of the Red. Brigades, 
which runs thus: "To attack the heart of the State means the foHowlng: that the 
communist revolutionary forces must install themselves at the head, they. must 
organize and direct armed and proletarian mass moveme~ts and !ea~ their at
tacks: in each phase against the main contradiction, and In any conluncture 
against the principal aspect of this contradiction: against th: heart, of the ~tate, 
preciselyl" The strategic objective of the attack is at this pOint defined by Its con· 
tours: the concept of Party Itself, its most profound essence, its avant-gar.de role 
and its project of unification of the city proletariat with respect to the anti
imperialist civil war for the cause of communism. 

That this is the actual state of things is confirmed also by the attack the detrac
tors launch against the strategic tendency of which the "Moro operation'.' 
represents the high point. According to these people, on the one hand thiS opera
tion constitutes the highest example of what levels of power, what kind of 
challenge to the State, and what bargaining power the proletariat can attain by 
utilizing its main instrument of class warfare, the Organization; on the other hand, 

this "operation" would reveal the "mirror image quality of the Organization which 
does not revolve, as a strategy and a structural set-up around the proletarian of· 
fensive, but is reffected in the structures of the enemy." 

The Red Brigades, in other words, would be "the face of the negative side of the 
State," that is to say, an "avant·gardist" organization whose prime occupation is 
to show the proletariat "how ferocious the State is." More than revolutionaries, 
the brigadists would then be disclaimers, and with the "Mora operation" they did 
nothing more than to offer the proletariat a great spectacle, a symbolic represen· 
tation of what "can be done!" 

Now to this the non-believers add: subject and representation would be tolerable 
even though the representation Invo!ves arms and actions drawn from rea! life ' 
but on the condition that the spectacle (the Moro operation) not be confused ;"ith 
the reality (the fighting revolutionary movement). 

The great leap forward which should have been taken after the Spring campaign .. 
was to put aside "the recently shown power. .. and begin to teach the revolu
tionary movement the next step in order to reach that power." Party and Move· 
ment are here seen in a teacher-student relation and behind the apparent tension 
for a possible re-marriage there lurks the "conscious and unconscious" convic
tion that "it is" an incurable fracture. 

The conclusions to wh.lch such teachers arrive cannot amaze us anymore, not 
even when they despaIr for the danger of "a premature closing of democratic 
spaces" which, by reducing their possibility of calmly imparting lessons in how to 
make a revolution, would go "against the fighting revolutionary movement." And 
not even when, caught by an uncontrollable surge of sincerity, they tear away 
their mask and declare, without false modesty, not to be afraid of aligning 
themselves "with the vultures of opportunism that have been saying so for nine 
years" : seeing that t~e prevailing wind is the "strategic tendency," they too 
croak that the Red Brigades are "fully in the political sphere of provocation." And 
since "it pains them to say so," they add ... "unconsclously." 

in the pamphlet La Campagna dl primavera ("The Spring Campaign") the Red 
Brigades dedicated some paragraphs to the criticism of these positions 
developed by the weakest sectors of the Movement; we refer you to them. What 
interests us here is the thread of a discourse which traverses other areas of the 
~aid ?ocument, and that is the thesis that proletarian power ("potere pro!etario") 
IS bUilt upon Itself and not in relation with the enemy's power, with the power of 
the bourgeois class. The key Idea of the separation as a condition of demonstra-



Uon of the proletariat's power is typical of the "immedlatists-economocists" to 
which even some members of "our" line belong_ 

(The adversaries are accused of believing that it is possible to realize a pro
letarian power totally independent of the power of the bourgeois State by means 
of the struggle. In other words, It criticizes the view that the revolutionary action 
should proceed independently without attacking the heart of the State.) 

It is by striking right at the heart of the State that the proletariat expands the 
horizon of its class interests, establishes ever more solidly its general political 
program, and reinforces and extends Its autonomy, 

Arm-wrestling between love and revolution, without stirring our libertarians, 
always requires two contenders: from Russia in 1917, to China in 1949, to Italy in 
the '80's ... even though there is always somebody who can realize "his capacity to 
rejoice" even by hlmselfl 

(There follows other polemical uppercuts against the concepts expressed In the 
paragraph of the enemy's document entitled "Socfalism and Communism." The 
accusation is that of being metaphysically abstract and of ulterior falsification in 
the reading of the strategic resolution "for the sheer desire of an anUsta/inist 
pOlemics. ") 

In any event, and to conclude, it appears that our "lndependentists," riding the 
crest of the subjective delirium that inspires their unreasoning, after having 
disbanded, so to speak, the party, land in the most nebulous of anarchist theses: 
one paradigmatic example is the overt refusal of the fundamental concept of "dic
tatorship of the proletariat." C .. ) 

We call upon all comrades of the revolutionary movement to take a stand on the 
Issues raised in this document. 

Translated by Peter Caravetta 

1. Andrea Marcenaro: a journalist of Lotta Continua, 
2, CERPET: institute for SOcial and Economic Research. Founded In Padua by members of 
Metropoli. 
3. Enrico Oeag1l0: Editor-in-Chief 01 Lotta Continua, a daily paper Influential in the aree of 
Autonomy. 
4. Carlo Caselegno: Vice-Editor of La Stampa. Killed by the BA. 
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communist theoretitian who died in prlsofl. Crax!; Secretary of the italian Socialist Party. 
6. Negri: Professor of Political Science at the University of Padua He \s the author of 
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7. Leaders of the ISP. 
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9. In his letter, Piperno revendicates ambiguity in his efforts to mediate between the BR and 
the State. 
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J'Accuse 

Toni Negri 

This interview, written from the Reblbbla 
prison in Rome, was pUblished In Europeo in 
September, 1979 after the publication of the 
"Asinara document" (Renate Curcio). It in
dicated a possible softening of the Italian 
pross toward the April 7 prisoners. 

Question Do you befieve, along with Minister Mancln!1, that J.udge Calogero 
Is crazy, or do you think that the trial has a logical and rational aim In attempting 
to establish a connection between the Ideological roots of Autonomy and the arm

ed struggle of the Red Brigades? 

NegrI I am not a psychiatrist and I don't get involved in the lunacy of oth~rs. 1 
already have a hard time keeping sane In the situation I'm In. However, one thmg 
I'm certain of: that up to now the trial of April 7 has been under th~ pall of a wret
ched and frenzied Ideology, an Ideology that Is opposed to the logIC, th~ distinc
tion, the function of judica! thought, which is that of sifting and evaluatmg facts. 
Now, facts, proofs, these are absent from the trial. Calogero says they are . 
useless, Galluccl2 affirms that mere "affectio" is enough. What we, have here IS 

frantic Ideology, reactionary fanaticism. If 1789 generated terror, will 1917 , 
generate Stalin? Or yet a Jacobin fanaticism: are all popes Borglas? What ~ 
worse: according to the last statements by Calogero, all Jacobins are Borglas and 

all popes are Stalins. 

Madness? \t's not my specialty. What I know Is that, if there isn't a shift Of, view· 
point one will not get out of this mess. One must understand that proletarian 
auto~omy was not invented by anybody, least of all by the former leaders of 
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potop (Potere Operaio). We're in the presence of a vast soclo·poHtlcal 
phenomenon which creates a constitutional problem. Why? Because the Italian 
constitution has been changed by the way parties run the State. Yet workers' 
autonomy Is not represented by the parties; what's more, most proletarian 
movements are no longer represented or mediated by the constitutional structure. 
What is the thrust of the constitutional problem created by workers' autonomy? It 
involves widening and redefining the basis of politlcal particlpatfon, wage negotia
tions among the socia! classes, breaking the solidity of the present block of cor
porative interests preserved by the DC and PCL 

Envisaging the high cost that this involves, all sides-the conservative, the 
economic right, the bureaucratic left-pull back. The PCI foresees a rightist coup 
and a leftist plot, and any challenge to the constitution appears to It apocalyptic. 
But not taking up the challenge Is going to cost, is going to cost more. It is 
already costing more, In terms of the credibility In the Institutions, keeping up a 
trial like the one of April 7, refusing the pOlitical responsibility of honestly facing 
the problem raised by the existence of workers' autonomy. One must never forget 
that, as all classic thinkers on constitutional thought uphold, the worst State Is 
absolutely that left to the government of magistrates, 

Q The PCI is leading an active campaign both against terrorism and the 
demonstrations of Autonomy, considering them the same phenomenon. In actual!· 
ty, violence has been part and parcel of Autonomy, and has had deplorable and 
condemnable consequences. However, the PCI does not condemn a certain kind 
of violence with the same harshness: the violence that sometimes breaks out duro 
Ing union strikes, as for example, during the last one by the metal workers. What 
Is your stand today in the face of these events, and what Is your opinion of the 
Communist position? 

N The PCI, on the left and in its left, has only one problem: the elimination of 
every attempt of alternative political aggregations. The problem of violence has 
been viewed by the PCI only from the point of what advantages could be derived 
from it. If violence Is used to develop an alternative politlcal strategy, the PCI is 
against It. But It Is also opposed to nonviolence, If It serves the same purpose; 
this Is amply demonstrated by the unfortunate (?) accusation of fascism dlrec.ted 
to the radlca!s. If the acts of violence that break out during proletarian and 
workers' demonstrations do not immediately lead to the formation of polltically 
alternative groups and organizations, the PCI-If the power relationships are not 
In Its favor-can bear with them and try to "surpass" them, namely to drain their 
efficacy and phase them out. 

When organizational Interests are at staka, the PCI is either sectarian or oppor· 
tunlstic. During the last contract negotiations, the PCI has behaved oppor· 
tunistically. However, I have the impression that, this time, opportunism does not 
pay, because the relationship between the working class, generally considered, 
and the PCI is Inexorably taking on the character of a growing estrangement. In 
the last few years, workers' behavior has gone beyond that area of relative indif· 
ference, within which, however, a stable relationshIp can exist between the party 
and the masses. But when one starts talking about trust and consensus, one 
must be very careful: the !lne between speCUlation and bankruptcy Is an Impercep· 
tible one, so they tell me. 

Q Don't you think that the position of the PC! derives from the fact that, 
within the party, the conception of "workers' centralism" lingers on, and 
therefore, at least on this score, Curcio and Berlinguer's Ideologies coincide? (See 
the Aslnara papers). 

N I have the impression that "workers' centralism" Is being used in two dif-
ferent meanings. Let me explain: they share a similar Ideological genus (the work· 
ing class of the big factories), but not a political, specific difference: for the Red 
Brigaders a big factory \s always the revolutionary Putllov of the Soviet insurrec
tion; for Berlinguer, a factory is the focus of co-management of productive labor. 



What is strange is that both posHlons do not comprehend, from an empirical 
point of view, that the working class of big factories is: 1) a small minority of pro· 
ductive labor; 2) that the specificity of the working class In big factories is disap
pearing within the framework of the social organization of productive labor. Now, 
the only essential thing that, for those who work within Marxism, must be done is 
analyzing more deeply the political make·up of productive "social" work, that of 
the worker who, socially, produces surplus value and Is therefore socially ex
plOited. 

This is, I believe, the only recognizable PutBov of late capitalism. And it Is here 
that aU thOse problems arise, of organization, of the State, of transition, that 
are-In spite of the obtuse ideology reproposed by the party central commit· 
tees-the center of attention for the Communist militants of Autonomy. For how 
long do "the repression people" think they can hold out in the face of the degrad
ed life conditions of "social" workers? How much longer do "the corporation pea· 
pie" think they can ho!d out against the pressure the "social" worker has begun 
to apply even within big factories? 

Q What responsibility did the PCI have in the Padua trial of April 7? 

N Total. It built up the case for the tria! (from theory to practice, from 
speeches to judges, witnesses, accusers, gossipmongers, slanderers, etc.: It took 
care of everything) and boasted about it. On April 7, while arrests were still going 
on, at 2:00 p.m. Padua was snowed In by handbills which announced the capture 
of the Strategic CommUtee. To be sure, this trial Is a product of the degraded 
government of the Historical Compromise. It's one of the few moments when the 
bureaucracy of the democratic centralism has shaped Itself Into a State, giving us 
a smaH example of what real socialism might be like. But in the whole situation 
there is also a more serious and dramatic element. 

The fact 15 that April 7 marks the point of the reversal of the good intentions of 
many Communists, and In particular of that judicia! group which had turned to 
the PCI to develop a democratic legal l1ne, an alternative to legal formalism; not 
an unnatural and Indiscriminate punishment, It was proposed, but prevention. 

. With the fine result we have reached: prevention goes so far as to see in the ideas 
the enemies to strike down, so as to build ad hoc an Ideology of conspiracy. By 
underllnlng this, I do not wish to express the opinion that the remedy lies in 
throwing away the baby with the bath water. I think that It Is possible to start our 
journey again on the main road, by talking about the political space of Autonomy 
and the consUtutional guarantees for the new emerging political forces. 

Q Keeping in mind your past and present position, after the tragic escalation 
of the armed struggle, do you think that, in any way, your writings could have in· 
fluenced the Red Brigaders? 

N No. It has been said that we are dealing with two different cultures. It Is 
true. But something else must be edded. We are dealing with two political 
strategies that never crossed. The political clarification was offered, at the level 
of the masses, around 1973, efter the occupation of Mlraflor! by the "red handker
chiefs." There an alternative sprung forth which vertically spilt the revolutionary 
front on the problem of the relationship between the vanguard and the masses. 
(This problem, as all the militant culture of the 60s knows, is an unsolved leftover 
from that time of struggle.) To this ambiguous problem, which still Hngers In the 
post.58 groups, a solution was attempted at the time. There were two ways out: 
one called for the glorification of the military' vanguard to strIke at the heart of 
the State, the other, pursued by Autonomy, posited the reevaluation of the con
cept of power Itself as practiced within a mass framework; either the reproposal 
of the Leninist party or the revision of the concept of party itself. Outside the In
stitutional bounds, since 1973, only these two lines exist. And at no point can 
they converge, because they represent two !rrreducible ways of conceiving power. 
For this reason Autonomy is far away from the Red Brigades. 

Q What do you think of the document of the Aslnara 15, and what do you 
answer to the offensive criticism directed at you in this text? 

N First of all, It lacks seriousness: culturally, it Is as archeological as 
Vallani3; what's more it has the polemic glibness worthy of AntoneHo Tram. 
badori4. But it is above all a tragic document, suicidal on two counts: first, 
because it reveals that there Is no way out of a pollical minorltarismj second, 
because It condemns Itself to the most total isolation and self-destruction if only 
one of the threats there voiced are acted out. This document Is vitiated exactly by 
those attitudes that lucIdly the Red Brlgaders seemed to have left behind: the 
adventurism of Mogadishu and the tragedy of Stammhelm5. 

Q Does the proposal by Piperno and Pace, who are calling for an amnesty for 
"Communist fighters," make sense to you? What are the reasons for your failing 
out with Piperno? 

N I hav~ no reason to contend with Piperno because we have been politically 
estranged since 1973. This does not exclude my feellngs of friendship and liking 
for him. Now his proposal of amnesty is a whIm for sure! It seems to me 
however, that even beyond the misunderstandings caused earHer he des~rves 
credit for having started off a dIscussion on much more basic pr~blems, That's to 
say, we come back again, as Federico Mancini remarked recently, to the central 
Issue: the need to give a dynamic interpretation to the constitution as far as It ap
plies to the power relationship among the classes, the need to shift the conflict 
over to a wider territory, Personally, I cannot guarantee a smooth and peaceful 
Journey over this new territory. But watch out: we cannot forget the situation 
we're in, characterized by the worsening of the economic crisis, with very serious 
consequences for salary levels and the unemployment rate. 

If there Is anyone who stili thinks we can sct on aU this simply by resorting to the 
rational usage of administrative mechanisms (a stable and efficient government!), 
that person 15 deluding himself, Unless we go on branding as criminal "anything 
~~at moves," as the .Historical Compromise has done, With what results? Italy, 

the freest country In the world," Is second only to the USSR as to the number 
of pOlitical prisoners; it is second only to Northern Ireland as to the number of 
special repressive forces; It is second only to East Germany as to the deployment 
of special laws and administrative measures to prepare for and counteract an 
emergency. How long will it be before the freest country in the world will be se. 
cond to none? 



Q Are you optimistic about the outcome of the trial? What about your outlook 
on the Autonomy Movement In general after these events? 

N It's a little hard for me to be optimistIc. Yet 1 am more optimistic now than 
when I was put in prison. Why? 1)Because public opinion seems better oriented, 
and It will not be so easy to hurl at us again the crazy accusations and insults the 
magistrates threw at us in the earHest stage of the trial.2) Because, [f they hope 
"they wIll be able to separate April 7 from the Movement, they're wrong. They have 
offered an echo chamber to the issues raised by Autonomy. Pascallno, Gallucci, 
It's not a coincidence, makl3 their moves today in a disorderly fashion, but not 
less harshly (in this they get cooperation from the prison directors) in order to 
take away from us the right to speak, to defend ourselves, to fight back. They are 
trying again to illegally Isolate us from our famHles and our lawyers. But they will 
not succeed. 3) Because 1 have the Impression that, in spite of everything, the 
Issue raised by Autonomy, that of finding new polltlca[ space for the struggle, Is 
asserting Itself, breaking the rigIdity of the political picture predating the April 7 
arrests. 

Translated by Vincenzo Buonocore 

1. Giacomo Mancini is a senator 01 the Italian SOcialist Party. He expressed disbellef on the 
accusations immediately after the April 7 arrests. 
2. Achille GallUCCi, General Prosecutor. 
3. Leo Vallani, eX'partisan, Is a historian and journallst of the Corriere della Sere. He IS known 
lor his violent right wing comments on the ItaUan extra-parliamentary left. 
4. Antonello Trombadorl is a representati~e 01 the ICP. 
5. Plane hijaking by the Red Army Fraction and subsequent "suicide" in jail of its historical 
leaders. 
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angry how angry I am that I've forgotten you. 
I had thought about taking a long !rIp before 
the judges gave me 750 days In jail. SHII, ! 
have already spent 413 days and most of my 
sentence Is over. 414. 415. 416. 417. 418. Uh. 
419 days In Jail. What kind of clothing stylos 
wHl there be when I (Jel oUI? 420 days In jail. 
421 days In Jail. 422 days In jail 423 days In 
JaiL 424 d!lys in JaH. LONG LIVE CUNT is 
wrlllen In the tollel and also WHOEVER 
REAoS THIS IS FUCKED UP. But LONG LIVE 
CUNT Is written there the mosl limes. I've 
counted 141 of them. 141, got It? 425 days In 
Jail. 426 days In JaiL Yesterday three inmates 
smashed the color TV. So no game. Whet 
shit. What utter shit. What balls. What shit. 
What a mess. What shit It's the worst shit 
I've ever encountered In my Ufe. 427 days In 
jail. 428 days In Jail. 429 days In Jail. 430, 31, 
32,33, 34, 3. . Hey. They've gotten another 
TV. 43 ... They brofle It again. 438 days in 
Jail. 439 days In Jail. Yesterday was 439 days 
and the Chaplain came and I gave him a kick 
In Iha ess. Many. Klcfls. In. His ass. What. 
Satisfaction. Slop. Ja1l. 440 days In Jail. 
They've put me In solitary confinement for a 
weefl. 00 you thInk a weefl compares with 
the satIsfactIon I felt when I gave the 
chaplain ai1lhose flicks in his ass? Uh. 440 
days in jail. 41. And 42. And forty-three. And 
44. And forty·five. And 46. And forty-seven. 
Solitary confinement Is over but I stili heve a 
good·blt of my sentence left. 448 days In Jail. 
449 days in Jail. 450 days In Jail. 451 days In 
jal\. 452 days In jaIl. I de!!beralely cuI myself 
with some broflen glass. In order to go to the 
Inflrmary and get some morphine and pass 
time on the outside. 462 ... ten days In the 
Inl!rmary ... \ brofle alt the windows ... I cut 
myself all over but time passed. 463 days In 
Jail. 464, 5, 6, 1, days In Jail. 468 days In jail. 
Uh. I flnew an inmate Who occupied the 
prison II flnew an Inmate who flnows oc
cupied the prison I He called me "Fortunate" 
I He called me I ! knew an inmate who oc· 
cupled the prison I 400 69 I ! I days In Jail. 
470,71,72,73,74,75,76,77,78, 19, 80, 81, 
82,83,84,85,86,87,88,89,.90 days In 91 jail. 
492 days In Jail. Uh. Ho. Uh. \'1'13 found a way 
to rna fie the days pass more qulcflly. I con_ 
tinually hold my breath unUI I'm ready to 
bUlst. Then I faint. 1 got through today very 
qulcflly. And yesterday too. 493 days In Jail. 
494 days In jaiL 95, ty·sl:.:, ty-seven, ty.elght, 
ninety-nine. FIVE HUNDREO DAYS IN THIS 
FUCKING FUCKING FUCKING FUCKING 
FUCKED·UP FUCKED·UP FUCKED·UP FUCK· 
ING FUCKING FUCKED-UP JAIL. And one 
and two and three and four and five and six 
seven. And eight and nine and 510 days In 
jail. Oh boys the jell the Jail the jail the jaU 
the jail comes out of me with all the walls 
the Jail the. 511 days In jell. 512 days In Jail. 
513 days In Jail. 514 days In Jail. 515 days In 
Jail. I've decided to slop talking to the others. 
They en say wnal I say, Tney a!lln\nk wnat, 
. . Indeed. In the meantime I've slarted sing
ing, today. And now I have a sore throat. 
Even the warden came to checfl It out since t 

was singing at the top of my voice. "What 
ere you doing?" the Idiot asked me, "what 
aro doing?" "I'm Singing. Can't one sing?" 
516 days In jail. 517 days In Jail. 518 days In 
Jail. Nineteen, twenty. Twenty-two. Twenty· 
threo. Twenty·four. Twenty·flvo. My voice Is 
strange. But it Is recognizable among a thou· 
S!lnd othof VOices. Now I flnow. 526. 527. 528. 
529 days In JfllIl even know my feet very weI! 
and my legs and my balls. 530 days In Jail 
I'm afraid of becoming Important. t can't 
masterbale any more. 531 days In Jail. 532 
days In jail. 533 days In Jail. 534, 554. 564 
days In Jail. Now I can stay I stop hours and 
hours with my eyes closed and when I finally 
move ii's because I know that it's dark and 
another shllty day has slipped by me. 565 
days In Jail. In a true Jail. In 500 566 days In a 
True Blacfl Jail. 500 76. 586 days, 7, 8, 590 
days !n jail. 591 days In Jall. If! shut my eyes 
very \!ghtly I can see green and red. 592 days 
In jail. 593 days In Jail. Four, five,. ninety six, 
nlnety.seven, nlnety.eight, 599. Six hundred 
days In Jail. 00 YOU BASTARDS REALIZE 
THAT YOU'VE STUCK ME HERE IN THIS 
FUCKING JAIL FOR SIX HUNDRED DA.YS? 
Six hundred days. 1 don't want 10 turn bacfl 
as Lot did. yel! am already a statue. 601, 2, 
3,4,5,6,7; 608 days In this Immobile Jill I. 
V!SITING HOURS! The warden screamed. I 
went to the. sitting room, but In the hllllway I 
suddenly lelt the need to vomit. Oh Christ, 
not now, I have visitors. Oh no. Uh. I vomited 
Iron bars, cell wells, years In Jail, pieces of 
the rotten Judge, I vomited 609 days In JaH. 
Uh. In Jall. Uh. In 
Jail. Un. Oh. Uh. Oh. Uhhh. Uhhh. Uhhh. Ohhh. 
Ohhh. Ohhh. 610 days In JaiL I walfl so much 
that my heels have become es hard as a 
horse's hooves, and a tall has risen from my 
back. A horse's taU. What uhhh's, What 
heeheehee's, I whinny and gallOp and jump 
and fear up and come bacfl down and strofle 
myself and sweal and faint and faInt and get 
up egaln and heeheehee and ohhh and 
heeheehee and ohhhh. Like a horse. A horse 
that's been galloping for six hun ... elev ... 
twel ... thlr ... lourt ... fif, . slxt .. sev . 
elgh .. nine! ... twen. . thlr ... for. . fll . 
. slxl .. ahh ... sev. . elgh. . nl ... ehh 
650 days and days and dayS and days and 
days and days and uh and heeheehee and 
ehhh and ... In ... uh. . uh ... JA-UH·AIL 
My sentence Is finished. I'm free. I'm going 
to party. Why not? But. . Oh ... OlD I 
MAKE A MIST AKE? two and 13 half years -
nIne hundred days. ! understand. 
Uhhhhhhhhhh. I don't want 10 count any 
more. 651 days In Jail. 652 days In Jail. 653 
days In Jail. I'm a horse. Let me go. I shall 
close my eyes until tho nine_hundredth day. 

Two and a Half 
Years in Jail 

J. and V . 

Translated by LaWrence Venuti 
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March 16, 1978 
The Aldo Moro 
Kidnapping 

B. Madaudo 
Melville 

This comic strip of the Aida Mom kidnapping 
by Ihe Red Brigades was published in the 
first issue of Metropoli. It stresses the rlgldl· 
ty of both the Halian system and of the BR In 
the tight bargaining to save Mora's life in ex· 
change for the liberation 01 a number of im· 
prisoned brigadistL 

tt also presents the unsuccessful attempts 
made by the "negot iallon party" to unlock 
the situation. 

Some details, ljke the location of Moro's 
hideout, were subsequently considered 
"evidence" by the Italian State, of a collusion 
between the Editors of Metropol/ and the BA. 
As a result, the magazine was seized by the 

police. 

(Translated by Vincenzo Buonocore) 
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BaCk 
Issues 

ALTERNATIVES IN SEMIOTICS, I, 1, 1974 

THE TWO SAUSSURES, I, 2, 1974 

EGO TRAPS, 1,3,1975 

out of print 

out o( print 

out of print 

SAUSSURE'S ANAGRAMS: Jean Staroblnskl. Pour introdulre au col/aqua; 
Sylvare Lotrlnger, Flagrant Dellre; Michael Rlffaterre. Paragramme at slgnlfiance; 
luee Irlgaray, La Schizophrene at la question du signa; Wladyslaw Godzich, Nom 
proprs: Langageffexte; Gerard Bucher, Semia/ogie at non·s8I1o/r; Michel 
Pierssens, La Tour de BabU; Sylvare Lotringer, Le 'Camp/exe'de Saussure; Ferdi
nand de Saussure, Deux Cahlers Inedits sur Vlglle. 
Volume II, No.1, 1975 $3,50 

GEORGES BATAILLE: Denis Hollier, Presentation?: Georges Batallle, Hem
ingway in the Light Hegel; La Venus de Lespugue,' Jacques Derrlda, A Hegelian
ism Without Reserves; Ann Smock and Phyllis Zuckerman, Politics and Eroticism 
in Le Bleu du Ciel; Charles Larmore, 8alal11e's Heterology; Peter B. Kussel, From the 
Bleu du clel; Charles Larmore, Salal/la's Heterology,' Peter B. Kussel, From the 
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Anus to the Mouth to the Eye; Lee Hildreth, Bibliography, 
Volume II, No, 2, 1976 $3,50 

ANTI·OEDIPUS: Antonln Artaud, The Body is the Body; To Have Done with the 
Judgement of God: GHles Deleuz.e, Three Group Problems; I Have Nothing to Ad
mit; Deleuz.e/Guattari, Desiring-Machines; One or Several Wolves; Jacques 
Donzelot, An Anti-Sociology,' Felix Guattarl, Mary Barnes' Trip; Freudo-Marxism; 
Psychoanelysis and Schizoanalysis: Everybody Wants to Be a Fascist; Guy Hoc
quenghem, Family Capitalism, Anus; Sylvere Lotringer, Libido Unbound; The Fic
tion of Analysis; Jean·Francols Lyotard, Energumen Capitalism; John Rajchman, 
Analysis in Power. 
Volume II, No, 3, 1977 $3,50 

NIETZSCHE'S RETURN: Georges BataHle, Nietzsche and the Fascists; Nietz
sche in the Ught of MarxIsm; John CagelDaniel Charles, For the Birds; Gilles 
Deleuz.e, Nomad Thought; Jacques Derrlda, Becoming Woman; Michel Foucault, 
Nietzsche, Genealogy, History; Francois Fourquet, Libidinal Nietzsche; Lee 
Hildreth, An Authentic Reader; Denis Hollier, Hegel's Fool; Kenneth King, The 
Dancing Philosopher; Pierre Klossowskl, Forgetting and Anamnesis; James Leigh, 
Free Nietzsche; Sylvere Lotringer, The Dance of Signs; Jean-Francois Lyotard, 
Notes on Return and Kapita/; Roger McKeon, Gaiety, A Difficult Science; Daniel 
Moshenberg, For Nietzsche; John Raichman, Nietzsche, Foucault and the Anar
chism of Power, 
Volume III, No, 1, 1978 $3.50 

SCHIZO-CULTURE: Michel Foucault, The Eye of Power; Robert Wilson, Inter
view; Francois Peraldl, A Schizo an_d the Institution; GUy Hocquenghem, We AI! 
Can't Die in Bed; The Ramones, Teenage Lobotomy; WilHam Buroughs, The 
Limits of Control; Louis Wolfson, Fuf/ Stop for an Infernal Planet; Lee Breuer, 
Media Rex; Eddie Griffin, Breaking Men's Minds; Wendy ClarK, Love Tapes; Police 
Band; Antidisestablishment Totalitarianism; Elie C, Messinger, Violence to the 
Brain; David Cooper, The Invention of Non-psychiatry; Martine Barrat, Vicki; John 
Glorno, Grasping at Emptiness; Alphonso F. Lingis, Savages; Kathy Acker, The 
Persian Poems; Richard Foreman, 14 Thfngs I Tell Myself; Seth Neta, To·Ana-No
Ye; Andre. Cadere, Boy with a Stick; Ulrike Meinhof, Armed Anti-Imperialist Strug
gle; Gilles Deleuz.e, pOlitics; John Cage, Emptywords; Pat stelr; Jean-Jacques 
Abrahams, Fuck the Talkies; Phil Glass, Interview; Jack Smith, Uncle Fishook and 
the Sacred Baby Poo-poo of Art; Jean-Francois Lyotard, On the Strength of the 
Weak; Douglas Dunn, Interview, 
Volume 111, No.2, 1978 $4.50 

Index 
VOLUME III: 1978-80 
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"Fuck the Talkies," 2, 178. 
"The Perslen Poems," 2,116. 
"Hegel and the Wobblies," 3', 118, 
"Vicki," 2, 74. 

::Nielzsche and the Fascists," 1,109; "Nletz.sche In the Ught of Marxism" 1 114, 
Anatomy of Autonomy," 3, 148, ' , 

"The Tribe of Moles," 3, 38; "Workerist Publlcations and Bios" 3 176 
"Media Rex" 2 48 ' , ' 
"The LImits' of Con'tro!," 2, 38, 
"Sorry, It's Exactly the OpPOSite," 3, 244. 
"Boy with a Stick," 2, 140, 
"For the Birds," 1, 24; "Empty Words," 2, 165. 
"Uving with Guerrl1la Warfare," 3, 228. 
"What the Communists Really Are," 3, 92. 
"For the Birds," 1, 24. 
"Autoreductlon Movements In Turin," 3, 74, 
"Love Tapes," 2, 50, 
"Radio Alice - Free Radio," 3,130, 
"The Invention of Non-Psychiatry," 2, 68. 
"Who is the TraUor," 3, 262. 
''The State of Spectacle," 3, 96. 
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"Nomad Thought," 1, 12; "Politics," 2, 154; "Open Letter to Negri's Judges," 3, 182. 

"Becoming Woman," 1, 128. 
3,276. 
"Interview," 2, 104. 
"The Sandstorm Method," 3,214. 
"14 Things I Tell Myself," 2, 124'. " 
"Nialz.sehe, Genealogy, History," 1, 78; "The Eye of Power, 2,6. 
"libidinal Nielz.sche," 1, 68. 
"ANSA Story," 3, 186. 
"Grasping at Emptiness," 2, 82. 
"Interview" 2, 178. 
Interview with Robert Wilson, 2, 20. 
"Breaking Men's Minds," 2, 4B. 
"The proliferation of Margins," 3, 108; "Why Italy?" 3, 234. 

2,96. 
"An Authentic Reader," 1, 10B. 
"We All Can't DIe In Bed," 2, 28. 
"Hegel's FoOl," 1, 120. 
"Violence of the State," 3, 210. 
"The Dancing Phllosopher," 1, 22. 
"Forgettfng and AnamnesiS," 1, 138. 
3,100. 
"Free Nletz.sehs," 1, 4. 

3,120. 
"The 'Argenllne Model'," 2, 108. 
"Savages," 2, 96. . 
"The Dance of Signs," 1,54. Interviews of Lee Breuer, 2, 48; of Andre Cadere,~, 140, Of. 
Douglass Dunn, 2, 204; of PhU Glass, 2, 17B; of Police Band, 2, 64; of Jeck Smith, 2, 192, of 
Robert Wilson 2 20. "The Return of Politics" 3, 8. 
"Noles on the'R~turn and Kapltal," 1, 44; "On the Strangth of the Weak," 2, 204. 

"The City In the Female Gender," 3; 136. 
"Nonviolence in Bologna," 3, 122. 
"The Return of Politics," 3, 8. 
"Gaiety, A Difficult Science," 1, B. 
"Armed Anti-Imperialist Struggle," 2, 140. 

3,196. 
'Violence to the Brain," 2, 66. 
"A Brigadlst Speaks," 3, 274. 
"For Nietzsche," 1, 21. 
"To·Ana·No-Ye," 2, 133. . " 
"Domination and Sabotage," 3, 64; "Interrogation," 3, 188; "I, Toni Negn, 3,254; 

"J'Accuse," 3, 292. 
Interview of Valerio Marucci, 3, 274. 
"The Reocognltlon of the Armed Party," 3, 240. 
"Flal Has Branded Me," 3, 26. 
"A Schiz.o and the Institution," 2, 20. , ., '". 
"The Naked Truth about Mora's Detention," 3, 202; , Piperno s Counteroffenalve, 3,206, 
"From Terrorism to Guerrilla Warfare," 3, 220; "The Recognition of the Armed Party," 3, 240; 

"Unpublished Interview," 3, 262. 
"Antldlsestabllshment Totalltarlanism," 2, 64. 
"Nlelz.sche, Foucaul! and the Anarchism of Power," 1, 96. 
"Teenage Lobotomy," 2, 32. 

3,172. 
Interview of Toni Negri, 3, 254. . " 
"From Guaranteeism to Armed Politics," 3, 82; "Beyond Terronsm, 3, 24B. 

"The Red Harvest," 3, 246. 
"Uncle Fishook and the Sacred Baby poo-poo of Art," 2, 192. 

2,175. 
Interview of Farrucio Gambino, 3, 1B6. 
"Painted Panties," 3, 102. 
"The Strategy of Refusal," 3, 30. 
'Dreamers of a Successful Ufe," 3, 112; "On Armed Struggle," 3, 238. 
"Popular Defense and popular Assault," 3, 266. 
"In the Beginning was Gramscl," 3, B6. 
"AutoreducUon Movements In Turin," 3, 74. 

"Interview," 2, 20. 
"Full stop for an Infernal Planet," 2, 44. 

Works by the follOWing writers, artists, and translators have appeared in 
recent issues of PEQUOD: 

Rafael Alberti Anna Akhmatova Bohdan Antonych Homero Aridjls 

Charles Aukema Roland Barthes George. Bataille 

Robert Bechtle Mei Bersenbrugge David Black Paul Blackburn 

Christo Carlos Drummand DeAndrade Jane De Lynn 

Stephen Dixon Stephen Dobyns Jacques Dupin Clayton Eshleman 

Michael Heller Anselm Hollo Richard Howard 
Richard Hugo David Ignatow Sol LeWiU Phillip Lopate Thomas Lux 

Robert Marteau Vladimir Mayakovsky Tom McHale 

Heather McHugh Gregory Orr David Paradis Boris Pasternak 

Philip Pearlstein John Peck Rainer Marla Rilke 

Mark Rudman Eugene Ruggles David St. John Philip Schultz 

Hugh Seidman L;ouren Shakely Charles Simic 

Mark Strand John Unterecker Cesar Vallejo Andrei Vosnesensky 

1-------------- and others 
Special Eugenio Montale Issue still available, including "Mediterranean" 
translated by Allen Mandelbaum, the complete "Motets" translated by 
Charles Wright, later poems translated by Jonathan Galassi, and thir
teen essays, among them "Fascism and Literature", "/f Our Money 
Were Ezra Pound's", and his Nobel Prize Lecture "/s Poetry Still Possi
ble?" 
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[he 1980s are coming. 
Where do you fit in? 

The 1980's are going to be a tumultous decade of change in the 
S. Recession, inflation, unmet social expectations, the rise of the 
ht, resurgence of the left, international disorder, repression and 
sistance. Where do you fit in? 
To seriously understand these developments, you will need the 
uardian-North America's largest circulation independent 
dical weekly newspaper, 24 tabloid pages of national and inter· 

) the Guardian, 33 W. 17th St., N.Y., 
.Y. 10011. 

,closed is: 

$13 for a one-year subscription 

$7 for a six-month subscription 

I Please begin my subscription and bill 
me. 

arne 

ddress 

Ity state Zip 

national news and analysis from 
an intelligently objective Marx
ist point of view, partisan and 
professional. 

We're slashing prices to 
introduce you to the Guardian. 
Subscribe before Dec. 31 and 
you can receive the Guardian 
every week for a year for $13, a 
$12 saving over the newsstand 
rate and $4 off our usual sub 
price. Or test the Guardian $7 
for six months. 


